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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS: 1985-89

Science of Porous Media and Flow Therein

• Developed a computer simulations on theory to interpret the data generated in volume-
controlled mercury porosimetry. With the aid of the simulation, the Apparatus for
Pore Examination, developed by Yuan and Swanson at. Shell, can be a powerful tool
for measuring pore siz, "_tributions in reservoir rock.

• From the study of capillary pressures at low saturations of wetting phase, found that
the sizes of porespace asperities arefractally distributed, i.e., the sizes are distributed
over many different decades of length scales. Showed that this fl:actal property im-
plies universal dependence of capillary pressure, hydraulic conductance and capillary
dispersion on saturation of wetting phase in the low saturation regime. The universal
laws explained literature data on reservoir rocks and soils.

• With fast-freeze cold-stage scanning electron microscopy determined the distribution
of oil and water in Berea sandstone and Prudhoe Bay reservoir rock as a function
of wettabilities ranging from water-wet to mixed-wet to oil-wet. This most extensive
microscopic study available today shows precisely where the oil is distributed as a
function of wettability and local mineralogy and relates the capillary pressure curves
to the oil and water distribution.

• Improved the method of analysis for determining the capillary pressure curve by the
centrifuge method. The traditional approximate analysis developed by Hassler and
Brunner places restrictions on sample size and mounting. The new analyses devel-
oped eliminate these restrictions and allow direct numerical evaluation of the capillary
pressure without approximation of the theoretical equation or allow fast numerical
evaluation with an approximation greatly superior to that of Hassler and Brunner.

• Developed an effective medium theory of anisotropic media. The theory is useful
and economical for predicting conductance and permeabilities for multiple phases
occupying anisotropic porous media. Such a theory did not previously exist. Monte

. Carlo computer simulations carried out on model systems showed that the theory is
quite accurate.

• Carried out molecular simulations and constructed a statistical mechanical theory
(density functional theory) to understand the solvation forces, disjoining pressure, ad-
sorption, transport and flow of fluids in ultrathin films or in ultranarrow pore spaces.
The results provide a molecular-level understanding of the effect of fluid-solid interac-
tion on the wettability of pore surfaces and of the adsorption and transport of wetting
fluid into tight spaces, such as between clay platelets or near particle contacts of
adsorbed or aggregated fines in reservoir rock.
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Science of Microstructured Fluids: Phase behavior, Interfacial Tension and
Rheology.

• Applied a battery of experimental techniques ,to reveal the connection between the

ultralow tensions enabling microemulsions to enhance oil recovery and the transport
behavior, phase behavior and supramolecular microstructure of these oil, water sur-
factant solutions. Established the existence of bicontinuous microemulsions in which

oil-rich and water-rich regions, separated by surfactant sheets, continuously span the
solution. Related the ultralow tension microemulsions to their proximity of critical
points in the phase diagram. By comparison with oil, water alcohol solutions, deter-
mined that the conditions for ultralow tensions require both proximity to the critical
point and the existence of supramolecular microstructure. Showed that the transition

from monocontinuous to bicontinuous microstructure can occur by percolation, i.e.,
random interspersion of oil-rich and water-rich regions, or can be driven by tempera-
ture controlled preferred mean curvature of the surfactant sheets.

• Invented and patented the controlled environment vitrification system (CEVS) en-
abling vitrification and viewing of thin (2000 angstroms) frozen samples of microstruc-
ture fluids in the transmission electron microscope (TEM). The CEVS has been in-
stalled in a dozen industrial and university laboratories around the world and has
become the most unambiguous method for identifying the supramolecular microstruc-
ture of micellar solutions, liquid crystals and microemulsions. Cryo-TEM at Minnesota
has been successful in (1) identifying the spherical to wormlike micelle transition as

the reason some surfactant solutions have a 104-fold increase in viscosity upon addi-
tion of less than a percent of salt, (2) finding a transition from a disk-like micellar

solution to ripple phase liquid crystal (ripple phase consists of a periodic stack of cor-
regated bilayers, (3) determining the variety of liquid crystallites and vesicles formed

by mechanical agitation of liquid crystal dispersions, and(4) exposing the bicontinuous
structure of microemulsions.

• Developed the theory of imaging liquid crystallites with polarized light as a function of
their shape and structure and invented a low cost system for simulating and animating
liquid crystallites viewed with polarized light. The simulation results, available as a
16mm movie, help identify liquid crystallites and vesicles from rnicrographs taken with
a polarized light microscope.

• Introduced an accurate, tractable molecular theory of the electric double layer which is
so important in controlling the microstructure and phase behavior of many oil, water
and surfactant solutions. By comparison with computer simulations, the theory was
shown to be vastly superior to the traditional Gouy-Chapman theory of the electric
double layer.
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Supercomputer-Aided Mathematical Modelling

• Developed an adaptive, finite element frontal displacement simulator in which initial
and boundary conditions are handled efficiently and without introducing the usual
numerical artifacts (oscillations) plaguing simulators. The simulator was tested to
be accurate and economical by comparison with an analytically solvable model. The
simulator was also used to study stability of two-phase frontal displacement in hetero-
geneous reservoirs and under conditions of favorable and unfavorable mobility ratios
of the phases. It was shown that linear stability analysis fails for two-phase frontal
displacement.

• Developed a mechanism-based simulator of two and three-phase frontal displacement.
Tile model combines self-consistently the microscopic statistical network theory for
computing capillary pressures and relative permeabiliiies of the advancing front and
numerical solution of the Darcy-level frontal displacement equations. The model is
potentially especially useful for predicting oil recovery in three-phase displacement
processes because empirical correlations are rare for this case and will be expensive
to generate because of the number of variables involved.

• Developed a three-dimensional, adaptive, finite element algorithm with automatic grid
generation for studying the free energy, conduction and flow in periodic porous media.
The algorithm and its associated supercomputer code has established the current state

of the art in 3D computing, the algorithm has been used to calculate the free energy
of bicontinuous liquid crystals. It has also been used to calculate flow and transport in
several families of periodic porous media. Regions of recirculation flow, important in
flow driven dispersive mixing in porous media, were found. The relationship between
the form factor and the pcrmeability of these porous media was investigated. The
values of a characteristic transport length that can be deduced from the results agree
with that proposed recently by physicists at Schlumberger.
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FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA, PHASE BEHAVIOR
AND ULTRALOW INTERFACIAL TENSIONS:
MECHANISMS OF ENHANCED PETROLEUM RECOVERY

Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science
University of Minnesota

ABSTRACT: 1985-89

A major program of university research, longer-ranged and more fundamental in ap-
proach than industrial research, into basic mechanisms of enhancing petroleum recovery

and into underlying physics, chemistry, geology, applied mathematics, computation, and
engineering science has been built at Minnesota. The 1988-89 outputs of the interdisci-
plinary team of investigators were again ideas, instruments, techniques, data, understand-
ing and skilled people:

• 76 scientific and engineering publications in leading journals.
• Ten Ph.D. theses, six authors going to industry. The other to a postdoctoral

university position.
• Three M.S. theses. One author is now pursuing a Ph.D. degree in Chemical

Engineering and the other is inactive.

• Numerous presentations to scientific and technical meetings, and to industrial,
governmental and university laboratories in the U.S., Europe and South America.

• Vigorous program of research visits to and from Minnesota.

This report summarizes the papers and theses that emerged during the period 1
October 1988 to 30 September 1989 and features thirteen major accomplishments of the
program during that year. The major accomplishments are reported in greater detail
in the remainder of the report. The major accomplishments of the program of 1985-
88 we described in three previous Annum reports and twelve Quarterly Reports. The
major accomplishments during 1988-99 are reported in this report. However, the research
highlights of the entire four years of the program are briefly outlined in the next section.
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INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the outputs that emerged from the Minnesota research pro-
gram during the period 1 October 1988 to 30 September 1989. The goals of the program,
ideas, instruments, techniques, data, understanding, and skilled people for the longer term,
doing so especially by elucidating basic mechanisms. For then the uncertainties in pro-
cess design, particularly in scale-up, control and optimization, are reduced, and innovative
process development is promoted.

The original focus was surfactant-based chemical flooding, but the approach taken
were sufficiently fundamental that the research, longer-ranged than industrial efforts, has
become quite multidirectional. Many current outputs of program are basic enough to
pertain to petroleum recovery more broadly and to energy-related technologies as well.

Research Highlights

The emphasis of the research program is on understanding basic physical chemical
mechanisms with the goal of transforming this knowledge into the concepts and mathe-
matical formulations needed for engineering process design and analysis. In this section is
presented highlights of the research progress described in detail in subsequent sections of
the report.

Volume controlled porosimetry. A few years ago Yuan and Swanson introduced a new
Apparatus for Pore Examination (APEX) for a new kind of porosimetry. Instead of setting
the capillary pressure and measuring the increase in saturation, they inject a controlled
amount of volume and measure the resulting capillary pressure. This volume-controlled
porosimetry generates far more information about the morphology of the pore space. To
use this information effectively one must, however, understand how capillarity and pore
morphology jointly govern the capillary pressure curve observed in volume-controlled in-
jection of a wetting phase.

Earlier Minnesota researchers (e.g Mohanty et al. 1987, Heiba et al. 1982) estab-
lished capabilities of simulating processes like mercury injection with mechanism-based,
computer-facilitated models of pore-level displacements in the pore network. We bring
these capabilities and some new features to bear on APEX to discover how much useful
information about a porous medium can be extracted from volume-controlled mercury
displacement. The disordered nature of porous media we reduce to decorated network ap-
proximations onto which any pore size distribution, pore structure, and topological feature
can be mapped. Such networks can represent sandstones and carbonates closely, including
pore systems that display bimodal size distributions, diagenetically altered shapes, random
or correlated heterogeneities, and stratification. APEX mercury injection is quasi-static;
so is our simulation. Displacement under these circumstances consist of smooth, reversible
changes linked by jumps in capillary pressure, the sequence of which follows from the
structure of the porous medium and the saturation history. Thus, careful examination of



fluctuations in the capillary pressure provides detailed information about pore structure,
notably distributions of pore size and pore volume. The results account quantitatively
for the APEX mercury capillary pressure curves measured by Yuan and Swanson. In our

. work, sample size m an aspect not reported previously -- is lo.und to be a major factor
in APEX response. By Monte Carlo simulation of APEX mercury injection we find the
optimum size of specimen for examining pore space of given properties, By the same
means we investigate added kinds of experiments that extend the capabilities of APEX

. mercury injection, namely withdrawal experiments, withdrawal after partial reinjection
and full scanning loops. We also investigate the potential use of high pressure mercury

' porosimetry to characterize microporosity and surface roughness in reservoir rocks.

Fluid distribution and Transport in Porous media at low wetting phase saturation.
Data on the capillary pressure, the hydraulic conductivity and the capillary dispersion
coefficient as a function of saturation of wetting phase at low saturations can be used to
deduce the distribution of sizes of the asperities of porespace and the disjoining pressure
of the thin films of wetting phase. Katz and Thompson by electron microscopy observed
that the asperities in the porespace of natural sandstone are fractally distributed. Davis
showed that Melrose's capillary pressure at low water saturation implies the same fractal
dimension. We have combined the theories of fractal geometry and thin film physics to
derive power laws for the capillary pressure, hydraulic conductance and capillary disper-
sivity at low wetting phase saturation..The theory provides a basis for similar empirically
derived laws for sandstones and soils.

Molecular dynamics of fluids in ultranarrow pores. Fluids in molecularly thin pores,
e.g., water between clay platelets or oil in diatomacious earth, have no regions of homo-
geneous concentration. The pressure in such confined thin films of fluid is anisotropic and
is very sensitive to pore size. To understand how the fluid molecules are distributed in
confined thin films and how this density distribution affects pressure, diffusion and flow in
ultrathin films, we have carried out molecular dynamics studies of simple fluids confined
between flat solids. The density distribution and the diffusivity are not affected appreciably
by the flow even though the shear rates are very high compared to laboratory rates.

However, the strong density variations across the pore render the usual dependence
of the local viscosity on loca/ density inappropriate. At separations greater than four
molecular diameters flow can be described by a simple redefinition of local viscosity. In
narrower pores a dramatic increase of effective viscosities is observed and is due to the
inability of fluid layers to undergo the gliding motion of planar flow. This effect is partially
responsibility for the strong viscosity increases observed experimentally in thin films that
still maintain their fluidity

Molecular dynamics and molecular theory of wetting and adsorption. Van der Waals
or dispersion forces and the electrical doubly layer interactions control the wetting and
adsorption behavior of fluids contracting solid surfaces. As these forces operate at the
molecular level an understanding of the mechanisms of wetting and adsorption can be



achieved only through a molecular-level theory. The combination or density functional
theory and molecular simulations has lead to considerable progress toward developing
such a theory in recent years. Molecular dynamics of the primitive model electrolyte has
provided much insight into the nature of the electrical double layer. We have developed
a density functional free energy theory that predicts quantitatively the ion de,nsity and
electrical potential profiles of a primitive electrolyte at a charged surface. The usual
approach -- a Stern layer plus a Gouy-Chapman.region -- is wrong because it assumes the
ions near the electrode form a dilute solution and that the Stern layer possesses a bulk-like
dielectric constant. Density functional theory itself involves approximations, even though
it is considerably better than the Gouy-Chapman theory. As a guide to help invent the
most accurate, tractable density functional theories we have found exact solutions to simple
one-dimensional fluids. Earlier we solved the hard-rod problem. In this report we present
exact solutions for a ] D fluid whose particles interact with an arbitrary nearest neighbor
potential. Density profiles and disjoining pressures are computed for square -well and
triangular-well particles. We also show that the modern density functional theories which
compare well with computer simulations, predict the same wetting transition behavior that
older, less quantitative theories did.

New numerical methods to handle initial and boundary conditions in immiscible dis-
placement. The analysis of continuous flow situations requires identification of a 'system,'
which is the region of particular interest, and its 'surroundings,' which are represented
by conditions imposed at the boundary of the 'system.' General procedures for choos-
ing boundary conditions at surfaces at which no phase boundary exists, i. e. 'synthetic'
boundaries, seem to be lacking. Drawing on the example of immiscible displacement of
oil by water in a one-dimensional, semi-infinite porous medium, we compare four types
of synthetic downstream boundary conditions-- Dirichlet (first kind), Neumann (second
kind), Robin (third kind), and what is in essence none -- to find which is the most efficient
when predictions are to be computed from the solution of the governing equation set. The
Robin-type condition proves best: it gives the most accurate solution at fixed cost or, al-
ternatively, requires the least work to achieve a given accuracy. To represent faithfully the
physics of the situation, the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions must be imposed farther
downstream of the region of interest than the Robin condition. In addition, we explore
the behavior of a 'pseudo-boundary condition,' which is in fact not a proper boundary
condition at all, but discretization and truncation errors mask its redundant nature and

allow it to perform well in cases where there is little upstream signalling. Although our
findings are drawn from the displacement problem, they are more broadly applicable to
analysis of transport phenomena. _k

An initial condition, which sets the state of a system at a particular time, should
describe accurately the physics of the situation and should not create computational ar-
tifacts when the governing equations are solved numerically. Drawing on the examI_le of
two-phase flow in porous media, we show that unphysical oscillations can mar a solution

should the initial condition violate an inflow boundary condition. Tracking these oscilla-
tions can increase by orders of magnitude the computer time ne¢,(.le(1to solve the eqlmt.ions



of change. At an internal boundary between two different media, an initial condition that
violates the steady-state equations of change produces features that might be equally un-
desirable. We propose a way to generate initial conditions that avoid these artifacts, viz.
by splicing together a solution of the linearized governing equations in the region of change
and solutions of the steady-state equations in regions of constancy. We demonstrate our
proposal using the situation of two-phase flow in porous media. Our findings are broadly
applicable because of the partial analogies among transport of mass, heat, and momentum.

Electron microscopy of surfactant fluid microstructure. A major goal of the Minnesota
program has been to determine the microstructure of surfactant solutions and to relate the
microstructure to the phase interfacial and theological properties of surfactant Solutions.
In previous work we developed cryo-electron microscopy and holey polymer sample hold-
ers that enable one to visualize directly fluid microstructures as small as 50 angstroms.
In this report, we present cryo-microscopy studies of surfactant microstructures in dilute
aqueous solutions and dispersions-- globular, swollen and cylindrical or wormlike mi-
celles, discoid and ripple phase structures, and uni- and multi-lamellar vesicles -- can be
seen at high resolution by cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) of thin vit-
rified sample films. Sample films are prepared within a chamber where temperature and
chemical activities of the surrounding vapor are controlled, thereby preventing evaporation
and temperature changes that could alter the microstructure in the labile systems. The
thin liquid films are quenched by rapidly plunging them into liquid ethane. The resulting
vitrified samples are mounted into a cold-stage and transferred into a TEM for direct obser-
vation. Monophasic solutions of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) show globular
micelles that swell with added toluene or styrene to form swollen micelles. Wormlike mi-
celles form in CTAB-NaBr solutions. Dilute mixtures of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
(DPPC) and diheptanoylphosphatidylcholine (DHPC) show discoid structures above the
main transition temperature of DPPC and A and A/2 ripple structures of the P#, phase at
temperatures below the main transition temperature. A new model is proposed for the A
structure and the ripple structures are shown to exist as single bilayers. Biphasic disper-
sions of sodium 4-(l'-heptylnonyl)benzenesulfonate (SHBS or Texas # 1) show spheroidal
and tubular vesicles, and complex encapsulated vesicles and coiled tubules. Vesicle-like
microstructures of SHBS persist at 90° C. At the relatively low SHBS concentrations stud-
ied there is no evidence of the constant spacing characteristic of the lamellar phase at
higher concentrations, suggesting that the structures observed may result from unbinding
fluctuations that disrupt lamellar phases.

A low cost system for animating liquid crystallites viewed with polarized light. Ani-
mated movies of scientific graphics can be recorded on film with the low cost system of_

hardware and software described here. t The hardware consists of a 16mm camera, a step-
per motor, and a simple camera-motor controller. The software is designed to produce
bitmaps from graphical data, combine bitmaps into composite frames, and record frames
onto film. The camera is fully controlled by the same graphics workstation that is used to
display the images, so fades and dissolves can be performed in software with a camera not

equipped for such special effects. The graphical data, generated on a supercomputer, is



subsequently transferred to the workstation where it is stored and recorded frame by frame
according to a configuration file. A variant of the software, which operates across local
and wide area networks, makes use of network computing software to send computation-
ally intensive tasks to a remote supercomputer or to other workstations in a distributed
computing environment. We have used the system to simulate polarized light microscope
images of liquid crystals according to a single-scattering ray-tracing theory.

Surfaces of constant mean curvature with prescribed contact angle. The relationships
between the structures and properties of foams and emulsions are not yet fully understood.
An emulsion or a foam is defined in general terms as a reasonably stable dispersion of
one fluid phase in another, immiscible, fluid phase. Various additives may prevent the
dispersion from separating for a period of time yet it is not thermodynamically stable. The
relationships between physical structures and physical properties of such dispersions are of
practical as well as theoretical interest. These relat!onships can be computed from three-
dimensional models of the structures. At volume fractions below some critical value, there
is an 'internal' phase that is dispersed in a continuous 'external' phase and the former's
form can be modeled as undistorted spheres. At volume fractions approaching unity, the
'internal' phase forms polyhedral structures and the 'external' phase is limited to thin films
between polyhedral faces and channels at the polyhedral edges. At intermediate volume
fractions, there are structures that are not well characterized, much less well understood.

Physical properties cannot be accurately simulated without adequate A Galerkin weighted
residual formulation of the Surface Divergence Theorem is used with finite element basis
functions to compute geometric models of foam and emulsion structure. The models are

surfaces of constant mean curvature arranged on a simple cubic lattice so that they meet
the boundary planes of the unit cells at prescribed contact angles. Surfaces are computed
for a variety of contact angles and mean curvatures. With contact angle between 5° and
133 °, the structure inverts as the mean curvature decreases, whereas with contact between
134 ° and 180 °, the structure fills the unit cell as the mean curvature decreases, passes
through a turning point, and then increases. The models have implications to mercury
porosimetry.



PORE-SPACE STATISTICS AND CAPILLARY PRESSURE CURVES
FROM VOLUME-CONTROLLED POROSIMETRY

Synopsis

Far more information about pore space of reservoir rock samples can be obtained
from volume-controlled mercury porosimetry than from convent.ional pressure-controlled
mercury porosimetry, as Yuan and Swanson (1986) demonstrated in landmark experiments
with their new Apparatus for Pore Examination -- APEX.

Earlier researches (e.g. Mohanty et al. 1987,Heiba et al. 1982)established capabilities
of simulating processes like mercury injection with mechanism-based, computer-facilitated
models of pore-level displacements in the pore network. We bring these capabilities and
some new features to bear on APEX to discover how much useful information about a

porous medium can be extracted from volume=controlled mercury displacement.

The disordered nature of porous media we reduce to decorated network approxima-
tions onto which anypore size distribution, pore structure, and topological feature can be
mapped. Such networks can represent sandstones and carbonates closely, including pore
systems that display bimodal size distributions, diagenetically altered shapes, random or
correlated heterogeneities, and stratification.

APEX mercury injection is quasi-static; so is our simulation. Displacement under
these circumstances consists of sm_,oth, reversible changes linked by jumps in capillary
pressure, the sequence of which follows from the structure of the porous medium and
the saturation history. Thus, careful examination of fluctuations in the capillary pressure
provides detailed information about pore structure, notably distributions of pore size an,d
pore volume.

r

The results account quantitatively for the APEX mercury capillary pressure curves
so precisely measured by Yuan and Swanson. In our work, sample size -- an aspect not
reported previously -- is found to be a major factor in APEX response. By Monte Carlo
simulation of APEX mercury injection we find the optimum size of specimen for examining
pore space of given properties.

By the same means we investigate added kinds of experiments that extend the capabil-
ities of APEX mercury injection, namely withdrawal experiments, withdrawal after partial
reinjection and full scanning loops. We also investigate the potential use of high pres-
sure mercury porosimetry to characterize microporosity and surface roughness in reservoir
rocks.



Introduction

Mercury porosimetry, the forced intrusion of mercury into a porous material, has
been used to characterize the microstructure of the pore space since Washburn (1921)
suggested how to obtain a 'pore size distribution' from measurements of volume injected
versus pressure applied. Ritter and Drake (1945) authored the first work fully devoted to
mercury porosimetry, describing the construction and operation of the equipment, report-
ing many experimental data and forming the basis of subsequent developments' In 1949
Purcell introduced the technique to the petroleum industry. Since then, mercury capillary
pressure curves measured ou reservoir rock samples (cores, chips, etc.) have been used
routinely in connection with petroleum exploration and production. The goal is to get
information on relationships between petrophysical properties and the microstructure of
the pore space, particularly information useful for predictions of porosity, permeability,
relative permeabilities, and residual oil saturation of reservoir rocks.

In the classical experiment, pressure on the mercury is raised in increments and the
amount of mercury injected into a sample is measured at each step. This is pre._sure.
controlled measurement of a mercury capillary pressure curve. Commercially available
mercury porosimeters offer a simple and rapid procedure to obtain a kind of 'fingerprint'
of a reservoir rock. How much of the internal structure is represented by the fingerprint
is not clear. Indeed, interpretation of t.he fingerprint is still the subject of active research.
The basis of the method is tile concept that in a previously evacua.ted specimen, mercury
is forced :uto smaller and smaller pore segments against capillary forces as the mercury
pressure is increased. Such measurement do not directly give the true pore size distribution.
There may, for example, be large pore segments which could be filled at low pressure
except that they connect with the mercury source only through smaller pore segments
(el. Everett 1958, Heiba 1985). The effect of these so-called ink-bottle pore segments is to
assign too small a portion of the pore space to the large pore segments and too large a
portion to the small pore segments, if the mercury injection data are taken at their face
value. Porous media are irregular networks of pore space, the constrictions and enlarged
junctions of which are usually termed pore throats and pore bodies. Thus, a pressure-
controlled capillary pressure curve, even if accurately measured (cf. Katz and Thompson
1987, Thompson et al. 1987), reveals the distribution of pore throat sizes in only a subset
of the entire population of throats. It is possible for two porous media having different
microstructures to give the same capillary pressure curves. This ambigmtv is the main
obstacle to correlating properties like permeability with pore structure as inferred from
capillary pressure data.

Injection of mercury into a sample by a stepping-motor-driven positive displacement
pump or a constant rate pump is another way of measuring capillary pressure curves. This
is volume-controlled measurement of a capillary pressure curve. The mercury capillary
pressure is monitored as the dependent variable. During the process, mercury menisci
curve to accommodate to pore shapes and pressure differences. Because capillary pressure
is inversely proportional to a mean radius of curvature of the mercury menisci, fluctuat! _us



in curvature bring fluctuations in capillary pressure.

That pressure fluctuates during volume-controlled fluid displacement has been ob-
served. Irreversible pressure fluctuations at the pore-level scale are evident from observa-
tions made by Haines (1930): during invasion of pore spaces, the development of unstable#

interface configurations leads to small oscillations in pressure. In 1959, Gates (as mentioned
by Yuan and Swansbn 1986) observed pressure fluctuations during mercury porosimetry
of vuggy carbonates. Crawford and Hoover (1966) reported striking instances of fluctua-
tions in capillary pressure curves recorded during injection of water into synthetic porous
media. Morrow (1970) demonstrated that drying of a heap of tapered capillaries and a
heap of spheres saturated with volatile liquid cannot be conducted smoothly and reversibly
because of spontaneous Changes in fluid configuration. In 1971 Gaulier described the first
automatic device for exploiting pressure fluctuations to measure vugular porosity by con-
stant rate porosimetry. In all these works, capillary pressures are measured in coarse-pored

media. When capillary pressures are measured in fine-pored media, such as sandstones or
clay-coated carbonates, fluctuations in pressure are generally too small to be observed or
detected by available pressure transducers. Thus, experimental capillary pressure curves
appear to be smooth and reversible.

Recently Yuan and Swanson (1986), using high-precision sputtered straingage pressure
transducers e_nd a high-precision stepping motor for controlled volume injection, success:
fully resolved very small pressure fluctuations as mercury was injected into sandstones and
carbonates. These authors demonstrated in landmark experiments with their new Appa-
ratus for Pore Examination (APEX) that far more information about the pore space of a
reservoir rock sample can be obtained from volume-controlled mercury porosimetry than
from conventional pressure-controlled mercury porosimetry.

APEX mercury injection is quasi-static. Displacement under these circumstances con-
sists of smooth, reversible changes followed by spontaneous changes, _nerally irreversible
ones, in capillary pressure at constant mercury saturation. The particular sequence of
alternate reversible and spontaneous changes is determined by the structure of the porous
medium and the saturation history. An understanding o] this relationship is essential to
convert the fluctuations in the capillary pressure into pore structure information. To this
end, computer simulation of volume-controlled mercury porosimetry in a well defined model
porous medium should be of great benefit through understanding Yuan and Swanson's ex-
periment, and guiding extension of the capabilities of APEX. To our knowledge, volume-
controlled mercury porosimetry has not heretofore been simulated with mechanism-based.

computer-facilitated models of pore-level displacement in networks of pore segments. We
have developed such a simulation and here describe the method and report the results.

In the next section we synthesize two models of porous media, one of low size contrast
between pore bodies and throats, the other of high size contrast. In the models the
network of porespace is constructed by starting with a cubic lattice and pruning it down
to a representative mean coordination. Pore segments are converging and diverging in

9



character: biconical pores are chosen here to capture this essential feature. Sizes of pore
segments are arrived at by drawing at random from a truncated log-normal distribution of
pore throat radii. The size of a pore body is a multiple of the size of the largest adjacent
pore throat. This produces correlation of size throughout the pore network.

Next we describe aspects of meniscus movement in the pore space that are taken into
account in the analyses of injection and withdrawal. We consider low enough capillary
number that menisci remain quasi-static most of the time, except when a meniscus becomes
unstable and jumps under the combined effect of inertia and capillary forces. We restrict
attention to the sequence of capillary equilibrium states that precede and succeed these
jumps.

Next we give details of the computations from the theory. They constitute a 'Monte
Carlo simulation' of volume-controlled mercury injection and withdrawal.

We conclude with a summary of results and a proposal of injection-withdrawal ex-
periments to generate more information about pore space, thereby extending the power of
APEX.

Modeling Rock Morphology

Capillarity-dominated flow is commonly interpreted in terms of simplified pore mod-
els. Simplification is necessary because nearly all porous media are so complex that their
microstructure can be neither determined nor described completely. The simplification
gained by treating the pores as though they were uniform cylinders, or the spaces between
regularly or randomly packed spheres or cylinders had to be accepted in the past. As
fuller understanding of the capillary processes in such idealized systems developed, a more
realistic approach to these processes in real porous media emerged from statistical consid-
erations of the disordered array of pore spaces of variable geometry and connectivity in
sandstones and carbonates (Fatt 1956, Mohanty 1981, Heiba 1985).

Network modeling of the pore space is an active area of research with a correspond-
ing large body of literature. The crudest model is that of a bundle of non-intersecting
tubes, each of constant but different cross-section corresponding to some given pore size
distribution. This 'parallel type' model is the basis of so-called 'hydraulic radius' theories
used to describe single-phase transport in porous media (Scheidegger 1974). The opposite
extreme model is obtained by assuming that all the pore space is serially lined up. Such
model is referred to as 'serial type' model because capillaries of different pore radius are
put together in series one after another (Scheidegger 1974, Dullien 1979). Such models fail
to predict the salient features of capillary displacement, i.e. the known hysteresis between
injection and withdrawal, and the trapping of displaced fluid.

It is clear that a more appropriate model of pore space should involve some kind of

10



random network. Indeed such an approach, introduced by Fatt in 1956, has been widely

used in the last two decades to simulate the petrophysical properties of rock formations and

the processes that occur within it. The terms pore, pore body, pore throat, pore system,

pore space distribution are used rather loosely however. The 'sticks and balls' model,

which approximate the pore space as a network of tubes and spheres, has been frequently

used. Sticks and balls seem simple because their singularities of pore wall curvatures

invite definitions, e.g. of pore body and pore throat, that are nevertheless arbitrary at

root. This model fails to capture the converging and diverging character of most porous

media. Consequently, there cannot be stable interfaces in the midst of pore segments, an

essential feature of volume-controlled displacement processes.

Mohanty et al. (1987) and Lin and Cohen (1982) have provided, a conceptual frame-

work -- contraction mapping -- by which pore spaces can be mapped into equivalent

' networks. The authors have identified the method of recording completely the geometry of
porespace and composition of pore walls, etc. It is called decoration _ i.e. 'decorating' the

network map with information about local properties. Levels of decoration can be adopted

rationally and systematically, for whatever purpose they are needed. To synthesize our

model porous media, in the remainder we simply follow Mohanty et al. (1987) and Lin

and Cohen (1982).

We reduce the disordered nature of porous media to a decorated network approx-

imation onto which wide ranges of porosity, pore size distribution, pore structures and

topolog_.cal features can be mapped. The converging and diverging nature of pore seg-

ments we conveniently captured with biconical pore segments. We define a pore segment

as a cubic body that opens onto a number z of converging'conical portions of pore space,

each of which leads either to a dead end or to volumeless throat beyond which lies another

, segment. In this way, the common arbitrary practice of separating the pore space volume
into pore bodies and pore throats is avoided. Figure 1 shows the cross-section of _. typical

pore segment of o11r networks. The volume Vp_ of a pore segment is given by

z

v. = +
i

where Vb is the volume of a body of cube edge 2rb, i.e.

Vb-

and Vc, is the volume of the i-th converging conical portion of porespace of length Ic_,

which leads to a throat of size rr,,

1

= + +q)

We construct a network of biconical pore segments as follows.

11
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Figure 1. Idealization of a pore segment. Small scale roughness is not illustrat,,d.

(i) Choose an underlying lattice, i.e dimension and connectivity. Specify size and boundary
conditions.

Notewithstanding two-dimensional networks are less expensive and easier to work
with, we use a simple cubic lattice of nodes and branches as an underlying lattice to better
account for the three-dimensional pore space of natural porous media. Actually, though
this paper concentrates on the simple cubic lattice with a N x M x L lattice size, the
network generator can handle the two-dimc.nsional square lattice equally well.

Although conceptually simple, the specification of boundary conditions we optimized
to increase the versatility of the simulation. The boundary conditions are implemented as
either open, closed, or periodic, depending on the displacement mode and the properties of
the fluid/fluid pair.

To model volume-controlled porosimetry, the lateral sides of the pore network are
connected to each other to form a cylindrical plug (periodic boundary condition). One
side of the plug (of size N x M) is connected to a source that supplies mercury (open
boundary condition), while the opposite side (of size N x M also) is impermeable (closed
boundary condition).

(ii) Prune the underlying lattice down to a representative mean coordination.

As a rule, the connectivity z of a porous media has a probability distribution rather
than a particular value. To obtain a representative mean coordination < z >, we start with

z = 6, the connectivity of the underlying simple cubic lattice, and then randomly prune
branches with probability 1- < z >/6. The number of edges _,emanating from any vertex
has then a binomial distribution with mean < z > and _ariance < z > (1- < z > /6)

12



given by

P_= (6u)(<z>/6)_(1-<z>/6) 6-_ (2)

where

(°) 0,
is the binomial coefficient.

(iii) Decorate the lattice with independent features.

Pore throat radii (rt) are randomly assigned according to a truncated log-normal
distribution, which ha.s the probability density function

[exp -
f(rt; _) = rr.,,,, <_rt <_rt.,_

(zero otherwise) (3)

where a is the standard deviation of the parent normal distribution. Because the tails
of the distribution are difficult to sample uniformly from one realization to the next, the
full log-normal distribution was truncated (outside [rt,.i. -" 0.1, rt,_. -" 60] /zm) and
normalized to reduce the variance of the capillary pressure values.

We assign body size at i-th body according to rb_ = prr, p is a prescribed ratio, rt
is the size of the largest throat adjacent to the /-body. This produces correlation of size
throughout the pore network.

We ascribe a constant pore-center-to-pore-center distance 2l (cf. Figure 1) so that
linked to the other geometrical features, such as pore body size and pore throat radius,
give a porosity ¢, consistent with that of the porous medium one wishes to mimic.

(.iv) Deduce dependent feature_.

To each pore body we attached z = 6 fl'ustrums, each of right circular cone of radii
rb, rt (right circular cones if rt = 0) and height t_ = l - rb (cf. Figure 1). Semi-apical cone
angles we obtain from a = tan -1 [(rb - rt)/l_].

Figure 2 illustrates two-dimensiontfl views of four networks generated according to
this procedure. The network of Figure 2a, which has a high size contrast between pores
bodies and pore throats, might represent a carbonate severely altered by diagenesis. Based
on core analyses, such a rock can have sufficient porosity to make a.n attractive reservoir,

but the pore segments are either poorly interconnected or else connected predominantly by
small pore throats. Figure 21) shows a network with low size contrast that, might represent

13
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a consolidated sandstone. Such a rock can have a relatively homogeneous pore system.
Primary pores tend to Le destroyed with burial because of compaction and cementation.
In this paper results are presented for the 'high aspect ratio' network of Figure 2a and for
the 'low aspect ratio' network of Figure 2b, deferring other cases (Figure 2c and 2d) to a
future publication.

Characterization of Pore-Wall Roughness

The geometry of pore walls in reservoir rocks varies from the smooth, crystalline
surfaces of dolomites to the rough, pitted or clay-coated surfaces of sandstones and soils.
Historically, studies of the physical propertiee of 7orous media have focused on either the
solid matrix or the pore space. Relatively little attenticm has been paid to the interface that
divides the solid space and the pore space. Recent efforts seek to characterize the roughness
of pore walls and to understand its effects oil the bulk properties of chaotic porous media.
To this end fractal geometry should be a useful tool, as several have suggested (Katz and
Thompson 1985, Wong et al. 1987).

For our purposes, what is important about fractal roughness is that asperities are
distributed over more than a few length scales. Even though real porous media resemble

. fractal objects, they do ,so only between lower and upper cutoff of scale. Katz and Thomp-
son (1985) using microscopy and Wong et at. (1987) using neutron scattering, measured
features of several sandstone_ at the pore level. They found that the pore walls are surface
fractals in a statistical sense on length scales between 1 nm and 100 ttm with Hausdorff
dimensions between 2.57 and 2.87.

It has been suggested (Davis 1989) that not only microscopy or neutron scattering, but
also capillary pressure data at low saturation of wetting phase can be used to characterize
pore-wall roughness over a range of length scales by a Hausdorff dimension. Our recent

works (Novy et al. 1989, Toledo et al. 1989) support this view. High pressure mercury
capillary pressure, such as those measured by Swanson (1985), should be equally useful.

The dependence of the inveatory of pendular structures on capillary pressure can
be measured in the laboratory, and conceptual models enable interpretations of these
data. de Gennes (1985) examined two families of fractal extremes of pore-wall roughness:
iterative pits (self-similar pits within pits) and iterative floes (self-_ ,milar grains fused to
grains). Toledo et al. (1989) examined the case of the Menger sponge. In each case the
following proportionality was obtained

[1 -- VH9] cx:/XpD-3

I'_g is the volume of mercury occupying the pore space and /.Xp = [pu_ - p_,_], is the
capillary pressure. High pl'essure mercury capillary pressure can be used to determine D,
the Hausdorff dimension of the pore walls, D being a measure of how the subject space

• fills the Euclidean space in which it is imbedded.

14
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(_) (b)
¢= 16% ¢=7Y,

(_) (d)
¢ = 13_ ¢ = I0_

i

Figure 2. Computer-generated porous media, a) 'High aspect ratio' network, repre-
sentative of a carbonate rock with 'reconstructed' pore spa,ce, i.e. secondary
porosity. (b) 'Low aspect ratio' network, representative of a consolidated
sandstone. (c) and (d) Correlated and random heterogeneities, respectively.
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For the purpose of this work we used [1 - VHg] = O.25Ap °'45 (Davis 1989) to account
for the inventory of pendular structures.

Equilibrium and Stability of Static Interfaces in Porous Media

The equilibrium and _tability of interfaces constrained by solids play a central role in
fluid distribution. Of primary interest here is to understand how capillary forces determine
the distribution of fluid phases within the pore space of disordered porous media.

In the absence of external constraints (gravity or boundary conditions imposed by solid
surfaces) an interface between two immiscible fluids tends to minimize its area by adopting
a spherical shape. In the presence of a solid surface, however, the interface between two
fluid masses assumes configurations, the equilibrium and stability of which depend on pore
geometry, contact angle and externally imposed conditions (pressure, volume, etc.). A
study of mercury porosimetry, is thus, in the most general case, a study of the nature of
surfaces of constant mean curvature, subject to various boundary conditions.

It is only for constant curvature surfaces having radial or cylindrical symmetry, viz.
the cylinder, unduloid, sphere, catenoid, and nodoid, that an exact analytical approach
is possible (cf. Bolza 1909, Tyuptsov 1966, Huh 1969). For systems of lower symmetry,
numerical approximation methods must be used. "i'he goal of this section is to determine
the equilibrium and stability of axisymmetric interfaces in axisymmetric biconical pore
segments.

When mercury, a nonwetting phase, is present within an otherwise evacuated porous
media., the complex mercury/vacuum interface consists of a number of menisci, i.e. surfaces

that obey the Young-Laplace equation. According to Mohanty (1981), menisci are chiefly
of two types: head menisci and neck menisci. Head menisci are interfaces with only positive
elements of curvature, referred to as concave (toward the nonwetting phase) or clastic, i.e.
surfaces with a positive Gaussian curvature. Neck menisci are interfaces with negative as
well as positive curvatures, i.e. radii of curvature occur on both sides of an interface. This

selloidal, saddle-shaped, or anticlastic interfaces have negative Gaussian curvature. Figure
3 i:lustrates two such menisci in a biconical pore segment. Not shown in Figure 3 is the
small scale surface roughness which is also present. The thread of nonwetting phase at the
throat is called a neck. Accumulation of wetting phase around a nonwetting phase neck is
called a collar. Collars are bounded by neck menisci and pore wall.

For an ensemble of menisci to be in stable equilibrium Gillette and Dyson (1974) mid

Mohanty (1981) showed that each meniscus must first be singly stable to volume-conserving
shape perturbations. Consider the system mercury/vacuum. Let [Ap]i = [PH9 -- P,,_,_]i=
[PHg]. be the capillary pressure across the i-th meniscus, and [VH_], be the volume of
mercury in the immediate neighborhood of the mercury/vacuum interface. At equilibrium,
the capillary pressure _Xp, acros:: every meniscus ,,f the ensemble, must be the same,
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r_igure 3. A fluid/fluid interface in a biconical pore segment.

provided that pressure gradients and gravitational effects are negligibly small, then

Api ,= Apj =...= Ap, (4)

where i, j,..., n represent both neck menisci and head menisci.

For stable equilibrium, it is sufficient that (Melrose and Brandner 1974, Gillette and
Dyson 1974) '

>0 (5)
dVHg i

for every meniscus i in the ensemble. Rficker (1887) recognized that Eq. (14) is necessary
for stability of single interfa(:es.

While satisfying Eq. (5) by all menisci in the ensemble is sufficient, Gillette and Dyson
(1974) found that this is not always necessary. If at most one meniscus violates Eq. (5),
the rest of the ensemble can stabilize it if the following conditions are met

> 0 for all i ¢ j (6)
dVHg i

and

<0 (7)
!

,J

Thus the ensemble stability conditions are given by either Eq. (5) or by Eqs. (6) and
(7). Violating these conditions leads to instabilities and sudden movement of menisci. In
what follows, we study the equilibrium and stability of neck menisci and head menisci in
biconical pore segments.

17



Neck Menisci in Bi conical Pore Segments

As capillary pressure is lowered in a system similar to that in Figure 3, the curvature
of the neck menisci changes toa critical value at which the fluid/fluid interface becomes
unstable and suddenly ruptures. Prior'to this event, the interface is stable and can be made
to advance or retreat in response to small changes in the capillary pressure. Rupturing of a
selloidal interface which has become unstable has been referred to as snap-off or choke-off,
a well-understood phenomenon for systems with one fluid that completely wets the solid.
Its occurrence depends on pore wall curvature and the pressure levels in the wetting and
nonwetting phases. For zero contact angle, there is a critical ratio of pore radius (rb) to
throat radius (rr), at which choke-off of a neck meniscus occurs. As a result the nonwettmg
phase becomes disconnected and nonwetting phase is trapped in the medium. This is an
important mechanism of trapping of oil in water-wet reservoir rocks during waterflooding
(Stegemeier 1974, Mohanty 1981).

Breakage or choke-off when one of the fluids partially wets the solid, such as the case
of mercury on silica surfaces, is a less-understood phenomenon, although it has been cited
as a possible cause of hysteresis and trapping (van Brakel et al. 1981). Wardlaw (1976)
found experimentally that if large pores are connected by narrow throats, mercury choke-
off occurs on pressure reductior_ at relatively high pressures. This result is at variance with
the work of Mohanty (1981). Using pores with a variety of toroidal shapes, this last author
demonstrated, theoretically and experimentally, that incomplete wetting adversely affects
the tendency to choke-off. The conclusive work is yet to be done. If choke-off is a factor in
mercury porosimetry, we doubt that the phenomenon can be captured with axisymmetric
interfaces in axisymmetric pores. Other factors, such as pore segments of lower symmetry
and pinning of the contact lines should be considered. In what follows we discuss the
impact of a non-zero contact angle on the equilibrium and stability of neck menisci in
biconical pore segments with two axes of symmetry and with one axis of symmetry. Our
work closely follows the work of Huh (1969) and Mohanty (1981).

Figure 4 shows the volume of collars of wetting fluid (vacuum) as a function of capillary

pressure, for 0 = 0 °, 0 = 5° , and 0 = 35 ° , and semi-apical angles a[1 ° < a < 30"].
Menisci represented by long broken lines are unstable to non-axisymmetric perturbations,
whereas those represented by dotted and short dashed lines are unstable to axisymmetric
perturbations. Selected equilibrium configurations in single conical pore segments are
shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows equilibrium configurations in single non-symmetrical
biconical pore segments. The contact angle is fixed, 0 = 0° (Figure 6A) and 0 = 20 ° (Figure
6B). Stability analysis to volume conserving shape perturbations indicate no region of
stable neck menisci with dAp/dVgg > 0 in symmetrical pores. Non-axisymmetry stabilizes
some isolated menisci but they become unstable, i.e they do not exist when other menisci
exist, thus hindering the choke-off process.

Our calculations, as those of Mohanty, only considered fixed contact angles, i.e. mov-
able contact lines. Departure frol._ this situation brings in more hysteresis and pinning of
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Figure 4. Equilibrium and stability of neck menisci to volume-conserving shape pertur-
bations. Volume of vacuum collars in biconical pore segments (inset) as a
function of capillary pressure. Fixed contact ,ingle, movable contact lines. (a)
0=0 °, (b) 0=5 °, and (c) 0 =35 °.
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Figure 5. Isolated equilibrium configurations in biconical pores with reflective symmetry
in the throat plane. Semi-apical angles c_[ultl = 30°, O_[right] = 30°' Fixed
contact angle, movable contact lines. 0 = 0°. Non-dimensional capillary
pressure Aprt/7: (a) 0.40, (b) 0.42, (c) 0.47, (d) 0.53, (e) 0.63, and (f) 0.82.
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Figure 6. Isolated equilibrium configurations in biconical pores without reflective sym-
metry in the throat plane. Fixed contact angle, movable contact lines. Semi-
apical angles a[t_/t] = 40°, a[right] = 30°. Non-dimensional capillary pressure
Aprt/7" (a) 19= 0°' (a) 0•36, (b) 0.40, (c) 0.43, (d) 0.59, (e) 0.68, and (f)
0.81• (S) 19= 20°: (a) 0.46, (b)0.51, (c) 0.56, (d) 0.61, (e) 0•69, and (f) 0;86.
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the contact lines and, in generM, adds a lot of physics to the analysis. Appropriate consid-

eration t.o these factors may re__!t in choke-off to be possible with incomplete wetting. A
. detailed study of ned_ ',nemscl,_gelr equlhbrmm and stability, in a variety of model pores

': and subject to different bounda_'y conditions will be published elsewhere. For the purpose
of this work, choke-off is not considered.

i

Head Menisci in Biconical Pore Segments

Head menisci are surfaces of constant mean curvature, hence they obey the Young-
Laplace equation. These interfaces are concave (toward the nonwetting phase) at all points.
Figure 7 illustrates two such menisci for the mercury/vacuum system, one in the converging
section of a biconical pore segment and the other one in the diverging section of a biconical
pores segment. Both these menisci are stable when. the volume of the fluids are held
constant.

The stability condition for head menisci can be obtained directly because stability
depends On how displacement changes interfacial curvature. Thus, d[pHg -pvac]/dVgg is
positive for menisci in a converging section and negative for,menisci in a diverging section.

(!;

We censider the relationship between capillary pressure,/Xp = [PHg--Pvac] -- PHg, and
mercury volume, VHa, for conical pore segments with semi-apical angles a[0 ° < c_ < 45°].
The geometry of the system is shown in Figure 7.

VACUUM

0 a

_--(a + 0)

(_) (b)

Figure 7. Geometrical relationships of head menisci in biconical pore segments. (a)
Head meniscus in a converging section. (b) Head meniscus in a diverging
section.
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Converging Section

The capillary pressure is given by

27
/xp= _ cos(0+ _) (8)?,

The volume of mercury, VHg, up to a sui_i_ble constant, between the conical pore and the
head meniscus is given by

,r_3, -5 F_(_,O) (9)
where

F_(_,O)- cot,__o_(0+ ,_)- [2+ _i_(0+ ,_)][1- _in(0+ ,_)]_
and

Ap
0 < -- < 2 cos(0 + ct)

7rr --

In addition,

Vgg = _8 7 F2(a O) (10)
7rrt3 3

where

F2(6) - cot a cosa(_) - [2 + sin(6)][1 - sin($)] 2

and
rb

COS _ "-- m
R

mad
Ap

2 cos(0 + c_) < < 2
7Irt --

Diverging Section

We distinguished three cases:

(i) o_-0< 0

The capillary pressure is given by

/Xp = 27 cos(0 - ct) (11)r

The volume of mercury is given'by

VHg _-- 8 7 F3(ct,0) (12)
7rr3 3
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where

F3(c_, 8) = cot a cos3(0 - c_)+ [2 + sin(0 - ct)][1 - sin(0 - c_)]2

and
Ap

< 2cos(0- c_)
7rb --

In addition,

Vgo 1 rb a 8 7
7rr-'---_= 5 cota _ + F,(6) (la)

where

Ra(6) = 4 -[2 + sin 6][1 - sin 5]2

and
rb

cos 5 "-
R

and
Ap

2 cos(0 - c_) < < 2 cos 5
7/rb -

(ii) c_-0>0

The capillary pressure is given by

27
_p = -- _o_(_- 0) (14)r

The volume ofmercuryisgivenby

vn_ 8 7 Fh(_,O)= 5 (15)
where

Fs(ct, 0) - cot c_cos3(c_ - 0) + 4 - [2 + sin(c_ - 0)][1 - sin(c_ - 0)]2

and

Ap
< 2 cos(_ - 0)

7rb --

In addition, for
Ap

2 cos(o_ - 0) < < 2 cos 5
71rb --

Vgg is given by Eq. (13).
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(iii) a-O=O

The capillary pressure is given by

Ap = 2__7 (16)
r

The volume of mercury follows

VHg 8 7

where

F6(a) - 2 + cosa

and
Ap <2

"f/rb -

In addition, for
Ap < 2cos_

V/rb --

VHg is given by Eq. (13).

Physics of Volume-Controlled Mercury Porosimetry

The conditions for equilibrium and stability of interacting menisci in porous media
have now been established• We consider next the pore-level physics of quasi-static, volume-
controlled mercury injection and withdrawal in the limit of vanishing mercury flow rate.

The crucial feature of these displacement processes is the strong menisci interaction.
The interaction leads, for example, to simultaneous menisci coalescence, assisted jumps
through a single pore segments or group of pore segments, concurrent local advance of a
single meniscus and global retraction of all other existing menisci, etc. Careful consid-
eration to these cooperative phenomena, the hallmark of volume-controlled displacement
processes, distinguish our work from other studies of capillary displacements where, at
each step, a single meniscus moves thrgugh the pore segment where the displacing force is
largest.

Although here we concentrate in low capillary number mercury porosimetry, we can
also account for waterflooding, i.e. oil displacement by water in reservoir rocks, where the
interfaces move, on average, at 3 ft/day.

A basic trait of fluid interface motion during volume-controlled displacement processes
is the so-called Haine_ jump, resulting from unstable configurations (Haines 1930, Miller
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and Miller 1956, Melrose 1965). Jumps are followed by essentially smooth and rever,_ible
changes in pressure as mercury is constantly injected or withdrawn.

Haines jumps in volume-controlled fluid displacement are subject to two constraints:
a volume constraint and a pressure constraint.

Volume constraint: The spontaneous redistribution of mercury within a porous
medium takes place at constant mercury volume, i.e. the net flow of mercury vanished.
The process can be described as concurrent local injection, i.e. one meniscus jumps, and
global withdrawal, i.e. all other menisci recede.

When displacement is dominated by Capillarity, the mercury volume withdrawn, T,r'_"Hg'

is exactly equal to the mercury volume injected into evacuated pore space, I///9; thus

V_g - V_tg {18)

Pressure constraint: Once an unstable configuration is reached, the interface moves

rapidly to a new equilibrium position, i.e. the capillary pressure across the mercury/vacuum
menisci is the same, i.e.

Ap_ = Ap2 = ... = Ap,, (19.)

where n is the number of existing menisci.

Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (18) and (19) provides the new stable equilibrium
menisci configuration after a Haines jump. Solution of Eqs. (18) and (19) indicates that
the pore space spontaneously occupied by mercury in injection or evacuated in withdrawal

can vary from a fraction of a single pore segment to an assembly of pores segments. Next,
we discuss the physics of Haines jumps in volume-controlled mercury injection.

Invasion of a single pore segment.

Figure 8 shows the mechanism of volume-controlled mercury injection into an evac-
uated network of biconical pore segments together with capillary pressure v,_. mercury
injected. The directions of menisci movement are indicated by arrows. The process cor-
responds to a global injection of mercury with menisci advancing toward throats, grooves
and pits (small scale roughness is not shown in Figure 8).

Mercury menisci initially advance from their equilibrium positions, at pressure pl
(Figure 8a), driven by a slightl} higher pressure as mercury arrives from the source. The

injection of mercury continues quasi-statically. Figure 8a depicts an intermediate config-
uration a,t pressure p2. These displacements are smooth and reversible with continuous
increase of menisci curvature; hence capillary pressure as mercury invades the evacuated
pore space.
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Figure 8. Mercury invasion of a single pore segment. (a) 'Global injection': menisci
advance from equilibrium positions toward throats, grooves, and pits (small
scale roughness is not shown). (b) One meniscus reaches largest of the throats.
(c) Meniscus in (b) remains pinned at throat until one of the following cases
occurs' (A) meniscus satisfies the contact angle in diverging section of a bicon-
ical pore, or (B) menisctis becomes unstable and jumps. (d) At jump, menisci
move rapidly to a new equilibrium position and pressure drops suddenly. (e)
Menisci have the same curvature as before t!le jump. Added volume after
jump is a measure of pore segmerots' volume.
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Mercury menisci advance continuously until one meniscus reaches the largest of the
accessible throats (Figure 8b), at which the capillary pressure is

27
= --  os(0 (20)

rt

where rt is the throat size.

The pore walls of natural porous media have edges, i.e. regions of extremely high
curvature, such as the pore throats pictured here. The criterion for contact angle equi-
librium given by the Young-Duprd equation does not apply at a throat. In contrast, for
equilibrium, the angles at which the contact line can possibly meet the throat, cover a
range which is determined by the angle subtended at the throat by the converging and
diverging pore wall surfaces. This condition was first derived by Gibbs (1906/1961).

The range of angles through which the contact, line can be observed at a throat,
provided other requirements of stability are met is given by

_'-8_<¢ <Tr-8+(al +a2) (21)

where al and a2 are the semi-apical angles of a typical biconical pore segment. Clearly,
the contact angle condition for equilibrium has been relaxed.

The czntact line is pinned until a value

¢ = zr - O+ (_l + _2) (22)

is attained. If the condition represented by Eq. (22) is satisfied, the Young-Duprfi equation
is again valid and the menisci advance smoothly a_d reversibly as shown in the insert A
of Figure 8c.

However, if the stability condition dP/dV > 0 comes into force before the contact line
satisfies Eq. (22), as shown in the insert B of Figure 8c, then an unstable configuration
is reached and the menisci move rapidly to a new equilibrium position accompanied by
a sudden pressure drop (Figure Sd). The size of the throat through which the meniscus
jumps is obtained from

rt = 27/pentry (23)

In networks of biconical pore segments, such as those illustrated in Figure 2, the total

volume recruited in the global withdrawal process I_g is given by

3 3 n(Ap)

where Api and Api are respe( ively the capillary pressure at the jump and after the jump.
The summation includes all e×isting menisci, the number of which depends on the capillary
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pressure level, n(Ap) - n(Api) = n(Apf). The function F is given by Eqs. (12), (13),
(15) or (17) depending on the capi!lary pressure level, pore geometry, and location of the
contact lines.

The volume injected into the new pore segment Vti_g, follows from straightforward
geometrical considerations

1 2

= t_.)cot aj g

z-a...' 8 F(ai O) (25)i cot i- 5 i '
iT_j i_ j

where Api is the capillary pressure after the jump. The summations take into account all
new menisci, i.e. those created by the jump, that rest in converging sections of previously

evacuated pore segments. In our model, 1/8 = 8r_.

After a Haines jump has occurred, injection of mercury continues again under bal-
anced, stable conditions. The displacement process is once more smooth and reversible
and capillary pressure increases continuously as mercury is injected.

For networks of biconical pore segments, the total volume of injected mercury V_g is
given by

a 3 .(,Xp)

3 j

where Api and Api are respectively the capillary pressure after the jump and before the
next jump. The summation includes all menisci advancing toward throats, the number of
which depends on the capillary pressure level, n(Ap) - n(Api) - n(Apl). The function F
is given by Eqs. (9) or (10) depending on the capillary pressure level, pore geometry, and
the position of the contact lines.

When the capillary pressure returns to the value it had when the Haines jump oc-
curred, the change in mercury volume corresponds to the filling of a new pore body (Figure
Be). That volume is an excellent estimate of the volume of the pore segment, typically
better than 80%.

Invasion of an assembly of pore segments.

Menisci interaction can cause displacement in large group of pores during a single
Haines jump. For example, Figure 9 shows that two pore segments are invaded by mercury
before the constraints given by Eqs. (18) and (19) come into force. The discussion is
now resumed immediately after an unstable configuration is attained (Figure 9a) and the
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menisci moves rapidly to a new equilibrium position(Figure 9b). In Figure 9c the pressure
is back to the value it had before the jump. The volume of mercury injected is an excellent
measure of the volume of the two pores segments as Figure 9c suggests.

Invasion of a portion of a pore segment.

Enforcing the constraints given by Eqs. (18) and (19) can result in an arrested or
frustrated jump, as shown in Figure 10. The equilibrium configuration depicted in Figure
10a is stable, though dAp/dVHg < 0 because the mercury displacement is infinitesimally
slow.

Frustration arises when there are only a few menisci present. This is the case of small
specimens, the start of injection, and when the viscous resistance to fluid redistribution
is :_gnificant. Figure 10b shows that a Haines jump completes only as mercury arrives
from the source. The volume of mercury injected after the jump and before the capillary
pressure returns to the value it had before tim jump is a measure of the pore segment's
volume as indicated in Figure 10c.

Menisci fusion and consequent invasion of a constriction of a pore segment.

Figure 11 shows a situation in which the largest accessible throat holds two back-
to-back menisci (Figure 11a). The displacement is smooth and reversible with continuous
increase in capillary pressure as mercury advances toward the throat (Figure 11b). At some
critical capillary pressure these menisci come into contact and coalesce. As a consequence
menisci are lost and dAp/dVHg increases as shown in Figure 11c.

Thus, the magnitude of the finite pressure change accompanying a Haines jump de-
pends on both the size of the region spontaneously occupied by mercury and the capacity
of the system to withdraw mercury by retraction of its menis(-i. We define this capacity
as small when the menisci curvature decreases appreciable as to be measurable in the lab-
oratory, in fine-pored media, here represented by a low aspect ratio network, there is a
large number of menisci at any given capillary pressure and so the capacity of the system
is large compared to the net volume redistributed by a Haines jump; the pressure change
is small, hence difficult to resolve. On the contrary, small specimens hold fewer menisci
at each capillary pressure. The capacity of the system to relinquish mercury is small so
capillarity forces the menisci to move far back to the enlargements. Consequently the
pressure change is large, hence accessible to pressure transducers. Should the specimen be
too small, there is a possibility, ruled by Eqs. (18) and (19) for some of the menisci to take

a jump backwards while being retracted. These are unwanted events because regions of
pore space would be proved more than once and the statistics would be meaningless.

Thus, a new concept emerges out of this discussion: the concept of an 'optimum'
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Figure 9. Mercury invasion of two pore segments. (a) One meniscus becomes unstable
and jumps. (b) A new equilibrium position is attained only after invasion of
two pore segments. (c) Volume added after jump is a measure of th(' volllrne
of two pore segments,
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Figure 10. Mercury invasion of a portion of a pore segment. (a) Jump arrested by in-
sufficient volume of mercury. (b) Jump completed as mercury arrives from
source. (c) Menisci have the same curvature a6 before the jump. The volume
of mercury added after the jump provides a measure of pore segment's volume.
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Figure 11. Fusion of rn('nisci. (a) Largest throats hold back-to-back menisci. (b) Menisci
advance toward throats, pits, and grooves. (c) Menisci come into contact and

coalesce. Menisci _trelost, so d(Ap),ldVlIy increases.
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specimen size for examining pore space of giv_,n properties, large enough to give appreciable
pressure changes and small enough to reduce duplication of inf6,:nl:4ion to a minimum.
As a result, sample size becomes a major factor in volume-controlled porosimetry.

Upon completion of mercury injection, the direction of the I)tunp can be reversed
so that slow volume-controlled wit,hdrawal begins. As in injection, mercury retraction is
driven by the combined effect of capillarity and mercury flow rate (set by the pump),
Although such an experiment, has not been done, it is feasible and would provide pore
space statistics not, observable in the injection experiment. In what fi)llows we identify the
major physical events occurring in the withdrawal process.

Incremental retreat.

Figures 12a and 12b depict stable equilibrium menisci configurations. The contact
line is pinned at the edges delimiting a pore body, so the Young-DupI4 equation is not,
enforced until Eq. (22) is satisfied. Then'the menisci retract smoothly and reversibly.

The configurations are so stable that unpinning followed by displacernent is possible
only upon considerable pressure reduction, perhaps with mercury being in tension. Con-
sequently, mercury re_racts first ft'ore elsewhere. For networks of biconical pore segments,
the total volume retracted in the global withdrawal process is given by the appropriate
equations for head menisci in the diverging section of biconical pores.

VHg---_

(b)

Figure 12. Incremental retreat of mercury. (a) and (b) represent two very stable equi-
librium configurations. Upon reduction of pressure, menisci remain pinned at
throats.
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Retreat in a single pore segment.

Figure 13 depicts the mechanism of volume-controlled mercury withdrawal together
with the relationship capillary pressure va. mercury ejected. The direction of menisci
movement is indicated by arrows.

Mercury menisci advance c_ontinuously ft'ore capillary equilibrium position (Figure
13a). The process corresponds to a global withdrawal of mercury with menisci retracting
toward the pore bodies. Mercury menisci retracts continuously until menisci fusion occurs
in a pore body. As shown in Figure !3b, three menisci fllse into a single hemispherical
meniscus that is no more stable. Infinitesimal mercury removal is not possible without
increasing the pressure, i.e. dAp/dVHy < 0. Menisci moves rapidly to a new equilibrium
position, determined by Eqs. (18) and (19), accompanied by a sudden pressure increase
(Figure 13b). The size of the pore body through which the meniscus jumps can be esti-
mated from

r_, = 2_f/p2 (27)

The process correspond to local withdrawal in a few pore segments and global injection
with menisci advancing back to throats and pits.

After a Haines jump has occurred, retraction of menisci contim.les under balanced, sta-
ble conditions. The withdrawal process is once more smooth and reversible with capillary
pressure decreasing continuously as mercury is withdrawn. When the pressure returns to
the value it had before the jump, the change in mercury volume correspond to the evacua-
tion of a pore segment (Figure 13c). That volume is as excellent a measure of the volume
of the pore segment as that obtained from injection. Of course, cooperative effects can
cause retraction in more than a single pore during a single Haines jump.

Stepwise retreat in a _ingle pore segment.

Figure 14 shows mercury retraction from a pore segment when two menisci are present.
This mechanism in square tubes was first studied by Lenormand and Zarcone (1984),
experimentally and theoretically.

Mercury menisci continuously retract ft'ore capillary equilibrium position until menisci

fusion occurs in a pore body, at which the capillary pressure is p2 = 27/rb. As shown in
Figure 14a, two menisci fuse into a single meniscus, but contrary to the case of withdrawal

from a single pore segment, the configuration is stable because removal of mercury is still
possible without increasing the capillary pressure, i.e. dAp/dVH.q > 0. The contact line as
shown in Figure 14b is pinned until the condition given by Eq. (22) is attained. Since here

we are dealing with a complex three-dimensional menisci, we assume that the mercury
volume withdrawn is 1/2 of the volume of the pore segment once the pr¢:ssllre de(:reases to
pa = 27/(2rb), where rb is half the size of the pore body. Once the condition represented
by Eq. (22) is satisfied, the Young-Duprd equation is again valid and the menisci retract
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Figure 13. Retraction of mercury from a single pore segment. (a) Menisci retreat from an

equilibrium position. Eventually, menisci fuse into.aa unstable hemispherical

meniscus. (b) Menisci move rapidly to a, new equilibrium position and pressure

increases suddenly. (c) Menisci have the same curvature as before the jump.

The volume of mercury withdrawn after jump is a measure of a pore segment's
volume.
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Figure 14. Stepwise retraction of mercury from a single pore segment. (a) Menisci fuse
into a single stable meniscus. (b) The new meniscus remains pinned until
contact angle is again satisfied. (c) Menisci retract smoothly and reversibly
until the new meniscus is pinned again. (d) The new meniscus becomes un-
stable, fissions, and jumps. (e) Menisci have the same curvature as before the
jump. The volume of mercury withdrawn after the jump is a measure of a
pore segment's volume.
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smoothly and reversibly until the large meniscus in Figure 14c is once more pinned. We
assume the volume retracted is 3/4 of that of the pore segment when capillary pressure
decreases to

p4 = 2"),/(I/2) (28)

where l is half the pore-body-to-pore-body distance. That the size, not the volume, of
pore segments can be overestimated from Eq. (25) is shown in the section on results. At
this point we assume the meniscus becomes unstable (Figure 14d) and the menisci moves
rapidly to a new equilibrium position with a sudden pressure increase. The new position
is determine by solving Eqs (18) and (19).

After the Haines jump, retraction continues under stable conditions with pressure
decreasing as mercury is withdrawn. When the capillary pressure returns to the value it
had before the jump, the change in mercury volume is a measure of the volume of the pore
segment as shown in Figure 14e.

Monte Carlo Simulation Details

The computer simulation of volume-controlled mercury porosimetry proceeds as fol-
lows.

(i) Create a pore network of specified length (L), width (N), and thickness (M),
mean coordination number, and boundary conditions, according to the genera.1
procedure presented in the section PORE MORPHOLOGY.

(ii) Initialize a list of accessible pore segments, pore throats in injection and pore
bodies in withdrawal, to consist of those pores connected to the mercury source.

(iii) Choose one of the accessible pores to be filled (injection) or evacuated (with-

drawN) according to the criterion that mercury will flow through the largest
accessible throat in injection, smallest accessible body in withdrawal.

This choice must be made at each step, hence on the order of N x N x N times,
where N is the number of pores on a side of a cubic sample. A brute-force
approach involves searching the entire list of accessible throats (of length at: least
order N x N) each time step, and this approach therefore takes time proportional
to at least N 3. We used a more sophisticated approach that involves sorting the
pore throats (injection), pore bodies (withdrawal) by size as they are added to
the list of accessible pores. This technique can reduce the time per step to order
log N (Knuth 1973).

(iv) Find the menisci configuration after a Haines jump.

Determining the configuration of interfaces after a Haines jump is both concep-
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tually and computationally complex. The highly nonlinear Eqs. (18) and (19)
are to be solved. It is not certain, a priori, if the jump will go through a single
pore segment or a group of pore segments. This introduces the complexity be-
cause Eqs. (18) and (19) have to be modified accordingly, resulting in an entirely
new problem. We used Newton-Raphson with a technique similar to first-order
continuation. The initial state of the interfaces is given by the position attained
immediately after the jump. This configuration is slightly perturbed, for example,
increasing thevolume in injection, or decreasing the volume in withdrawal. Equa-
tion (18) is then solved for the capillary pressure. A solution is accepted when
all the menisci can be accommodated in the pore space and boundary conditions
are satisfied (contact angle for instance).

(v) Add all of the nearest neighbors of the occupied pores (injection), evacuated pores
(withdrawal) which are not already on the list of accessible pores.

(vi) In withdrawal, determine if any of the pores in the list of accessible pores are
trapped. Remove each such pore (if any) from the list of accessible pores.

Determining which pores on the list have become trapped is also computationally
difficult. In the brute-force approach, where a path is traced from each accessi-
ble pore to the mercury source, the time required is of order N a at each step.
Since there are roughly N a steps, this leads to a time proportional to N 6 for the
complete simulation. A classicM breadth-first search (Aho et al. 1974) limits the
time spent in this step to be proportional to the trapped mercury discovei'ed at
each step. Thus the total time is proportional to the amount of trapped mercury.
In our simulations we found that the time complexity is roughly N 3. This step
is the most costly in the simulation process.

(vii) If there are pores left on the list of accessible pores, return to step (iii) and
repeat the procedure with the next-largest throat (injection) next-smallest body
(withdrawal). If there are no pores on the list, the simulation for the sample size
picked at step (i) is complete.

(viii) Evaluate the following least-squares objective function

ND

j = _ [f,,..,,, _ fi.S_rr_d]2 (29)
i=l

where f is the pore throat size distribution and ND is the number of discretiza-

tions of r. If J is not a minimum return to step (i). If J is minimum the simulation
is complete.
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Results and Discussion

Figures 15 and 16 display computer simulation of volume-controlled mercury capillary
pressure curves, respectively for a 'low aspect ratio' network of 30 x 30 ><30 pore segments
and for a 'high aspect ratio' network of 40 x 40 x 40 pore segments. Envelopes corresponds
to the classical pressure-controlled capillary pressure curves, i.e. primary injection curve,
withdrawal curves, and reinjection curves. Simulation parameters are summarized in Table
1.

Table 1. Network parameters.

Network < z > rb/rr L St. Dev.* Mean Radius Variance

(tta1) (FLm) (iLm2)

Low aspect ratio 3.0 3.5 150 a = 1.5 21.25 7106.69

High aspect ratio 3.0 2.0 200 a = 1.5 21.25 7106.69

*Standard deviation of the parent normal distribution

Several features are worth noting. We attempted to use realistic parameters in the
calculations, but have not varied them extensively to obtain a quantitative fit of experi-
mental data. Nonetheless, the envelopes of the volume-controlled capillary pressure curves
reflect all the features of experimentally-measured capillary pressure curves (el. Wardlaw
ct al. 1987). As shown by Yuan and Swanson (1986), the entry pressure for sandstones
is lower than the entry pressure for carbonates, indicating that for samples they studied,
sandstones have larger pore throat size than carbonates. Although we used the same pore
throat size distribution to generate the networks (see Table 1), the feature that is changed
is the size contrast between throats and bodies, the low aspect ratio network exhibit an
entry pressure of approximately 50 kPa, lower than that of the high aspect ratio, 65 kPa.
This result can be only explained by a sample size effect.

In this work, sample size is found to be a major factor in APEX response. By Monte
Carlo simulation of APEX mercury injection we find the 'optimum' size of specimen for
('xamining pore space of given properties; large enough to yield appreciable pressure drops
and small enough to reduce duplication of informatioI_ to a minimum. The optimum sample
size for the low aspect ratio network is 35,000 (approximately 30 x 30 x 30 pore segments
and for the high aspect ratio network is 52,000 pores (approximately 40 x 40 x 40 pore
segments. A small optimum sample size for the low aspect ratio network results in larger
pressure drops, accessible to accessible pressure transducers. A large optimum sample size
for the high aspect ratio network reduces the possibility for some of the menisci to take
jump backwards, consequently proving regions of pore space more than once is minimized.

Minimization of the least-squares objective function given by Eq. (29) is appropriate
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because the number of Haines jumps is maximized, i.e. an optimum number of pore throats
is sampled. Proving all pore throats is of course impossible. Figures 17a and 18a show
actual and inferred pore throat size distributions, respectively for the low aspect ratio
network and for the high aspect ratio network, of optimum sizes. The errors bars on the
inferred distributions are 95% confidence intervals around the mean of 11 realizations with

the optimum network sizes. Tile actual distributions, input to tile simulations, also have
error bars because they change from realization to realization. Tile bars are typically of the
same size or smaller than those for the inferred distributions. For clarity sake report only a
typical actual distribution. The inferred distribution in Figures 17a and 18a are remarkable
close to the actual distributions. After close examination, a pattern emerges out: small
pore throats are underestimated and the larger throats are overestimated. Cooperative
effects, even with an optimum sample size, can cause displacement in clusters of pores,
interconnected by throats, during a single Haines jump. Therefore, the interconnecting
throats are not detected. This should affect the statistics of small and large throats equally
well. On the contrary, fusion of back-to-back menisci occurs mainly in the smaller throats.
Although fusion is accompanied by a change in the slope in the capillary pressure curve,
this may not be detected in the laboratory. Neglecting this information explain the pattern
in Figures 17a and 18a.

Figures 17b and 18b display pore body size distributions. The information is obtained
from volume-controlled mercury withdrawal. As shown in these figures, withdrawal after

complete primary injection leaves a number of pore segments, containing trapped mer-
cury, inaccessible to measurement. Thus, below the residual mercury saturation, we use
retraction after partial injection, as indicated by the scanning loops in Figures 15 and 16.
To aw_id sampling of pore bodies more than once, the maximum mercury saturation in a
partial injection cycle is approximately equal to the residual mercury saturation left after
the next cycle. Although the inferred pore body size distributions in Figures 17b and 18b
are scattered, so are the actual distributions.

Figures 17c and 18c shows distribution of volume of pore segments obtained from
volume-controlled mercury injection. As mentioned before, similar information carl be
obtained also from withdrawal, what would make an interesting comparison. Pore volume
distributions covered approximately the volume range 0 to 15 hl, with a median of 5 nl for
the low aspect ratio network and 0 to 200 hl, with a median of 50 nl for the high aspect ratio
n_;twork. Although these results seem at variance with the statistical information reported
by Yuan and Swanson (1986), this may not be so in view of tile following discussion.

Yuan and Swanson focused on volume distribution of pore systems in Berea sandstone
and San Andres dolomite. They found that distributions for both samples, of the same size
apparently, covered approximately tile same volume range, i.e. 1 to 500 nl. The information
is deduced from APEX data acquired from volume-controlled mercury injection. In the
process and after a Haines jump, the capillary pressure increases as mercury arrives from
tile source. Yuan and Swanson define a pore system as the pore space invaded by the
mercury after tile jump and before the capillary pressure returns to the value it ha.d
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Figure 15. Computer simulation ofvolume-controlled mercury capillary pressure curves
for a 'low aspect ratio' network of biconical pore segments. Envelopes cor-
respond to classical pressure-controlled capillary pressure curves. Primary
injection curve (one arrow), withdrawal curves (two arrows), and reinjection
curves (three arrows).
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Figure 16. Computer simulation of volume-controlled mercury capillary pressure curves
for a 'high aspect ratio' network of biconical pore segments. Envelopes eor-
respond to classical pressure-controlled capillary pressure curves. Primary
injection curve (one arrow), withdrawal curves (two arrows), and reinjection
curves (three arrows).
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Figure 17. Pore size and volume distribution for a 'low aspect ratio' network (parameters
in Table 1). Optimum sample size to deduce pore structure information is
35,000 pores. (a) Throat radius distribution, (b) body size distribution, and
(c) pore volume distribution. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals around
the mean from 11 realizations.
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Figure 18. Pore size and volume distribution for a 'high a,spect ratio' network (parameters
in TaMe 1). Optimum sample size to deduce pore structure information is
35,000 pores. (a) Throat radius distribution, (b) body size distribution, and
(c) pore volume distribution. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals around
the mean from II realizations.
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before the jump. Thus, a pore system is in the most general case a large group of pore

segments connected through pore throats of larger size than the throat through which
tile jump occurs, We define a pore segn_ent as tile pore space occupied by mercury after
tile jump, when pressure is pl, and immediately before the next jump, when pressure is
p_. Equilibriunl and stability couditions can result in p_ being lower than pl, Actually,
p2 (:an be. not only lower than pl but also lower thn.n the pressure correspondirlg to the
same saturation in the capillary pressure envelope, Ch':_rly, the different definiti_m of pore
volume can explain the differences between the st_._tistics of Yuan and Swanson and those
displayed in Figures 17c and 18c.

Another explanation is based on specimen size, In a large sample, larger than the.
optimum size defined above, Haines jumps are accompanied by small pressure drops, The
amount of mercury redistributed is large and consequently, assemblies of pore segments of
large volumes are occupied by mercury, This argument is consistent with the observations
of Yuan and Swanson and explain the apparently large median pore system volume of 25
to 500 nl in Berea sandstone.

/

The discrepancies however, are less pronounced if we eomp_tre the statistics for the

high aspect ratio network and that for the San Andres dolomite. This suggests that
specimen size in this case may be optimum in the sense we used it, here,

Although interesting, Yuan and Swanson's statistics are availal)le also from Katz and
Thompson's 'Devil's staircase'. This is an accurate pressure-controlled experiment that
yields stepwise capillary pressure curves. Each step represents a pore system with ali
associated volume and a threshold pressure which is inversely proportional to the size of
the throat through which the pore system is invaded.

Yuan and Swanson suggest tlmt APEX:Inea_ured pore system,,:; represent potentia,1
traps for nonwetting phase and that the total pore system volume can be used to estimate
the degree of trapping in a rock sample. To reconcile this arg_lme_t with the observatiolis
of Chatzis et al, (1983 and 1984) is difficult. The work of Chatzis and coworkers suggests
that residual oil in Berea sandstone occupies mainly single and double pc_re segments. We
arrived to the same conclusion after analyzing results of Monte Carlo sinmlat, ions of volume>
controlled liquid-liquid displacement in networks of bi_'onical pore segm('nts similar to those
used here. Typically, choke-off discounection of the nonwetting phase ()tours before any
wider, region of the network's pore space relinquish any significa.ut anlo_tnt of nollwettillg
fluid, This results suggest that the trapping potential of a rock sample not only depeuds on
pore structure but also on the wetting properties of the fluid/fluid pairs. Thus, Mthough
the statistics on pore system volume is readily available ft'ore the computer-generated data
on volume-controlled mercury injection, we choose to resolve as maily pressure fluctuations
as practically possible and display th.e data as in Figures 17c and 18c. It is shown that fl)r
the optimum sample size a remarkable recreation of the actual pore volume distribution
is possible. The idea of using specimens of 'optimum size' in APEX experiments sh(told
now be clear: after a Haines jump, ideally, only single pore segments should be filled.
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Equilibrium and stability conditions indicate tha.t this is not always possible, lt is not
surprising then, to observe if Figures 17c and 18c that pore volume of single pores is
underestimated, and pore systems of a large volume are detected.

ConclUsions

Monte Carlo simulation of volume-controlled mercury porosimetry in well-defined net-
works of biconical pore segments reveals that fluctuations in the mercury capillary pressure
as mercury is injected provide detailed ',nk_rmation about the pore space structure, no-
tably pore throat size and volume distributions. The results reported in this paper c(mfirnt
Yuan and Swanson's claim that far more information about the pore spa,ce of a reservoir
rock sample can be obtained from volume-'controlled porosimetry than fronl c(mvenl, ional
pressure-controUed porosimetry,

Added l<inds of volume-controlled experiments, namely withdrawal experiments, with-
drawal after partial reinjection and full scanning loops can extend the capabilities of APEX
mercury injection. That this is so is demonstrated here for statistical pore 1.)<_dysize dis-
tributions,

Sample size, an aspect not reported previously, is found to be a major factor in
APEX response, Smaller specimens are required for fine-pored media, such as sandstones
and clay-coated carbonates. On the contrary, comparably larger specimens are needed for
coarse-pored media, such as carbonates severely altered by diagenesis.

The surface roughness of pore segments varies greatly among natural porous media.
It is shown that high pressure mercury porosimetry and fractal geometry can be used to
characterize microporosity and surface roughness in reservoir rocks.

This paper concentrates on weakly correlated, irregularly connected, fairly homoge-
neous three-dimensional networks of pore segments. It is anticipated that APEX exmni-
nation of pore systems that display bimodal size distribution, random or correlated het-
erogeneities, and stratification will pave the way to correlating properties like permeability
with pore structure as inferred from capillary pressure data.
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FLUID DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORT !N
POROUS MEDIA AT LOW WETTING PHASE SATURATIONS

Abstract

Capillary pressure, hydraulic conductivity, and capillary dispersion coefficient have
been observed to obey 1.,,_,,,:erlaws in the wetting phase saturation. We relate power-law
behavior at low wetting phase saturations, i.e., at high capillary pressures, to the thin-
film physics of wetting phase and the fractal character of the porespace of natural porous
media.

Recent displacement experiments show "anomalous" rapid spreading (hyperdisper-
sion) of water during imbibition into a prewet porous medium. Either hyperdispersion
or hypodispersion can occur according to our model; which one occurs depends on the
disjoining pressure behavior of the thin films involved.

Introduction

The capillary pressure and the hydraulic conductivities (permeabilities) of wetting
and nonwetting phases in a porous medium are complicated functions of wetting phage
saturation Sw (percent porespace occupied by wetting phase), the morphology (shape and
curvature) and composition of porespace, and the process whereby wetting and nonwetting
phases come to occupy the porous medium. Since oil recovery technology has driven much
of the research on fluids in porous media, most of the studies have been on systems with
appreciable amounts of wetting phase. It appears, however, that the capillary pressure and
permeability behavior at low satl, rations of wetting phase provides information about the
asperities or roughness of porespace and about the physics of thin films on pore surfaces
that cannot be obtained from the high saturation studies. The behavior of wetting phase
(water) at low saturation is of substantial interest to the soil scientist in connection with
agricultural crops, the balance of aquifers and the migration of agricultural, chemical and
nuclear contaminants.

In this paper we describe recent work (Davis (1989), Toledo et a/.(1990)) inwhich
we have derived and tested scaling laws based on the hypotheses that porespace asperities
or roughness are fractally distributed and that at sufficiently low saturation the hydraulic
conciuctance of wetting phase is controlled by thin films.

Porespace Morphology of Natural Sandstone

A scanning electron micrograph of a fracture exposed surface of an oil reservoir sand-
stone is shown in Figure 1 (Su_anto et al.1990). The major grains and pores of this clayey,
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of book like kaolinate clays (Figure lb, le, lf) are attached to the pore surfaces. These

stacks sometimes extend hundreds of microns in width. The spacing between the booklets

is about 10 microns and between the kaolinate platelets is less than a micron (Figure lr).

There are also aggregates of quartz crystallites (chert) on the pore surfaces (Figure lc and

ld). The crystallites are a few tenths of a micron in diameter. Between the aggregates are

porous regions of the order of a few microns to a micron in diameter. Within the chert

aggregate are intergranular spaces of the order of a few hundredths of a micron in size.

It follows from the micr0graph presented in Figure 1 that the porespace in this natural

sandstone is highly disordered and that the characteristic sizes of the various cavities

forming the porespace are distributed over at least four decades of length. This is consistent

with scanning electron microscope (SEM) studies reported for several natural sandstones

by Katz and Thompson(1985). They measured the number of features (asperities) versus

size of the feature on several natural porous sandstone fracture surfaces and concluded

that porespace is fractally distributed between a minimum dimension el (of tile order of

10 to 100)1) and a maximum dimension e2 (of the order of 100#m). According to Katz

and Thompson's argument the porosity ¢ of fractal sandstone is

-- (!)

where A is oi" the order of 1 and D is the fractal or Hausdor_ dimension, which is a measure

of how fuly the subject space fills the Euclidean space in which it is imbedded. By plotting

the number of geometric features versus size, they found values of D ranging from 2.57 to
2.87 from SEM studies of five natural sandstones.

Roberts (1986) has criticized the conclusions of Katz and Thompson (1986), who

countered that Roberts was ignoring the fact that sandstones are disordered media and

that they are fractal only between the lengths el and e2.

If the volumes of the cavities formed by the various asperities illustrated in Figure 1

are fractally distributed, this has particular implications for the capillary pressure behavior

at low saturations of wetting phase. In what follows we explain and report tests of these
implications.

The Capillary Pressure and the Saturation of Pendular Structures and Thin
Films

In this paper we are interested in fluid pairs in which one of the fluids strongly wets

the porous medium. Thus, even at saturations so low that bulk wetting phase seemingly

exists only as isolated regions or pendular structures, the wetting phase remains hydrauli-

cally connected through thin films. Common examples of _uch pairs are water/air and

water/hydrocarbon in sandstones and soils. To achieve a given wetting phase saturation

Sw, the pressures P_w in bulk wetting phase and P,v in bulk nonwctting phase must satisfy
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the Young-Laplace equation for the capillary pressure Pc, i.e.

Pc - Pnw - Pw = 2H7 (2)

where H is the mean curvature and 7 is the interfacial tension of the meniscus between
wetting and nonwetting phases. The mean curvature is related to the principal radii of
curvature R1 and R2 of the meniscus by the expression

H= _ + . (3)

In a given displacement process, fixing the mean curvature of the menisci between wetting
and nonwetting phases fixes the saturation Sw.

The Young-Laplace equation is applicable when both the wetting and nonwetting
phases are present in bulk amounts. When the wetting phase is present as a thin film
(thinner than a few thousand angstroms), the thin film pressure differs from that of bulk
wetting phase by the disjoining pressure II(h) which depends on film thickness h. In this
case the Young-Laplace equation must be replaced with the augmented Young-Laplace
equation (Mohanty et a/.1981).

Pc = II(h)+ 2//-),. (4)

For water on clean quartz or glass the disjoining pressure has been shown (Pashley, 1980)
to be well approximated by II(h) = 41h-ldyn/cm for films thinner than 1000) and by
(Derjaguin et a/.1976) II(h) = 2 x lO-Th-2dyn for films thicker than 1200). For water in
clayey soils the dataof Viani et ai. (1983) can be fit to II(h) = 250h-1/2dyn/cma/2 for
film thicknesses is in the range 175,;i < h < 375_. Films of nonpolar fluids obey tile power
law II(h) = Ah -a when h is less than a few tenths of a micron, e.g., for octane on glass 9
I'I(h) = 9 x lO-Sh-3erg.

Equations (2) and (4) provide the basis for understanding how the capillary pressure
sets the inventory of wetting fluid at saturations below the percolation threshold, in which
case wetting phase exists as thin films or as "pendular structures" at intergranular contacts,
i.e., isolated regions smaller-than-average porosity, or in nooks and crannies provided by
tile pore surface asperities. The pendular structures are hydraulically connected by thin
films.

To understand the connection between capillary pressure and saturation, consider the
pendular structures shown in Figure 2. The menisci in the conical and hemispherical pits
are pieces of a sphere whose radius r_ (H = rc-1 ) is given by

=27/P , (5)

whereas the menisci along the pore edges and between the fused spheres (p >> rc) are
pieces of a cylinder whose radius rc (H = (2rc) -1) is given by

=7Pc. (6)
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Figure 2. Wetting liquid present as pendular structures in conical and hemispherical pits,
as wedges along pore edges and as collars between fused spheres.
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By elementary geometry, it follows that the volume of wetting phase in the conical and
.3 and so if all the pendular structures were in such pitshemispherical pits scales as 7c,

and if their characteristic dimension R were of the same length scale, the wetting phase
.3

saturation in pendular structures would scale as Sp_ (x 7_. (x pd-a.

2 and so theSimilarly, the volume of wedges and collars (with p >> rc) scales as r_:,
2 cx pj2 if all tile edges and fusedsaturation of pendular structures would scale as S_ c_ re

spheres were of the same geometric dimensions. Since pits, pore edges and fused grains
are the most likely sites of pendular structures, we expect the scaling relation

Sp_ -- APe 2 + BPc -'3 (7)

if the sites are nonfractal, i.e., if they are all of the same characteristic length scale.

If, on the other hand, the pendular structures are in sites fractally distributed ac-
cordingto Eq. (1), then at a capillary pressure Pc all the porosity with dimension
e < rc = 27/Pc would be filled with wetting phase and so Sp, o( r_ -D, or

Sp_ =AP[ -(3.D) (8)

Pendular structures in self-similar fractal media are depicted in Figure 3. Shortly after tile
appearance of the work of Katz and Thompson, deGennes (1985) pointed out that Eq. {8)
holds in the cases of a porespace of self-similar iterative floes of the type shown irl Figure
3 and a porespace of self-similar iterative pits (self-similar pits within pits). The Menger
sponge shown in Figure 3 is an interesting example because its fractal dimension can be
easily determined. The sponge is generated by the following iterative process. A cube with
sides of length R is partitioned into 27 cubes the length of whose sides is R/3. The seven
cubes along the three axes of symmetry of the parent cube are removed. The partitioning
and deletion process is iterated for each of the remaining cubes. The Menger sponge is
made by indefinite continuation of this process. The resolution length r is defined as the
size of the smallest measurable feature. The Menger sponge in Figure 3 is depicted with
a resolution length of R/81. Holes smaller than R/81 are not resolved in the figure. The
number N_ of solid cubes increases with resolution as

D

where D is the fractal or Hausdorff dimension, of the object. In the case of the Menger
sponge 20 cubes are resolved at a resolution r = R/3, and so D = log20/log3 __ 2.73. In
general, the Hausdorff dimension D can range from 2 to 3, depending on the geometry of
the object.

As is obvious from Figure 1, a natural sandstone is not a regular self-similar fractal.
Instead, consistently with the arguments given by Katz and Thompson (1986), we )di(v(
it is better viewed as a disordered assembly of matrix grains ranging in size from fig to
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Figure 3. Wetting liquid present in fractally distributed pendular strutures. The examples
given here are geometrically regular, self-similar fractal objects.
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e29. The size distribution of pores will naturally be broad if that of the granular subparts
is broad. It is the wide distribution of poresize and roughness that is the important
distinction between Eqs. (7) and (8). If all of the pendular structures are about the same
size, then, as indicated by Eq. (7), the saturation of wetting phase approaches zero as a
strong function of capillary pressure (as pj2 o,' pja). On the other hand, if the sizes are
distributed broadly as in a fractal structure, the range of capillary pressure over which the
pendular structures are emptied is correspondingly broad. From I(atz and Thompson's
work we a.nticipa_e D __ 2.5-- 2.8, and so according to Eq. (8) the pendular structure
inwmtory approaches zero as pjo.,_ to pjo.2 a much weaker function of P_ than in the

s_ of nonfractal structures.ca,_c

As we commented at the outset, we are interested in the distribution of wetting phase
a_t saturations below the wetting phase percolation threshold and so bulk wetting phase
does not span the sample. Instead, wetting phase is present as isolated pendular structures
hydraulically connected to one another through thin films. The thickness of these fihns is
fixed by the capillary pressure through the augmented Young-Laplace equation, Eq. (4).
Thin films tend to form in regions of porespace whose mean radius of curvature is large
compared to film thickness h, that is in relatively smooth regions. Otherwise, pendular
structures will form instead of thin films. Thus, we expect the capillary contribution, 2H7,
to be negligible compared to the disjoining pressure contribution, i.e., we expect

P_ _ II(h) (10)

for thin films. The volume of wetting phase present a.s thin films is Vii = h.Atl, where
Atf is the area of porespace favoring thin fihns over pendular structures (i.e., the regions
of relative smoothness--- these could include surfaces with large mean radius of curvature
but with a small scale roughness, e.g., from chert, that lies underneath the meniscus of the
thin film). Assuming that Atl is a weak function of the capillary pressure, we find that
the saturation Stf of wetting phase present as thin films is proportional to fihn thickness.
bf the disjoining pressure obeys a power law of the form

H(h) (x h -m, (11)

it then fl)llows from Eq. (10)" that

S, s c_ pj_l,,, (12)

Tile total saturation of wetting phase is given by S,_, = Sty + Sp,. However, under the
conditions of the experiments to be discussed in a later section, the thin fihn saturation is
generally negligible, compared to that of pendular structures, and so the behavior of the
capillary pressure versus wetting phase saturation (:an be used _s a probe of poresim.ce
roughness independently of the disjoining pressure behavibr.
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Hydraulic Conductivity and Capillary Dispersivity

The local flow of wetting phase at low saturatiorls is very (:omt)licated because ,it
involves flow in geometrically comI)lex pendular structures and thin fihns, However, if the
pendular struc.tures do not sl)an the sa.mple, tile major resistance to flow will be the thin
films of thickness h. providing the hydraulic connectivity between the pendular structures.
The hydraulic conductance of thin fihns is proportional to h,a a.nd inversely I)roportiona.1
to the viscosity iz_ of the wetting phase. The hydraulic conductance Eu, of wetting phase
is defined as _'w = -(K,,,/#,,,)APw/L, where 'v,, is the mean flow velocity in a. sample of
length L across which a.pressure drop zlPu, is imposed (.)I1the wetting pha.se. If the major
resistance to flow of wetting phase is provided by thin films, then K,,, ,:x h,a, and if tll(:_
disjoining pressure obeys the power law (11), it follows from Eq. (12) that

K,, (x p_-a/,,.. (13)

If, furthermore, the inventory of wetting phase is primarily that ()f l)endular structlu'es
fractally distributed, Eq. (81), the hydraulic conductivity ol)eys the scaling law

Ii,,, ,× S_/'(3-n) . (14)

In this case, the saturation dependence of the hydraulic conductivity of wetting phase
yields information regax'ding the disjoining pressllre depender_ce on fihn thickness and the
geometry of porespace.

If a sample porous medium at low wetting phase saturation contact.,._ a reservoir of wet-
ting ptm.se as illustrated in Figure 4, it will spontaneously imbibe wetting l)hase a,ccor(ting
to a convection-dispersion equation

0[ 16--_ _ + v O'x = Ox D_--O_x ' (1.5)

where ¢ is porosity of the medium, v is the net flow velocity, f is the ra.tio of the flow
veh)city of wetting phase an(:[ the net flow velocity, and D_, the c_pillary dispersivity, is
approximated by

If',,, dI_

D,, -= I._w dS w ' (16)

The fractional flow f depends on saturaLtion Sw through the ratio Ii ,,,/ lt',_,o of the i)erine -
abilities of wetting and nonwetting phases.

The right hand side of Eq. (15) has the form of a conc(mtration-dei)en.dent (tiffusio_l
equation. However, as pointed out by deGennes ((1985), the etfect ()f capillary dispersion1
can be either hypodispersive, diffusive, or hyperdispersiw-." depending on how D(,(S,_,) 1)e--
haves with decreasing Sw. If D_,(S,,,) tends to zero as S,, approaches zero, the inw_.ding
front of wetting phase disperses, less than in a diffusive front. If D_(S,,,) tends to infinity
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POROUSMEDIUM INITIALLY
AT LOW Sw

" o_Jt...,,.,,,.,.-.._..,.,,,,,,,,',,,,

HYPODISPERSlVE

DIFFUSIVE ERRORFUNCTION FORM

Sw HYPERDISPERSIVE

X '-----_

Figllre 4. Illustration of hypodispersion (Dc .4 0 as Su, --+ 0), diffusion-like dispersioil
(De _ constant as 5'w -* 0) and hyperdispersion (Dc -4 oo as Sw --_ 0) ill
wetting phase invasion of a porous medium.

as Sw approaches zero, the invading front disperses more broadly than in a diffusive ft'ont.
If Dc(Sw) tends to a constant value as Sw approaches to zero, the fl'ont in the experiment
indicated in Figure 4 spreads in a diffusive manner (i.e., or described by error function).

If S,,, _- Sp_, if the pendular structures are fra.ctally distributed [Eq. (8)], and if tllin
fihns cont, rol hydraulic conductivity [Eq. (14)], the capillary dispersion coefficient obeys
the scaling law

D_. (x S',_!a-'"('l-D)l/m(a-z)) (17)

at low wetting phase, saturations. '.I'hus, the spreading will be hypodispersiw_ if m <
3/(4 - D), hyperdispersive if m > 3/(4- D), and diffusion-like if 'rrt = 3/(4-- D). By
changillg wetting phase (e.g., water in air versus oil in air), one could expect to find bc_th
hypo and hyperdispersion in the same purous medium.
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Bacri e_ ai.(1985.) have observed hyperdispersion in ()ii/water flow in a porous medium.
However, their experiments were conducted at saturations higher than those for which we
expect the scaling laws given here to hold.

Comparison of Theory and Experiment

Few dat, t_ exist, on the behavior of a wetting phase at low saturation in a porous
nlectituri. Iii the soils literature, scaling laws of the form Pc. _x S,T,", Kw _x Sh,,,arid D_: .rx
,9,c_,,where a,, b and c are positive constants, tiave been observed empirically (Gardner e/,
a,l.(1970), a,nd Ga,rdner (1960) for capillary pressure; Campbell (1974) arid Gardner mid
Mayhugh (1955) for hydraulic conductance and Gardner and Maylmgli (1955)for capillary
dispersivity).

\¥e located and analyzed (Davis, 1989; Toledo et a/.1990) three sets of carefully mea-
sured data on capillary pressure and hydraulic conductance of sandstones and clayey soils.
Meh'ose (1988) carried out a series of measurements of the capillary presstlre of water in
t.h(, preserice of air in Berea sandstone. As is illustrated in Figure 5, Davis (1989) found
t,tl_t the' capillary pressure c.urw_ obeys the scaling law Pc. cx Sw 2'2a. Davis also showed
tliat, the nonfracta,1 scaling relation, Eq. (7), fits the data poorly and is not a.pprecial)ly ini-
prov(:,cl by adding a. tern i pr(_p()rtional to P_71 to account for the thin fihn inventory (since
H ,x h -l for thin fihns of water ()ii quartz). Thus, the implication of Meh'ose's data is that
in the saturation range 0.03 < S,,, < 0.1, the wetting phase invefitory is primarily peildula, r
.structures and that the sites holding the pendular structures are fra,ctally distribllted iii

size. According to Eq. (8), P_ o¢ Sw t/(a-D). Since the slope of log Pc, versus log ,gu,
in Figm'e 5 is -2.23, ()tie obtains for the fractal dimension of the porespace roughness of
13crea sandstone the vahle D = 2.55. This result, compares favorably with the range of
values 2.57 < D < 2.87 found by Katz and Thompson in SEM studies of other natural
sandstones.

Nimmo ancl Akstin (1988) have reported recently measurements of the capillary pres-
sure anct hydraulic conductance of water at low saturations in the presence of air in several
compacted samples of Oakley sands (a clayey soil). Tlm data of Viani ct al. (1983) on
the disjoining pressure of clayey soils fit the formula II(h) = 250h-_/2dyn/cma/2). We
arlalyzed (Toledo (:t a,1.1990) their data in terms of the scaling laws

• ,qa/m(a-D) (18)P_.cx S,7,1/(a-D) and K,,, o¢ _,,,

iml>li(_dby th(_,;-tssumptions (ff negligible thin fihn inventory, fl'actally di,_tributed pendlfla,r
_-;lt'uctm'(:_s,ttlin fihn controlled h.ydraulic conduction, and a power law disjoining pressure
II(h ) c× h.-'" Th(, capillary press_lre data were used to obtain the fractal dimension D. We
set m = 1/2 i_l a,(:(:,)rdance with the results of Viani et al. and computed ft'ore a/,,,(a.-D)
tllc_ (:Xl,,ment of the scaling law fc)r K,,,. The results are summarized in Table 1. The
fl'_tctal climensi(ms deduc(:'.d from the capillary i)ressure curves range from 2.09 to 2.62 with
an aveI'a,g(:_va,hw of 2.45. With the excel)tion of sample 4, the h'actal dimensions of all the
,_mnpl(_,scompare we,ll tc) t!le wtllle 2.55 of Berea sandstone.
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Figure 5. Capillary pressure curve for water in Berea sandstone. (Data ft'ore Reference 18.)

The predicted exponent for Kw agrees with the measured value to better than 24%
for all samples except numbers 5 and 7, Given the simplicity of the model, the agreement
between theory and experiment as demonstrated in Table 1 is satisfactory.

As a matter of clarification, we point out that the assumption that film flow controls
the hydraulic conductance does not require that most of the flow paths be thin films. For
example, suppose the conductance of a strip of film is 1000 times less than that of a strip
of the same length of a pendular structure. Then if in a series of strips, only 1% are thin
fihns, the net hydraulic resistance of the thin films in the series is ten times larger than
the net hydraulic resistance of the pendular structures in the series.

Ward and Morrow (1987) determined the capillary pressure curves of water in the
presence of air irl a number of low permeability sandstones (natural gas reservoirs). Their
results are plotted in Figure 6. In all cases the capillary pressure curve has two distinct
regions. If Equation (18) is used to extract D, there is a low saturation region where the
deduced value of D is near 2 and there is a higher saturation region in which D ranges
from 2.61 to 2.89. The values of D in the higher saturation region are consistent, with the
findings of Katz and Thompson, but those in the low saturation region (especially those less
than 2) do not fit the fractal model. We do not know much about the porespace of these
low permeability sandstones, except that the mean pore size is significantly smaller than
those of Berea and the sandstones examined by Katz and Thompson. It is possible that
in the low saturation regime (where the capillary pressures are greater than 100 bar,s, the
highest capillary pressure in Melrose's experiment was 93,6 bars) the pendular structures
have been totally removed and only' thin films remain. If the disjoining pressure of the
thin fihns obeys the water on quartz law, li(h) c< h -1, then St/(x p_.-1, and if Sw _- Sf/,
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then the expected scaling law would be Pe cn Sw 1, This law would be consistent with Eq,
(18) if D = 2. Thus, perhaps the low saturation region of the capillary pressure curves
of Figure 6 is one in which most of the wetting phase occupies thin flhns and the higher
satttration region is one in which the wetting phase samples a frn,ct,al distribution of 1)()r(,
siz(,s.
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Figure 6. Capilldry pressure curves for water in low permeability sandstones (data i'roln
Reference 20 ).

In closing, we would like to emphasize that the capillary pressure, permeability and
capillary dispersivity of wetting phase at low saturations provide probes that can reveal
geometric features of porespace and the nature of the disjoining forces on thin films of
wetting phase. Under the assumptions that pendular structures occupy porespace of fractal
dimension D, that the disjoining pressure obeys the power law II(h) cn h-"', that the
wetting phase inventory is primarily pendular structures, and that thin films control the
hydraulic resistance of wet,ting phase, we deduce the power laws

,q:t:._ X = Pc, Kw and D_ (19)?( O( _w ,

where for capillary pressure -ux = 1/(3- D), for permeability ux = 3/,,_(3--D), _nd
for capillary dispersion ux = [3-- m(4- D)]/m(3 - D). The experimental work analyzed
above lends support to the scaling laws for Pc and K_ in'the cases of natural sandstones
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and clayey soils, By choice of the wetting fluid the values of m can be varied in the same
porous sample to test the implications of the scaling laws for Kw and Dc,
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MICROSCOPIC DYNAMICS OF FLOW
IN MOLECULARLY NARROW PORES

Synopsis

Flow of fluids confined in molecularly narrow pores is studied by molecular dynamics.

Strong density variations across the pore render the usual dependence of the local viscosity
on local density inappropriate. At separations greater than four molecular diameters flow
can be described by a simple redefinition of local viscosity. In narrower pores a dramatic
increase of effecoive viscosities is observed and is due to the inability of fluid layers to
undergo the gliding motion of planar flow. This effect is partially responsibility for the

, strong viscosity' increases observed experimentally in thin films that still maintain their
fluidity.

Introduction

During the last two decades, molecular dynamics (MD) has been employed successfully
for the simulation of macroscopic flows (Hoover, 1983). Recently, quite complex flows
have been simulated (Marachel et al., 1987) and issues fundamental to fluid mechanics,
such as the origin and the microscopic realization of the stick boundary conditions, were
explored by MD simulations (Koplik et al.1988; Heinbuch and Fischer 1989). MD is
ideally suited for the study of yet another class of flow phenomena, namely the flow of
molecularly thin liquid films (and interfacial flows in general). What makes interfacial fluids
fundamentally different from bulk fluids is the fact that their density varies considerably
over microscopic (molecular) distances. A class of such strongly inhomogeneous fluids are
fluids confined in very narrow spaces by solid barriers. In this case, the confined fluid
minimizes its free energy by arranging its molecules in layers parallel to the solid walls.
Despite the solid-like appearance of these layers, the medium preserves its fluidity, at least
next to idealized smooth walls that lack molecular structure and, therefore, do not promote
epitaxial crystallization.

Our understanding of the equilibrium properties of interfacial fluids (Nordholm et al.
1987; Fischer and Methfessel, 1980; Tarazona 1985) has advanced considerably, although
much less has been accomplished towards rationalizing the effect of sharp density variations
on a molecular scale on the flow and transport properties. The essence of the problem can
be summarized as follows: the microscopic identification of thermal transport coefl,cients
(Irving and Kirkwood, 1950) shows clearly that, on a microscopic scale, these quentities
are nonlocal functionals rf the density profile. This intrinsic nonlocality can be ignored
when the density varia'dons occur only on a macroscopic scale (regular fluids) but it
cannot be neglected under any circumstances when the fluid density varies appreciably over
molecular distances (interfacial fluids). Therefore, in the latter case, the usual constitutive
equations are inappropriate and traditional hydrodynamics cannot be applied. These
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general considerations are supported by the MD results that we shall present in this paper,
as well as by earlier MD simulations performed in our laboratory (Bitsanis et al.1987).

The most important finding in our earlier work (Bitsanis et ai.1987) was that the flow
behavior of the strongly inhomogeneous fluids simulated could be understood in terms of a
local average density model (LADIvl). The idea is that the local transport coefficients can
be approximated by the corresponding quantities of a homogeneous fluid, not at the local
fluid density, but at an average fluid density inside a volume of molecular dimensions (in
the work of Bitsanis et al.(1987) this volume was a sphere equal to the molecular size).

In this communication we present the result of a new, more extensive series of MD
simulations of strongly confined fluids undergoing simple flows. The conclusions of Bitsanis
et al.(1987) are reconfirmed for all but the narrowest micropores. An important finding of
this work, however, is that in films narrower than three to four fluid molecular diameters
flow is dramatically different from that of bulk fluids and cannot be explained by a local
average density model. As we shall discuss later, we think that this fundamentally different
behavior originates from the inability of the molecules of the ultrathin film to undergo the
types of systematic movements that would realize flow.

We simulated liquids consisting of spherically symmetric molecules interacting via
pairwise additive forces of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) type. The fluids in our simulations
were confined between planar, parallel 10-4-3 LJ solid walls. It should be emphasized that

- the atoms of the solid walls are smeared out, i.e., our walls lack the atomic roughness of
actual soIid surfaces. The smoothness of our walls suppresses the development of lateral
fluid density variations, preserves the film's fluidity by ruling out the possibility of epitaxial
crystallization and, consequently, does not enable us to answer the question of the origin of
stick boundary conditions. Nevertheless, by eliminating all the above factors, our modeling
can focus on one aspect of ultrathin film fluid rheology and transport, namely the effect
of the sharp density vaxiations over molecular distances on the molecular mechanisms of

transport and on the "macroscopic" obserables of the film's flow and transport behavior.

Ali confined fluid films simulated had the same chemical potential. This was achieved
by choosing the same temperature, pore average density and well potential as in the grand
canonical ensemble Monte Carlo simulations of Snook and van Megen (1980).

We studied plane, simple shear (Couette) and pressure driven (Poiseuille) flows, em-
ploying the "reservoir" method of nonequilibrum (Ashurst and Hoover 1975). The appli-
cation of this method to Couette flow simulations of micropore fluids was presented in
Bitsanis et al.(1987). A straightforward modification of the original "reservoir" method,
which consisted in the application of a uniform force field on the film's molecules while
keeping the reservoirs stationary, was employed in the isothermal, Poiseuille flow simula-
tions. Numerous tests on the reliability of the "reservoir" method, as well as the reasons
for the choice of this particular method for isothermal flow simulations of strongly inho-
mogeneous fluids and the absence of any nonlinear effects because of the high shear rates
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present, are discussed in Bitsanis et M.(1987). Here we simply mention that tile fluid-like
reservoirs employed in our simulations are merely a means of imparting momentum and,
therefore, of inducing flow in a fluid that has developed strong density variat.ions because
of the 10-4-3 potential, i.e., the smooth solid walls. Obviously, such smooth walls are
incapable of driving flow; they would simply let the fluid fihn slide past them without
shear.

Typically, the duration of our simulations was 50,000-100,000 time steps (which cor-
responds to 0.5 - 1.0 nsec if the LJ parameters are given the Ar values). In what follows,
all quantities are measured in a system of units with the LJ parameters as units of length
and energy and the mass of t,he fluid molecule as unit mass. In these units, our time
steps 0.00462 (10-14s for Ar) and the temperature and density of the bulk fluid that the
micropore fluid were in equilibrium with was 1.2 and 0.5925.

Results and discussion

A sample density profile determined from our simulations is shown in Fig. 1, for the
pore width of 4.0. Since the zero of the solid-wall potential is placed at the center of mass
of the fictitious solid particles (which have the same size as the fluid particles), the regions
within a distance of 0.8 from the solid walls are depleted of fluid particles.

For all systems sinmlated, and for both types of flow, the density profiles u.nder flow
were identical with the equilibrium density profiles. This confirms aa important conclusion,
first drawn in Bitsanis et ai.(1987), namely that the presence of flow seems to have no effect
on the density profile even at the extremely high shear rates present in our simulations
(_ 101°s-1). The insensitivity of the density profile on flow has considerable theoretical
implication since it allows the decoupling of the problems of density profile determination
and flow description.(Bitsanis et al., 1987; Bitsanis et al., 1988).

The Couette and Poiseuille flow velocity profiles of the same system are also shown in
Fig. 1. These velocity profiles are different from those of a homogeneous fluid (linear for
Couette flow and parabolic for Poiseuille flow). In both cases, the major deviation from the
shape of the homogeneous fluid velocity profile is their flatness inside the regions occupied
by the two outermost fluid monolayers. Effectively, the two outermost monolayers behave
as a fluid of very high viscosity. This confirms the rough correlation between density
and velocity profiles observed in Bitsanis e_ aI(1987). Nevertheless, the deviations of the
velocity profiles from the linear or parabolic shape are much weaker than those expected
by usual hydrodynamics. According to usual hydrodynamics, the local viscosity is a point
function of the local density. In view of the extreme density variations across the pore,
such an approach would result in much stronger deviations of the velocity profiles from the
linear or the parabolic shape (Bitsanis, e_ al., 1988). Despite their very viscous character,
the two outermost monolayers remain fluid-like. This was confirmed by examining the
radial distribution function and the mobilities (in all directions) of the molecules inside
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Figure 1. Density profile ( - - - ) and Couette (e) and Poiseuille (o) flow w_locity profiles
for a pore of width h = 4.0ct. The velocity profile for Poiseuille flow is largest in
the center of the pore. a is the diameter of a fluid molecule. Density and velocity
are in units of a -a and (e/rh) 1/2. The pore average density of the fluid is 0.876
at this separation. Reservoir molecules are the same as fluid molecules and are
at a density of 0.715.

these layers.

It must be emphasized that slip was present in all our simulations. We do not draw
any conclusions from this, since the coupling between fluid and the artificial reservoir walls
is not representative of that with a realistic wall. The reservoir corresponding to Fig. 1
and 3 had particles identical to the fluid particles. Figure 2 reports results for a reservoir
of molecules 20 times heavier than but otherwise identical to the fluid molecules. The
heavier reservoir molecules reduce the slip. The shape of the velocity profile, however,

is independent of the amount of slip and, therefore, reflects genuine flow features of the
layered fluid.

For a fluid with variable density the effective viscosity is not a fluid property, but it

depends on the type of flow as well. This is a consequence of simple hydrodynamics (any
hydrodynamics for that matter), and it is equally true both for regular inhomogeneous
fluids (density varies over macroscopic distances) and for interfacial fluids (density varies
over molecular distances) (Bitsanis, et al.1988). For a particular type of flow, the effective
viscosity is defined as the viscosity of a fictitious homogeneous fluid that would result in the
same value of a certain macroscopic observable of the flow. If the macroscopic observable
is selected in a sensible way the effective viscosity should be a good collective measure of
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Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1, except tile reservoir molecules are twenty times heavier
than the fluid molecules and are at a density 0.873.

the inhomogeneous medium's resistance to flow.

The obvious macroscopic observable for the definition of the effective viscosity for
Couette flow is the force on the wall or, equivalently, the shear stress which is constant
throughout the fluid slab. Thus, the effective viscosity is given by

c Tzx

_ = [_(0.s)- v(h - 0.s)]/(h- 1.6) (_)

where h is the pore width. All the quantities in Eq. (1) are determined directly from the
simulation.

For Poiseuille flow, a proper macroscopic observable is the mass flow rate, so for the
definition of viscosity we choose

_p pX,_g(h- 1.6)3e/y = h-0.s (2)

_2 f p(z)v(z)dz
0.8

where the pore average density is defined as:

h-0.8

f p(z)dz

o.s (3)pavg = h- 1.6
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Figure 3. Eft_ctive viscosities in units of (rne)l/_/oi2 for Couette Poiseuille flows versus pore
width in units of the fluid particle diameter, the viscosity of homogeneous fluid

at the pore average density is also shown. Self diffusion coefficients in units of
ct(e/r/z) 1/2 were computed from the velocityautocorrelation fcordiffusion parallel
to the pore walls. The results are shown in the insert in the figure.

In the above equations, v(z) is the flow velocit, y at a. distance z from the lower wall, r:xis
the zx component of the stress tensor, h is the pore width, p(z) the fluid density at z
and g the pressure gradient that induces the Poiseuille flow. Note that for the definition
of the effective viscosities an "effective pore width" h- 1.6 has been used instead of h.
There is some arbit, rariness in tiffs but we think that this is the correct quantity to use

since there are no fluid particles within 0.8 of the origin, of the wall potential (Fig. 1) For
Poiseuille flow another effective viscosity can be defined in terms of the volunmtric, rather
than mass, flow rate. Obviously, the values of the two effective viscosit{es are not identical.
Nevertheless, the voh.unetric flow and the mass flow rate effective viscosities exhibit a very
similar dependence on the pore width which suggests that either is a physically meaningful
quantitative measure of the fluid film's resistance to flow.

The Couette and Poiseuille flow effective viscosities determined from our simulations

are plotted in Fig. 3. Since the effective viscosity of (both weakly and strongly) inhomo-
geneous fluids is a flow-dependent quantity.(Bitsanis, o.t al.1988), it is no surprise that the
effective viscosities of the same fluids are different for the two different flows.

Clearly, the most striking feature of the effective viscosity (Fig. 2) is the dramatic
increase of both effective viscosities at very small pore widths (less than 4.0 for Poiseuille
flow and less than 3.0 for Couette flow). This demonstrates the profoundly different nature
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of flow in ultrathin fluid films.

At larger pore widths tile effective viscosities differ moderately from those of a homo-
'e egeneous fluid with density equal to the pore average densits', lhe Local A_ :.rag. Density

Model (LADM) first presented in Reference 9, accounts for these differences very success-

flJly. LADM, how(-,ver, fails to predict the strong viscosity increase in ultrathin (less thm l

3.0 - 4.0) liquict fil;lls.

As we explain(_d in section 1, the constancy of the chenfical i_oteiltial leads to a

variation of the pot,., average density with pore width. The overall trend is an increase of

the pore average density with decreasing pore width. This will result in an increase of the

effective viscosity, which has nothing to do with the layered fluid str_lctllre and is merely

a reflection of the average density rise. Such an effect, although present, cannot acc_mnt

for the observed explosive increase of the effective viscosities, as shown in Fig. 3. The

vis('osities of the hom()geneous fluids at tlle pore average der_sity, which were determined

by MD, increase much nlore slowly tha.n the inhomogeneous fluid effective viscosities a,t

small separations. Furtherr._lore, the homog('neous fluid viscosity al; very small separati(,ns

oscillates with pc_re width following the oscillatiolls of the pore average density. Hexlc{_,

the dramatic increase of the inhomogeneous fluid effective viscosities is a result of fluid

layering and not a ,'onsequenc.e of the average density rise.

Despite the layering and the extreme resistance to flow, our systems retain their

fluidity up t'._ snla.llcst separations exa.min.:d. As a measure of fluidity, we have computed

tl_e self-diffusion coeflqcient from the velocity a.utocorrelation function in the direction

parallel to the walls and perp_:'ndicular to the flow (for Couette, flow the same result was

found from the w-,locity autocorrelation flmction the direction of t_h)w). The diffusivities

de.crease moderat(Jy with decreasing i:_or(,,width but they reta, in liquid-like vahms at a.ll

pore wides (Fig. 3). Again, we would like to point out that the preservation ()f the film's
fluidity may l)e r('lat('d to the smoothness of lh(.' solid walls. Structured solid surfaces

can sometimes (not always) induce freezing (crystallizat, ion) of the thin fihn (Schoen, ,..t

d. 1988). We cal_:ulated, bul; do not report, (lif[\lsivities in the a})sem:e of flow. Tt_,-,y
a,greed with those found in Couette flow to within the varia.nces shown in Fig. 3. Tile

higheI va.lues obtained for Poiseuille flow a.rise from the slightly higher temperature (a.l)o_lt
nine percen_ ]tither) resulting in this flow.

Up to this i:,(._intwe tlave established that the oi,served increase, of the. effe.ctive vis(.'osi-

ties observed in o,:: :simulations ('a.nnot 1)e attril)uted to the i:lcr_,ase of the pore avera.g,_

density to to some loss of fluidity (solidification). Instead, as illustrat_:,d schenmtically in

Fig. 4, this :::::::::::::::::::: is _ssentially an excluded volume effect on the glide of mol_('ular

layer required in a shearing flow. Ew:'n tho_:gh the effectiw, viscosity rises sharply with

decreasing wall separation, the self-diffusion coeffident by c<mtrast decreases slowly (Fig.

3). Diffusive n_otio:_ depends only on fluidity to individual molec::lar mow;ment, not glide

of an entire layer.
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Figure 4. Schematic molecular explanation of the observed viscosity increa,se for both flows
a) Couette flow; b) Poiseuille flow. The wall molecules are smeared out in our
simulations. They are drawn in the Figure only to indicate up to what distance
from the zero of the wall potential (center of mass of solid rnolecules before they
were smeared) fluid particles can approach.

To pursue the effect of molecular size on flow, consider Couette flow in fluid confined
bet.ween two 10-4-3 Lennard-Jones walls, less than 3 fluid molecular diameters apart (Fig.
4a). 2'he space available to the fluid molecules is not sufficient to accommodate two ordered

fluid monolayers. The layer of fluid molecules close to the left wall will have a tendency to
move in the opposite direction of the layer close to the right, wall. Because of the limited
space, this requires a squeezing of the fluid molecules which is hardly possible due to the
strength of the intermolecular repulsive forces. Such a situation will clearly result in a,
sharp increase of the Couette flow effective viscosity for h < 3.0, as is actually observed in

: our simulations (Fig. 3). A similar situation arises for Poiseuille flow but now three fluid
layers are needed for the realization of Poiseuille flow (Fig. 4b) (e.g. the middle layer nmst
now glide between the two outer ones with a systematically higher velocity than that of the
tw() outermost layers). This will lead to a similar increase of the Poiseuille flow effectiw_

viscosity for h < 4.0, again in agreement with the simulation results. Of course, particle 1
(Fig. 4a) can certainly pass particle 2 by means of their thermal (random) motion. This,
however, would require a temporary exchange of their layer identities. It will not produce
flow since it will contribute to the the systematic momentum transfer which accompanies
flOW.

Finally, we would like to commment on the relation between our simulation findings
and several measurements of the rheological response of ultrathin liquid films that, have
been carried out in the last four to five years (Chan, et al.1985; Israelachvili and McGuig-
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gan 1988; Van Alsten and Granick, 1988), These studies determined that the continuum
description of the thin film breaks down for films thinner than approximately ten molecular
diameters. Of course, the origin of this breakdown of continuum mechanics is the develop-
rnent of fluid layering, a manifestation of the molecular nature of the fluid when the fihn
thickness becomes molecularly small. Our current simulations (and those of Reference 9)
reveal how these initial deviations fi'om contimmm hydrodyneanics occur. The fluid film
now has a variaMe density and the ability of molecules to move or excha,nge momentum
varies from point to point, These effects can be quantified adequately by Ineans of prop-
erly defined h,c_,l transport coeflqcients, The frequency of the collisions experienced by a,
molecule with its center of mass at a position r from the wall is related to the average
density in the neighborhood of r and not with the density exactly at r, This is the un.-
derlying idea of LADM, and this is the mechanism by w,_,,ichthe strong density variations
effect transport and flow properties.

Before attempting a more detailed comparison witla the experimental ol)servations
(mc has to acknowledge the very significmlt differences between our Inolecular model and
the systems studied experimentally. First of all, it should be noted that the experiments
were carried out at constant load (i.e., ('onsta.nt normal stress) wllereas our c(mlputer
simulations were carried out at fixed pore widths and with average pore densities set by the
constant chemical'potential simulations of Snook and van Megen (1980). Perlt_q)s the naost
i_lportant difference between _"xperinmn.t and simulation is the lack of atomic roughness of
our 10-4-3 walls. ,'k_:;menti(med r,arlier, a.t,onfically structured walls can promote epitaxial
crystalliz_tt.ioI._ (Schoen, ,,'_,al.1988)a, nd they are responsiMe for the rich l:)ehavior t.lla,t
has b(:,en ()bserved in molecular simulati(m_s (Schoen, e* al.1989), lt is very likely that
thes(: ,:,ff,,cts _:_',_,partially respoitsible for t,he rheoh)gical behavior observed experimentally,
and more specifically for the solid-like, elastic response seen in fihns one to three {()r five,
depending on the flllid) rnolecula, r dia.meters wide. Our simulations cannot explain (a,nd
they were not designed to explain) the solid-like response observed experimentally. Instead,
our aim was to focus on the viscous response of a strongly iflhomogeneous fluid that is
guaranteed (by the wall smoothness) to maintain its fluidity.

SliKhtly wider films (three or five to six or ten molecular diameters, depending on
tlle ma,terial) were found experimentally to exhibit a viscous (fluid-like) behavior but witll
an apparellt, viscosity much higher than the bulk viscosity. We think that this ll)ehavior
is similar to the sharp increase of l;tm viscosity observed in our simulations and tha,t the
physic_d origin of rh.e, pl-lenomenon is basically the same in both cases (tile inal_ilit,y of
tlac' layers to glide past each other). Nevertheless, significant differences still exist. First
of all, the viscosity rise was observed experimentally.in significantly thicker films, and it
was not as stf,ep as in our simula.ti()11s. Speculating on the origin of these differ(.'nces, we
i1ot.(' that the pr(:sence of one (oi' two) epitaxially crystallized fluid layers (a i)ossibility
that cannot }>e dismissed in the (.'xperiments) would effectively decease the width of the
flo'u,ir_9 t,hin fihn 1oytwo ((_r four) molecular diameters, Furthermore, the chain molecules
that were mostly studied experimentally cannot simply pack their monomers on top of
each other for obvious steric rea,sons. This implies that a film, say six monomer diameters
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thick, is not likely to have six monomers layers but rather _ smaller number of more
diffuse, rnore cornplex and wider periodic structures ("layers"). A decrease irt separa.tion
will be accompanied l_y a gradual change in shape of the interior monomer '%yers", and
it will result in a smoother viscosity rise as the chains adopt more and more deformed
configurationsinord(u'toaccommodate tl:eirmonomers intheconfinedspace,

Furthermore, our sin:pie LJ particles cannot model hydroca, rborls, but they _tre reason-
able representations of fluids of more compa.ct molecules (e.g. OMCTS and cyclohexane),
The high shear rates e:nph)yed in our simlfl_.tt,ions may trove important conseq_tences (melt,-
ing of epitaxial layers), but only if epitaxy (or crystallization) is indeed a possibility. As
we ha.ve mentioned se.veral times tlp to now, phenomena like the above simply do not take
piace next to smooth walls.

As a further consideration, a pressure increase at the separations slightly larger than 3
for Couette flow or 4 for Poiseuille might diminish the already limited available free volume
which will make the layer gliding from marginally possible to virtually impossible. This
might be related to the extreme pressure sensitivity of the viscosity observed in Reference
16.

Summary

Summarizing, the strongly layered torture of ultrathin liquid tihns confined between
solid walls results in a flow behavior profoundly different ft'ore that of homogeneous fluids.
The differences originate directly ft'ore the fluid layering and manifest the ina,bility of fluid
layers consisting of finite volume particles to the collective gliding plane motion necessary
for the realization of flow. The segregation of fluid molecules into layers, and the resulting
dynamic restrictions described above are, we believe, one of the major causes of the dra-
matic viscosity increases seen experimentally (Van Alsten and Granick 1988; and Sehoen
e/a/.1989) in thin films that still exhibit a viscous (fluid-like) response,
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDY OF THE PRIMITIVE MODEL
OF 1-3 ELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS

Synopsis

Molecular dynamics simulations at consta, nt te_nperature llave. I._eell('t_.rried ollt, for tile
primitive model of 1-3 electrolyte solutions. Tl{errnodynan_ics, pair distribution ['ullctions,
and self-diffusion coeflicients were computed to examine the electrost_tic effects on tlm struc-
tural and dynamical properties. The simulation results were used to evalu_.tte wu'ious theo-
retical equations, namely, the exponentia,1 form of Debye-HuckeI theory, the mean spherical
approximation, and the hypernetted chain approximation. As has beeIl observed for sym-
metrical electrolytes, the latter turns out to be the best approximation. I%r asymmetric_tlly
charged 1-3 electrolytes, it w,_s found that ionic aggregation significantly influenced the dy-
namical properties of electrolytes. Coherent motion between highly charged negative ions
and positive ions surrounding them was deduced from the time dependence of tile velocity
autocorrelation functions, particularly at concentrations between 0.4 and 4 total Inolar,

Introduction

The wettability of reservoir porespace determines how oil and water are distributed in
oil bearing reservoirs and affects the displacement of oil in a recovery process, Wettability, in
turn, is affected by adsorption and double layer forces at the fluid-solid surfaces of the reser-
voir. Understanding adsorption and double layer forces at the molecular level will enhance
our ability to design enhanced oil recovery formulations that reduce unwanted wettability
behavior or to modify the wettability in a beneficial way.

During the last couple of decades much progress has been made in our understanding
and interpretation of the physical properties of electrolyte solutions, A number of different
theoretical approximations have been used to ewfluate the thermodynamic and structural
properties of bulk electrolytes. One of the simplest but most commonly used models in these
theoretical approaches is the so-called "primitive model electrolyte solution" (Outhwaite
1975; Friedman and Dale 1977) in which the charged hard-sphere ions are immersed in a
continuum solvent represented only as a uniform dielectric constant of the medium.

Reliable and unambiguous results, in turn, have become increasingly necessary to elim-
inate any underlying uncertainties involved in theoretical approximations. However, the
present level of modeling, particularly t[_e use of a solvent continuum assumption, is far too
crude to allow the direct comparison with real laboratory experiment. Consequently, machine
experiments (computer simulations), which provide essentially "exact" experimental data for
precisely defined model systems, have proven to be an extremely useful diagnostic tool to
investigate such systems. The great advantage of computer simulations over experiment lies
in the possibility of obtaining detailed physical information, which may be very difl:icult or
impossible to realize in the laboratory. The best known example is the measurement of pair
distribution functions as a function of distance at the molecular level.
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There are in general two classes of computer experiment: stochastic Monte Carlo (MC)
and deterministic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, In the MD calculations, the actual
trajectories of molecules are evaluated by the numerical integration of Newton's equations
of motion. In addition to static equilibrium properties, time-dependent transport properties
can be also obtained by the MD method, For the systenl of primitive model electrolytes,
however, the discontinuous nature of hard-spher(-." repulsions combined with continuous elec-
trostatic interactions introduces some technical difficulties into the traditional MD algorithm.
tlecently, implementations have been rnade to extend the MD method to the system of hard-
cores with soft attractive potentials. In the work of Heyes (1982) for the restricted primitive
model of 1:1 electrolytes, two different forms of MD were combined, The hard-sphere col-
lisions were allowed to take/)lace while the forces and velocity changes due to continuous
electrostatic interactions were evaluated, The agreement with the previous MC calculations
was excellent even at higher concentrations.

Almost all simulations for the primitive electrolytes have been carried out using the MC
simulation method (Valleau, 1970, 1980, ; van Megen and Snook 1990; Rogde and Hafskjold
1983; Ciccariello and Gazzillo 1983). Much of the earlier work on the MC calculations in
a variety of different ensembles has been summarized by Levesque et al (1984), Valleau
and his collaborators (1970, 1.980) have extensively reported the canonical and the grand
canonical MC results of such systems, In their studies, various theoretical approaches were
also discussed and compared with the results obtained from their MC simulations, They
adopted the minimum image convention to evaluate the Coulombic part of potentials for
each configuration, and the resulting energy was linearly extrapolated as a function of 1/N
to estimate the values of an infinite system, These data should be accepted with some
care because the method with as few as 200 ions the method could yield results depending
on system size. This is particularly true for higher concentrations and for higher charged
systems. Explicit results for osmotic pressure were not published in the previous works.

In the MD simulations, better statistics (:an be achieved. For instance, in order to cal-
culate the virial contribution to the equation of state for the hard-core system, the MC
computations require an accurate estimation of pair distribution functions at the contact
point (Freasier, 1980). For the system of ionic solutions, pair functions may change rapidly
near contact distances due to the formation of ionic aggregates (see Fig. 4a). The extrapo-
lation of pair functions to the contact value lead to large uncertainties in this case of ionic
solutions, For this reason the MC results for osmotic pressure coefficients are known to be
less certain than those for energy calculations.

In the present; paper, we report computer simulation results for the asymmetrically
charged system of 1-3 electrolyte solutions viamolecular dynamics simulation techniques.
This asymmetric system is of special interest because it provides a strong test of the ap-
plicability of approximate theories available in the literature. Computational details of the
method employed here are discussed in the next section. In section 3, the thermodynamic
and structural properties obtained from our MD simulations are compared with various the-
oretical predictions, namely, the exponential form of Debye-Huckel theory (Valleau, et al.
1970,1980: the mean spherical approximation (Waisman and Lebowitz, 1972), and the hyper-
netted chain approximation (Rasaiah and Friedman, 1968; Rasaiah, 1972). We also report
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in this section the dynamical properties including tile _relocity autocorrelation functions and
the self-diffuslon coefficients, The dynamical properties of tile primitive model electrolytes
are of course not comparable to those oi' electrolyte solutions since solvent dynamics arc
totally absent in tllis Inodel. However, Ltle results etrc an inexpensive by-product of the sim-
ulation and are interesting to the extent that t,hey yield insight into the interplay between
short range repulsive _.md long r_nge forces and provide _n indication of the distribution of
ion cluster formation,

Model and Computations

The MD calculations were carried out with a system containing 216 charged hard-spheres
with equal diameter, d, of 0.425 nm and mass, m, of 100 a,m.u. (There are 162 cations with
charge + 1 and 54 anions with charge -3.) Usual periodic boundary conditions were applied
in a cubic fundamental cell to approximate an infinite system.

The pair potential energy between ions i and j is (in S.I. units)

{_ ifx<d= , ir • > d, (1)

where zi and zj are the valence of ion i and j, and q is the unit of electronic charge, er is
the uniform dielectric constant of the medium relative to the permittivity of free space, eo,
As used in most other studies, the relative dielectric constant, e,., was chosen to be 78.356t ,

corresponding to those for water at room temperature, 298.16 K.

The long-ranged interactions in ionic systems give a configurational energy that converges
slowly with the increasing system size. Use of a spherical cut-off or a minimum image
convention has shown to be inappropriate, particularly for highly charged dense systems
(Adams, 1983; Adams and Debye, 1987). T.he resulting configuration_l energy for such
systems must take account for the ion pairs not only with the nearest images in a fundamental
cell but also with ali images in other periodic cells. The Coulombic potentials or forces, in
this study, were calculated using the gwald sum technique (1921), which is a well-known
method for evaluating the electrostatic interactions in ionic crystals.

The Ewald transformation is expressed by two convergent sums. One in reed space of a
short-ranged potential, Un,

1 N N ' erfc (aT"ij,n)
Un = -_ _ _ _ zi zj q2 (2a)

i=1 j=l n 4_eoer rij, n '

and the other iri reciprocal lattice space of periodic Fourier domains, Uh,

Uh 1 N N zizjq---_2exp /h 2 cos h.rij (2/))
i= l j= t h#o

where L is the box length, c¢ is an arbitrary parameter, typically set to 5/L, and erfc is the
complementary error function. Note that h is _ reciprocal wave vector in units such that its
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components are integers. In the latter case of reciprocal space, the order of computations can
be reduced by the method suggested by Singer and described in Ref. [18]. In this method,
tile double sum over particles i and j is simplified into tw() single sums over particle i. 'rot.al
of 6L8 wave vectors were computed using a recurrence relationship of complex arithmetic to
avoid repeated calculations.'

The system of a hard-core repulsion with continuous attractive interactions gives rise to
problems for MD compu_,er simulations. Computational techniques for trajectory calcula-
tions are totally different between the discontinuous and the continuous MD method. In the
hard-core MD program , _troduced in the pioneering work of Alder and Waillwright (19,59),
the collision equations between ali possible colliding pairs must be solved before advancing
their trajectories. In contrast, in the MD for continuous potentials, the time evolution of
phase space is [ollowed by solving; the equations of motion suitably discretized in time.

Two distinct algorithins can be combined into the same MD program by returning to
the hybrid "step-by-step" approach described elsewhere (tIeyes, 1982; McNeil and Madden,
1982, Heyes and Woodcock, 1986). 'the time step interval is of order of femto seconds which
is very small compared to the average time between hard-sphere collisions. The first step
is identical to the system of conventional continuous potentials. The system trajectories
are ad_ a_.',.cedfrom the current positions to the next positions only under the influence of

"_ continuous forces without imposing the hard-core constraints. In this step, any possible
hard-core collision occurring during a fixed time interval is ignored, and this may result iii
unrealistic hard-core penetration. The next step is then to check whether or not the pair
distances are closer than a hard-sphere contact diameter, and the resulting configuration is
resolved for the overlapping pairs. Because the time interval is so small, the majority ,_f
particles proceed without colliding with each o_,her. When an overlap is found in a time
step, the step is repeated, but this time the particle v_locities are assumed to be consta, nt.
Under this assumption, the particles are advanced until the overlapping pair collides and
the algebraic equations of colliding hard-spheres are used to find the postcollision positior_s
and velocities. The algorithm then returns to the continuous potential MD sequence. This
apprcach ha_; been applied for the various systems of model fluids arid did not show any
meas_trable inaccuracy for the thermodynamic and transport properties of such systems
(Heyes, 1982; McNeil and Madden, 1982, tleyes and Woodcock, 1986). A logic flow chart
for this MD method is illustrated in Figure 1.

For the computational et_ciency, it is _ppropriate to eliminate any redundant calculations
: and this can be done by the construction of the collider table to speed up the searching

routine. Before entering the force loop in the first step, the maximum velocity was scant.--d
to decide the maximum, cut-off distance for the collider table. The table was updated at e:.:h
step to ensure possible colliding pairs. Only the pairs within this maximum distance were
considered to examine the colliding pairs in the next step, rather tt_an ali possible pairs.

The equations of motion were int)egrated using the leapfrog version of Verlet algorithl_
(1967), and the velocities were scaled at e',ch time step to maintain constant temperature
I,.IL _ltl_.- ltltlr_lt,ltlllqk..lt t.a.bO_k..litJt.,_t._lt t_J Dk, z%llt.lO_,.,ll 141, q._6, _ l,JO"l/ III CIb_l,kllblUll,_ I, llt._ IlIIblCLI Lt.lllll_)l.llCl, blt)ll_

were generated by randomly inserting particles to assist in 'the equilibration of the system.
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Step 1 ' Evaluate new positions under the influence of continuous forces only.

Step 2 ' Examine the resulting configuration for overlaps.
The next steps 3 to 5 are executed for overlapping pairs.

Step 3 ' Determine the hard-core collision times.

"l
Step 4 • Scan the minimum collision time and advance particles during this time.

!

1
Step 5 'Compute the post-collision velocities.

Step 6 ' Search for the next collision and repeat steps 3 to 5.
If the configuration is fully resolved, return to step 1 for the next time cycle.

l;'igure 1. Schematic of the molecular dy,lamics proceduie.

Configurations were aged, or equilibrated, for 6,000 steps before accumulating data and the
resulting ensemble averages were obtained during the final 40,000 steps. The MD algorithm
implemented here has been tested in a number of ways. When the ionic charges were as-
signed to a value of zero, tile results faithfully reproduced the thermodynamic and transport
properties of the pure hard-ephere system available in the literature (Alder et al. , 1970).
The results obtained from the MD simulations for a few Lelccted runss • " of 1-1 electrolytes
were also compared t,o the MC (Valleau, et al 1970; 1980) and MD (Iteyes, 1982IIeyes, 1982
The good agreement with the previous data again confirmed the quality of our MD method.
Ali production calculations were performed on a Cray-2 supercomputer at Minnesota, Super-
computer Center. Extensive use was made of vectorlzation and optimization.
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Results and Discussion

The thermodynamic and transport properties of 1-3 electrolyte solutions obtained from
the MI) simulations are presented in Table 1. The range of concentration investigated here
was from 0.02 Mt to 6 Mt, where Mt is the total ion concentration in units of mole per
liter, but not the stoichiometric concentration, Ms. (Note that Mt = 4Ms = 21.6318 nd a,
where nd a is the total number density.) The self-diffusion coefficients were calculated from
the integration of the velocity autocorrelation function using the Green-Kubo relations a.nd
from the slope of the mean-square displacement versus time using the Einstein equations.
The tw() methods gave results in good agreement, typically less than 3% difference, and the
self-diffusion coefficients in Table 1 are averages of the values found by the two methods, in
this table, we also report the ion/ion collision frequencies in columns 7 to 9.

Table 1. System characteristics and MD results
for 1-3 Primitive Model Electrolytes

Table 1. System Characteristics and MD Results for 1-3 Primitive Model Electrolytes

A.4t -U/NkT PV/NkT D+ D_ ¢o++ ¢o__ _o__.
(moles/l) (10.4 cm2/s) (10 .4 cm2/s) (10 l°s -1) (101° s-1) (101° s-1)

0.02 0,5169 (0,0437)* 0.8558 315.21 113.84 0.068 0.000 1.929
0.2 1,1983 (0.0543) 0.7433 57,42 22,26 1.042 0.000 11,119
0,5 1.5010 (0,0495) 0.7239 28.54 12,94 2,801 0.000 1.7.185
1,0 1.7423 (0,0495) 0,7370 17,24 8,817 5.977 0,007 23,603
2.0 2.0022 (0,0469) 0,8110 9.574 5.553 13.142 0,014 33.174
4,0 2,2978 (0,0438) 1,0293 5.151 3.288 31.182 0.019 50.895
6,0 2,4957 (0.0405) 1.3495 3,490 1,699 55.679 0.167 70.319

_r _Fh_ values in parentheses indicate uncertainties in the MD simulations

In Figures 2 and 3 we illustrate the concentration dependence of the reduced configurational
energy, U/NkT, and the reduced osmotic pressure, PV/NkT, respectively. Also shown in
these figures are the results obtained with the exponential form of Dcbye-Huckel theory
(DHX) [Valleau et ai,, 1970,1980; Debye and Huckel, 1923) , the mean spherical approx-
imation (MSA)(Waisman and Lebowitz, 1972), and those reported in aef. [4]for the
hypernetted chain theory (HNC). The thermo,lynamic properties can be expressed in terms
of pair distribution functions, gij(r), betw_n i,)nic species i and j.

The configurationc_i energy of the fluid is

U 2frn fd _NkT = k--=l;-_ _ Uij(r)gij(r)r2dr' (3)
s .7

and, the virial expression for the osmotic pressure is

PV U 27rnd3

NkT = 1 + 3NkT-t 3 _ Y_XiXjgij(d), (4)
___ i j
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Figure 2. Reduced configurational energy Figure 3. Reduced osmotic pressure ,_f.1-3
of 1-3 primitive model electrolytes as a primitive model electrolytes as a function of
function of concentration, oMD results; .... concentration. The symbols have the same
DttX;--- MSA; - .- HNC[4]. meaning as in Pigure 2.

where Xi is the mole fraction of species i and 9ij(d) is the contact value of the pair functio_
for species i and j.

We first focus our attention on the results obtained from the DHX theory. This simple

approximation is inadequate over most of the range of the concentrations investigated in this
work. The discrepancy is gradually amplified with increasing concentration. Although the
poor results are observed here, we point out that for the 1-1 electrolyte system and Mt < 2.0
the DHX energy predictions are in reasonable qualitative agreement with previous simulation
results [8]. The main failure of the DItX approximation is that it misses the structure of the
pair distribution functions. The oscillatory behavior occurring at higher concentrations due
to the hard-sphere exclusion volume is totally ignored in this theory. The contact vall:es of
the pair distribution functions of the DIIX theory are also inaccurate.

This last point is illustrated in Figures ,la and 4b. Pair distribution functions were
computed by sorting the relative pair distances into the equal radial increments of width
0.0ld. Even at the low concentration of Mt = 0.2 (Figure 4a), slightly more +- and ++

ion pairings at the short range of distances were found in the MD results compared with
the DHX pair functions. Th_' sharp peak near the contact point in 9+- indicates the strong
tendency to the formation of unlike-pairs. As seen in Figure 4b (Mt = 4.0), however, the
DHX model significantly overestimates-pairings in 9--while the underestimation of the
Coulombic attraction b_,tween unlike-pairs resl:lts in much lower value in 9+-. In the MC
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calculations for the 2-2 electrolytes [9,11], the presence of linear ion triplets was manifested
by a local maximum in like-pair functions near r = 2d. Similar results were observed, but,
in tile case of our 1-3 system, the maximum peak irl g__ was shifted to approximately
r = 2.5d. The salient feature displayed here is a noticeable trend to the formation of larger
ionic clusterings for higher charged systems.

4
15

10

2

I I "0 0
I 2 3 4 1 2 :3 ,1

Figure 4. Pair distribution functions for like-pairs and unlike-pairs. (a) MT = 0.2; (b)
Mt = 4.0. Also shown as dotted curves are DHX predictions.

The MSA and HNC theories are both based on the Ornstein-Zernike integral equation
along with specific closure relationships. The MSA model has a great advantage; it is the
only theory that can be solved analytically for the system of charged hard-spheres [3]. As an
extension to the Debye-Huckel theory, in the MSA theory, the hard-sphere oscillations due to
the ion-cores have been taken into account. In the limit of point charges, the MSA becomes
identical to the Debye-Huckel theory. As illustrated in Figure 2 and 3, the MSA results
for the energy and for the osmotic pressure are in relatively good agreement with the MI)
data. However, the MSA pair distribution functions are known to be poor. Particularly for
a range of low concentration, the linearized nature of the/VISA model leads to the unphysical
negative values among the like-pair functions as in the Debye-ttuckel theory. The MSA pair
functions are only symmetrically disposed around those for the hard-sphere pair function.
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The better agreement for pressure than for energy in the DHX model seems to be coincidental
and caused by a cancellation of errors between energy and collision contributions (the second
and the third term in the virial pressure in eq. (4), respectively). For Ml = 2.0, for instance,
an underestimation iii 9+_(d) by about 30% is almost equally balanced by an overestimate
in energy. The ttNC results for the system of 1-3 electrolytes [4] predict the configurational
energy and the osmotic pressure i1_;:,_:_ry_2od agreement to the MI) results within statistical
errors, Although special iterative}e_::.i_'@tUe:sa.re necessary in order to reach convergence [4],
HNC th(,ory has also shown to be.__ucc/:,i_sft}lfor the 1.:1 and 2:2 electrolytes [9,11].

The velocity autocorrelation functions (VACF) can provide useful insights into ion dy-
namics and transport. The normalized VACF is defined as a function of time, t, by

1 N

VACF= E < > / <v (0)>, (5)i---1

where the symbol < > denotes the average over an equilibriuin ensemble. Those time correla-
tion functions are, in principle, measurable quantities from inelastic scattering experiments.

In Figures 5a to 5c, we plot the normalized VACFs for a few selected runs to illustrate
the manner in which those functions change with increasing concentration. The solid curves
correspond to the VACFs for positively charged ions, VACF(+), and, respectively, the dotted
curves, for negatively charged ions, VACF(-). The VACFs for lower concentration exhibit a
stronger velocity autocorrelation than those for higher concentration. The primary mecha-
nism of decay of the time correlation functions is the hard-sphere collision, in which colliding
particles rapidly forget their initial velocities through successive collision. In the high con-
centration regime, the hard-core repulsive collisions are expected to play a dominant role in
determining the dynamical properties of the system. In agreement with this, the resulting
VACF(+)s exhibit the exponential behavior which characterizes the dynamics of hard-sphere
fluids [24].

However, as shown by the VACF(-)s in Figure 5, there are substantial differences
between the motion of the positive charges and the highly charged negative ions. The
VACF(-)s decay more rapidly than the VACF(+)s. The VACF(-)s exhibit non-exponential
behavior. At low or intermediate concentration, the long-ranged Coulombic potential in-
creasingly influermes the collective motion of ionic fluids by the acceleration or retardation
of velocities between colliding pairs. The electrostatic force enhances correlations between

unlike-pairs, and decorrelation between like-pairs. /i
The most striking feature of the VACF(-)s is the peculiar peak displayed i_.J.the range

of intermediate concentration. The peak occurs at relatively the short time de ay betwcmn
5 ps and 10 ps. At the very low concentration regime, the VACF(-) decays monotonically.
However, a weakly oscillatory behavior starts to emerge in the VACF(-) for Mt = 0.5
(Figure 5a), and is clearly apparent for Mt = 1.0 (Figure 5b). This can be explained
in terms of the coherent motion of a highly charged negative ion, and the positiw_ ions

I surrounding it. The coherent motion in. this range of concentration results in ali iil(:rea.sed
persistence of velocity of the negative ions. Because the cluster tends to move coherently
over a period of time longer than the mean collision time between ions in the cluster, this
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collective motion conducts the negative ion in tile direction of the net drift of tlm entire
cluster. In the cases presented in lPigures 5_ and 5b, the bump in the VACF(.-) is lock,ted
at nearly twice the mean collision time b(;tween negative and positive particles. Tllis t'_,_ct
suggests tlla, t the mecharlism responsible for tllis velocity persistence is _:_double collisio,a,
First, a, collision occurs bctweetl t}le negative central ion and ttie positive ions in front, of it.
Tllell, a se(:ond collision occurs wllen tlm same negative ion is reached by the positive lolls
w}lich the electrostatic attraction dra,g behind ii,, In contrast, as seen in Figure 5c, these
bumps are reduced al, ttle tligher concentration Of /lit = 6.0. In this case, there is perhaps
not enough free volume for the ionic clusters to move coherently over appreciable distances.

Irs the previous MD simulations [8] for the 1-1 electrolytes, the modified Enskog theory
of hard-sphere was shown to predict the self-diffusion coefficients reasonably accurately, lt
is also interesting to note that the diffusion constants of positive ions for the 1-a electrolytes
here (Table 1) are close to those for the 1-1 electrolytes except for the low concentration limit
of Mt < 0.2. However, the self-diffusion coefficients of negative ions are smaller by a factor
of two or three than those of positive ions. An interpretation of this observation is that the
free motion of negative ions is likely to be restricted by the formation of ionic aggregates.

For a hard-sphere system [25], the collision frequencies, COli,are expressed in terms of
the contact values of pair distribution functions,

coij = 4nid2(rckT/m)l/2 gij(d), (6)

.sp where wij is the number of collisions per particle of component j, per unit time between
particles of component i and j. The collision frequencies determined from the MD simulation
are plotted in Figure 6. For the purpose of comparison with the corresponding hard-sphere
system, the predictions using the MD contact values in eq. (6) are also shown in this
figure. The MD results are seen to be in excellent agreement with theory. This suggests
that the microscopical behavior of the primitive electrolytes is much like to the hard-sphere
dynamics. In this sense, the transport properties of the primitive model electrolytes are, at
least qualitatively, related to those for the system of hard-sphere fluids.

Conclusion

In the present paper we have reported the MD simulations for the thermodynamic and
transport properties of 1-3 electrolyte solutions. The results obtained from computer sim-
ulations have been used to assess the applicabilities of theoretical equations, namely, the
exponential form of Debye-ttuckel theory, the mean spherical approximation, and the hyper-
netted chain theory. The HNC theory is shown to be the best approximation compared with
the simulation results both for energy and for osmotic pressure. For asymmetrically charged
1-3 bulk electrolytes, the presence of ionic clustering was observed in pair distribution func-
tions. The local maximum in g__ was shifted to r = 2.5d.

The MD results presented in this paper indicate that the diffusion processes in primitive
model electrolytes are strongly dependent on concentration. In contrast, experimental diffu-
sion coefficients in aqueous solutions are nearly concentration independent [26]. This result
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is to be expected since solvent-ion collisions are absent in primitive rnodel electrolytes. 'Phis

simple model is inadequate to describe the ionic structures and dynanaics in ttqueous elec-

trolyte solutions. However, the primitive model electrolyte shows solution thermodynamic

behavior in qualitative agreement with experimental results on simple aqueous electrolytes

[9]. Moreover, at sut:Iiciently high ionic densities the model would give t_ reasonable first
approximation to the equilibrium and dynamical behavior of molten salts.
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DENSITY FIJNCTIONAL FREE ENERGY THEORY OF
THE ELECTRICAL DOUBLE LAYER 2.'1 ELECTROLYTES

Synopsis

This paper reports the p'redictions of a nonlocal free energy density functional theory
of the ion density and the mean electrostatic potential profiles of the restricted primitive
model of the electrical double layer. Results for unsymmetrical 2:1 el_ctrolytes predicted by
three different nonlocal free energy density functional approximations are compared with
those of Monte Carlo simulations and of the modified. Gouy-Chapman theory. Tile diffuse
layer potentials are also compared with those of some recent theories of the electrical double
layer. In tile free energy density fimctional theory, the hard-sphere repulsive contribution to
tile Helmholtz fl'ee energy is represented by nonlocal density functional models which have
api)eared in previous works. The mean spherical approximation for the bulk electrolyte
is used to model the electrostatic part of the nonuniform ion-ion correlations present in
the interface. In the case of singly charged counterions the agreement between the free

energy density functional theory and the Monte Carlo simulations is within a few percent at
the electrolyte concentrations and surface charges studied. In the case of doubly charged
counterions, however, the agreement is poor at low electrolyte concentrations although
good at high concentrations. The density functional theory correctly predicts the exist(,nce
of an extremum in the diffuse layer potential as a function of the surface charge density.

Introduction

The wettability of reservoir porespace determines how oil and water are distributed in
oil bearing reservoirs and affects the displacement of oil in a recovery process. Wettability,
in turn, is affected by adsorption and double layer forces at the fluid-solid surfaces (ff the
reservoir. Understanding adsorption and double layer forces at the molecular levul will
enhance our ability to design enhanced oil recovery formulations that reduce unwanted
wettability beha.vior or to modify the wettability in a beneficial way.

Recently, a nonlocal free energy density functional theory for the restricted primitive
model (RPM) of tile electrical double layer was presented and the results for symmetaical
1:1 and 2:2 electrolytes were reported (Mier y Teran et al. (1990), Tang et al. (1990)).
A_ electrical double layer is the separation of charge which occurs in an electrolyte in tlm
p) esence of an electrode. In the RPM of the electrolyte, the ions are modeled as charged
h_ rd spheres of equal diameter d and tile solvent is represented by a uniform dielectric
m _dium with dielectric constant _. At the same time, tLe electrode is taken to be an

infinite, planar, uniformly charged, hard wall with surface _:harge densii.y a.
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In Mier y Teran et al, (1990) the grand potential functional for the RPM of the elec-
trical double layer was constructed and minimized to obtain integral equations for the ion
density distribution functions. The equations are equivalent _o those obtained by func-
tional differentiation of the Helmholtz fi'ee energy with respect to component density to
derive expressions for the chemical potential of each species in the inhomogeneous elec-
trolyte, as was clone ia Tang et ai. (1990). In the free energy density functional theory, the
hard-sphere repulsive contribution to the free energy is represented by a nonlocal generic
density functional proposed by Percus (1981) and extended to hard sphere mixtures by
Vanderlick et al. (1989b). It has been shown by Vanderlick et al. (1989a) that this generic
functional can be used as a generating functional of several nonlocal approaches including
the generalized van der Waals (GVDW)model (Nordholm et al. (1981)), the generalized
hard-rod model (GHRM) (Robledo and Varea (1981); Fischer and Heinbuch (1988)), and
the Tarazona (TRZ) model (Tarazona (1985)). In addition, we have used the analytical
solution of the mean spherical approximation (MSA) (Waismann and Lebowitz (1972))
for the bulk electrolyte to approximate the electrostatic part of the nonuniform Ornstein-
Zernike direct correlation function of the inhomogeneous electrolyte in the interface.

The results of previous papers (Mier y Teran et al. (1990); Tang e_ al. (1990)) can be
summarized as follows. Comparison of the density functional theory with the Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations of Torrie and Valleau (Torrie et al. (1980)) shows that, when combined
with the Carnahan-Starling equation of state, the free energy density functional theory
is successful in predicting the behaviors of the ion density and the mean electrostatic
potential profiles for symmetrical electrolytes. The theory predicts correctly the layering
effect of the counterions and the charge inversion phenomenon. The results predicted by
the GHRM (Mier y Teran et al. (1990)), the GVDW, and the TRZ models (Tang et al.
(1990)) are in close agreement with each other at low concentrations and low surface charge
densities but the differences between them increase when the charge or the concentration
is increased. Comparison _vith the MC values of the diffuse layer potential as a flmction
of the surface charge density shows that the GHRM is superior to the other two models at

high surface charge densities for highly concentrated 1:1 electrolytes (Tang et al. (1990).
We believe this is due to a fortuitous cancellation of errors in the calculations when the

GHRM is combined with the MSA solution of the electrostatic correlation, since the TRZ
model, whictl is a better approximation than the GHRM for inhomogeneous hard-sphere
system (Vanderlick st al. (1989a)), better represents the layering effect of the counterions
at high charge densities. For 2:2 electrolytes, on the other hand, all these three models
predict results which are only in qualitative agreement with the MC data for the diffuse
layer potential.

In this paper we report results of the density functional theory for 2:1 electrolytes
next to both positively and negatively charged electrodes. As in Tang et al. (1990), we
present a comparison between the GHRM, the GVDW, and the TRZ models. We also com-

p_tre our results with those of the modified Gouy-Chapman (MGC) theory (Go,_y (1910);
Chapman (1913); Stern (1924)) and of some recent theories of the electrical double layer.
These include- the most refined version of the modified Poisson-Boltzmann theory (MPBS)
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(Outhwaite and Bhuiyan (1983)), the hypernetted chain/mean spherical approximation
(HNC/MSA) theory (Lozada-Cassou and Henderson (1983)), and the Yvon-Born-Green
(YBG) theory with closure introduced by Caccamo et al. (1986). In addition, we also
compare our results with those of Plischke and Henderson (1989), who solved the inho-
mogeneous Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation for the pair correlation function together with
the Lov'ett-Mou-Buff-Wertheim equation and the hypernetted chain closure (OZ/LMBW),
whenever the latter are available. As pointed out previously by others (Torrie and Valleau

(1982); Lozada-Cassou and Henderson (1983)), results for 2'.1 e!ectrolytes are interesting
not only because their practical applications but also because the MGC theory exhibits
both qualitative agreement or disagreement with the MC simulations, depending upon
whether the counterion is monovalent or divalent.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II we review briefly the free
energy density functional theory of the RPM of the electrical double layer, We report our
results in Sec. III and conclude in Sec. IV with a disscusion,

Theory

With the the same notations as those in Tang _t al. (1990) the Helmholtz free energy
density functional F({ n }) for a mixture of charged particles in an external field of potential
v_(r) can be written as

F({n}) Z
Ot ¢1

(2,1)

// /0'/0+ kT_ dardar ' n_(r)nz(r' ) dA dA'c_z(r,r'; ),
a_

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature, and A_ the de Broglie
wavelength of particles of species a. The first two terms in Eq.(2.1) correspond to the
external field and the ideal gas contributions to the free energy, respectively. The third
term represents the contribution from the ion-ion pair interactions. The path integration
characterized by the parameter A is along a linear density path from the initial state
n/_(r) = 0 to the final state n_(r), with c_(r,i"; A) being the Ornstein-Zernike direct
correlation function of a nonuniform electrolyte at a particular point, n_(r; A) = _n_(r)
(0 _<A < 1), on the integration path.

Although c_(r, r_) is not in general known for inhomogeneous electrolytes, it can be
separated formally into three parts:

q_qa + c_(r, r') + zbc_z(r r'). (9 9)
co,_(r, r') = - ekTl r _ r'l ' "'"

Here q_ is the charge of ions of species a. Tlm first term on the right side of Eq.(2.2)
is simply the Coulombic interaction between charged particles, whereas the second term
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is the hard-sphere correlation due to the finite size of the particles, which is discussed in
more detail later in this section. The third tcrm is the residual part of the Ornstein-Zernike
direct correlation functioi_, which must be prescribed by some means, We choose here to
approximate this nonuniform re£dual Correlation function by the counterpart of a neutral
bulk electrolyte, The latter is further approximated by the analytical solution given by
Waismann and Lebowitz (1972) when the MSA is used for the RPM electrolytes. This
solution, &c_z([r- rr[), depends only on the relative distance between two particles. The
explicit expression for Ac_(r) can be found in Mier y Teran et al. (1990).

By functional differentiation of the free energy density functional F({ n}) with respect
to the density distribution function n_(r) we obtain the chemical potential p_ of particles
of species a. The chemical potential is everywhere constant and so #_ can be eliminated
from the general expression for the double layer by subtracting fi'om it the corresponding
equation for the coexisting bulk electrolyte. This yields the following integral equation for
the ion density distribution function'.

1 (_h_(_)+q_¢(_))

+ _ f d_' (,_(_') nfl) Ac_z(r,r I) (2.3)

5F_*_e"({n}) or,*_,_(nO )

- 5n_(r) + On° '

where n ° is the number density of particle a in the bulk electrolyte. In Eq.(2.3), vhf(r) is
the interaction potential between an ion and an uncharged hard wall,

vhf(r) = c_, x < d/2,

= o, _ > d/2, (2,4)

'where x is the ion's distance to the wall. On the other hand, ¢(r) is _he mean electrostatic
potential, due to both the ionic charges in the electrolyte and the uniformly distributed
charges on the surface, which can be expressed in terms of the ion density distribution
function by solving Poisson's equation. The result is

¢(z) = __47r dx! (x - x') N"Z...,q_n_(x'), (2.5)

where the condition of overall electroneutrality,

'dx ' _ ,_,,_(x')+ _ = 0, (2.6)
ot

hassbeen imposed.
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The crucial step leading to Eq.(2.3) is introducing the excess hard-sphere free energy
functional FeXCesS({n}) to incorporate the hard-core repulsive contribution to the free
energy as we did in previous studies (Mier y Teran et al. (1990); Tang et ai. (1990).
We use the generic functional proposed by Percus (1981), which is the three-dimensional
generalization of the Helmholtz free energy of an inhomogeneous one-dimensional hard rod
system. For hard sphere mixtures this functional can be written as in Vanderlick et al.
(1989a)

FeXCesS({n}) - _ f d3r fi_(r) F0 (fir(r)), (2.7)
a

where F0(n) is the excess free energy per particle of a homogeneoushard sphere fluid of
density n; this function can be derived from the hard-sphere equation of state. In our
calculations, we chose the Carnahan-Starling formula for F0(n), i.e.,

fo(n)=kTY(4-3y )
(1 _ y)2 , (2.8)

where y = _'nd 3/6.

In the expression for the excess hard-sphere free energy density functional, Eq.(2.7),
fi_(r) and fi_,(r) are coarse-grained densities defined as spatial averages of the local density
na(r) over certain small domains:

/d3r ' Va(r- r'; {n})na(r'), (2.9)

f d3r ' ra(r- r'; {n})na(r'). (2.10)
fi_(r)

The weighting functions vc,(r - r'; {n}) and ra(r - r'; {n}) are, in the most general case,
functionals of the density distribution functions. By changing the specific form of the
weighting functions, different density functional models can be generated (Vanderlick ct
al. (1989a). In this work we solved Eq.(2.3) for the three model functionals mentioned
before: the GVDW model, the GHRM, and the TRZ model. The weighting functions
va(r - r'; {n}) and r_(r - r'; {n}) for these three models have been given explicitly in
Tang et al. (1990).

Results

In this work we carried out calculations for 2:1 electrolytes at bulk concentrations of
0.005, 0.05, and 0.5 M. For the latter two concentrations we considered both positive and
negative surface charge densities a. For concentration of 0.005 M the MC data reported
(Torrie and Valleau (1982)) are for negative values of a only; therefore we restricted our
calculations to the same range of a. For positive surface charges the counterions are singly
charged, whereas for negative stlrface charges the counterions are doubly charged.
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Due to the planar symmetry of the problem, Eq.(2.3) can be reduced to a one-
dimensional integral equation by integrating over the y-z plane, which is parallel to the
charged surface. In order to solve this one-dimensional integral equation we employed the
finite element method described elsewhere (Mier y Teran et al. (1982)). As in Mier y Teran
et ai. (1990) and Tang et al. (1990), we used quadratic Lagrange interpolating polynomials
as basis functions for the GHRM and linear functions for the GVDW and the TRZ models.

We generated solutions in the domain d/2 < x < L, where L was the cutoff distance from
the wall used as the upper limit in the integrals. A uniform mesh of N points was used in
all cases. Both N and L depended strongly on the concentration of the bulk electrolyte.

The Newton iterative scheme was used to solve the system of nonlinear algebraic

equations for the nodal values of the reduced density: g_i = n_(xi)/n °. The iteration
was continued _mtil the Euclidean norm of the updates after k iterations became less than
10-l° , i.e.,

E, - ) o_ o
2N < 1 . (3.1)

As a second test of the numerical accuracy of our calculations we also checked the agreement
of the overall electroneutrality condition, Eq.(2.6). This equation was satisfied to at least
five significant figures in all the calculations.

Dimensionless quantities proved convenient. The dimensionless surface charge density
is a* = ad2/e with e being the magnitude of the electronic charge. The dimensionless
mean electrostatic potential is ¢*(x) --/3e¢(x) (Z "- 1kT). The distance x is reduced by
the hard sphere diameter d. As in our previous work we fixed the plasma parameter to
F* -/3e 2/cd = 1.6809 in order to compare our results with MC data (Torrie and Valleau
(1982)) This value of F* corresponds to T=298 K, e = 78.5, and d= 4.25/_.

Our results of the dimensionless diffuse layer potential, _*(0) = e¢(O)/a'T, at several
values of the surface charge density rx* for 2"1 electrolytes are summarized in Table 1. For
comparison, in the same table we also display the MC values (Torrie and Valleau (1982), the
results of the IVIGC (Gouy (1910); Chapman (1913); Stern (1924)), the MPB5 (Outhwaite
arid Bhuiyanb (1989)), the HNC/MSA (Lozada-Cassou and Henderson (1983)), and the
.YBG (Caccamo e* a.l. (!986)) theories. For positive values of ct*, the agreement between
the r_-,sultsof the density functional theory and the MC data is within a few percent,, which
is comt:)aral;le with the statistical uncertainty in the MC data. In this case the GHPM is
_dighi.ly superior to the other two density fimctional models. For negative surface ch ges,
rh(' agroem(:'nt t>et.',w3en()_lr reslllts and MC simulation is only fair at low concentra, tions
i_31%high for the GHRM and 25% high for the GVDW aI3d tile TRZ models) but improves
at the higher conccntration of 0.5 M (22% high for all the three models). The GVDW and
the Tt2Z moctels are both slightly better than the GHRM for the range of negative values
of ct* investigated irl this work.
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TABLE 1. Diffuse layer potential, _*(0)= e¢(O)/kT, for 2:1 electrolytes

_* MC a MGC BGY b MPB5 c HNC/MSA d GttRM GVDW TRZ

0.005 M

-0,01 -0.91(0.02) -0,959 -- -0.865 ..... 0.947 -0,947 -0,947

-0,02 -1,37(0,01) -1.518 -- -1.28 -- -1,485 -1.484 -1,484

-0,05 -1,87(0.03) -2.381 -- -1,79 -- -2.233 -2,228 -2.228

0.05 M

-0.05 -1.05(0.01) -1.315 -1.11 -0,999 -1,158 -1,160 -1.156 -1,156

-0,0975 -1,21(0.06) -1,916 -11476 -'1.22 -1,511 -1,522 -1,505 -1.505

-0,126 -1,26(0.03) -2,161 -1,739 -1.27 -1,577 -1,596 -1,568 -1,569

-0,20 -1,18(0.03) -2,612 -1,739 -1.29 -1,497 -1,551 -1,481 -1,485

-0.284 -1.02(0.03) -2,959 -1.74 -1,28 -1,176 -1,288 -1,153 -1,164

0,04294 1.73(0.02) 1,740 1,705 1.69 1.89 1,675 1,672 1,672

0,18 3.99(0.05) 4,324 4.04 3.92 3.89 4,005 3;922 3,922

0.5 M

-0.05 -0,40(0,02) -0,547 -0,372 -0,373 -0,311 -0,317 -0,311 -0,312

-0,099 -0.50(0.01) -0,951 -0,509 -0,463 -0,462 -0,476 -0,462 -0,463

-0,1704 -0.46(0.01) -1,379 -0,574 -0.459 -0,482 -0,518 -0,480 -0.484

-0.24 -0.35(0.03) -1,683 -0,557 -0,410 -0.351 -0,425 -0.351 -0,360

0,0989 1.04(0.02) 1.308 0.97 0,985 0.966 0,988 0,965 0,967

0.20 1,94(0,03) 2,364 1.875 1.85 1.806 1.914 1.814 1.831

a. G. M. Torrie and J. P. Valleau (1982). Statistical uncertainty is shown in parenthesis.

b. C, Caccamo, G. Pizzimenti, and L. Blum (1983).

c. C. W. Outhwaite and L. B. Bhuiyan (1983),

d. M. Lozada-Cassou and D. Henderson (1983).

A comparison of the results of the three density functional models with the MGC
theory and the MC data is presented in Fig. 1. This figure shows the dimensionless diffuse
layer potential as a function of the electrode charge density a* at concentrations of 0.005,
0.05, and 0.5 M. The MGC theory, which neglects the exclusive effects due to the finite size
of the ions, overestimates the thickness of the double layer and predicts a monotonic rise
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Figure 1. Reduced diffuse layer potential, flesh(O) (fi = 1kT), as a function of the charge
density, crd2/e, for 2:1 electrolytes. Solid curves represent the results of the
GHRM, dot-dashed curves the results of the GVDW and the TR,Z models. The
results displayed are at concentrations of 0.005, 0.05, and 0.5 M. Solid squares,
open circles, and solid circles are the corresponding MC results. The dashed
curves are tile restilts of the MGC theory and the dot curves are the results of

the OZ/LMBW theory (Plischke and Henderson (1989)).

of the diffuse layer potential as the magnitude of cs* increases. As has been point, ed out

by other authors (Torrie and Valleau (1982)), for positive surface charges the behavior of
the diffuse layer potential as a flmction of ct* is reminiscent of that of 1:1 electrolytes. For
negative surface charges, the monotonic behavior of the MGC theory disagrees significantly
with MC sim_fla.tions, since the simulation results present a minimum in the diffuse layer

potential as a flmction of ct*. The density functional theory predicts the presence of that
minimum. Because the results of the GVDW and the TtRZ models (lifter by no more

than 1% and are indistinguishable in our plots, we show only one curve for these two

approximations. At c = 0.005 M, the results of all the three density functional models
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Figure 2. Reduced density profiles, n(x)/n ° Figure 3. Reduced mean electrostatic po-
of a 2:1 electrolyte at c - 0.5 M and o* = tential profile, flee(x), of a 2'1 electrolyte
0.2. The dots are the MC results. The at c -- 0.5 M and a* = 0.2 Ali symbols as
dashed curves correspond to the MGC the- in Fig. 2.
ory, the solid curves to the GHRM, and the
dot-dashed curves to the GVDW and the
TRZ models. Note that the charged surface

is at z = -d/2.

are indistinguishable (within l°£) in the plots. In this figure we also present the results of
the OZ/LMBW theory of Plischke and Henderson (1989) at concentrations of 0.5 and 0.05
M; the results at lower concentration of 0.05 M are not available. The OZ/LMBW theory

predicts the most accurate results currently available; large deviation from MC values at
c = 0.05 M and a" < -0.2 was believed to be due to numerical difficulties. Our results

compete in accuracy with those of OZ/LMBW.

We proceed now to examine the information contained in the ion density profiles and
the mean electrostatic potential profiles. When the surface is positively charged and the
electrolyte concentration is low, the behavior of the double layer is qualitatively similar to

• that found in I:Ielectrolytes. The behavior at higher concentrations is more interesting.

In Fig. 2 we display the ion density profiles at 0,5 M and a* =0,20. The solid curves
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Figure 4. Reduced mean electrostatic potential profile, -flee(x), of a 2:1 electrolyte at
c = 0.005 M and o* = -0.05. The dots are the MC results. The dashed curve

correspond to the MGC theory, and the solid curve to the density functional
approximations. In this case, the results of the three density functional approxi-
mations are undistinguishable in the figure.!

correspond to the results of the GHRM, whereas the dot-dashed curves correspond to
those of the GVDW and the TRZ models. The circles represent the MC data (Torrie

and valleau (1982)). The dashed curves are the MGC density profiles calculated with the
analytical solution for 2:1 RPM electrolytes found by Grahame (1953). As shown in Fig.
2, each of the three density functional approximations predicts a counterion profile with a
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Figure 5. Reduced density profiles, n(x)/n °, of a 2:1 electrolyte at c = 0.05 M and a* =
-0.2. All symbols as in Fig. 2 except that the dot curves are the results of the

-- OZ/LMBW theory (Plischke and Henderson (1989).

shallow minimum around x = 2.5d. To this minimum corresponds a maximum in the colon

density profile. The position of the charged surface is shifted to x = -0.5d in this figure
and in all the figures to be presertted. The MC results seem to show the same oscillatory
behavior, but the oscillation is partially hidden by the statistical uncertainty of the data.
As usual, the MGC theory predicts monotonic density profiles. The oscillatory behavior is

also apparent in MC profile of the mean electrostatic potential. In Fig. 3 we see the MC
data of the function ¢(x) have a change in sign around _ = 1.5d and present a shallow
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Figure6. Reduced density profiles, n(x)/n °, Figure 7. Reduced mean electrostatic po-
of a 2:1 electrolyte at c = 0.05 M and a* = tential profile,-_e¢(x), of a 2:1 electrolyte
-0.284. All symbols as in Fig. 2. at c = 0.05 M and a* = -0.284. All sym-

bols as in Fig. 2.

minimum. The three density functional models predict quite well the location and the size

of this minimum in ¢(x).

For 2'1 electrolytes next to a negatively charged surface, the counterions are doubly

charged. In these systems, the density and the potential profiles are monotonic at low
surface charges. This is the case for c = 0.005 M and a* = -0.05: see Fig. 4, where the
results of the three density functional models for the potential profile ¢(x) coincide up to
the scale used in our plot, The density functional theory predicts results which represent
considerable improvements over the MGC theory, but it still overestimates the thickness
of the double layer.

At higher concentrations and surface charges the MC density profiles are Ilo longer
monotonic. In Fig. 5 we present the density profiles at c = 0.05 M and a* - -0.20. The
coion density profile obtained in the MC simulation has a peak around x = 1.5d. The
results obtained by Plischke and Henderson (1989) show such a peak and agree quite well

= with the MC simulation. The density profiles predicted by the density functional theory
are still monotonic but show a tendency towards an oscillatory behavior. As before, the
difference between the GVDW and the TRZ models is negligible. Differences between the

GHRM and the other two density functional approximations are also small in this case.
These three approximations produce coion density profiles which are indistinguishable in
the figure. At the larger surface charge of a* = -0.284 and the same concentration c
= 0.05 M, the MC data show a small charge inversion between x = 2.5d and 4.5d: see
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s,,m_,olsj_.. as in _.oPi_r.2 except,_ c = 0.5 M and a" -0.1704. All symbols as_0.1704o All
that the dot curves are the results of the in Fig. 2.

OZ/LMBW theory (Plischke and Hender-
son (1989))

Fig. 6. The profiles predicted by the density functional models are still monotonic mad
the differences between them continue to be small. The MGC density profiles are also
monotonic. The charge inversion presents in the MC data at these conditions produces ma
oscillation in the mean electrostatic potential profile with a minimum around x = d: see

Fig. 7. The free energy density functional approximations, however, fail to predict this
minimum in their potential profiles.

The oscillatory behaviors of the density and the mean electrostatic potential profiles
are more evident at higher concentrations. In Fig. 8 we present a comparison of the MC
density profiles with those of the density functional theory and those of OZ/LMBW at
c = 0.5 M and a* = -0.1704. For comparison, in the same figure we also display the
results of the MGC theory, which show no oscillation. The charge inversion is pronounced

and clearly seen in the profiles predicted by the density functional theory. The results
of the GHRM and the GVDW (and the TRZ) model are distinguishable within some

_ ranges, but the difference between them is still small. The results of OZ/LMBW agree
a little better with the MC profiles than our result's do. The charge inversion found in

this c_se produces a relatively deep minimum in the mean electrostatic potential profile.
In Fig. 9 we compare our results of the potential profile with the MC data. The density
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functional theory predicts correctly the oscillation of the mean electrostatic potential, but
the deepness of the minimum is underestimated.

Summary

We have applied three different nonlocal free energy density functional approximations
to the electrical double layer consisting of a 2:1 RPM electrolyte in the presence of a planar
charged surface. The approach we have used in this work is the same as that in previous
works (Meir y Teran et al. (1990); Tang et al. (1990)). For 2'1 electrolytes, the free energy
density functional theory predicts correctly the behavior of the diffuse layer potential as
a function of the surface charge density: the asymmetry withrespect to the sign of the
surface charge and the existence of an extremum.

L

When the counterions are singly charged, the density functional theory is quantita-
tively accurate in predicting the ionic density profiles and the mean electrostatic potential
profiles of 2:1 electrolytes. Our values of the diffuse layer potential agree within a few per-
cent with the Monte Carlo (MC) data at the densities and surface charges explored. The
generalized hard-rod model (GHRM) is slightly better than the generalized van der Waals
(GVDW) model and the Tarazona (TRZ) model in this case; this is the same conclusion
as for 1:1 electrolytes (Tang et al. (1990)). The differences between the results of theory
and the simulations grow slowly when the surface charge density increases.

When the counterions are doubly charged, the density functional theory predicts re-
sults which agree only qualitatively with the MC simulations. At low concentrations, the
theory predicts correctly the monotonic behaviors of the density and the mean electrostatic
potential profiles at small surface charges, but fails to predict the oscillatory behaviors
present in the MC results when the surface charge is increased. At high concentrations,
the density and the mean electrostatic potential profiles obtained in this work show the
charge inversion phenomenon in agreement with the MC simulations.

The GVDW model is the zeroth-order approximation of the TRZ model. Thus, the
small differences found between the predictions of these two models within the intervals of
concentration and surface charge density a studied, for both positive and negative values of
a, show that the zeroth-order term in the weighting function of the TRZ model completely
overshadows the other two terms in this regime. This feature makes the GVDW model
more attractivc than the TRZ model in applications to more complicated systems when
the fluid inhomogeneity is not very large, because the GVDW model is almost as accurate
as the TRZ model in this case and it can be generalized (to mixtures of hard spheres of
different sizes, for example) and numerically implemented much more easily.
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A NONLOCAL FREE ENERGY DENSITY FUNCTIONAL
APPROXIMATION FOR THE ELECTRICAL DOUBLE LAYER.

Synopsis

We construct a free energy density functional approximation for the primitive model
of the electrical double layer. The hard sphere term of the free energy functional is based
on a nonlocal generic model functional proposed by Percus. This latter model flmctional,
which is a generalization of the exact solution for the non-uniform hard rod model, requires
as input the free energy of a homogeneous hard-sphere mixture. We choose the extension
of the Carnahan-Starling equation of state to mixtures. The electrostatic part of the
non-uniform fluid ion-ion correlations present in the interface, is approximated by that of
an homogeneous bulk electrolyte. Using the mean spherical approximation for a neutral
electrolyte, we apply the theory to symmetrical 1:1 and 2:2 salts in the restricted primitive
model. We present comparisons of density profiles and diffuse layer potentials with Gouy-
Chapman theory and Monte Carlo data. We also compare our results with data from
other recent theories of the double layer. For highly charged surfaces, tile profiles show tile
layering of counterions and charge inversion effects, in agreement with Monte Ca,rio data.

Introduction

Understanding the behavior of charged particles near charged surfaces is an impor-
tant problem in physical chemistry. Separation of charge in response to the field of the
charged surface is referred to as the electrical double layer. Double layers are present in
electrochemistry in the form of the electrode/electrolyte interface, and they often play a
major role in the stability of soap films, colloidal dispersions, and biological membranes.
As a result of the occurrence of double layers in numerous situations, there has been a
considerable effort to describe them theoretically. The early theory that met with signifi-
cant successwas that of Gouy (1910) and Chapman (1913) and was based on the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation. More recently, theory has been built on more rigorous methods of
the statistical mechanics of the liquid state (Carnie and Torrie, 1984). Because the phys-
ical systems in which double layer: occur are generally quite complicated (for a recent

- review see Schmickler and Henderson, 1986), theoretical efforts have been directed to-

wards determination of the properties of greatly simplified models. Tile Gouy-Chapman
theory (Gouy, 1910; Chapman, 1913) was developed for a model of point charges next to
a uniformly charged planar surface, for example. A later modification of this theory by

. Stern (Stern, 1924) , known as the modified Gouy-Chapman theory (MGC), is based on
= the same model. This description is quite accurate provided the real ionic radius is not

too large compared to ionic spacing and the charge on the surface and on the particles are
relatively small (low density-weakly coupled systems). At higher densities or for highly
coupled systems, the core interaction becomes important. Thus, to take into account of
the finite size of the charged particles, many authors focused their attention on a model

_ electrical double layer composed of charged hard spheres 'at a hard, planar, polarizable,
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uniformly cha.rgea surface. The ions are assumed to be immersed in a continuum with a
dielectric constant which may be different from that of the charged wall. This model is
known as the primitive model (PNl) of the double layer.

There is a considerable body of recent work on the PM double layer. For testing theory,
the Monte Carlo {MC) simulations by Valleau and co-workers (Valleau,e* ai. 1980-1982)
are especially significant. There is tile work on the modified Poisson-Boltzmann (MPB)
approximation (Outhwaite,et al. 1978-1986), which is based on the Kirkwood (Carnie and
Torrie, 1984) hierarchy. In that approach the effects of the wall on the ion-ion correlations
are handled in a natural way. On the other hand, the work based on the singlet Ornstein-
Zernike (OZ) equation (Henderson et a1.,1976) with the mean spherical approximation
(MSA) or the hypernetted chain approximation (HNC) stresses a more careful treatment
of the effects due to the finite size of the ions while the direct ion-ion correlation functions

near the surface m _ approximated by the functions calculated in the bulk solution (Blum.
1977) There is also work based on the Born-Green-Yvon (BGY) equation (Henderson, et al,
1981; Bruno, et at, 1987) for the inhomogeneous pair correlation functions as closures for

the BGY equation, this latter method emphasizes the importance of properly handling the
ion-ion correlation functions near the wall. The BGY equation exactly satisfies the contact
theorem (Carnie and Torrie, 1984). This is especially important'in the high density-high
coupling regime. Therecent work by Forstmann and collaborators (Daguanno, et at., 1986;
Alts, et ai., 1987) in which _.he ion-ion direct correlation functions are compute d using the
MSA at a local non-neutral concentration (HNC/LMSA), is also aimed at building into
the theory good pair correlation functions. Similar in spirit to the work of Forstmann and
collaborators is that of Kjellander and Marcelja (Kjeilander,e_ al, 1985_ 1986) in which the
double layer interaction between two uniformly charged surfaces immersed in an electrolyte
solution is calculated. Perhaps the most accurate recent work is that of Plischke and
Henderson (1989). In tha; work, the inhomogeneous OZ equation with the HNC and MSA
closures was solved together with the Lovett-Mou-Buff-Wertheim equation (Lovett, et al.,
1976) for the density profiles of the "_ns (OZ/LMBW).

Double layers are good examples of strongly' inhomogeneous systems. In an elec-
trolyte, especially at elevated surface charges, ehe density variations near the electrode are
extremely large. ]'he situation of an ion near the wall is tota!':, ' different from that of a
similar ion in the neutral bulk. Ideally, a double layer theory should take into acceunt the
correlations arising from both the hard-core repulsion and the electrostatic interm tions.
Because these correlations are strongly dependent on the distance from the wall, only a few
theories are able to handle properly the ion packing near the electrode. According to MC
results for 1:1 electrolytes (Torrie, e_ al., 1982) at high electrode charges the counterions
start the formation of a second layer before the first layer is densely packed. Of the theories
mentioned above, only the HNC/LMSA, the BGY, the Kellander and Marcelja and the
OZ/LMBW theories are able to predict the formation of the second layer of counterions.

Parallel to the development of the double layer theories, the last de, .de has seen a
great deal of activity in the study of non-uniform fluids using free energy density rune-

_
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tional theories. This method, which originated with van der Waals (1908), requires _he
construction of an expression for the free energy of the inhomogeneous system. Even
though the rigorous statistical mechanics formalism of density functional theory was es-
tablished more than twenty years ago (Stell, 1964;Percus 1964), the reduction of the exact
results to tractable accurate approximations has been the goal of many, more recent in-
vestigations (Ebner, et al., 1976; Davis and Scriven, 1982; Evans, 1979; Nordholm, et al,
1982; Tarazona _,1985; Curtin and Ashcroft, 1985; Meister and Kroll, 1985). Treatments
based on local density approximations have proven useful to describe weakly structured
systems, like fluid-fluid interfaces (Ebner, 1976; Davis and Scriven, 1982; Evans, 1979), or
fluids in weak external fields, but are not applicable to the strong inhomogeneities char-
acteristic of fluid-solid interfaces. In order to handle the strong inhomogeneities present
in fluid-solid interfaces, a nonlocal approach was introduced by Nordholm and coworkers
(Nordholm, et al, 1982) in their generalized van der Waals theory (GVDW). Since then,
systematic improvement, in the method in which finite size effects are considered have
been published (Tarazona, 1985; Meister and Kroll, 1985) of nonlocal theories include the
studies of the structure of confined fluids (Heffelfinger, et al, 1989; Ball and Evans, 1988;
Vanderlick et al., 1990; Vanderlick, ct al., 1989), capillary condensation (Tarazona, et al.,
1987; Peterson, e_ al, 1988), layering tra_nsitions (Ball and Evans, 1988), and the planar
electrical double layer (Boyle, et al., 1987). Very recently, the nonlocal smoothed-density
approach (SDA) due to Tarazona (Tarazona, 1985), was extended to binary hard sphere
mixtures with arbitrary size ratio (Tan, et ai., 1989).

In this work, we present a theory for the electrical double layer in which the effects due
to the finite size of the particles are considered within the framework of a generic nonlocal
functional proposed by Percus (Percus, 1981) and generalized to multicomponent fluids by
Vanderlick e_ al.((1990). This generic functional can be used to generate the functionals
of several known nonlocal approaches (Vanderlick et al., 1989). These include the GVDW,
the SDA, and a functional proposed by Robledo and Varea (Robledo and Varea, 1981),
and by Fischer and Heinbuch (Fischer and Heinbuch, 1988), as _ generalization of Percus'
exact solution of the one dimensional hard-rod system (Percus, 1976). We use the latter,
termed here generalized hard-rod model (GHRM), to construct a model functional for
the electrical interface. Its advantage over the OZ/LMBW theory used by Plischke and
Henderson is that its working equations are much cheaper to evaluate.

The article is as follows. The PM of a planar double layer is described in Sec. II. The
general free energy density functional formalism for the electrical double layer is presented

- in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we report our results for the density profiles and electrostatic
potential and compare these with the MC results of Valleau and co-workers (Torrie et al.,
1982) and with results of some of the theories mentioned above.

Primitive model

In the primitive model of the electrical double layer, the electrolyte is assumed to
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be a fluid of charged hard spheres of charge q_ and diameter d_ immersed in a dielectric
continuum of dielectric constant e. Separating the Coulombic and short-range repulsive
contributions to the pair interaction, we have

u_(r, r') = q_q_u';(I r - r' l) + u_,_(I r - r' 1), (2.1)

where

uC(r) = 1/er , (2.2)

and
= ,.< + d )/2

(2.3)
= O, r > (d_, + d_)/2.

The electrode is considered _o be an infinite flat hard wall with a uniform charge density
a. This impenetrable hard wall produces a repulsive potential, for particles of species ct,
of tile form

z<d/2,
= O, x > d_/2, (2.4)

where x is the ion's distance to the plate. On the other hand, the uniform surface charge
density gives rise to a Coulombic potential of the following form

v_(x) = -2_a I x I /e + C, (2.5)

where C is a constant which depends on. the choice of the point of zero potential.

In order to eliminate image charges, the dielectric constant is also taken to be e in the
region x <_ do /2. The total external potential can now be written as

va(x) = qavC(x) + vr(x). (2.6)

A quantity of an enormous importance in the electrical double layer theory is the mean
electrostatic potential. The meaa electrostatic potential ¢(r) at a point r is related to the
density distribution functions nc,(z) in the following way

/ dar'u_(I r - r' I) _ qan_(x'). (2.7)
¢(r) rC(x) +

OO

The formal solution to Poisson's equation yields the following expression for the mean
electrostatic potential

L¢(x) = 4____ dx'(x - x') _ q_na(z'). (2.8)
Of

The boundary conditions used in arriving at Eq.(2.8) are ¢(oo) = 0, and

dC(x) -4rra
dz le=o-- (2.9)E
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In the derivation of Eq. (2.8) we required

/o Zdx' q_n_(x') = -_r, (2.10)

which is the constraint of overall electroneutrality of the system. From Eq. (2.8) we can
observe why the mean electrostatic potential evaluated at the closest approach distance is
frequently used as a measure of the charge scparation in the double layer.

Density functional free energy theory

General formalism

We start our study of the double layer problem with a discussion of the grand canonical
density functional formalism for a mixture of ionic species in an external field. In this work
we adopt the general approach due to Morita and Hiroike (Morita and Hiroikel 1961), De
Dominicus (DeDominicus, 1962), Stillingec and Buff. (1962) and to Lebowitz and Percus
(1963), and used later by many investigatc, rs (Ebner, ct al, 1976, Davis and Scriven, 1982;
Saam and Ebner, 1977). The particle-particle direct correlation functions of a non-uniform
fluid which appear in the formalism allow us to write an exact expression for the density
distribution functions. The same formaIism has been used by Forstmann and collaborators
(1987) as the starting point of their HNC/LMSA theory of the double layer. This approach,
_'hich is due to Mermin (Mermin, 1965) and was employed by Hohenberg and Kohn (1964)
for the inhomogeneous electron gas, is naturally expressed in the language of the grand
canonical ensemble.

The properties of an interface and its coexisting bulk fluid are determined by the
constancy of the chemical potentials, #o, and temperature,T, throughout the system. The
free energy appropriate to the grand canonical ensemble is the grand potential. For a
mixture of particles of different kinds (a = 1,..., c), the grand potential functional is

fl = -kTen "=, .. : (3.1)

- where E is the grand partition function and k is Boltzmann's constant. The equilibrium
density distribution is an unconstrained minimum of the grand potential functional, t2,
where

= F({n})- / (3.2)
,1

El

He_'e, F({n}) is the Helmholtz free energy functional of the system and {n} denotes the--

functional dependence of f/and F on the particle densities, n_(r), c_== 1, ..., c.

For a mixt,lre of charged particles of species at absolute tempera_.ure T in the field of
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an external potential vc,(r), the grand potential functional can be written as

Ot

(3.3)

+ kT E / d3rn_(r)[gn(Aa_n_(r))- 11- ¢({n}).
Of

The second term on the right of Eq.(3.3) is the ideal gas contribution to the Helmholtz
free energy and Aa is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of particles a. The term -¢ in the
same equation corresponds to the interparticle interaction contribution to the free energy.

The grand potential functional [_({n})is minimized, for fixed va(r) and u_#(r,r'),
when na(r) takes its equilibrium value. In that case, f/ corresponds to the equilibrium
grand potential function. The functional -¢, on the other hand, can be used as a gener-
ating functional for n-body correlation functions, in particular, from the first functional
derivative we obtain:

1 6¢({n}) '
= c_(r; {n}), (3.4)

kT 6na(r)

while the second flmctional derivative of ¢({n}) defines the Ornstein-Zernike direct corre-
lation function

k--'T6na(r)6n#(r) = ci_¢(r'r'; {n}). . (3.5)

The equilibrium condition can then be expressed as

6a({n}) = kTe,.(n_(r)/¢_)+ v_,(r)- kTca(r; {n}) = 0, (3.6)
_n,(r)

where _ = A_ 3 exp(_3#a) is the fugacity of component a in the mixture and/3 = 1kT.

By functional integration between an initial state n i, and a final state n, it is possible
to obtain

¢({n}) = ¢((nit) + toTE / d3r[n_(r) i
- {-'})

O¢

. + kT E dardar'[n.(r)- n_

x - nS(r')] dXc  (r,r'; ),).

In order to obtain this result, the linear density path,
z:

= n_(r)+ /_[nc_(r)- ni[r)],
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was used for the integration. The parameter >,can take values in the interval 0 _<A <__1.

Equations (3.3), (3.6) and (3.7) can now be employed to write the following expression for
the grand potential functional:

/fl({n}) = _({ni}) +_ d3rn_(r)[ v_(r) - va(r)]

/
Ot

/ '- kT _ dar[n,(r)_ na(r)] (3.8)
C_

- leT _ dardar'[na(r)- n_(r)][n#(r')-
o#

/ol/òx dA dX'c_#(r, r'; ).

When dealing with long-ranged C0ulombic potentials it is convenient to define a short-
ca_ (r, ) byrange part of the direct correlation function SR r t

SR (3.9)
ca#(r, r') = --Zqaq#uC(I r-- r' I) A- ca#(r,r').

The short-r_nge correlation function, caS_(r, r'), can be further separated by subtracting

from it the hard-sphere contribution,cHS( r, r'). This is

- c_# (r,r'). (3.10)Ac_#(r, r') c_#(r, r') - HS

These definitions allow us to rewrite the grand free energy functional as

/_({n))= _({n'))+ _ d_(r)[v_(_) - v_(r)]
Of

+ kT_ I d_(_)t_(_(r)/_'_(_))

- kT _ i d3r[n_(r)- n_(r)]

1

-I-_ _ i /d'rd'r'[n.(r)- n_(r)][n#(r')-n_(r')]q.q#u'(lr- r'I)

-,T_ i J d'rd'r'[n.(r,-n_(r),[n/j(r')n_(r'),

' /o'X L dA d_'Ac,#(r,r';A')+ AFgs({n}) .
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The last term on the right side of Eq.(3.11) represents the excess free energy change,
between the initial state n i, and the final state n, produced by the hard sl)here interaction
exclusively (in the presence of the other interactions).

Using the equilibrium condition, Eq.(3.6), we can obtain the following ft)final expr'zs-
sion for the equilibrium density profiles n,_(r):

kT_,n.(n_(r) i _/n_(r)) = -(v_(r)- uc_(r))- qc_(g)(r)- _¢,i(r))

/0'+ kT dar'[,z_(r ') -nS(r') ] daAc_3(r, r'; A) (3.12)Z

6zxFzs'({n})
_n_(r) '

In the derivation of gq(3.12) us_ has been made of the definition of the mean electrostatic
potential, Eq. (2.7).

Generalized hard-rod model

The formalism presented above must be completed by specification of a model flmc-
tional for the excess free energy of a hard-sphere mixture. Generalizing the exact result
for an inhomogenecas system of hard-:_ds, Percus (1981) and Vanderlick et at.(1990) have
defined a generic free energy functional for tk ; inhomogeneour hard sphere fluid. In three
dimensions, the free energy function of a hard sphere mixture is (Vanderlick, et al., 1990)

where F0({n(r)}) is the excess free energy per pc_rticle of a homogeneous mixture of hard
spheres evalu,Aed at the position r and fi"(r) and nr(r) are coarse grain densities. Each
one of these densities is defined by a weighting function of the relative position to the hard
sphere center, and, in the most general case, is also a flmctional of the density distribution,

= / d3r'uc,(r - r"; {n})n_.(r'),
fi_(r) (3.14)

fi_(r) = f daft r_(r - r'; {n})na(r'). (3.15)

If these are to apply to a uniform fluid mixture they must satisfy the following normaliza-
tion conditions:

]d3ru_(r-r'; {n})= j d3rr_(r - r'; {n})= 1. (3.16)

In order to establish a theory for strongly inhomogeneous fluids based on Eqs.(3.12)-(3.16),
particuiar forms for the weighting fu_.ctions u and r must be specified. The assignment
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of weighting functions generates different model density flmctionals. A discussion of how
different appropriate selections of weighting functions generate several important model
functionals can be found in the work of Vanderlick et ai.(1989). Of particular importance
for this work are the forms of v(r) and r(r) proposed by Robledo and Varea (1981), and by
Fischer and Heinbuch (1988) as three dimensional generalizations of the hard-rod model.
This model, termed here Generalized Hard Rod Model (GHRM), is characterized by tile
following weighting functions:

_,_(r- r') = 5((d_/2)- lr- r' ])/(47r(d_/2)2), (3.17)

r_(r- r'} = H((da/2)- lr- r' I)/(47r(d_/2)3/3), (3.18)

where da is the diameter of the particles in the fluid, 5(r) is the Dirac delta function, and
H(r) is the Heaviside step function:

H(r) = 1, r > O, (3.19)
=0, r_<0.

In this model, the coarse grain density fi_(r) is the average density of species over the
surface of a sphere of radius d_/2. The coarse-grain density fi_(r) is the average density
of species inside a sphere of radius d_/2.

The functional in Eq. (3.13) allows us to determine an expression for the free energy
change AFHS({n}) appearing in Eq.(3.11). It is

/ /0'oZXFgS({n}) = E d3r dA (_,(r; A)Fo ({fi"(r;,k)})). (3.20)
O¢

Using this expression we can finally rewrite our equation for the equilibrium density profiles,
Eq.(3.12), as

r i

kTgn(n_(r)/ni_(r)) = -(v_(r) - v a (r)) - q_(¢(r) - ¢i(r))

/ /0'+kT

/ _ool _---A5fi_(r';A)Fo({flr(r');_}) ]-- E d3r' d)_ 5n_(r)

- Z da nS(
Z "Y 0fi._(r') 6n_(r) "

3.21)

To study a bulk fluid in equilibrium with a planar electrode we now identify the
initial state {n i} with the neutral bulk electrolyte. This corresponds to an homogeneous
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solution in which no external forces are present, Since we are considering an infinite plane
with uniform charge density , local densities vary only in the direction x normal to the
wall. Additionally, Eq.(3.21) requires the knowledge of inliomogeneous direct correlation
function in excess over the hard sphere,Ac,a(r, r'), for all the possible positions r and r'
across the interfa,ce. Since these correlation flmctions are not known, we approximate the
function Ac_(r,r') with the function &c_({ r- r' I) of the homogeneous neutral bulk
electrolyte in equilibrium with the interface; this is

Ac_(r, r'; A) -_ Ac_(r, r'; A = 0) = z_kc_( I r - r' I). (3.22)

It. is convenient to emphasize here that Ac_,_( I r - r' I) is a pair correlation function for
a neutral bulk electrolyto whereas the interface is locally non-neutral. With this approx-
imation, and by using tTq.s (3.14) and (3.15) for the GHRM, Eq.(3.21) can be rewritten,
for a planar symmetry, as

n_(x)/na = exp{--_qc_¢(x)

- Z dz'fi'"_(z')O_F°({fi_(z')}) O_Fo (n)
Ofira(x,) r_Z(x --x') + Z n_ On_ (3.23)

+ Z / d3r'[n_(x') - n_]Ac_;'(I r - r' I; {n})},
O

for x > da/2,

and

n_(x) =0, for x < d_/2.

For the plan_r symmetry the coarse grain densities fi_(z) and fir_(x) can be written as

fi_(x) = / u_(x - x')n_(x')dx', (3.24)

and

= j - (3.9.5)

/*

where the reduced weighting functions u,a and rxt_, are defined by

f /, (r)dydz, (3.26)

r,o.(x)= / / (3.27)
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After integration over coordinates y and z, we obtain, for the GHRM,

v_,_(x) = H((d_/2)- Ix I)/d_,, (3.28)

rx_(x) = 6g((dc,/2)- { x [)((d_/2) 2 - x2)/d 3. (3.29)

We apwoximate now the excess free energy per particle Fo of the homogeneous hard-
sphere fluid by the Carnahan-Starling (1970) equation of state. This equation was general-
ized to a mixture of hard spheres of different sizes by Mansoori,et ai.(1971). Th_ expression
for the free energy is

Fo =-3(1 _ y_+ y_+y_)+ (3y_+2y_)(1- _)-'kT 2
1 (3.30)

3(1 - y, - y2 - 5ya)(1 __)-2 + (y3 - 1)en(1 -_)+5

where
7r 3

= _ _, _ = ,_, v_= gdl. (3.3_)

The variables yx, y2, and y3 are defined as follows:

1

ya = _ Z Ao,/3(d_ + dz)/(do, dz) 1/2, (3.32)

1

y2 -- _ _ Ao,z(d,_d_)½ Z _t/(_d_')' (3.33)

_ - (_/_)](n_/,_)_ , (3.34)

and

A_,_ = (v_vo)½n,_nz(do, -dz)2/((ndo, dz). (3.35)

In the last two equations, n is the total number density given by }-_ n_.

In their study of fluids confined between planar walls, Vanderlick et al. (1989) com-
pared three different approximate density functional free energy theories of inhomogeneous
fluids for hard spheres and Lennard-Jones potentials. Their study included the GHRM
and the SDA due to Tarazona (1985). The results of that study show that whereas the
GHRM is quantitatively inferior to the SDA, it is qualitatively correct. Since the GHRM
captures the qualitative behavior of confined hard-sphere and Lennard-Jones fluids and re-
tains enough mathematical simplicity we are encouraged to apply it to more complicated
systems.
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MSA Approximation for Ac.z([ r- r' [)

lt follows from Eq.(3.23) that our description of the electrical planar interface is still
not complete without a prescription for bulk phase direct correlation fimctions Ac_

(I r-r' I). Several choice:_ can be immediately invoked from bulk electrolyte theory. A
simple choice is to use the direct correlation functions of the MSA. The MSA is a relatively
accurate approximation which generates analytic expressions for the direct correlation
function of several important model potentials (Barker and Henderson, 1976). WMsmann
and Lebowitz (1972) showed that the integral equation resulting ft'ore the Ornstein-Zernike
equation, has an analytical solution when the MSA closure for the restricted I>rimitive
model(RPM) is employed. The RPM is a still simpler model in which all ions have the
same size; d_ = d. For the RPM, the IvISA provides the following expression for the
function Ac_z([ r- r' [):

Ac_,(,s) = -_q_'q_ [(2B/d)- (B/d)'2s- l/s] ,,_< d
e (3.36)

=0 s>d,

where s =1 r- r' I and

B = [_ + 1 - (1 + 2_0)½]/_, (3.37)

and _ =tcDd. The quantity ted is the inverse Debye screening length given by

C

Ot

The solution given by Eq.(3.36) holds for an arbitrary number, c, of ionic species provided
global charge neutrality is maintained,

C

E n_q_ = 0. (3.39)

The MSA direct correlation function is an important piece in the formulation of the
HNC/MSA theory of the double layer (Blum, 1977) In that theory, the approximation

c_(r, r'; A) _ c_(r, r'; A = 0) = c_z( I r - r' I) (3.40)

is made; thus, the effect of the external potentiM and the inhomogeneities of the interface
on c(r, r') are entirely neglected. We believe that this approximation is more severe than
the similar approximation of Eq.(3.22) used in this work.

Results

In this section we present our results for the density profiles, mean electrostatic t)oten -
1- 'tim pr)file, and diffuse layer potential drop for solutions containing symmetrical 1'1 and

-
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2::2electrolytes. The results are compared with existing MC data and, when possible, with
results obtained from several other approximations. The calculations were perforrned by
mea,ns of the method of subdomains, finite element basis functions, collocation weighted
residuals, (Strang and Fix, 1973) and Newton iteration with initialization chosen by para-
metric cont, inutttion (Mier y Teran e_,a/,1982), We choose qua,dr_ttic Lagrange interpolating
polynomia, ls as basis functions. This numerical technique was t_pplied before to the solu-
tion or' PY, HNC (Mier y Teran e_,al, 1982) and MSA (Mier y Teran, et al., 1985) integral
equations for bulk simple fluids a,nd was extended by Mier y Teran et al, (Blum, 1977)
for solving the HNC/MSA integral equation for the doubl¢_ layer problem. A detailed
comparative discussion about the application of this method to the solution of HNC/MSA
equation for the double layer RPM and its efficiency and accuracy c_m be found in Mier y
Teran et al., (1989).

With the algorithm mentioned above, we reduced the set of Eqs.(3.23) to a system of
algebraic equations for the va,lues of reduced density profiles at the nodes: g_i = na(xi)/n,.
This nonlinear set of equations is solved by Newton's method. The iterative process is
continued until the Euclidean norm of the updates after iteration k + 1 become.,; less than
10-I0.

1_

x'-'_ _ (k+l)2._tgai - g(k))2/2N < 10-1° (4.1)
i=1

where N is the number of nodes in the domain d/2 < x < R, and R is the cutoff value for
the integrals in Eqs.(3-23). Both the number of nodes N and the value of R depend on
concentration. We used a uniform mesh in the domain d/2 < x < R.

Either the charge density, ct, or the electrostatic potential at the electrode, g'e, can
be specified and the equations solved. At very low charge densities, a, or potentials,
Ce, we found it convenient to us<: the MGC density profiles as an initial guess. Once a
solution for certain values of the parameters is found, initial estimates at other values
for the parameters can be found easily by a first-order continuation technique. Typically,
three to five Newton iterations are needed to reach convergence. After convergence was
attained, the value of cr or the value of _l'_, depending on which quantity was used as
the parameter, were computed using Eq.(2.8) or Eq.(2.10) respectively. The agreement
with the value of a or ¢_ originally used to solve the equations gives an indication of the
accur_cy of the numerical method. Except for the very low concentration regime, Eq.(2.8)
or (2.10) was satisfied to at least five significant figures. In the most dramatic case treated;
1'1 electrolyte at 0.01 M, the dimensionles, Debye distance, _--1, becomes very large and
Eq.(2.8) or (2.10) was satisfied to four sig.fiticant figures only.

In our calculations we have used dimensionless parameters. We express all lengths
in units of the diameter d. The dimensionless surface charge is a* = ad'2/e, where e
is the magnitude of the electronic charge. Similarly the dimensionless potential profile is
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¢*(x) = _e¢(x). In order to compare with the MC data of Valleau and co-workers, (Torrie
et al., 1982) we fixed the value of the plasma parameter to F = _e2/ed = 1.6809. This
value corresponds to

.--, ,_ o= 78.5, T 298I( and d 4.,5A

1:1 electrolytes

We solved Eq(3.23) for electrolytes ranging from 0.01-2 M and surface charge ranging
from 0.05-0.9. In Table 1 we list the dimensionless diffuse layer potential,/_e¢(0), where
¢(0) is the potential drop between tile point of closest approach to the surface and infinity.
Note that the position of the wall has been shifted to x = -d/2. In Table 1 we also display
the MC results (Torrie et al., 1982) , those of MGC, BGY (Bruno et al., 1987), MPB5
(Outhwaite et al., 1986) theories and the OZ/LMBW results obtained recently by Plischke
and Henderson (1989) using the HNC closure. The general agreement of our results with
the MC data is quite good. A clearer comparison of our results for 1:1 electrolytes with
MC data is given by Fig. 1 where we plot the diffuse layer potential ¢*(0) as a function
of the reduced charge density a*. As reported before by other authors (Bruno et ale,
1987; Plischke and Henderson, 1989), in the low concentration regime, density profiles
become very long ranged and special numerical difficulties appear. We believe that the

. discrepancies between our results and the MC data at c = 0.01 M can be attributed , at
least in part, to this _'_tuse. The crosses shown in Fig. 1 ar_: the results of Plischke and
Henderson (1989).

1

0 o,o7

_ , ! .
4

,:, 2,0 U

2

0

0,0 02. 0,4 0.6 O,O LO

o'd'/e

Fig. 1 Reduced diffuse layer potential, /3e_b(0), as a function of the charge density, o'd2/e,

for 1:1 electrolytes. Solid lines represent the results of the GHRM functional density
theory presented here for 0.01 M, 0.1 M, 1 M and 2 M. Open circles, solid squares,
solid circles and open squares are the corresponding MC results. The crosses (x) are
the results of the OZ/LMBW theory with the HNC closure.

The classical MGC theory, which neglects the finite size of the ions, predicts an in-
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TABLE 1. Diffuse layer potential

C a* MGC MC a BGY b MPB5 c PH d This w,
.____.._,

1' 1 electrolytes

0,0lM 0,10 5,44 5.05(0.05) - , 5,08 4.58 5.26
0.lM 0,30 5.34 4.63(0.03) 5.0 4,74 4.37 4.76

lM 0.10 1.4 1,09(0.06) 1,055 1,03 1,06 1.03
0.25 2,79 2.13(0,05) 2.31 2,10 2,22 2.18
0.42 3.74 3.08(0,1) 3.46 3,02 3.23 3,23
0.55 4.26 4.15(0.15) 4.21 - 4.22 4,12
0,60 4.43 4.38(0.11) 4.48 - 4.68 4.52
0,70 4,74 5.71(0.14) 5.02 - 5.76 5.41

2M 0,396 2.99 2,29(0.09) 2,303 - 2.29 2.19
,,

2:2 electrolytes

0.05M 0.20 2,61 1,33(0.02) 1.81 1.36 1.18 1,59
0.5M 0.1704 1.36 0.63(0.04) 0.64 0,537 0.69 0.57

a G. M. Torrie and J.P. Valleau,; 1980 and 1982. Statistical uncertainty is shown in parenthesis.

b C. Caccamo, G. Pizzimenti, and L, Blum,; 1986.

c C. W. Outhwaite and L.B. Bhuiyan, ; 1986.

d M. Plischke and D. Henderson,1988.

Table 1. Diffuse Layer Potential

terfaci;A thickness which is greater than that obtained by MC simulations for low surface

charge densities, and smaller than that of the MC data for large a*. This phenomenon is
evident at 1 M concentration. In Fig. 2 we plot the diffuse layer potential as a function
of surface charge density for c = 1 M, In that figure we also display the MC data, and
tile results obtained from the approximations listed in Table 1. The agreement of our re-
sults with MC is very good and in some cases of comparable accuracy with those obtained
by Plischke and Henderson (1989) with the OZ/LMBW and the HNC closure. The data
available for the MPB5 theory show an excellent agreement with MC data. Unfortunately
the data are for low values of a* only, and because of the secondary role played by the
excluded volume effects in the MPB5 theory, it is not expected that the theory can be

applied at higher surface charges where the size effects are very important. The BGY
_
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theory of Bruno et a/.(1987), which is very good for low a* fails to predict the change i_
• curvature showe_ by the MC results at intermediate charge densities.

The classical theory of Gouy-Chapman always predict monotonic variation for the
density profiles of both co-ions and counterions. In contrast, for 1:1 electrolytes, the MC
results of Valleau and collaborators (1982) for the structure of the RPM double layer exhibit
interesting layering effects for high surface charges. In Fig. 3 we present a comparison of
our results for the density profiles of a double layer for a bulk density of c = 0.lM and
o* = 0.30, with those corresponding to MC simulation and the MGC theory. Our results
agree quite well with the MC results. Ali the profiles showed are monotonic in this case.
In Fig. 4 we plot the mean electrostatic profile which correspond to the same condition
presented in Fig. 3. Again we obtain good agreement with the MC results. The MGC
theory is relatively successful in describing both density profiles and mean electrostatic
potential at c = 0.lM and 0" = 0.30.

8
m

1:1
8

2

0 • _ , 1 , 1 , t

' 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0

-_- cTd2/e

Fig. 2 Reduced diffuse layer potential, /3e¢(0), as a function of charge density, crd2/e, for 1-j

M, 1:1 electrolytes. The solid line represents results of the functional density theory.
Solid circles are the MC results of Valleau and collaborators, Solid squares correspond
to the MPB5 theory , open circles to the BGY theory, and open squares to the
OZ/LMBW theory with the HNC closure.

tl
=

In Fig. 5 we present, with solid lines, the counterion and co-ion density profiles
obtained in this work for c = lM and 0" = 0.42. For comparison, in the same figure

: we show the MC and MGC results. Also shown in the figure are the results obtained by
_- Plischke and Henderson for the OZ/LMBW theory with the MSA closure. It is important
, to mention at this point that, for this concentration and surface charge, the results of the

OZ/I MBW theory with the MSA closure are in very good agreement with those of the
- same theory when the HNC closure is employed (Plischl/e and Henderson, 1989). The
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Fig. 3. Reduced density profiles, n(:_:)/Tz, Figure 4. Irl.educed mean electrostatic
for a 1'1 electrolyte at c = 0.lM and a* = potential profile for a 1"1 electrolyte at c =
0.30. The dots are the MC results. The 0.lM and a* = 0.3. All symbols as in Fig.
dashed lines correspond to the MGC theory 3.

- and the solid lines to this work. Note that
the wall is at z = -d/2.

MC results clearly show the onset of the formation of a second layer of counterions near

z/d = 1. Since the MGC theory is a point charge theory, it does not predict the layering
- phenomenon. On the other hand, the OZ/LMBW theory accurately follows the behavior

of the MC data. It is interesting to see that the density functional theory presented in this

paper is also able to predict the formation of the second layer of counterions. However,
the position of the second layer is clearly shifted towards the electrode. The theory also
exaggerates the size of the second peak. The co-ion density profile predicted by the density
functional theory agrees quite well with MC data and is almost indistinguishable from that
of the OZ/LMBW theory._

At a bulk concentration of c = lM and a charge density _* = 0.7, a second layer
of counterions is clearly formed. In Fig. 6 we compare the density profiles predicted by
MGC, OZ/LMBW, and density functional theories with the MC results for that conditions.

Again the _IGC theory predicts monotonic profiles while the OZ/LMBW theory very well
= predicts both the position and magnitude of the second layer. Again the den.sity functional

theory overemphasize the value of the density of the second layer. As in Fig. 5, the position
of this layer is shifted towards the electrode. This can be a consequence of t,he way in which
the GHRM takes into account the hard-core effects. The GHRM predicts, for a hard-sphere

- fluid near a hard wall, a density profile with a second peak shifted towards the wall when
ii
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Fig. 5 Reduced density profiles, n(z)/'n, Fig. 6 Reduced density profiles, n(x)/n, for
for a 1:1 electrolyte at c = lM, a* = 0.42., a 1:1 electrolyte at c = lM and ct* = 0.7.

The dots are the MC results. The dashed All symbols as in Fig. 5.

lines correspond to the MGC theory, the
dot dashed lines to the OZ/LMBW theory

with the MSA closure, and the solid lines

to this work.

compared with simulation results, (Vanderlick et al. 1989).

The mean electrostatic potential profile which corresponds to the last conditions pre-

" sented is shown in Fig. 7. The agreement between the density functional theory and the

MC results is good. The density flmctional theory is able to predict the presence of a very
shallow minimum in this function. A similar minimum is present in the MC results. The

mean electrostatic potential function is not very sensitive to the details in the structure of

the double layer.

2:2 electrolytes

\,Ve have computed results of our density functional theory for two concentrations"

0.05 and 0.5 M. In the lower part of Table 1 we display some results of this work for the

diffuse layer potential and compare with those of the theories previously mentioned. We

find reasonable agreement with MC data.
.,

In the case of divalent electrolytes, the MC results show the interesting phenomenon

of charge inversion. This phenomenon, which is a result of both hard-core and electrostatic
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Figure 7. Reduced electrostatic potential Fig. 8. Reduced density profiles, 7_,(z)/rz,
profile for a 1:1 electrolyte at c = lM and for a 2:2 electrolyte at c = 0.SM and ez* =
ct* = 0.7. The dots are the MC results. The 0.1704. The dots are the MC results. The
dashed lines correspond to the MGC theory dashed lines correspond to the MGC theory
and the solid line to this work. and the solid lines to this work.

interactions, consists in the formation of a second layer of co-ions next to the first layer
of counterions. In Fig. 8 we plot density profiles for a double layer at c = 0.SM and
c**= 0.1704. Nearly all the counterion charge is concentrated into a thin layer next, to the
wall. The response of the system to this dipole layer is the formation of a layer of co-ions
within :r = d and z = 2d approximately. As carl be seen in Fig. 8, the density functional

theory predicts the charge inversion phenomenon. We obtained a counterion density profile
in reasonable agreement with MC data. On the other hand, our theory underestimates the

magnitude of the maximum in the co-ion profile. As expected, the MGC theory totally
misses the charge inversion.

_

_ IJ1 Fig. 9 we show the mean electrostatic potential profile for the same conditions
presented in the previous figure. The MC simulations res_dt in a potential profile which is
oscilla{,ory with a minimum of about -0.2 just beyond one diameter from the wall. Our
density functional theory predicts the oscillatory behavior and is in good agreement with
the MC data.

Summary

We presented a nonlocal free energy density functional theory for the electrical double
layer. Within the frame of the grand canonical formalism, we construct a free energy

_
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Figure 9. R,educed mean electrostatic potential profile for a 2'2 electrolyte at c = 0.SM and

ct* = 0.1704. The dots are the MC results. The dashed line corresponds to the

MGC theory and the solid line to this work.

flmctional of the density distribution. We then separate the short ranged part of the

inhomogeneous direct correlation functions which appear in the formalism into a hard-

sphere term and a residual term, The residual term contains the correlations arising

from the Coulombic interactions between particles in the fluid. The hard-sphere part

of tile free energy functional is then approximated by a generic functional proposed by

Percus ( 1981 ) as a three dimensional generalization of an inhomogeneous hard-rod system.

We used its extension to mixtures due to Vanderlick et M.(1.990). This generic nonlocal

functional requires the specification of two coarse- grain densities. In this work we choose

to use the weighting functions proposed by Robledo and Varea (1981) and by Fischer and

Heinbuch (1988) to generate a GHRM flmctional for the free energy of an inhomogeneous

hard-sphere system. In our calculations we approximate the free energy of a bulk hard-

sphere mixture with the Carnahan-Starling (1970) expression. The residual inhomogeneou:s

direct correlation functions are approximated with those corresponding to the neutral bulk

electrolyte which is in equilibrium with the interface. Use is made of the analytical solutions

_ of the MSA (Waismann and Lebowitz, 1972).

The GHRM free energy density functional theory described in See.III correctly dr,,-

scribes the physical features presented by the MC simulations for 1'1 and 2:2 F{PM el_!c-

trolytes. For 1'1 electrolytes the theory predicts the layering of co_mterions wlfich occllrs

when the charge, of the el_ectrode is increased, Although the theory exaggc'ra,tes, the mag-

nitude of the counterion layering, predicts a diffuse layer potential which is in w_ry go(M

a reement with the MC data. For 9.0 electrolytes, the thec)ry predicts the charge inversion

I._henornenon and v,lues of the diffuse layer potential which are in good agreement with

-
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MC results. In general, there are small quantitative rather than qualitative differences
between the MC results for the density profiles and mean electrostatic potential and those
obtained in this work.

Even when calculations with the GHRM density functioual theory are relatively sim-
ple, the theory competes in accuracy with the more sophistic_:ted OZ/LMBW theory (Plis-
chke and Henderson, 1989). Because of its simplicity, the GHRM theory requires only a
small fraction of the computing time used to solve the OZ/LMBW theory. For tile 1:1
electrolyte at c = lM, our code requires only 240 s of a Cray2 CPU time to calculate
solutions and mean electrostatic potential profiles at 15 different values of reduced charge
density,a*, with a uniform mesh of 241 nodes, for example.

From a density functional formulation similar to that presented here, Forstmann and
collaborators (1987) used in the interface ion-ion correlation functions of homogeneous elec-
trolytes with non-neutral compositions. Instead, in our work we are employing a nonlocal
GHRM functional for the hard sphere part of the free energy and neutral bulk electrolyte
correlation functions for the residual electrostatic part. Use of non-neutral composition
residual electrostatic correlations is left for future work.

The results of the GHRM for a hard-sphere system near a hard-wall, (Vanderlick et al.
1989), show a poor quantitative agreement with MC results. Since a very good agreement
between the functional theory and the MC results for the planar double layer is reported
in Sec. IV, one carl naturally ask if a fortuitous cancellation of error is occurring whe1__we
combine the hard-sphere free energy functional with the MSA solutions for the electrostatic

part of direct correlatiotl functions. The answer to this question probably can be given by
solving the theory for a more accurate functional for the hard-sphere contribution to the

- free energy. The SDA of Tarazona (1985) seems to be a good option for this purpose. We
hope to contribute to the solution of this question in the near future.
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WETTING TRANSITIONS
AND SURFACE CRITICAL PHENOMENA

AT SOLID-FLUID INTERFACES

Synopsis

The van der Waals density functional model of inhomogeneous fluids introduced by
Teletzke et al. (1982b) is applied to construct global phase diagrams that display wetting
transition points, thin to thick thin-film transition points, and accompanying surface critical,
tricritical, and multicritical points of a solid-fluid interface.

The model is based on mean field theory, yields an integral equation for density
distributions, can be solved analytically, and predicts both first- and second-order wetting
transitions depending on location in field variable space. Here we show that the model,
although mathematically simple, predicts thin to thick thin-film transition and surface
critical, tricritical, and multicritical phenomena. The various transition and critical points
are obtained directly by solution of algebraic equations derived from the model.

The global phase diagrams have as coordinates the temperature and chemical potential
and an interaction potential parameter W which is the ratio of characteristic energy of
two-body solid- fluid interaction to fluid-fluid interaction. Diagrams are constructed for
three values of the three- body interaction potential energy parameter, W3 = 1/3, 1, and 3,
corresponding to the three phase diagrams of Nakanishi and Fisher (1982) who inferred
the diagram structure from scaling studies of a magnetic system obeying the Landau:
Ginzburg free energy model. Our results agree with their critical exponents A and A1
for the "ordinary," "special," and "extraordinary" multicritical points. However, we find
a quantitative difference between our results and the parameter range over which NK
suggested one of the scaling relations holds.

Introduction

Interest in wetting transitions with associated surface critical phenomena, important in
science and technology, has grown rapidly since the seminal paper of Cahn (1977). Several
reviews of the subject have appeared (see for instance, Binder (1983), Davis et at. (t984),
Diehl (1986), Sullivan and Telo da Garna (1986), and Kung (1989)). Wetting transitions
often occur when a pair of fluids contacting a solid have an ultralow interfacial tension.
As surfactant-enhanced oil recovery often involves oil-rich and water-rich phases exhibiting
ultralow tensoins against a microemulsion phase it is important to understand the general
patterns of wetting transitions. These are investigated herein on the basis of a simple, but
qualitatively general, molecular model.
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In this paper we restrict our attention to three phase systems in which at, least two of the
phases have a mutual critical point. The three phases could be solids, li¢luid (L), and wtpor
(V). If at a given temperature and pressure a clrop of liquid placed on the solid surface in
the presence of its va,por does not spread indefinitely and the contact angle made by the L-V
interface at the solid surface is not zero then the liquid is said not to wet the solid surface.
As the system temperature, pressure or composition is changed sllch thai, .L and V approach
their mutual critical point a condition is reached at which the contact angle goes to ze_'o
and, if enough of the liquid phase is a,vailable, a macroscopic, layer of tlie liquid completely
wets the solid surface, This transition between nonwetting and wetting by the liquid phase
is called the wetting transition (Heady and Cahn, 1972; Cahn, 1977).

Theory predicts that the wetting transition can be either first-order (Cahn, 1977; Ebner
and Saam, 1977) or second-order (Sullivan, 1979). Extensive research that used mean field
theories of inhomogeneous fluids had shown that for the solid-fluid interface where the system
temperature and pressure are above the fluid's triple point the order of the wetting transition
depends on at least the following factors: (1) the asymptotic behavior of the interttction
potentials which has been assumed to be either an exponential (Sullivan, 1979) or power-law
decay (gbner and Saam,,1977); (2) ratio of characteristic energy of solid-fluid interaction to
that of fluid-fluid interaction for both exponential potentials (Sullivan, 1979) and power-letw
potentials (Ebner, 1980; Teletzke et al., 1982a); (3) the ratio of the characteristic length
of solid-fluid interaction to that of fluid-fluid interaction for both exponential potentials
(Hauge and Schick, 1983; Tarazona and Evans, 1983) and power-law potentials (Teletzke
et al., 1982a); and (4) Higher-order effects that involve three- body solid-fluid interactions
of exponential potentials (Teletzke et al., 1982b) and retarded interactions of power-law
potentials (Dietrich and Schick, 1985, 1986; see also Kroll and Meister, 1985). These
works indicate that in systems with exponential potentials both first-order and second-
order wetting transitions can occur depending on the last three factors indicated above.
ttowever, in systems with power-law potentials firstzorder wetting transition should be far
more common than second-order wetting transitions (de Gennes, 1983; 1985; Privman, 1984).
Investigations into the effects of fluctuation indicate that second-order wetting transition
cannot occur for systems with power-law potentials (Nightingale et al., 1983, 1984).

The existence of first-order wetting transition has been inferred from experiments
(Schmidt and Moldover, 1983; Pohl and Goldberg, 1982; Moldover and Cahn, 1980). If
the wetting transition is first-order, then a surface phase transition can also occur in two
phase systems. For a solid-fluid interface, with the fluid in the vapor single phase region
of the temperature-density phase diagram, Cahn (1977) showed that above the wetting
transition temperature there exists a temperature-density path along which two different
liquid-like thin films coexist. The surface phase transition occurring when this path is
crossed is known as the thin to thick thin-film transition or prewetting transition (Cahn,
1977; Teletzke ct al., 1982a). With increasing temperature the thin-film coexistence curve
on the bulk temperature- density phase diagram eventually terminates at a critical point
called the surface critical point. At the present time experimental evidence for the existence
of such a thin-film transition remains inconclusive (Schmidt and Moldover, 1986).
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Surface multlcritical points, which occur only for special wlues of the interaction
potential energy and range, were first explored in another system that was modeled by
equations similar in form to tile gradient theory approximation (see e,g, Davis and Scriven,

, 1982) of density functional theory: namely, the ferromagnetic free surface (Mills, 1971;
Kaganov and Omel'yanchuk, 1971; Binder lind Hohenberg, 1972 and 1974; Kumar, 1974;
Lubensky and Rubin, 1975; see also review of Binder,' 1983), The connection between
surface phase transitions at ferromagnetic free surfaces and wetting transitions at solid-fluid
interfaces was discussed by Nakanishi and Fisher (1982),

The ord,,r of tlm wetting transition, the thin to thick thin-film transition, and the surface
multicritical points can be conveniently displayed together in global phlise diagrams whose
coordinate axes are field variables which include thermodynamic variables and parameti,xs
of the interaction potentials. Such a global phase diagram was first introduced by Pandit
et al. (1982) who studied a lattice-gas model of solid-fluid interface with nearest-neighbor
interactions. Their work showed that the point where the wetting traesition turns from
first-order to second-order is similar to a bulk fluid tricritical point. Nakanishi and Fisher
(1982) used gradient theory with effectively exponential interaction potentials and extended
the range of parameter space and were able to infer the structure of two more global phase
diagrams. The global phase diagrams of Nakanishi and Fisher occupy an important place in
the theory of wetting transitions. These diagrams have been further discussed in three recent
review articles (Binder, 1983; DieM, 1986; Sullivan and Telo da (lama, 1986). Furthermore,
work has been done to obtain global phase diagrams in other systems as well', b'inary
fluid-fluid interfaces (Costas et al., 1983); systems with more than two stable bulk phases
(Lipowsky, 1983); and systems with long-range forces (Ebner and Saarn, 1987a,b). However
the solid-fluid interface with exponential interaction potentials remains the simplest and
one of the more basic systems for studies of wetting transition; it is therefore worthwhile
to obtain the diagrams of this system by direct computation, The diagrams of Nakanishi
and Fisher were based on gradient theory with a polynomial free energy. It appears from
their paper that Nakanishi and Fisher deduced the global phase diagrams without actually
computing transition and critical points.

Recently a version of mean field integral theory has received attention in the literature
because it has ali of the attractive features of gradient theory ye'_ it is not derived from
a gradient approximation so that it gives rise to correlation functions that are rnore

realistic than those of gradient, theory (Bellare, 1988). In particular with the proper
ctmice of exponential interaction potentials this integral theory is exactly solvable for a
wide variety of systems such as: solid-fluid interface (Sullivan,1979,1981), fluid between two

" solid walls (Evans et a1.,1986), binary fluid interface (Sullivan, 1982), and solid-binary fluid
interface ('relo (la Gama and Evans, 1983). lfowever this model predicts only second-order
wetting transition at solid-fluid interfaces; Teletzke el al.(1982b) generalized the interaction
potentials introd_lced by Sullivan(1979) so that the new model is still solvable exactly but
predicts both second-order and first-order wetting transitions depending on location in field
variable space.
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of solutions to the density functional equations is exploited to see better tile physical origins
of the patterns of wetting and surface-state transitions. The graphical construction is
presented in Section B2 and the equations that govern first-order wetting transition, thin-
film transition, surface critical point are outlined in Sections B3 and B4. Results are given
iii Section C where predicted global phase diagrams are compared to those of Nakanishi and
Fisher (1982).

The Mean Field Model With Exponential Potentials

In a closed, isothermal, X-component system, equilibrium states correspond to absolute
minima irithe grand potential Ft = F- _i ltiNi , Here F is the Helmholtz free energy, pi
the lth component chemical potential which is constant throughout the system, Ni is the
total number of lth component particles, and the summation includes ali components. For a
solid- fluid system where the solid interacts with the fluid only through long-range van der
Waals forces the grand potential can be written as

Ft = -pV + "rA, (1)

in which p is the bulk pressure, V the volume, "r the solid-fluid tension, and A the surface
area,

The van der Waals model of the grand potential of inhomogeneous fluid is a functional of
the number density profiles ni(v), and is a function of the temperature T and of the chemical
potentials #i

f_({n}, T, #)= ./d3,'fh(n(r))

j

+E j - (2)
!

Here, fh(n(r)) is the free energy of a homogeneous fluid with density distributions n =
{nl, ,,,, nx} whose molecules only interact via hard-core potential. V0(r,r _) is the long-
ranged part of the interaction energy between a molecule of species i at r and a molecule
of species j at r_, Ui(r) is the interactir,n energy between the solid and a fluid molecule
of species i. #i is the chemical potential of species i, The summations range over the
components 1,2,.,., g in the fluid.

The condition of thermodynamic equilibrium is that the functional derivative of Ft with
respect to each component density is zero:

6f_/Sni(r) - 6f/bni(r)- t._i= 0, i = 1,...,X; (3a)
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where the symbol "66ni(r)" denotes functional differentiation with respect to the density
ni. For systems with a planar solid-fluid interface the above equations are equivalent to

6f_/hni(r) = A57/hni(r) = O, i = l,...,X, (35)
J

where 7 is the excess free energy of the solid-fluid interface, The higher-order functional
derlvatlve_ of f/ determine thermodynamic stability. The equations at (3a,) are the usual
starting point for theoretical investigation of inhomogeneous fluid wherein one first solves
for the density Profiles _nd afterwards substitutes the density profiles into the _tppropriate
formula to get the surface tension. In this paper we find that in studying wetting transition
and critical phenomena the equivalent equations at, (ab) have a very simple interpretation

in the mean field model with exponential potentials of Sulliv_,,n (1979, 1981) and Teletzke
et al. (1982b), In what follows we consider only plan_r inte;'!'_._ces,and so densities depend
only on the distance x from the solid surface.

1, Chemical Potential Equations And Surface Tension Expression

With the exponential interaction model introduced by Teletzke et al. (1982b), Equation
(3a) becomes

#h(n(x)) - Pk = (1 + Wa)W2,k exp[-x/sk]
oO

+ 1/2E f{exp[-I -
J 0

+ IVa exp[-(x + x')/rkj]}nj(x')dx'; k = 1,..., X, (4)

where

n - (hl,... ,n_) =_set of component densities,

#}(n(x)) -= chemical potential of component k in a hard sphere fuid at local
composition n(a:),

#k - chemical potential of component k,
sk _=characteristic range of solid-fluid two-body potential for component k,
rkj ._ characteristic range of fluid-fluid potential between components k and j,
akj _= characteristic energy of interaction between components k and j relative

to that of the first component,
l'V_,k -- ratio of solid-fluid interaction strength of kth component to fluid-fluid

interaction strength of first component,
Wa = solid-fluid three-body interaction strength.

In the computational results presented below the following units are used: [akj] = all,
--- , _ • t'l 11' v '1[#k] allr(1 a, [nk] = ri-1a [W2,k] allr-_l3 Teletzke et al. generalized ,_uin an s model by

introduction of exponential terms with the dimensionless coefficient Wa in both the solid-fluid
and fluid-fluid interaction potentials. These interactions can be interpreted as a measurc
of three-body interaction strength among the solid and two fluid molecules (Davis et al.,
1984). Sullivan applied his model, for which Wa = 0, to solid-fluid interfaces but found only
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second-order wetting tr_.nsition. Teletzke et al, studied the range 0 <: W3 _ 1 and found
first-order wetting transitions when the absolute value of the pair-interaction parameter IW2[
is sufficiently large. In this paper we extend tlm range of W3 to W:_ > 1; in addition we
perform computations to construct global phase diagrams that allow us to make comparison
with the scaling results of Nakanishi and Fisher (1982).

The system of :¥ chemical potential integral equations Eqs.(4) reduces to one differential
equation if the characteristic ranges of solid-fluid and fluid-fluid interactions are equal, i.e,,
rkj = _k -- s for k = l,...,X and j = 1,...,X, and if W2,k satisfy the following equations

l/1/2, k -- _ra_._/V2,1, for k = 2,,,,, X. (5)

Then the chemica] potentials satisfy

t,_-_,k=v_.(#_- #_); ro,.k=2,..., x.
and the new differential equation is

,il-

. 0q__'_' = ,_ - ,_- E "v_7_(_)= (6)
dx 2 O#hlJ

where

_I/(_h;T,#l) --(trh) 2- 2_l/.t_' -- 2p h + constant, (7)

and ph is the pressure of a homogeneous fluid of hard spheres at the given local #h. The
first boundary condition is

_/d_ =0lo,• _ _, (8)
since the fluid becomes honogeneous far from the wall. The second boundary condition is

dl_/dx[_=o - Z(#_(0)- #1)- 2W_,1- Z(#_(0)), (9)

where

= (1 - Wa)/(1 + W3). (10)

The surface tension is given by (Sullivan, 1981; Teletzke et al., 1982b)

=/3(,)(0)- #1)_/2- 2w2.1(#_(o)- #_)+2[w2,_]2/(1+ Z)
t,_'(oo)

-: +/_,_(o) [:i:_ ]dy, (11)

In what follows we restrict ourselves to single component fluids. The simpler notation W
' will be used in piace of W2 in equations to follow. We use the lattice-gas model (Lee and

Yang, 1952) for which the hard-sphere contribution to the equations of state are given by

_h(n)= _;BTen[n(1 -hb),

ph(n) = -(kBT/b) en(1 - hb),
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where kB is Boltzman's constant and T is the absolute temperature. The critical temperature
of the bulk fluid is Tc = 0.25a/bkB. In what follows the units of temperature and pressure
are IT] = Tc and [pi -- allr61. Also, rll is chosen such that b- r31 and so b- 1 in the
units [r_l ].

2. The Method of Graphical Construction

For the purpose of computing wetting and thin-film transition points it is not necessary
to know the entire profile Frh(x). A method of graphical construction due to Cahn (1977)
can be applied to Eqs.(6-10) (Sullivan (1981) and Teletzke et al. (1982b)) to demonstrate
the existence of first or second-order wetting transition, thin to thick thin-film ,ransition,
and surface critical point without actually solving for density profiles. Here we will illustrate
the method only for first-order wetting transition.

The second-order differential equation Eq.(6) is first integrated to give

dph/dx = _V/_(#h; T ,#), (12)

In the above equation the boundary condition for x ---, oe, Equation (8), has been applied
so that

ql =_-(ph _ #)2 _ 2(ph _ p), (13)_

where p is the fluid pressure far from the interface. Thus the profile ph(x) can be obtained
by simple quadrature:

ft'h(_) dyx-zo= --. (14)

The sign convention ii1 the above equations i5 as follows: If the surface and bulk densities
are such that #h(0) < #_ then #h(x) increases monotonically with x and the positive sign of

: iV/-_(y)of =t=v_ must be taken. If #h(0) > #_ then trh(x) decreases monotonically with x

" and the negative sign must be taken. #h is the hard-sphere chemical potential of the stable
-- bulk phase.

Since the profile can be obtained by quadrature, it remains to determine #h(0), the hard-
= sphere chemical potential at x = 0. Elimination of d#h(O)/dx between Eq.(12) evaluated at

x = 0 and the boundary condition (9) gives the following algebraic equation for #h(0):

= (15)
It turns out that the solution space of Eq.(15) holds ali the information needed to locate
wetting transitions and critical points.

_ Figure Ia shows a typical plot of the functions Z(#h(O)), +_/_(tth(O)), and -,/'_(_h(O));
the fluid, indicated in the figure by "V", is in the vapor single phase region very close to L.V
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coexistence region. For the lattice-gas model the vapor phase has a hard sphere chemical
potential #h and the liquid phase, with which this vapor phase is nearly in coexistence, has
hard sphere chemical potential _ _#h. To satisfy the sign convention, segments are taken

from the curves +k/-_(#h(0)) and -k/@(tth(0))to form the aggregate curve or function

+k/@(t,h(0)) in the algebraic equation (Eq.15); Fig.l(b) displays this aggregate function.
Also shown in this Figure are the linear function z(#h(o)) and the areas A1 and A2 bounded
by the curves +x/-_ and Z; these are discussed later.

From the algebraic equation (15) it is clear that any intersection between the two
functions Z and q-V_ locates a value of #h(0) that satisfies the boundary condition; the
solution #h(x) with this boundary value can then be constructed by quadrature from Eq.(14).
Figure lb depicts a situation where there are three possible solutions to the algebraic
equation (Eq.15). Of the three solutions the ones that satisfy ph < #n(0) < _#h give
composition profiles that describe nonwetting situations; the ones that satisfy ph(0) > _#h
give composition profiles that describes a wetting situation. The physical solution is that
which has the smallest value of surface tension. Consider a temperature T sufficiently low
such that T < Tw where Tw is the wetting transition temperature. Then as the temperature
is increased with the system kept infinitesimally outside the L-V coexistence region, there
comes a point where not just one but two of the solutions to the algebraic equation possess
the same minimum value of tension. This is the point of wetting transition. Due to the
equality of surface tension, at such a point the two areas designated A1 and A2 in Figure
lb beccme identical. This is reminiscent of Maxwell's equal area construction for liquid-
vapor bulk transitions. This method of graphical construction applies in similar manner to
thin-film transition and surface critical point.

3. An Alternate Method for Locating the First-Order Wetting Transition, the Thin to Thick
Thin-Film Transition, and the Critical Points

In this section we present a new method for locating a first-order wetting transition,
a thin to thick thin-film transition, and surface critical point; the method uses graphical
analysis. In what follows its motivation is explained, it is compared with the methods of
Teletzke et al. (1982a) and Tarazona and Evans (1983), and the equations used to locate
the various transition and critical points are discussed.

A primary goal in this work is to obtain the global phase diagrams of the exponential
model of Teletzke et al. (1982a). A natural way is to apply iteratively the graphical
method discussed in Section 2. For instance, to determine for given (W3, W) the wetting
transition temperature Tw of first-order wetting: (i) start with a sufficiently low temperature
T < Tw and decide on a step size AT for incrementally increasing temperature, (ii) solve
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HARD-SPHERE CHEMICAL POTENTIAL

l:i_ure la. Schema, tic representation of tt_e dependence of t,he functions _-v/_, -v/_, ±_.
- and Z on #h. Bulk fluid is in vapor single phase region near liquid-vapor binodal;

its location is indicated by "V." (a) The solid curve is +v/-_, dashed curve is -x/_,

and dashed curve with shorter dashes is Z.
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Z

HARD-SPHERE CHEMICAL POTENTIAL

Figure 1t). The solid curve is -t-_ which is composed with segments of +x/_ and -v/_ that
satisfy the sign convention discussed in section B2, the dashed curve is Z, and A1
and ,42 are two areas bounded by -t-_ and Z.
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Eq.(15) for the three candidate solutions, (iii) compute the surface tension for each using
Eq.(11), (iv) test whether the wetting transition temperature has been reached or exceeded;
if the candidate with the lowest surface tension has the smallest value of #h(0) so that the
adsorption at the interface is finite then increment the temperature and repeat steps (ii)
through (iv); otherwise .the wetting transition has been passed and the wetting transition

f_l e Itemperature is bounded by the temperatures of the preceding and current iterations, t._,]_ar]y
this method can only give Tu, :k AT where AT is the temperature step size. Construction
of the global phase diagram that corresponds to a given value of Wa requires the wetting
transition temperature for a set of W values. To distinguish between or resolve the wetting
transition temperature of two adjacent values of W requires AT to be sufficiently small.
Thus AT is a function of the set; {l/V} and also of l/Va. Similarly for surface critical points

71 -1(cs,#c_,) the method only gives 7c_+AT and/zc.,-t-A/l and both AT and A# are functions of
{W} and Wa. Improper choice of AT and A# cause jagged edges to appear in the resulting
global phase diagrams. To circumvent this difficulty we expressed the graphical construction
in algebraic form and used Newton iteration to solve these sets of equations directly for the
different transition and critical points. The errors &Tw, ATcs, and _#e, are then controlled
by the size of the tolerance in the convergence criterion of the Newton iteration.

For arbitrary mean field models there are at least two ways to locate the first-order
wetting transition, thin to thick thin-film transition, and surface critical points. The first
method, due to Teletzke el. al. (1982a), uses the adsorption isotherm while the second
method, due to Tarazona and Evans (1983), uses the dependence of nonequilibrium surface
tension on the Gibbs adsorption, lt is useful to describe these two methods in further detail.
Table 1 is an outline of the method used by Teletzke et al., Tarazona and Evans, and this
work. The most important ditference among the three is shown in the last three rows of
Table 1; whereas the methods of Teletzke et al. and Tarazona and Evans require for instance
an entire series of density profile solutions to locate a thin to thick thin-film transition point
the method used in this work obtains the desired transition point directly; the price we pay
being a larger equation set.

I_i the first method Teletzke et al. solved the chemical potential equation (Eq.3a):

_/6n(z) - _'/an(z)- _ = 0. (16)

using the Galerkin finite element method and Newton iteration to get the density profile
_(z) and the Gibbs adsorption I" at the disjoining potential:

_=#(h;T)- #(h = co;T) = #-  (sat,) (17)

wtlere tz(h; T) = t* is the cllernical pote,ltial of the system at the temperature T, film thickness
h - ['/r_ L with r_,c the density ,-,t'saturated bulk liquid at T, and #(h. = ec; 7')= #(sat,)is the
ct_,'r,_i(:alpotential of the vapor at the temperature T when it is in coexistence with the liquid
phase at which point the film thickness h becomes infinite. They then used continuation
techniques to trace out tile adsorption isotherm. The existence of multiple solutions at a given
vMue of disjoining potential indicates a first-order wetting transition in which the solution
having the smallest value of surface tension is the physical solution. The set of equations
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TABLE 1 ^

Comparison of methods for locating first-order wetting transition, thin to thick thin-film
transition, and surface critical point of a solid-pure fluid interface. In Three methods are
given for comparison, that used by Teletzke et al. (1982a); that used by Tarazona and Evans
(1983); and that used in this work for the exponential model of Teletzke et al. (1982b).

Teletzke et al. Tarazona and Evans This work

Equations solved Chemical potential ChemicM potential Equation for
equation surface tension and its derivatives

Equation type Ord. differential eqn. Integral equation Algebraic equation

Numerical method Galerkin finite Picard itera.tion Newton iteration
element method and
Newton iteration

Immediate result Density profile n(x) Density profile n(x) Wetting transition or
critical points.

Construct used to Adsorption isotherm Nonequilibrium Not needed
locate transition surface tension

critical points as function of film
thickness "y,,e(hne ; T)

Criterion for Multiplicity Multiple minima in Not needed
first-order wetting adsorption isotherm "yne(hne;T)
transition and thin-
film transition

= Criterion for Continue increment- Continue increment Not needed

surface critical point ing T until multiple ing T until multiple for model of
-_ solutions merge minima merge Teletzke

et al. (1982b)

that they solved to get first-order wetting transition, thin to thick thin-film transition, and
surface critical point are shown in Table 2. Here the letters a and b designate the coexisting
thin-film states; the letters ceand fi designate the coexisting bulk phases, which in this case
are liquid and vapor, la'or the first-order wetting transition, the first two equations represent
the fact that the two film states n_(x) and n/3(x) that coexist at the wetting transition
are extremals of the grand potential; the third equation expresses the equality of surface
tension between the coexisting ce and _ film states; and the last two equations express the
thermodynamic coexistence between the bulk vapor and liquid phases. For the thin to thick
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TABLE 2

Comparison of equa;ions for locating first-order wetting transition, thin to thick thin-film
transition, and surface critical point of a solid-pure fluid interface. Here F is ttehnholtz fl'ee
energy of inhomogeneous fluids, # is the chemical potential, p is the fluid pressure, n,(x)
is the density profile, 7 is the equilibrium surface tension, a and /3 are the coexisting film
states, a and b are the coexisting liquid and vapor states.

Transition or Teletzke ct al. Tarazona and Evans Tliis w(;rk _
critical point.....................

First-order wetting g'F/_n(x)'i_ - FL= 0, _F/&z(x)]_ - Ft = O, 07/O#h(O)]_ = 0
transition 5F/Sn(x)]_- tt = O, 5F/Sn(x)]/3- _ = 0, 07/0lth(0)]_

= 9:= =
@l_in to thick " 5F/Sn(z)l_,' lt = o, 5F/_n(x)]_- # = 0, 07/0lth(0)], 0
thin-film transition = 0. = 0. 07/0#h(0)] = 0

7a = 7/_' 3'4 = 3'/_' 7a = 7/_
..................

Surface critical Obtained by conti- Obtained by conti- oq'y/c)#h(O)' =0
point nua,tion along thin- nuation along thin- 027/Olth(o) _ = 0

film transition line film transition line 037/0#h(0) a = 0
'_ ..... " , ..... '" " 2 " , .... ' .........

thin-film transition the equations are similar to those for first-order wetting transition except
that since the transition occurs in the single-phase region the liquid-vapor bulk equilibrium
equations are no longer needed. For the surface critical point Teletzke et al, located this
by continuation to the end point of the thin-film transitions where the two coexisting film
states become identical in struct, ure.

In the second method, also outlined in Table 1, Tarazona and Evans (1983) employed
a feature of Picard iteration, when applied to the chemical potential equation to obtain
the nonequilibrium surface tension as a function of film thickness 7,e(h,_; T) where 7he
is a nonequilibrium surface tension, h,_. is the film thickness proportional to the Gibbs
adsorption, and T is the temperature. The desired equilibrium film state corresponds to the
absolute minimum in _/ne(hne;T). The equations that they solve are shown in Table 2. At
a first-order wetting transition the curve 7,_e(hne; T) as a function of h,e has two identical
absolute minima: one minimum occurs at hl < oc and the other minimum occurs at h_.= oc
with a local maximum in between the two. At the thin to thick thin-film transition the curve

is similar to that for first-order wetting transition except that both of the absolute minima
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have finite h values. At the surface critical point the two minima and the maximum merge
together resulting in a curve that is everywhere concave upwards.

In the fourth column of Table 1 we present our method, ttere the equations for locating
first-order wetting transition, thin-film transition, and surface critical points are used from
the beginning. The advantage is the elimination of an intermediate construction such as the
adsorption isotherm or the nonequilibrium surface tension as a function of film thickness,
both of which demand the computation of at least several density profiles for sufficient
accuracy in locating transition and critical points, For more complicated mean field models
the equation set listed under column one of Table 2 can be used. Either the method of
Teletzke et al. or Tarazona and Evans (19S3) can be used to provide a suitable initial
estimate but intermediate constructions are not necessary for the rest of the computations.

In the fourth column of Table 2 are the equations that we solve for locating first,order
wetting transition, thin-film transition, and surface critical points. These equations are
discussed in more detail in the next section.

4. Equations Governing Wetting Transitions And Critical Phenomena

The discussion of the method of graphical construction shows that any profile #h(x)
that satisfies the chemical potential equation (Eqs. 6 and 7) must satisfy Eq.(15), i.e., where
lth(0) is the value of ph(x) at the interface. This equation can be directly derived from.the

surface tension expression z(#h(o)) = +y/_(#h(0)), Eq. 13, by differentiating the surface
tension with respect to #h(0):

O,y/o ,h(o)= ]= 0. (lS)
In subsequent sections this equation enables us to express the graphical solution of the
first-order wetting transition, the thin to thick thin-film transition, and the surface critical
point in terms of the surface tension and its derivatives. The concept of surface tension
derivative in the context of wetting transitions is not new; Nakanishi and Pincus (1983)
used the vanishing of the second derivative of surface tension to define their surface spinodal
points. Here we show that defining equations can also be written for the first-order wetting
transition, the thin to thick thin-film transition, and the surface critical point. In addition
equations that do not utilize the derivatives of surface tension also exists for second-order

2 wetting transition, surface tricritical point, and multicritical point.

First- order wetting transition. The graphical method implies that at the first-order
wetting transition the two coexisting film states should satisfy three conditions: (1) tension is

- a minimum, (2) equality of surface tension, and (3) the thermodynamic coexistence between
_ the bulk fluid phases. These conditions translate into the following equations which are also
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listed in Table 2:

o-r/o_h(0)l_=0 (19_)

&lOv"(o)l_= o, (19b)
% = -_j_, (19c)

#a = #b, (19d)

pa = Pl,, (19e)

where the letters a and _ designate the coexisting fihn states; the letters a and b designate
the coexisting bulk phases (liquid and vapor in this case), Substitution of Eq. 11 into Eqs,
19a-19e yields

_(y. - #)- 2w -[_/_(y_) l = o (2Oa)

/3(y_ - #)- 2W- [=t:,J_(y_) 1= 0 (20b)

Y#

Z(_ - _)2 -(z_, + 2w)(y_- yB)+f[i_) ld,J= o, (2o_)
ya

#_- _b= o, (20d)

Pa - Pb = O. (20e)

Here y0"and ya = #h(0) for surface phases c_and/3. Solution of Eqs.(20) for different values
of W and W3 enables construction of the first-order wetting transition curves in the global
phase diagrams. These will be discussed in Section C.

Thin to thick thin - film transition. The equations are similar to those of first-order wetting
transition except that since it occurs when the fluid is in either the liquid or the vapor single-

. phase region the equations for bulk phase coexistence should be removed. Therefore

70, = 78, (2la)

[0_/&h(0)]_= 0, (21b)

[&lOvh(o)]_= 0. (21_)
With substitution of the equation for 7 the above equations become

y_)/2 + '2w)(,jo- ,j_)+ ./[iv/_(v,) ]d,_'= 0., (2_a)
t4 _

(_#
Y_

- /_(y_- t,) - 2w -[±_/_(y_) 1= o, (22_)

_(y_- .)- 2w-[+v_(v_) ]= 0. ('22c)
Solution of Eqs.(22) for different values of W and W3 yields the sets of thin-film transition
c11rves in the global phase diagrains. These are discussed in Section C,.
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Surface critical point. At the surface critical point the two coexisting film states not only
share the same value of surface tension but, also become completely identical in structure,
ltence there is no need to state the equality of surface tension, However the film state should
still satisfy Eq.(iS) so that the first derivative of the surface tension with respect to #h(o)
must still vanish, In addition hight1, order derivatives must also vanish since in analogy
to bulk criticMity the critical point is not only the confluence point of binodal curves but
also, as previously noted by Nakanishi and Pincus (1983), of the spinodal cu,wes, Thus the
equations for surface critical point are

O'r/O#h(O)= 0, (2ac)

o2-do,,_'(o)'-'= o, (23b)
J

O3_/o#h(o) 3 -_ O, (23c)

Upon substitution of the equation for g the above equations become

#)- 2w ]= o, (24a)

(24 )

O[+V/_(y ) ]/Oy = 0. (24c)

where y denotes the value of #h(O) at the surface critical point, Solution of Lqs.(24) for
, different values of W and Wa yields the curves of surface critical point in the global phase

diagrams. These are discussed in section C.

Surface tricritical point and second - order wetting transition As pointed out by Pandit
et al. (1982), in appropriate regions of parameter space a surface tricritical point
(Wtr, Tr,, Apa = 0) can be defined such that for A# = 0 and IWI > Wts the wetting
tra, nsition is first-order, while for IWI < Wt,, the transition is second-order. This is in direct
analogy to the bulk case where the bulk tricritical point is the termination of a line of critical
points and beyond this point the transition becomes first-order (Griffiths, 1970). For our
mean field integral theory such surface tricritical points oc.cur for 0 < Wa < 1 or 1 >/3 > 0..

- The equations for the surface tricritical point cannot be obtained by analogy to bull_
tricriticality because of the singularity at the wetting transition so that all derivatives of 3'
with respect to lth(0) of order higher than or equal to two diverge at A# = 0. The same
situation holds for wetting transitions. Nevertheless equations for the surface tricritical point
and second- order wetting transitions can still be defined in another way that is valid only
for the mean field model of Teletzke ct al. (1982b). The transition equation is (S,lllivan,
1979).

z(#h(o)) =/_(_h(o)- _)- 2w = o (25)

where #h(o) = tth, and there is L-V coexistence.
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' r' ' ........ (2_9Multlc..ltmal points, 'rbe density functional model of Teletzke et al, (l,}8_.b) is
mathematically equivalerlt to gradient theory used by Catln (1977) in that the second.
order differentiM equation Eq.(6) is of the sanle form as the chemical pot(:ntiM equation of
gradient theory, lt turns out that gradient theory with paranmters e(lttiva,leElt to W = -tip/2
has already been studied extensively by workers interested in surface phase tra, nsitions at
ferromagnetic, free surfaces which occIlr at the bttlk critical tel_lpera,l,tlre 7'e (Mills, 1971;
I,_aganov a.nd Omel'yanchuk 1,(.)71. Binder a_ld ltollenberg, 1972 and 1,t/4; l'Cllmar, 1!)74'
l,ubensky and l/,ubin, 1975; see also reviews of I.:linder, 1983 an(l I,Cung, 1!)89). lilly fotLI_d
tllat at conditions that correspond to L-V coexistence the surface l)tlase transitions are
multicritical points. Four types were identified depending on the value of ft:three of tllese,
the so-called "ordinary," "special," and "extraordinary" multicritica, l points turn otlt l',o

correspond to wetting transitions at difrerent values of fl ; while the fourth one, the "surface"
multicritical point, corresponds to a surface critical point (Nakanishi and Fisher, 198'2), The
appropriate ft-values at wllich the first three multicritical points occur are listed in Tabh, 3
along with other information,

C. Results of Computations

This section presents solutions of the equations, discussed in Section B3, that govern
first-order wetting transition, thin to thick thin-film transition, surface critical point, second-
order wetting transition, and surface tricritical point in the mean field model with exponential
potentials. These equations are nonlinear algebraic equations and were solved by Newton
iteration. The initial estimate to the solution was obtained by either searching in the
appropriate parameter space, as for instance searching in teml_erature to locate wetting
transition, searching in chemical potential at given temperatures to locate thin to thick thin-
film transition; or by zeroth- order corltinuation from another solution with a similar set of
parameter values if such a solution was available. The convergence criteria were

llF(k)ll< I0-5 and fly(_')-y(k-1)]]< 10-5 (96)

where IIF(_)IIis the gu(:lidean norn_ of tl_e vector equation set at, the k th iterate a_td
]]y(k)_ y(k-_)ll is the Euclidean norm of the difference betweer_ the estimate to the solution
at l,}lek th and (k- l )rh iterate. In general the average nlllnber of Newtoll iteral, ions llo(,(lcd
is much less than l0 even when Itear a surfacc, critical point. The only exceptiolls are the
calculations for fl = 1/2 of the surface critical points in tl_e vicinity of the surface tricritical
point at IA/t,_= 0.2028, 'l),_ = 0.8538, A/zt,, - 0 t'or which it took nluch more than l0
iter_.ttions to converge. Due to this difficulty the surface critical point temperatures 'l'cs
reported in q'a,ble ,1 for /.{/= 1/2 for t'V = 0.23, 0,22, ().21 were llot ol)tained from solving
the set of nonlinear equations (EcI, 24) but rather from a. search in the, (7', A/t) pa,rar_eter
space iii the sanle manner as described above for the initial estinl_ttes. We turn i_ow to the
results.
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1, FiT"st-Order Wetting _l)'ansition, Thin 7"o Thick Thin-Film 7)'ansitiou, And Surface,
Critical Point

We solved for the wetting trailsition, thin-film transition, trod surface critical pointi for
about, 20 W-vMues in the vicinity of I/V = -fltt/2 for each ot' l,he cases/5¢ = 1/2,0,-1/2 or
equivtdentIy Wa = l/a, 1,a (see Tables 4, 5, and 6), Of the 60 or so W-values reported here,
about 50 correspond to first-order wetting transil_ion and theref'ore haw; thin-film transitions
and surface critical points,

TABLE 3

Summary of results on the order of the wetting transition at solid-fluid interfaces for the
mean field integral theory with exponential potentials, Here Wa is the tllree-body interaction
strength relative to the two-body interactions; /3 =- (1 - Wa)/(1 + I,Va); W is tb.e ratio of
solid-fluid to fiuid-fluid interaction energies; I'V* is a positive constmlt that depends on Wa;
ii is the constant chemical potential of the system; and the last column lists where possible
equivalent surface-phase transitions are predicted to exist for the ferromagnetic free surface

Wa /3 W Order Ferromagnetic
free surface

0 1 Ali Second

0 < Wa < 1 1 >/3 > 0 -/3#/2 Second "Ordinatry transition"
< W* Second

W* Tricritical
> W* First

1 0 0 Multicritical "Special transition"
> 0 First

> 1 < 0 -_t_/2 Multicritical "Extraordinary transition"
> -/3/_/2 First

Figures 2(a-c) are plots of O3,/O/_h(0) as a function of lth(O) near a first-order wetting
transition, a thin to thick thin-film transition, and a surface critical point respectively

- wherein the interaction potentials have parameters .fl = 0 and W = 0,004. The horizontal
line is 07lO/rh(o) = 0; intersections betw(en the curve and the horizontal line are values of

- /Lh(0) that extremizes the surface tension and satisfies Eq.(18) or equivalently Eq.(17). The
- first two plots show van der Waals-like loops that connect coexisting film states; the third

plot show critical isotherm-like curve near the surface critical point. However, the analogy to
bulk transitions and critical phenomena is incomplete due to the singularity at the wetting
transition point.
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TABLE 4

Properties of the thin to thick thin-film transition line from the me,an field integral theory
with exlmnetll, ia,l intera,ction potentials a,nd /3 = 0,5, The third coltlmn gives the length of
tile t,llltl-f:ilm t,railsit, ion litie; the fourth colutnn giw, s the distance t'rora bulk coexistence,

t,v - T,,,)/:/> (m, -

0 3000 0,2802 0,2488 0,0870
0 2900 0,376,1 0,1821 0,0680
0 2800 0,4,>12 0,1367 0,0509
0 2700 0,5 ( ' , '1<18 0 1020 0,0366
0 2600 0,5799 0,0744 0,02,50
0 2500 0,630.., 0 0520 0,0159
0 2400 0,6869 0,0340 0,0091
0 2300 0,7354 0,0156 0,0031
0 2200 0,7813 0,0087 0,0014
0 2100 0,8247 0.0013 0,0001
0 2028 0,8538
0 1900 0,9022

(- _ .0 1800 0.,)317
0 1700 0,9552
0 1600 0,97:1:]
0 1500 0.9865
0 1400 0,99,52
0 1300 0,9994
01, r-2o0 1.0000

t;'igure 2(a) st_ows 07/0#h(0) as a function of/2h(0) near the first-order wetting transition.
Iq'o,n the figure there are three values of #h(o) that, satisfy O"y/Otih(O) := 0, the profiles #h(x)
t,hat correspond to these wdues of lth(o) are therelore candidate film-states. 'rl e two outer
poizlts are relevant while the, middle one has a higher tension value than the other two. At
the wettirig transition the ,511where tliere is a, sharp change in slope becomes singular. Apa,rr
f'rotll the existence of a near singtllar point the curve extiibits ali the familiar characteristics
c_t'a. vail der Waals loop irl bulk liquid-vapor systerlls. The singular point marks the nearby
existence of a second stable bulk ptiase a iid implies that the film state with tlm largest value
of #h(o) have irltinite or macroscopic thict<ness at A# = 0, From Eq,(18)

= z(/,h(o))- [±vr-,(#h(o))]= o.

Ilelice jtlst as iii the Irietiiod of graphical constrtictiori discussed in Section B2 the equality of

surface l,ellsion between the two outermost film states restllts iii an equal-areas construction
for the w_il der Wa, ais-type loop,
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TABLE 5

Properties of the thin to thick thin-fihn transition line fi'om the mean field integral theory
with exponential interaction potentiMs and fi = 0, The third column gives the length of tlm
thin-fihn transition line; the fourth c01unln gives the distance ft'ore bulk coexistence,

w Tw/Tc T,o)l c #)I BTc]
0.0040 o.9808 o,011r o,oo18
0,0038 . 0,9817 0,0111 0.0016
0,0036 0.9827 0,0105 0,0015
0,0034 0,9836 0,0099 0,0014
0,0032 0.9846 0,0094 0.0012
0.0030 0,9856 0,0087 0.0011
0.0028 0,9865 0,0082 0,0010
0,0026 0.9875 0,0076 0,0009
0.0024 0.9885 0.0070 0.0008
0.0022 0.9894 0.0064 0.0007
0.0020 0.9904 0.0058 0.0006
0.0018 0.9914 0.0052 0.0005
0.0016 0.9923 0.0046 0.0004
0.0014 0.9933 0.0041 0.0004
0.0012 0.9942 0.0035 0.0003

.0.0010 0.9952 0.0029 0.0002
0.0008 0.9962 0.0023 0.0002
0.0006 0.9971 0.0017 0.0001
0.0004 0.9981 0.0012 0.0001

As the temperature increases above the wetting temperature, the surface-phase transition
moves into the vapor single-phase region and at the appropriate value of the bulk chemical
potential there is a thin to thick thin-film transition. Figure 2(b) shows O3,/O#h(0) as
a function of #h(0) near the thin-film transition at T = 0.98,5. ttere the singular point of
Figure 2(a) has disappeared and this figure now has all the familiar properties of bulk liquid-
wLpor phase transition. Again the coexisting film-states are those that satisfy the equation
O"//o#h(o) = 0 and the equality of tension is equivalent to an equal-areas construction for
the van der Waals-type loop.

As the temperature is increased further the thin-film transition moves further and further
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TABLE 6

Properties of the thin to thick thin-film transition line from the mean tLeld integral theory
with exponential interaction potentials and /3 = 0.5. The third column gives the length of
the thin-film transition line; the fourth column gives the distance from bulk coexistence.

9 n- 0.0650 0.3, _0 0.9800 0,6528
-0 0700 0.4096 0.9017 0,5408
-0 0800 0.4776 0.8377 0.4856
-0 0850 0.5381 0.7808 0.4308
-0 0900 0.5942 0.7279 0.3768
-0 0950 0.6477 0.6774 0.3218
-0 1000 0.6996 0.6280 0.2677
-0 1050 0.7508 0.5788 0.2139

• -0 1100 0.8024 0.5288 0.1602
-0.1150 0.8558 0.4766 0.1067
-0.1200 0.9139 0.4192 0.0534
-0.1210 0.9267 0.4065 0.0427
-0.1220 0.9403 0.3929 0.0320
-0.1230 0.9552 0.3781 0.0213
-0.1240 0.9723 0.3610 0.0107
-0.1242 0.9762 0.3571 0.0085

i -0.1246 .0.9852 0.3481 0.0043
-0.1248 0.9907 0.3426 0.0021

I

I

away from the bulk L-V binodal and the two coexisting film states become more and more
similar in structure until a critical point is reached where these two states become identical.

- This is the surface critical point (Tcs,5cs). Figure 2(c) shows 07/O#h(O) a,s a function of
lth(o) near the surface critical point. The analogy with bulk critical point is again evident

• though such analogy is incomplete due to a singularity at the wetting transition point.

2. Field-Density Phase Diagrams_

- Before discussing the global phase diagrams let us consider field variable-density phase
__ diagrams and field variable-field variable phase diagrams. For examples oi' such diagrams

see Ca hn(197Y) and Teietzke ei al. tluo'a/ ''
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-- l"igure 2a. The derivative of the surface tension: 07/o#h(o) as a function of the t{ard-sphew
_ chemical potential #h(0) at the interface. Tile interaction potential has I)aralnet('i'

values" /3 = 0 and W = 0.004. The solid-fluid interface is close to the first-order
wetting transition;
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I:igllre '2b. The derivative of the surface texlsion: i)_/cg#h(o) as a function of the h;,,',l sl)l_¢_re

chemicM potent, ial #_(0) at. the interface. The interact_ion potentiM has parameter
values' /_ - 0 and W = 0.004. The solid-fluid int, erface is close to the thin to thick
thin-film transitior| at T -- 0.985.
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l:igure 2c. The derivative of the surface tension' 07/Olah(O) as a function of the hard-sphere
chemical potential #h(0) at the interface. The interaction potential has parameter
values: /3 = 0 and W = 0.004. The solid-fluid interface is close to the surface critical

: point.
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CRITICAL POINT

BETWEEN LIQUID AND VAPOR PHASES

_" Tc-<

VAI:_R LIQUID
"V" "L"

COEXISTENCE BETWEEN

LIQUID AND VAPOR PHASES

DENSITY

Figure 3. A schematic representation of a section.of a fluid field-density phase diagram.

variable-density phase diagram in schematic form showing three regions: liquid phase, vapor

phase, and a two-phase region where the two coexists. Wetting transitions occur on the bulk
coexistence line while thin to thick thin- film transitions occur inside the single phase region.

Figure 4 pictures what happens at the solid- fluid interface depending on where the bulk
fluid is on the phase diagram and whether the wetting transition is second-order (Fig.4a)
or first-order (Fig.4b). The solid line inside the L-V two-phase region marks the wetting
transition. The four capsules on either sides of the diagram pictures the solid-fluid interface

depending on where the bulk fluid is on the phase diagram. The rneanirlg for each of the
three patterns used inside the capsules are explained in the legend above the diagram. The
straight lines inside the two lower capsules measure the contact angle made by the I,-V
interface through the liquid phase.

Figure 4(a) shows that at a temperature T < Tw and near the vapor binodal of the
two-phase region, a drop of liquid placed on the solid surface in the presence of its vapor
does not, spread indetinitely and the contact angle made by the L-V interface at ttle solid
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LEGEND:

[ '] re_/._ r.-.. A
VAPOR INERT SOLID LIQUID

FINITE CONTACT ANGLE 1

DENSITY

Figure 4a. A schematic representation of a field-density (temperature-density) phase diagram
for second-order wetting transition

surface is not zero so that the liquid is said not to wet the solid surface. At T >_ Tw and

near the vapor binodal the contact angle goes to zero and, if enough of liquid is available,

a macroscopic layer of the liquid completely wets the solid _urface. This transition betw_n
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LEGEND:

VAPOR INERT SOLID , LIQUID

THINTHIN-FILM THICKTHIN.FILM

THIN-I_
TRANSITION

Tc

_ ,-Tcs ""
Ua

COMPLETEWETTING

[--

WETTINGTRANSITION
Tw

FINITECONTACT ANGLE 1

DENSITY

l:igu,'e 4}). A schematic representation of a field-density (temperature-density) ph_e ,liagiatl_
for first-order wetting transition.

oilwelting and wetting by the liquid is called the wetting transition (Heady and Calin, 1!)72;
r_',ahn, 1!)77). What is shown here is a second-order wetting transition which is dist.iilguish('(l
by the lack of thin-film transitions in the single-phase region.
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If the wetting transition is first-order (Fig.4b), then in the vapor single phase region of
the temperature-density phase diagram and above the wetting transition temperature there
exists a temperature-density path along which two different liquid-like thin films coexist.
The surface phase transition occurring when this path is crossed is known as the thin to
thick thin-film transition or prewetting transition (Cahn, 1977; Teletzke et al., 1982a). With
increasing temperature the thin-film coexistence curve on the bulk temperature- density
phase diagram eventually terminates at a critical point called the surface criticM point.

For our global phase diagram it is convenient to represent wetting transitions and critical
points on field variable--field variable.phase diagrams (Pandit et al. 1982). Figure 5 shows
the transformation. The top figure is a field-density phase diagram; it is equivalent to the
field-field phase diagram on the bottom left. In the figure on the bottom right the bulk
chemical potential has been subtracted from the vertical y-axis so that bulk coexistence line
is y = 0. Thus far both the field-density and field-field diagrams are for given values of
the interaction potential parameters (W, Wa). In the next section we consider the effect of
changing these parameter values on the wetting transition and critical points.

3. Global Phase Diagrams

The dependence of the order of the wetting transition, the thin to thick thin-film
transition, and the surface multicritical points on interaction strength can be conveniently
displayed together in global phase diagrams whose coordinate axes are field variables which
include temperature, chemical potential, and an interaction potential parameter W where
W is the ratio of characteristic energy of two-body solid-fluid interaction to fluid-fluid
interaction. Three such diagrams were constructed for the following values of the three-body
interaction potential energy parameter: IVa = 1/3, 1, and 3; corresponding to the three
phase diagrams of Nakanishi and Fisher (1982; hereafter designated _ NF) who inferred the
diagram structure from scaling studies of a magnetic system. A comparison between the two
sets of results are given at the end of this section.

Figure 6 demonstrates the evolution of the field-field phase diagram as W increases for
the case Wa = 1. As the solid becomes more attractive to the fluid molecules, that is
W becomes more positive, the wetting transition goes from first-order on liquid side (top
two figures), to first-order on vapor side (lowest two figures). In between is the "special"
multicritical point. Putting these together we get Fig. 7, which is the global phase diagram
for Wa = 1. Figures 8 and 9 are the global phase diagrams for Wa = 1/3 and 3 respectively.

By describing the evolution of the field-field phase diagram as W increases we are actually
describing the cross sections of the global phase diagram given by equations W = constant.
We now consider in greater detail this and other cross sections that contain the multicritical
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Figure/5. Illustration of the transformation from field_,density phase diagram to field-field phase
diagram.
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Figure 7. Global phase diagram for W3 = 1.
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Figure 9, Global phase diagram for Wa = 3.
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l:igure 10 Plot of the distance between the second-order wetting tr._nsition temperature Tw and
: the bulk critical temperature Tc as a function of the distance from the "ordinary"
" multicritical point measured in terms of W +/_#/2. Here .W is the ratio of solid-fluid

to fluid-fluid interaction energies; fl - (1 - W3) / (1 + W3 ), and # is the fluid chemical

potential.
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pass through the multicritical point are points of first-order wetting transition. The "wing"-
like structures are again surfaces of thin to thick _,hin-film transition. The edges of the two
"wings" are surface critical points which joined the coexistence plane at tile multicritical
point. According to NF, near the "specia, l" multicritical point the distance between tile
first-oMer wetting transition temperature T,, and the bulk critical temperature Tc should
scale with the dista, nce from the "special" multicriticM point as (/3t.t = 0)

1 - W W1/a ,

where the exponent A 1 = 1 for the "special" multicritical point. The distance between the
surface critical point and the bulk critical point in terms of temperatures: 1- (Tc,/2r_.) should
scale in the same m_nner as that of the wetting temperature

1 - W W ,

and the distance between the surface critical point and the bulk criticM point measured in
terms of chemical potential At,cs should scale as (fllt = 0)

/_ttcs _ }vAAI ,_ I,V3/2.

where the exponent A = 3/2 so that &/Al = 3/2. In Figures 11-13 the above three scaling
relat, ions are plotted together with our computed results. Again the scaling law holds over a
wide range of parameters.

Figure 7 is the global phase diagram for/3 = -1/2 or I,Va = 3. The multicritical point
on the L-V coexistence plane has coordinates T = 1 and W = -/5'p/2 = -0.125 and
is called the "extraordinary" multicritical point (Lubensky and Rubin, 1975). The solid
curves on the coexistence plane that pass through the multicritical point are again points of
first-order wetting transition. The "wing"-like structures are again surfaces of thin to thick
thir-i-filn_ transition. The edges of the two "wings" are surface critical points which joined
the coexistence pleme at _ point of higher temperature (T > 1) than that of the multicritical
point. According to NF, near the "extraordinary" multicritical point the distance between
the first-order wetting transition temperature Tw and the bulk critical temperature Tc should
scale with the distance from the "extraordinary" multicriticM point as (/3/2 = 1/4)

1 - (TwTc)_ (W +/3jJ/2) 1/A _ (_/V+/3#/2) 2/a.

In l;'igure 14 the above scMing relation is plotted with our computed results. There is
good agreement for W + _'#/2 < 0.01, or, t)ecause the wetting temperatures are symmetric
about IV = -/JtL/2, the above scaling relation is valid only for zx> z - Iw + fi ,/21< 0.01.
FurtlJermore, from the global phase diagram (Fig.9), the range in W over which the surface
critical point temperature exceeds the bulk critical temperature, i.e., :/cs > Tc, is given by_

at least A._,I_s # ]t,V +/._1,/21 < 0.06. t-Ience AW_, is larger than AWw. This differs from
lh(: (:orresl_onding global phase diagram of NF in which the' reverse is portrayed.
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Figure 11. Plot the dist;mce between the first-order wett, ing transition temperature Tw and th}'
bulk critical temporature 7'_ as a function of the distance W from the "special"
multicritical point.-
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I"igure 12. Plot of the distance beLween the surface critical point Tcs and the bulk critical l,oitll
5/c as a function of the distance W from the "special" multicritical point.
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["igur_ 13. Plot of the distance between the surface critical point and the bulk critical l_oitll
measured in terms of chemical potential A#cs --- #c8- #c, in units of kBTc, as
function of the distance W from the "special" multicritical point.
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Figure 14. Plot of the distance between the first-order wetting transition temperature Tw and
the bulk critical temperature Tc as a function of the distance W +/3#/2 from the
"extraordinary" multicritical point.
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Yigure 1,5. Comparison between the global phase diagrams of(a) Nakanishi and Fisher (1982)
and (b)the present work (Figs. 7-9).
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Figure 15 shows the three global phase diagrams of NF and the corresponding diagrams
that we obtained by computation (Figures 7-9) with the model of Teletzke st al. For
W3 = 1/3 and W3 = 1, which correspond to NF's 7 < 0 and 7 = 0, the diagrams agree
in all qualitative features. And we already saw that where comparisons can be made the
agreement in terms of critical exponents is also quantitative. For W3 = 3, which corresponds
to NF's 7 > 0, there is agreement as to the exponent for the wetting temperature_ however,
there are some discrepancies as to the range in W over which the critical exponent for the
extraordinary multicritical point remains valid relative to the range in W over which we have
Tcs >__Tc. In particular the NF diagram implies that the critical exponent still applies when
Tcs < Tc for all values of W3 > 1; however this does not agree with our result.

D. Conclusions

1. A generalization of the model of Teletzke et al. (1982b) to multicomponent systems is
presented in section Bl. With appropriate interaction potential parameter values the
multicomponent version is still solvable analytically.

2. A new method for locating first-order wetting transitions, thin to thick thin-film
transitions, and surface critical points is presented in section B3-4. At the core of
the method are sets of equations _ which can be integral, differential, or algebraic
depending on the mean field model used _ that govern the transitions and critical
points. The essential idea is to obtain the transition and critical points directly through
solution of these equations rather than indirectly through constructions of either the
adsorption isotherm (Teletzke et al., 1982a) or nonequilibrium surface tension as function
of adsorption (Evans and Tarazona, 1983). The price paid for this convenience is a larger
equation set. However the benefit is that the ei'ror incurred in locating the transition
and critical points inside global phase diagrams is easier to control.

3. The equations that govern the various transition and critical points of the van der Waals
model of Teletzke et al. (1982b) are shown in section B4. In this model the equations
reduce to algebraic equations. These equations are solved by Newton iteration and the
results presented in terms of global phase diagrams (T, Aft, W) that show both bulk
phase conditions (T, t_) and two-body interaction strength (W) for three different va,lues
of a parameter W3 that measures three-body interaction strength: IVa = 1/3, 1, and 3.

4. The structure of such global phase diagrams was first inferred by Nakanishi and Fisher
(1982) from scaling studies. Our results are in accord with their critical exponents A
and A1 for the "ordinary," "special," and "extraordinary" multicritical points, ttowever,
for W3 = 3 where the distance between the first-order wetting transition temperatures
:/_ and the bulk critical temperature Tc should scale with the distance from the
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"extraordinary" multicritical point as

1 - (I,V j/a, (W '"/3

with /_ -= (1 - Wa)/(1 + I'Va) and /t t;he fluid chemical potential, the range in iV over
which the above scaling relt, tion holds is not a.s wide as the diagram of Nakanishi and
Fisher would suggest.
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DENSITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS OF CONFINED
TONKS-TAKAHASHI FLUIDS

Synopsis

The density distribution functions of a confined one-dimensional fluid of particles
obeying the Tonks-Taktfllashi nearest neighbor two-body potential are reduced t,o simple
functions of the grand canonical ens(.alble partition function. The result.lng formulas are
analogous to those found by Robledo and Rowlinson for a hard-rod fluid, In the absence
of an external field the partition flmctions can be evaluated by the method of Laplace
transforms, The dependence of the pressure P on the separation L of the confining walls is
investigated for three model potentials: (i) hard-rod, (ii) square-weil, and (iii) triangle-weil,
P is an oscillating function of L in all three cases. The oscillations arise from tlie oldering
effect of the repulsive forces between particles. The attractive interactions of the triangle-
well potential reinforces the ordering whereas those of the square-well potential diminishes
the ordering. Results for semi-confined and homogeneous fluids are also presented,

Theory

We consider the Tonks-Takahashi fluid, which is a one-dimensional fluid of particles
obeying the nearest neighbor two body potential (Lieb and Mattis, 1966).

=¢(xij-a), a< Ixij[< a2
=0 , Ixijl> a2, (1)

where a2 _<2a and ¢ is an arbitrary function of xij. Suppose N particles are confined to
the box of length L = zg+l -- zo -- a, as shown in Figurel. The walls of the box are
pair of particles fixed at Xo and XN+l = L + a + Xo respectively. We assume there is also
an external potential v(xi) acting on each of the N particles.

The configuration partition function of the system can be expressed in the form

ZN(Xo,XN+I) = N! dxN dxN-1. .. dxl ×
dX'o o o

e e (
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Figure 1. Tonks-Takahashi gas of N particle_ confined to a subregion L = XN+l - x0 - a
by a pair of the same kind of particles fixed at positions xo and xg+l.

where Xo < xi <_x2,,. < xg < ZX+l and _ = 1kT, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is
the absolute temperature. Taking the functional derivative with respect to v(z), we find

N f=N+t ff_+_1 6ZN
Yl (_v(x)(x°'XN+l) -" --/_e-/_v(a) daN,., dxk+l ×k=l J x,, o

-- - - -- i--k+l X

L" /."dxk-1,,, dxle-Bu(z-zk-t)e -Bu(zt-x°) x
o o

k-I k-I

' zv Zk-l(Zo,x) ZN-k(a, xg+l) (3)=_z_-_,,c_)E.(_: i_i -(_: k)lk--1

The grand canonical ensemble partition function of the system is

oo e_Np

Z(zo,XN+i) = E NtA NZN' (4)
N=0

where # is the chemical potential and A is the de Broglie thermal wavelength. The density
distribution n(x) can be computed from the formula

_en.(zo,zN+l) (5)
n(z) = -kT ,Sv(z)

Substitution of Eq, (3) into this expression and use of the transformation of summations

oo N c_ c_

E E =E E (o/
N=I k=l kl=0 NI=0
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lead to the result

_= e_(_,-v(x))
 (Zo,ZN+l ) = -/3  (Xo, z)E(z, ZN+I), (7)
OY(z) A

from which it follows that

n(x) = E(Zo,X)-(X,XN+I) (8)
A =(Zo,zN+i)

The k-body density distribution function for the present system can similarly be shown
to be given b"

rl(k)(xl'""Xk)-- A k Z(Xo XN+l) ='(Xo,Xl)HE(XI-I,Xl)_'(Xk,XN+I), (9)
' /=2

where Xo < xi _ x2... < xk <_ZN+I. Equations (7) aad (8) are for the Tonks-Takahashi
model, an extension of the results derived earlier by Robledo and Rowlinson (1986) for

hard-rods (¢ = 0) in the absence of an external field (v --=0).
s,_,

Although Eqs. (7) and (8) represent closed form solutions for the density distribution
functions, one is still faced with the problem of evaluating the grand canonical ensemble
partition function. This is not easy to do in general. However, in the special case that
the external potential is zero (v = 0) the Laplace transform can b,_ used to evaluate the

partition function. With the veriable change yj = zj -ja- Xo,j = 1,...,N + 1, the
canonical ensemble partition function of the Tonks-Takahashi gas becomes

fYN+_ f'JNZN(YN+I ) "- N! dyNe -_¢(yN+_-yN) dyN_le--ZO(YN--YN-_)...X
JO dO

dyae-ZO(z'"-Y2).., dyxe -ao(y2-y_)-o¢(yt) (10)

Note that YN+X = L- Na. Because Eq. (9) is in the form of an iterated convolution
integral, the mete ,d of Laplace transform can be applied to obtain (Lieb and Mattis,
1966), Salsburg, et al. 1953)

i

ioo+ ro
N! P

ZN(YN+I = L- Na) ==_ / e(L-Na)s[K(sjjN+ads, (11)27ri
-iea+ro

where ro > 0 and

If(s)= / e-"Y-a_(Y)du. (12)
l

0

--
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Choosing a coordinate system such that x0 = -a/2 and ZN+I = L + a/2, we obtain
the following results for the density distribution functions

eC_tL

and
e/3k # k

.,¢k;(_,...,_k) = AkZLZ___1-Iz_,__,_,__,Zc-_.-_, (1411--2

where
ic_+ ro

..., _ end# / e (y-Na)sz._ - AN 2ni [K(s)]N+lds' (15)
N=0 -i_+r0

The pressure P of the confined fluid can be computed fl'om the "n'mula

P = kT(Oln=.L/On). (16)

Next let us consider a semi-confined fluid, which is defined as a bulk fluid in contact

with a wall at x0. In this case, L _ ce, EL-x-._/EL _ e -BP(x+_') and so

eBt_

n(x) = _e -_P(_+_)F.___, (17)A

The pressure P of a bulk Tonks-Takahashi fluid at chemical potential # obeys the relation
(Lieb and Mattis, 1966).

/3p = _Pa - In If(/3P) + In A. (18)

- We can also derive an expression for the pair correlation function in bulk fluid by con-
sideriIlg the limits that x2 and L approach infinity, but x2 - xi is finite. With the
aid of the properties n(xi) _ n as Xi "-+ ce, n being the bulk phase density, and
Z(.T2,XN.-bl )/"_'(Xl , :F,N+I ) _ exp[-3P(x2 - Xl) ] aS XN.I --' fiX:), we find

e'fl_ -13 P(x,_-xl )= (19a)n(2)(Zl,Z2)= n-_-e ____,_o.3'

Then, the pair correlation function, which is defined as g(2)(x2 - xi) -- n(2)(x_,x2)/n2, '
can be expressed as

4" g(2)(x_ - x,) = n(xe - x, -a/2)/n, (19b)

where n(x) is given l:,y Eq. (17).
_

While this manuscript was under review, the author received a preprint of an article
by Monson (1990). In the paper he presents the singlet density distribution functions for
a Lina.ry mixture of square-well Tonks-Takahashi particles confined by nearest _eighbe_
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squat'e-well particles of arbitrary strength. His work suggests an immediate generalization
of the results presented above.

Suppose the wall particles ag x0 and XN+l interact with the fluid particles according
to the nearest neighbor potential

--0, Ixl > a_', (20)

where a_' _< 2a. The wall particles at x0 and XN+l can in general be different from one
andther. The k-body density distribution function can then be shown to be given by

l"[z(,,-,,
n(k)(xl'""xk)= Ak =_l'_2(x°'xN+I)- ,=2

where _ denotes the partition function for a Tonks-Takahashi fluid confined by wall parti-
cles that are the same as the fluid particles. In =WI(xj - xo) the confining particle at x0 is
a Tonks-Takahashi particle interacting with the fluid via the potential uwl(xl - xo). Sim-
ilarly, in SW2(xk, XN+l) the wall particie at XN+l interacts with the fluid via the potential
u_:(XN+l --x) and in =wl'_2(xo,XN+l) the walls at x0 and XN+l have the potentials u wl
and u_"2, respectively.

In the external field-free case, we obtain

e_k_ k

tt(k)(T1,.., , X k ) -" '= w l I-[ "= .=_ 2 - _ (22)
ik=wl,w2 "-'zl-_ "'xt-xt-t-a_L-x_

_L I=2

where

ioo+ ro

ooE eNd" --/ e(v-Na)_IfWi(s)[K(s)]Nds, i = 1 and 2 (23)
"_ wi

_v = e AN J 2_ri
N=I -fooT'r0

and

ioo+r0

oo N_ f e(L-Na)8
_wl,w2 -/_qJ(L)Wl'w2+ E e--L = e AN J 27ri K'_l(s)IC'_2(s)[If(s)] N-1 d_, (24)

N=I --iooT ro

where
CK)

K_i(s) = e-V'--_'P_'(V)dy. (25)

0 ,,
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The partition fimction Ev is given by Eq. (15).

The semi-confined fluid density profile for this case is given by

n(z) = eB.A e-BP(x+{)_wX____, (26)

where P is given by Eq. (18).

Applications

In this section we present comparisons of the confining pressure and the density profiles
for three one-dimensional model fluids in the external field-free case (v(x) = 0).

These are

(i) hard.rod fluid:
¢(y) = 0, _ > 0 (2s)

(ii) square-well fluid: a2 = 2a

= ¢(y) =-e, 0<y<a

_" = 0, y > a (29)

(iii) triangle-weil fluid: a2 = 2a

¢(v) = _(v- a)/_, o < y <
)) = 0, y > a. (30)

In terms of the full pair potential these models read u(xij) = ct, Ixijl < a and (i) u(xly) =
0, Ix//[ > a; (ii) u(xij) = -e, a < Ixijl < 2a, u(xij) = O, Ixijl > 2a; and (iii) u(xij) =

_. e(Ixij[ - a)/a, a <2Ixijl < 2a, u(xij) = O, Ixijl > 2a.

The Laplace transforms of e -/_¢ for the three models are

(ii) K(_) _z' _-'_= -- + (1- eBe)_ (32)
8 8

e.B e _ e-sa e-sa

(_,:_) ic(_)=, + (z_/,=)e , . (a3)
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The equations of state (see Eq. (18)) of the homogeneous phases (L _ oo) of these
t, , ' i

fluids are, respectively (Lieb and Mattis, 1966),

(i) [3# =/3Pa + ln(ftPa) + In(A/a), (34)
-1 1 (35)

n =a+ _-_,

(ii) _# = 3Pa + ln(3Pa) - ln{e #_ + (1 - e#C)e-#Pa} + In(A/a), (36)
I a(1 - e#_)e -#P" (37)

n -1 = a + _ + e# _ + (1 - e#_)e-#Pa

and

(iii) ft# = flPa + ln[flPa(flPa + fie)]- ln[flPae #_ + flee-_P"], + In(A/a), (38)
213Pa + _e e#' - [3ee-aP" (39)

n -1 = a + a (flpa)2 + (/_e)(_Pa) - a_pae#_ +/_ee-#Pg"

P and n are the bulk pressure and density of the fluid at chemical potential # at temper-

ature T(fl - 1kT). The density-pressure equation of state is derived from the chemical
potential-pressure equation with the Gibbs-Duhem equation, n -1 = (O3#)/(O3P). For
each of these models/3# and na are monotonic functions of 3Pa, reflecting the well-known
fact that one-dimensional fluids of particles interacting with pair potentials of finite range
cannot experience a phase transition. The isotherms for these fluids for 3e = 2 are shown
in Figure 2. The datum for the chemical potential is In(A/a).

At sufficiently high _Pa, the equations of state of the square-well and triangle well

fluids approach the hard-rod formulas. And as expected, at a given pressure, the density of
the hard-rod fluid is the lowest of the three fluids. Overall similarities among the equations
of state are more striking than the differences when compared with the behavior 'of the

corresponding three-dimensional fluids.

To see whether the similarities among the models persists in molecularly narrow pores,
we have inverted the Laplace transforms analytically, using the residue theorem, to calcu-

late E v in the field free case v(x) = O. The results are given in the Appendix. We chose
to compare confined fluids that are at equilibrium with homogeneous phases at nearly the
same bulk density, namely, na = 3/4. In particular, we set/3e = 2 and used the following

bulk phase properties:
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Figure 3. Pressure of confined fluids versus confining wall separation ("porewidth") L.
fl_ = 2.

(i) hard-rod fluid
flPa = 3, ft# = 4.0986, na = 3/4, (40)

: (ii) square-well fluid

flPa = 2.4, ritz = 1.3572, na = 0.7510 (41)

(iii) triangle-well fluid

flPa = 1.6, ft# = 0.8474, na = 0.7511. (42)

It seems to us more sensible to compare the behavior of confin,ed fluids in equilibrium with

: bulk phases at the same temperature and density instead of at the same temperature and
pressure or chemical potential. The choice, nevertheless, _!_somewhat arbitrary.,,'

f

The dependence of pressure on pore width L is sh _wn in Fig. 3. The behavior
is qualitatively similar to that of the confining pressures observed in real fluids.(Horne
and Israelachvili (1981)) In accordance with previous conclusions from computer simu-

lations,(van Megen and Snook, (1979)) the hard-rod model(Vanderlick et a/.(1989)) and
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approximate molecular theories of three dimensional fluids, (Davis et al.(1987)) the oscilla-
tions in the pressure as a function of porewidth correspond to the degree of order (layering)
in the density distribution of the confined fluid. The pressure minima occur near integral
values of L/a. To see the qualitative pattern consider the density profiles shown in Fig. 4.

' At the width L = 3.5a as many as 3 particles can occupy the pore, but the particles have
only a hMf a particle diameter of free volume (length) to distribute among themselves.
Thus, the density peaks are narrow and high, resulting in a relatively high pressure. At
L = 4a, however, there is still only room for three particles, but they now have a full
particle diameter of free volume to distribute among themselves. The result is the density
peaks are broader and shorter, resulting in a lower pressure. At L = 4.5a, four particles
can occupy the pore but have only a half a particle diameter of ft'ce volume, and so again
the density peaks are sharper and the pressure higher.

It is interesting that the continuous triangle-well potential shifts the peaks in P to
smaller L but the discontinuous square-well potential shifts the peaks to larger L. This
coincides with the fact that the triangle-well potential increases the layering tendency
relative to the hard-rod potential whereas the square-well potential decreases the layering
tendency. This behavior is indicated in Fig. 4 by the magnitudes of the peaks in the
density profiles. The peaks, which represent strong ordering or layering, are largest for
triangle-well fluid and are smallest for the square-well fluid. Thus, it appears that the
square-well attraction competes with the excluded volume ordering effect and the triangle-
well attraction enhances the effect.

Consider the case of a semi-confined fluid, for which the density profile is given by
Eq. (17). The density profiles of the three sem_i-confined fluids at the bulk conditions of

Eqs. (40)-(42) are shown in Figure 5. Relative to the hard-rod fluid, the triangle-well
attraction sharpens the density maxima and minima and shifts them towards the wall.
The square-well attraction has the opposite effect.

The extent to which the two confining wMls sup_ rimpose their effects on the density
profile can be seen l)y comparing Figures 4 and 5. At the separation L = 4.5a, the density
distributions between the walls and x = 1.5a are quite similar to those of a semi-confined
fluid. From x = 1.5a to the pore center at x = 2.25a, the profiles of the confined fluid
differ greatly from those of the semi-co" fined fluid. The effect of opposed walls on this
case is stronger for the square-well fluid than for the other fluids. The density profiles for
L = 3.5a are have a relatively flat region between x = a and x = 1.5a that does not occur
in the semi-confined fluid.

In closing we note that according to Eq. (19b) it follows that the pair correlation
function of homogeneous fluid as a function of particle separation follows immediately
from Fig. 5 by shifting the density profile to the right by amount al2 and rescaling the
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Appendix: Evaluation of Eq. (15) for three models

(i) Hard-rod fluid:
, oo eN_

Zy = E N!A N(y - Na)N'I(Y - Na). (Al)
N--0

(ii) Square-well fluid:

N+X Ne_ (N+I)!
_ e e(Y+l-k)&(l -- e_c)k(y -- Na - ka)g_(y -- Na - ka)
"J = E E Y!Ag (N + l-k)!k'N=O k=O

(iii) Triangle-well fluid:

eNa" _,_ (N + 1)!c_k
EV = E AN z_.., (N + 1 - k)[k frl(y - Na- ka)e(g+l'-k)[3_XN-'0 k=l

/ N.- N! +j- 1)!
( NT (N j)!j_ (k 1)! k+j

' j=O -- . -- (x

k-I }

+ E(-1)J(y - Na - ka) k-'-j 1 (N + j)! 1
::0 (k -. 1 - j)!j! N! (t,N+I+j

00 cNfl#+(N+l)fle

+ E An N! l](y - Na)(y - ]Va) N c --(y-Na)c_ (A3)
N=0

where a' - [Je/a. 7](y) is the Heaviside function, i.e., 7?(y) = 0 when y < 0 and = 1 when
y>0.
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A COMPARISON OF INITIAL CONDITIONS
FOR CONTINUOUS-FLOW SYSTEMS

Synopsis '

An initial condition, which sets the state of a system at a particular time, should

describe accurately the physics of the situation and should not create computational ar-
tifacts when the governing equations are solved numerically. Drawing on the example of

two-phase flow in porous media, we show that unphysical oscillations can mar a solution
should the initial condition violate an inflow boundary condition. Tracking these oscilla-
tions can increase by orders of magnitude the computer time needed to solve the equations

of change. At an internal boundary between two different media, an initial condition that
violates the steady-state equations of change produces features that might be equally un-
desirable. We propose a way to generate initial conditions that avoid these artifacts, viz.
by splicing together a solution of the linearized governing equations in the region of change
and solutions of the steady-state equations in regions of constancy. We demonstrate our

proposal using the situation of two-phase flow in porous media. Our findings are broadly
applicable because of the partial analogies among transport of mass, heat, and momentum.

Introduction

The analysis of continuous-flow situations requires the definition of a 'system,' which
is a region of particular interest, and the 'surroundings,' which are the remainder of the
universe. Equations of change that describe the behavior of the system derive from laws
of conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and so forth and equally from constitutive
relations that represent material response. A boundary defines the region or domain of
interest by separating it from the rest of the universe. Boundary conditions must express
accurately the interaction between the system and its surroundings. In the case of a
dynamic, or evolving, system, the state of the entire system at a particular time must be
specified by an 'initial' condition. Together, boundary conditions and an initial condition
single out a particular solution of the equations of change.

Two earlier papers (Novy ct, al., 1990a,b) examine the issues of locating boundaries
and choosing boundary conditions; they also lay out a systematic way of proceeding should
a 'synthetic' boundary, i.e one that does not coincide with a physical boundary, be drawn.
The goals of this paper are, first, to show the computational difficulties that can follow
from initial conditions that do not satisfy all boundary conditions and steady equations of

change and, second, to propose a method for generating initial conditions that do. Because
an initial condition can be considered a 'boundary' condition in time, concepts discussed

in our first two papers are relevant here.

Closed-form solutions of"equations of change often depend on initial conditions that
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donot satisfy ali boundary conditions, For example, a condition at the boundary might
require a step change in the solution from its initial wlue_ as does diffusion of heat, or mass
from a well-stirred fluid into a semi-infinite slab, which admits a closed-form solution in

terms of an error function (see e.g,, Crank, 1975, pp. 20-21), A survey of the books by
Crank (1975) and Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) reveals other situations in which there is a
step change at a boundary immediately after the initial state. Such abrupt changes can
be treated as limiting processes and pose no difficulty in cases where a solution is known
in terms of standard mathematical functions.

Digital computers now enable the study of systems that are described by equations
of change that do not have closed-form solutions so far as is known or expected. Two
schemes of computer-aided analysis in wide use are finite difference approximation and
Galerkin's method with fnite element basis functions, which is also known as the Galerkin
finite element method (GFEM). These methods are, however, sensitive to step changes in
c,,aditions, and unphysical oscillations in space, or 'wiggles,' can result, signalling that the
discretization of space is too coarse to resolve developing gradients accurately. Wiggles can
appear in solutions computed with either finite difference schemes (Roache, 1972) or the

0 Galerkin finite element method (Gresho and Lee, 1981). One way to suppress wiggles is by
'upwinding,' which unphysically enhances dispersion in order to smooth abrupt changes.
Gresho and Lee (1981) argue against upwinding and recommend that wiggles should be
prevented by local refinement of the discretization of space. We point out another way
to avoid those wiggles that are associated with initial conditions which do not satisfy
all boundary conditions. Our method neither degrades the solution by adding artificial
dispersion nor requires an excessively fine discretization of space.

The context here is immiscible displacement of oil by a mixture of water and oil in a
one-dimensional porous medium, which is either homogeneous or composed of two media
with different flow properties. The homogeneous medium lets us show the artifacts that can
follow from incompatible initial and inflow boundary conditions. The composite medium
does likewise, but also illustrates what can happen when an initial condition violates the
steady equations of change downstream. Because two-phase flow in porous media can be
described in terms of convection and dispersion, the partial analogies among transport of
mass, heat, and momentum make our findings more broadly applicable.

Theory
2

In this section, we derive the equa, tions of change, describe our porous media of inter-
est,, specify inflow and outflow boundary conditions, and explain how to compute an initial
condition that avoids computational artifacts.

Equation_ of Change
_

Two-phase flow in a porous medium (see Figure ]) is described by the equation of
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continuity of each phase i
OSi

¢ O--T= -V,ql (1)

and the linear constitutive equation c_tlled Darcy's law, which relates the superficial flow
velocity qi and the gradient of the mechanical potential (Pi + pigz) of phase i:

k k_ _] , (2)q_= v[P_+ pig
#i

Flow in our examplesishorizontal,so we ignoregravity,¢(x) isthe porosityoi'void
ft'actionofthe bulk medium at positionx, Si isthe localsaturatiorlorfractionalvoid

volume of phase i, t is time, k(x) is the absolute permeability of the medium, kri(Si)
is the relative permeability of phase i, and # is viscosity, In general, porosity, absolute
permeability, and even the relation between relative permeability arid saturation can vary
with position, The two phases can be thought of as oil (o) and water (w),

WATER I I mim I
1_ r [ |1 I A

+.OIL ]

OIL

Z

v , , i
I I I mim lm I I I I

Figure 1, Displacement of oil in a porous medium with variation in one directi_nl _,lllv,

Substituting Darcy's law of each phase into its respective continuity equation and
then both subtracting and adding the results give a pair of partial differential equations.
These equations can be reduced to non-dimensional form as follows, Porosity and absolute
I)ermeability are divided by suitable characteristic values so that ¢*(x) - ¢(x)/¢_h,,_
and f*(x) - k(x)/kch.r. Capillary pressure P_(S,,,) - Po - P,,,, average I)ressure P. -
(Po -t- P,,,)/2, and units of length U¢, tinw Ut, and pressure "Uv are so defined that

V --- V*/UI = Ca V/¢_h.,,/k_h.,. V* (3)

¢_h""x/%,h<,,./¢ch,,._ (4)
t = Utr = qCa

P =_u,,P" : _,vlcc_,,°_/_._,,_,.P" (5)
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where Ca is the capillary number qp,w/¢ch.,,cr, q is the total superficial flow velocity
(qo + qw), cr is the oil-water interfacial tension, and the asterisk denotes non-dimensional
quantities, The equations to be solved for the capillary pressure Pc* and the average
pressure Pa* then are

1 V*v', [k*(Mk_0-k_)V'P;]+ _ , [_,'(Mk_o+ _.,)V'P'10_

oe:leP:]= -2¢* 0-7-[ as (6)
and

1 V*
V*, [_-*(Mk_o + k_u,)V*P:] + _ , [k*(Mk_w - k_,.)V*P:] = 0 , (7)

S - Sw _nd M is the viscosity ratio #w/#o, Equations (6) and (7) are usually called the
saturation equation and the pre,_._ure equation, Peaceman (1977) derived these equations
and alternative lorms, including the so-called 'velocity formulation, which we use below,

Poroua Media of Intereat

Our first system of interest is a homogeneous porous medium, i.e, one iri which poros-
ity, absolute permeability, and the dependence on saturation of the relative permeabilities
and capillary pressure do not vary with position. In this case, our choices of relative per-
meabilities kri(S) and capillary pressure Pc*(S) allow the one-dimensional forms of Eqs.
(6) and (7) to have the closed-form solution derived by Yortsos and Fokas (1983),, The
ratio of the relative permeabilities must obey

k_,,,(s)= s- s_,., (s)k_o(S) _- s - So_ '
where So_ and Swr are the so-called 'residual' or 'irreducible' saturations of oil and water

in the porous medium. In general, Swr < S _<1 - So_. In one simple case, Eq. (8) implies
linear relative permeabilities, which are unrealistic but adequate for our purposes here:

1 - S- So,.

k_o(S) = 1 _ So_- S,,,_ (9)

1 - S- S.,_

k_,(S) = 1 _ So,,- S_,_ ' (10)

Integration of the derivative of capillary pressure dP:/dS used by Yortsos mad Fokas
gives, to an additive constant C,

(M - 1)2 (M - 1)_
P:(S) = 1 - So,.- S,,,,. &_[1 - So,.- SI- M(1 - So,_ - S,,,,.) x

×ehiM(1- So_- S)+S- Sw, (M- 1)_M - _ - _;_(_- So.- S.,,.)e,,[s- s_] + c .(_)
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Figure 2 shows the homogeneous porous medium and its capillary pressure curve,

which was computed with C = 0, Swr -- 0.05, Sot = 0.1, and M = 1.1.

Figure 3 depicts our second system of interest, which is a composite porous medium
made up of two different homogeneous media: one upstream, which has larger pores,
higher porosity, and higher absolute permeability, and one downstream, which has smaller
pores, lower porosity, and lower absolute permeability. Yortsos and Chang (1990) found, in
closed form, the steady-state profile of saturation in the case of a step change in absolute
permeability alone. Their solution extends easily, however, to the case of step changes
in both absolute permeability and porosity. To admit this closed-form solution at steady
state, the system may have any functions of relative permeability k_i(S) throughout, and
we choose for convenience the linear relations used in the entirely homogeneous medium,
i.e. Eqs. (9) and (10). Capillary pressure, on the other hand, is allowed to vary with
position according to

Pc(S; () = aJ(S)x/¢(_)/k(_) (12)

or, in non-dimensional form,

P*(S;_) = J(S)x/¢*(()/k*(( ) . (13)

J(S) is the so-called 'Leverett J-function.' Leverett (1941) guessed from dimensional anal-
ysis that the function J of Eq. (12) might depend only on saturation. He found that

dividing values of measured capillary pressure by a OX/_, reduced da:ta from several liq-
uid/liquid pairs in unconsolidated sands to a roughly common curve called J(S). Figure
3 shows the two capillary pressure curves of our composite porous medium, in which we

use the right side of Eq. (11) with C = 0.1 for J(S) throughout the medium and Eq. (13)
for Pc (S) in each part.

Boundary Conditions

In order to have a unique solution. Eqs. (6) and (7) require two boundary conditions
each in Pc.*and Pa* and an initial profile of Pc. We apply the same boundary conditions
to both the homogeneous medium and the composite medium.

At the injection boundary, a water-oil mixture with a volume fraction of water F_,_j
enters the porous medium with a superficial velocity q. Because the boundary cannot
accumulate mass,

qFi_,_j=qw(O,T) , (14)
and

qF'o"j : q(1- : qo(O,,) (15)

Substitution of Darcy's law [Eq. (2)] for q,,, and qo and solution for the gradient of
capillary pressure [V'Po - V*P,:,] give one boundary condition at the injection face:

pi__j _ fw(S) dP*

V*P_*(0, T)= -- D*(S) dS (S) , (16)
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Figure 2. Homogeneous porous med{um and its flow properties.
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Figure 3. Composite porous medium and its flow properties.
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where fw(S) is the fractional flow of water

krw
fw(S) -- Mko + ' (17)

and D*(S) is the capillary dispersion coefficient

Mk*krokrw HP_ (18)
D*(S)- -Mkro + krw dS "

Figures 4 and 5 show how fw(S) and D*(S) vary given our choices of relative per-
meabilities [Eqs. (9) and (10)], residual saturations (Sot = 0.1; Swr = 0.05), and viscosity
ratio (M = 1.1). The curves shown in Figure 4 are atypical, for most fractional flow curves

have an inflection point. Equation (16) can be rearranged to show that it is, in fact, a
mass balance across the injection boundary:

Fiwnj =/w(S(O, r)) - [D'(S)V*S](O, r) (19)

0.8

0.6 -

Z
O
--' 0.4 -

0.2 -

0
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

SATURATION OF WATER

Figure 4. Curves of fractional flow of oil and wa.t_,r 11s_,(1in all examples.

Water flows in bulk toward the boundary as part of a water-oil mixture and is carried

into the porous medium by convection, which is represented by the fractional flow, and by
net capillary dispersion, which appears as would Fickian diffusion with a concentration-
dependent diffusion coefficient.

Substituting Darcy's law for qw and qo in Eqs. (14) and (15) and solving for the

gradient of average pressure [(V*P2 + V*P*)/2] give a second boundary condition at the
injection face:

V'P*(0, r) = Vi-:ilo(S) + FionJfw(S) dP*
29*(0 °) d---ff (S) , (20)
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Figure 5. Curve of D*(S) used in each porous medium.

where fo(S) = 1 - fw(S) is the fractional flow of oil. Relatively large gradients of average
pressure are needed to inject a mixture of mostly water (F'w"J large) into a region that
contains mostly oil (lo large), and vice versa.

Both the homogeneous medium and the composite medium studied here are taken to
be of such great extent that they are semi-infinite. Consequently, we mark the downstream
end of the computational domain with a so-called 'synthetic' boundary, i.e. an edge at which
there is no physical boundary, at a position (s and use the outflow bound'ary conditions
on Pc* and P,* discussed in an earlier paper (Novy e_ al., 1990b). As described there,
the outflow boundary condition on capillary pressure is derived by solving the partial
differential equation that describes the flow with its coefficients evaluated at the saturation
far downstream, i.e. at S_"

dP: [-(_s-f_(S_)r/¢*) 2 ]
exp 4D*(Soo)r/¢" [S S_] (21)_ • - x -

X/TrD*(S_)r/¢* erfe[ _s-I:_(s_)r/¢. ]J

Finally, because only the gradient of average pressure appears in Eqs. (6) and (7), a
pressure datum must be set. This is done at the synthetic boundary:

p*((s, _-) = 0 . (22)

Equation (22) acts as a Dirichlet boundary condition on average pressure.

In contrast to our study of synthetic boundary conditions (Novy et al., 1990b), we are
not concerned here with optimizing the location of the boundary to obtain at the lowest
cost a solution on a finite medium that is arbitrarily close to the solution on a semi-infinite
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• medium. Instead, we locate the synthetic boundary so that moving it farther downstream
has a negligible effect on the solution in the regions of greatest interest.

Choice of Initial ConditiOn

Specification of an initial profile of capillary pressure completes the problem statement.
One choice is a distribution of capillary pressure that is uniform:

P*(_ 0) P* (23)"-" c,0 '

In the case of a homogeneous medium, this condition implies either no flow or a steady-
state flow such that the fraction of water in the injected liquid equals the total flux of
water throughout the medium. In the case of a composite or heterogeneous medium, the
capillary pressure can have a finite, uniform value only if there is no flow. This foreshadows
the fact that using Eq. (23) as an initial condition leads to computational difficulties, such
as wiggles, because the flow rate or, alternatively, the fraction of water in the injected
liquid increases immediately at T = 0+ to its steady-state value. We show and discuss
the difficulties below. One way to avoid them is to raise stepwise q or ]zi_inj perhaps- _j

linearly or exponentially, to its steady value over a small time interval. 'Ramping up' one
of these quantities, however, alters the situation under study. In addition, because time is
discretized, a ramp is in fact equivalent to a sequence of small jumps, each of which could
yet lead to artifacts. We propose instead a technique for generating initial conditions that
satisfy the boundary conditions and steady equations of change under the condition of flow
and thus avoid the above computational difficulties.

Initial Condition in iRegion_ of Constancy

At small times, the capillary pressure (or saturation) and average pressure are chang-
ing only near the injection face. Accordingly, we compute the initial condition as follows.
First, we find the steady state a.t which the total flux of water (fw- D*V*S) at each
point in the medium equals the flux far downstream (fu,,_). In the case of a homogeneous
porous medium, this implies S(() = S_. Second, we compute in the region of change,
which is adjacent to the injection boundary, an approximate solution that satisfies the
inflow boundary condition. Third, we splice these two solutions together to get an initial
condition that does not cause oscillations in the evolving profiles. Figure 6 shows these
steps.

The profile of P* such that ftL, I) _\:'*S = fw,_ everywhere and the associated profile
of P* are found by solving the equations of change and boundary conditions at a steady
state such tha,t F_:_2 = .fu,,oo:

1_7.
V* . [k*(Ml_:,.o - k,.u,)V*P;] + -_ • [k'(Mk,.o + k,.,,,)V*P*] = 0 [from Eq. 61 (24)
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Fig_lr_" 6. G_,neration of an initial condition that satisfies the inflow boundary condition

upstream and st,eady equations of change downstream.
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1 , [k'(Mk,.o krw)V'P*] 0 [from Eq. 7] (25)V'. [k'(Mk,.o + k_w)V'P;] + _V • - =

V'P*(0) = 0 [fromEq. 16] (26)

L

v'P:(0) = f (soo)[ dR:
D'(Soo) dS (Soo) [from Eq. 20] (27)

P_(_s) = P* (28)C_O0

P*(¢s) = 0 [from Eq. 22] (29)

The value of S_ is that which satisfies fw(Soo) = fw,_. A condition on the gradient

of capillary pressure at the outflow boundary would leave Eqs. (24)-(25) with an infinity
of solutions. We use the Dirichlet boundary condition (28) instead.

In the case of a homogeneous medium, the desired solution of Eqs. (24)-(29) is the
uniform profile of capillary pressure (or saturation)

P*(_) = P* [S(_) = S_] (30)(::_OO

and the linear profile of average pressure

p:(_) = fw(S_)[1- fw(Soo)] dR:
D*(Soo) dS (Soo) x [(-(s] . (31)

In the case of a composite medium, we solve Eqs. (24)-(29) by the Galerkin finite
element method. Figure 6 shows a typical profle of S in the case of a. composite medium.
The shape of the profile of saturation near the interface between 'porous medium A'
and 'porous medium B' (see Figure 3) can be explained as follows. At any particular
capillary pressure, the saturation of water in medium B is greater than that in medium
A. Because the capillary pressure must be continuous across the interface (otherwise flow
would instantly make it so), there is a jump in saturation from medium A to medium B.
This implies that fw(S) immediately to the left of the interface is smaller than f,,(S) to
the right of the interface. To maintain a uniform total flux of water, the net dispersive flux
on the upstream side must assume a non-zero, positive value, i.e. the gradient of saturation
must be negative there. Upstream of the interface, the magnitude of this gradient decreases
to zero as the saturation of water increases to S_, and the fractional flow of water increases

to f_,_. Should the capillary pressure curve of medium B lie below t,hat of medium A, the
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profile of 5' would increase to a maximum at the interface between the media, rather than
decrease to a minimum.

Initial Condition in Region of Change

What remains is to compute an initial condition on capillary pressure near the inflow
boundary, where there is change (see Figure 6). For this purpose, we use the so-cMled
velocity formulation of the situation, which has explicit convective and dispersive terms.
A different combination of the equation of continuity and Darcy's law for each phase yields
in non-dimensional form (cf. Peaceman, 1977)

[ "]¢. ?_-0S cOS O-'-_cOD *(S )_. (32)+ =

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to S. This equation is to be solved
approdmately with the initial condition

S(_, O) = 5'o (33)

and the boundary conditions

OS _.i.j :

= -: bTi_- _ (0, r) [from Eq. 16] (34)

=o (35)
at a time rI.c. selected as the time of the _initial' condition for the solution of the nonlinear

partial differential equations of change (6) and (7). The method of solving Eqs. (32)--(35)
must be immune to the difficulties caused by the incompatibility of the initial condition (33)
and the inflow boundary condition (34), i.e. the initial condition specifies a zero gradient
throughout but the right side of Eq. (34) is nonzero at S = So.

We compute an approximate solution of Eqs. (32)--(35) by evaluating the flow prop-
erties .fw(S), f_,(S), and D*(S) in Eqs. (32) and (34) at a particular position and time
and then solving the resulting linear system. Expanding D*(S) in a Taylor series around
a position (i and a time rj gives

OS

D*(S(_,r)) = D*(S(_i,rj)) + [_ -_i]D*'S'(S(_i, rj))_-_((i,vj)+

OS

+ [r - tj]D*' (S((i, rj))-_-_r((i,rj) +'.. _6)

The series for f,,(S) and f_(S) are similar. Defining S* - S - So, inserting the Taylor
series for fw(S), f'(S), and D*(S)into Eqs. (32) and (34), and neglecting terms above
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zero order in position and time g!ve a system that is linear in S*'

02S*
¢. OS* , OS* = D* (S(_i, _'1)) (37)o--7-+ o--7-

0)=0 (3s)

OS* rlwnj - fw(S) (0,) (39)
--_(0, r) = - D'(S) r1

OS*

0---( (_' _) = 0 . (40)

Laplace transformation converts this system to a boundary-value problem of second
order that is readily solved for the Laplace transform of S*. At a particular time r, we
invert the Laplace transform of S,* at a set of positions _i by meaas of the computer
software routineINLAP of the International Mathematics mad Statistics Libraries on a

CRAY-2 supercomputer.

One way to compute an initiM condition on Pc* (or S) in the region of change (see
Figure 6) is to choose a time rz.c. and solve Eqs. (37)-(40) once with rj = 0, i.e. with
the flow properties evaluated at S = So. A better way, which takes into account the
variation of fw(S) and D*(S) as the profile of saturation evolves, is to reach rl.C. by
solving Eqs. (37)-(40) at a sequence of g times {vI.c./N, 2Tz.c./N,...,rz.c.}, using the
solution computed at time rj to evaluate the flow properties for the system at time vj+l.
We call this scheme forward marching. The positions _i at which the solution is found are
fixed. The number of time steps, N, is raised until the computed solution at time rx.c.
changes by no more than a desired amount.

As rx.c. increases, however, the final solution of the sequence of linearized equation
sets (37)--(40) diverges from the solution of the nonlinear set (32)-(35) because nonlinear-
ity becomes important. We judge whether or not a solution of the linear system (37)-(40)
approximates well the solution of the nonlinear system (32)-(35) by computing the mag-
nitude of the single nonlinear term that does not tend to zero as N ---. c_, i.e. as v -4 vj
at each time step. Inserting the Taylor series for f_,,(S) and D*(S) into the nonlinear
equation (32) and letting _ -_ (i and r _ U give

' 02S" = D*'(S(_, tj)) (41)OS* as* D*(S(_i tj)) SI 2 , .e,*0-7-+ f,,(s(¢,, o-T.- '

On the left side are the terms of the linearized equation (37). On the right side is the
one nonlinear term that remains as N _ c_. Computing the relative magnitudes of the
largest linear term and the nonlinear term, i.e.,

( {I I I ))/r = log max ¢, OS* OS* D* 02S* D* ,
: _ , f_. _ , O_2 (42)
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allows us to assess qualitatively, at each position and time, the proximity of the solution
of the linear system to the solution of the nonlinear system. In the examples st,,.died here,
we find that keeping 7"/.6. small enough that r > 1.5 gi_,es us an initial condition in the
region of change that differs from the closed-form solution of the nonlinear system by less
than 2% along the entireprofile.

Table 1 summarizes the equations of change and boundary'conditions that we solve
with an initial condition that represents either a flow or a no-flow situation. We use
Galerkin's method with piecewise quadratic finite element basis functions and the adaptive,
fully-implicit time integration scheme of Gresho et al. (1980). Figures 2 and 3 show the
discretizations of space used. Details of the solution technique are not crucial to this paper.
Strang and Fix (1973) explain well the mathematical basis of the Galerkin finite element
method (GFEM), and Zienkiewicz (1977), among other,s, describes its use.

Results and Discussion

We compare solutions with an initial condition that either satisfies or violates the
inflow boundary condition upstream and the steady equati(:,ns of change downstream.
Table 2 lists the parameters used in each type of porous medium. Injecting a mixture
of oil and water (F_ nj = 0.8) into the composite medium leads to a steady state other
than a trivial, uniform distribution of water. We do not report the solutions of average
pressure because they do not alter the conclusions drawn from the profiles of saturation
and capillary pressure alone.

Homogeneous Porous Medium

In the case of a homogeneous porous medium (see Figure 2), Figure 7 shows a set of
four solutions that each use an initiai condition that satisfies the inflow boundary condition
(16). These initial conditions were computed by solving a sequence of linearized systems
(37)-(40) as explained above. To the right of each of the saturation profiles is the distribu-
tion of relative error, as compared to the closed-form solution of the nonlinear equations of
change given by Fokas and Yortsos (1982) and Yortsos and Fokas (1983). The error in the
'initial' condition falls with the time t l.c. chosen for it. Figure 7 gives, in each case, the
lower bound on the value of 7"[defined in Eq. (42)], which equals the number of decades
that the one neglected nonlinear term is below the largest term in the linearized PDE
[see Eq. (41)]. In the examples shown here, we find that choosing tI.c. so that r :> 1.5
gives relative errors in the initial condition below 2(&. As t I.c. increases, the nonlinear
term that we neglect to compute the initial condition becomes more important, and as the
lower bound of r approaches 1, the relative error in the initial con(lition in the region of
change exceeds 10%. In each case of ti.c., however, the error in the initial r_ndition does
decay as the displacement, proceeds. This may l_ot be true of other types of _ystems. An

analysis of sensitivity ta initial data would be prudent should our method be applied to
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Table'1. Equations of Change, Boundary Conditions, and Choice of Initial Condition

Equations of Change

V*. [k*(Mk_o- krw)V'Pal + _ ' [k*(Mkro + Pc*] = -2¢* 0W (6)

1

V*. [k*(Mkro + krw)V'P:] + _ V*. [k*(Mk_w- krw)V'P*] = 0 (7)

Boundary Conditions

p:i _ f_(s) dp:
v'P:(0, _)= - O*(S) d--g-(S) (_6)

p_"Jfo(s) + F_o"_i_(s)dp:
V*P:(O,r) = "w 2D*(S) d---S(S) (20)

v'P:(_s,,)= z((_s,,)x [s-s=] dP: (s) (21)

P_*(_s, r) = 0 (22)

Initial Condiiion

P*(_, 0) = P_*0 [no flow] (23)

or

A computed initial condition P*(_, 0) that satisfies both the inflow boundary condition
upstream and steady equations of change downstream.
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Table 2. Values of Parameters in Cases of Homogeneous and Composite Media

Parameter Symbol Homogeneous Composite

Characteristic absolute permability kchar 100 mD_ 100 mD

Characteristic porosity ¢ch,r 0.19 0.19

Residual saturation of water Stor 0.05 0.05

Residual saturation of oil So,- 0.1 0.1

Fraction of water in injected liquid Fi_w"j 1 0.8

Fractionul flow of water far downstream fw,_ 0.0001 0.082
i

Tote!, superficial velocity q 0.85 m/d 0.28 m/d

Oil-water inte_/acial tension a 72 mN/m 72 mN/m

Viscosity of water p,u, 1 cP 1 cP

Viscos!'y of oil _o 0.91 cP 0.91 cP

Capillary number Ca 7.2 × 10-v 2.4 x 10-7

Units of length [Eq. (3)] [71 1 m 3 m

Units of time [Eq. (4)] U_ 5.4 h 48 h

Units of pressure [Eq. (5)] Up , 1 bar 1 bar

:_ 1 Darcy = 9.87 x 10 -13 m 2

systems of different character.

We did attempt solu_,ion _ih the initial condition of uniform capillary pressure, which
implies no flow and violates the inflow boundary condition. The resulting shock at the
injection face, however, prevented convergence of the Newton iterations at the first time
step regardless of our initial guess. Fortunately, we were able to compute solutions with
the no-flow initial condition in the case of the composite medium.

Composite Porou_ Medium

Figure 8 shows the evolving profiles of saturation and capillary pressure in the case of
a composite porous medium (see Figure 3) with the ini'_ial condition of' unif_,rm capillary
pressure, which implies a step change in saturation at the interface between the media
(see Figure 8a). This initial condition violates both the inOow boundary condition and,
at the internal interface, the steady eq_m.tions of change. The inflow boundary condition
(16) does not require an instantaneous change in saturation itself, but in the gradient of
saturation. This too is sufficient, to cause computational artifacts. In Fig. 8d the capillary
pressure profile shows a large oscillation: it has fallen at the face but has soared one node

inward. This large wiggle decays over the next few time steps. By this time, however,
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a disturbance (more visible in the plot of capillary pressure) has begun to grow at the
interface between the media.

This disturbance appears because the initial condition does not satisfy the steady-
state equations of change at the internal interface when there is flow. The saturation
upstream of this interface is lower than the saturation downstream; thus, the fractional
flow of water, which is also the total flux of water because V*S = 0 on each side, is lower
on the left side than on the right side. To conserve mass, gradients form that cause a net
dispersive flux toward the interface from both sides. This feature can also be explained
in terms of what the equations of change require with the condition V'P* = 0. With a
uniform distribution of capillary pressure, the pressure equation (7) requires that

k* OP2 c
O_ - Mk_o + k_,,, ' (43)

where c is constant with respect to position and positive (flow is in the direction of in-
creasing (). Setting V'Pc* = 0 in the saturation equation (6) and applying Eq. (43) give

c9S (9 [ Mk,.o - krw (44)2¢" o--4= M + '

or, in terms of fractional flows,

os O[fo.- fw]
2¢* o--7= o( • (45)

The gradient ,on the right side of Eq. (45) is zero on each side of the interface between
the media. At the interface itself, however, this gradient is negative. Thus, the equations
of change demand a decrease in saturation, i.e. an increase in capillary pressure, at the
interface. Figures 8c-f show this.

The use of either coarse.' discretizations of space or upwinding might suppress the
growth of such a cusp in capillary pressure at a boundary between two porous media
that have different relations between capillary pressure and saturation. Modellers of flow

in fractured petroleum reservoirs (which have such boundaries) use initial conditions of
uniform capillary pressure but do not mention seeing any immediate changes at the internal
boundaries as shown in Figures 8c-f (see, for example, Douglas et al., 1989; and Gilman
and Kazemi, 1983).

The cusp in capillary pressure decays once injected water reaches it. Figures 8g,h show
the evolution of the profiles during this stage. Finally, Figures 8i,j depict the approach
to steady state, at which the total flux of water equals F_,_j throughout the medium.
Barely visible as dashed lines are the closed-form solutions of S(_) and P_*(_) at steady
state, which are straightforward extensions of the work of Yortsos and Chang (1990). The
Galerkin finite element solution approaches the correct steady state.
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Figure 8. Computed profiles of saturation and capillary pressure in the composite
medium with an initial condition that violates tie inflow boundary condition

upstream and steady equations of change dowvstream. Profiles are plotted
after each time step.
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Figure 9 shows the evolvi_ng profiles of the same displacement, but with an initial con-
dition that was computed as shown in Figure 6 and detailed above. This initial condition
satisfies both the inflow boundary condition and the steady-state equations of change near
the interface between the media. The solution evolves without artifacts and approaches
the correct steady state. Because the_e are no abrupt changes or oscillations in capillary
pressure or saturation, the adaptive scheme of time integration sets larger time steps, and
accurate predictions of capillary pressure and average pressure allow the Newton iterations
at each time step to converge quickly. The total computer time needed to reach t = 10 h
with the flow-compatible initial condition is 40% of that needed with the no-flow initial
condition (uniform Pc) shown in Figure 8.

In both the homogeneous and composite media, using a smaller initial time step and
a finer discretization of space near the injection boundary can eliminate the oscillations
in saturation and capillary pressure caused by the initial condition of uniform Pc* (see
Figure 8). One difficulty that remains, however, is permanent oscillation from one time
level to the next in the time derivatives of these quantities. These oscillations lead to poor
predictions of S and Pc* at each time level, and the adaptive predictor-corrector scheme of
time integration thus sets time steps that are unacceptably small. For example, in the case
of the composite porous medium, reducing the initial time step to 10% of the value used
in Figure 8 and adding 5 finite elements at the injection boundary eliminate the wiggles
in S and Pc at the inlet. Because of the oscillations in the time derivatives of S and Pc*,
however, the adaptive time step levels off at nearly 0.001 h. Thus, approximately 10,000
time steps would be needed to reach t = 10 h. Our initial condition (see Figure 9) required
36.

Conclusions

An initial condition, which sets the state of a system at a particular time, should
describe accurately the physics of the situation and should not create computational ar-
tifacts. Drawing on the example of two-phase flow in porous media, we have shown that
unphysical oscillations can mar a solution should the initial condition violate an inflow

boundary condition. Tracking these unwanted features significantly increases the amount
of computer time needed to solve the equations of change. In the case of a composite
medium, an initial condition that violates the steady-state equations of change under flow
conditions produces features in the solution that might be equally undesirable.

We have proposed and tested a way to avoid these ills by constructing an initial
condition that satisfies tile inflow boundary condition upstream and the steady equations

of change downstream. In the region of change, the governing nonlinear equations are
linearized and solved (using a method immune to wiggles, such as Laplace transformation)
at a small value of time such that the solution is as close as desired to that of the nonlinear

equations. In the region of the system that is yet at a steady state, the steady equations
of change are solved with the appropriate boundary conditions. Splicing together the
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Figure 9. Computed profiles of saturation and capillary pressure in the composite
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solutions in these two regions gives the desired initial condition. Computing the evolution
of a system from this initial condition is, more efficient and free of artifacts.

Although we examined the particular case of tw0-phase flow in porous media, our
findings relate to a variety of situations in mass, heat, and momentum transport. Initial
conditions are a vital -- but sometimes overlooked -- component of the description of
continuous-flow systems.

:.
s
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A COMPARISON OF SYNTHETIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
FOR CONTINUOUS-FLOW SYSTEMS

Synopsis

The analysis of continuous-flow situations requires identification of a 'system,' which is
the region of particular interest, and its 'surroundings,' which are represented by conditions
imposed at the boundary of the 'system.' General procedures for choosing boundary
conditions at surfaces at which no phase boundary exists, i.e. 'synthetic' boundaries, seem
to be lacking. Drawing on the example of immiscible displacement of oil by water in a one-
dimensional, semi-infinite porous medium, we compare four types of synthetic downstream

boundary conditions m Dirichlet (first kind), Neumann (second kind), Robin (third kind),
mad what is in essence none -- to find which is the most efficient when predictions are to
be computed from the solution of the governing equation set. The Robin-type condition
proves best: it gives the most accurate solution at fixed cost or, alternatively, requires
the least work to achieve a given accuracy. To represent faithfully the physics of the
situation, the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions must be imposed farther downstream of
the region of interest than the Robin condition. In addition, we explore the behavior of a
'pseudo.boundary condition,' which is in fact not a proper boundary condition at all, but
discretization and truncation errors mask its redundant nature and allow it to perform
well in cases where there is little upstream signalling. Although our findings are drawn
from the displacement problem, they are more broadly applicable to analysis of transport
phenomena.

Introduction

The analysis of continuous-flow situations requires the definition of a region of partic-
ular interest, which is commonly termed 'the system,' and the remainder of the universe,
which is traditionally called 'the surroundings.' Equations of change that describe the be-
havior of the system derive from laws of conservation of mass, momentum, energy, charge,
and so forth and equally from constitutive relations that represent material behavior. A
boundary, i.e. an idealization that consists of a closed mathematical surface, defines the
region or domain of interest by separating it from the rest of the universe. Boundary
conditions must both single out a particular solution of the equations of change within the
system and, more importantly, express accurately the interaction between the system and
its surroundings.

In some simple cases, the solutions of the equations of change of a particular sys-
tem can be written in terms of standard ma.thematical fui_ctions. These systems usually
have regular domains, e.g. of rectangular, cylindrical, spherical, or other symmetry, and
transport coefficients that do not vary with location. Moreover, they usually are not com-
plicated by nonlinear coupling of the transport of one quantity, e.g. heat, with the transport
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of another, e.g. momentum. Digital computers now enable the study of systems of greater
complexity that are described by equations that do not have Closed-form solutions so far
as is known or expected. Two schemes of computer-aided analysis in wide use are finite
difference approximation and Galerkin's method with finite element basis functions.

Even though all real continuous-flow situations are finite, the current tools of
computer-aided analysis usually limit the size of the region that we can study in detail.
To mark t]_e region of interest where there are no phase boundaries, so-called 'synthetic
boundaries' are often drawn. How to select the most efficient boundary conditions at
surfaces that do not coincide with phase boundaries is a vital, and largely uncodified,
issue.

In an earlier paper (Novy et al., 1990), we explored this issue in the context of the
transport of a chemical species in a continuous-flow reactor, i.e. the celebrated problem
of Danckwerts (1953), who ignited debate by suggesting the outflow boundary conditions
that now bear his name (see especially Wehner and Wilhelm, 1956; Pearson, 1959; and
Bischoff, 1960, 1961). We concluded that the lengths of finite entrance and exit sections
that abut a reactor can have an impact on predictions of reactor behavior: for example,

using the solution of Danckwerts (or, equivalently, of Wehner end Wilhelm) to predict
reactant conversion at steady state in a perfectly-mixed reactor equal in length to its
entrance section leads to an error of over 15%. Also, we proposed and tested two boundary

conditions for the synthetic boundary at the downstream end of the exi_ section, namely

ins_an_ mixing and ins_an_ removal, which bracket the range of concentration gradients
that may be imposed in the transient situation.

The goal of this paper is to compare four types of synthetic boundary conditions
Dirichlet (first kind), Neumann (second kind), Robin (third kind), and what is in essence
none -- and to find which yields the most accurate solution at a given computational
cost. A Dirichlet condition sets the value of the unknown function itself, whereas a Neu-

mann condition sets the gradient of the function in a direction normal to the boundary.
Named after the 19th century French mathematician Gustave Robin, whose researches
included distribution of electrostatic potential in unbounded regions (Robin, 1886), the
Robin boundary condition sets the value of a combination of the unknown function and its
normal gradient that is linear in the unknown function (e.g. Iordanidis, 1973). A Robin-
type condition on temperature arises in the transport of heat across the interface between
a solid and a moving fluid: at tim solid/fluid boundary, the conductive flux of heat in the
solid, which is proportional to the gradient of temperature in the solid, must equal the
convective flux of heat in the fluid, which, irotn Newton's law of cooling, is proportional

to the difference between the temperature at the boundary and the ambient temperature
of the fluid. In his celebrated treatise on the transport of heat, Fourier (1822)' equated
these fluxes and may have been the first to derive a boundary condition of the third kind.

In i°act, hydrogeologists, among others, name the boundary condition of the third kind in
honor of Fourier, not Robin (de Marsily, 1986).
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The context here is imrrtiscible displacement of oil by water in a one-dimensional
porous medium that is long enough to be considered semi-infinite and thus requires a
synthetic boundary downstream. The particular equation set that we study has a closed-
form solution (Fokas and Yortsos, 1982; Yortsos and Fokas, 1983), which makes comparison
easy. In addition to comparing synthetic boundary conditions in the case of a flow with
planar symmetry, we propose Robin boundary conditions that are suita;_le for cylindrically
and spherically symmetric flows. Although we draw on the exarnple of two-phase flow in
porous media, the partial analogies among transport of mass, heat, momentum, and charge
make our findings more broadly applicable.

Theory

Two partial differential equations that axe often used to describe two-phase flow in a
porous medium can be derived from the equation of continuity of each phase i

¢OSi
-V.qi (1)

and thelinearconstitutiveequationcalledDarcy'slaw,which relatesthesuperficialflow
velocityqi and thegradientofthepressurePi ofphase i:

kk,i
qi=-_ VPi • (2)

pi

¢ is the porosity or void fraction of the bulk medium, Si is the saturation or fractional
void volume of phase i, t is time, k is the absolute permeability of the medium, kri(Si) is
the relative permeability of phase i, and tt is viscosity. In this paper, the two phases can
be thought of as oil (o) and water (w) in a porous medium that is preferentially wet by
water.

Substituting Darcy's law of each phase into its respective continuity equation and
then both subtracting and adding the results give a pair of partial differential equations.

Defining the capillary pressure Pc(Sw) -_ Po - Pw, the average pressure Pa - _
and the units of length, time, and pressure such that

v =Cav/k v" (3)

¢ _ r (4)
t=-- qCa

P =- aX/-_ P* (5)

where Ca is the capillary number qpw/¢a, q is tile total superficial flow velocity (qo + qw),
a is the oil-water interfacial tension, and the asterisk denotes non-dimensional quantities,
yields the final equations to be solved for the saturation of water S - Sw and the average
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pressure Pa*:'

_-V*.[(Mk_o+k,_,)_P:v's] = -2°sV*. [(Mk,o- krw)V'P*] + 2 "-_ Or (6)

V*. [(Mkro + krw)V'P*] +Iv'' [(Mkro + k'`w)dR* V'S] = 0 (7)

M is the viscosity ratio #_/#o. We use M = 1.1 in all of our examples. Equations (6) and

(7) are usually called the saturation equation and the pressure equation. Peaceman (1977)
gives derivations of these equations and alternative forms, including the so-called 'velocity
formulation,' which we use below.

Our choices of relative permeabilities k'`i(S) and capillary pressure P2(S) are those
that are necessary in order for Eqs. (6) and (7) to have the closed-form solution derived
by Yortsos and Fokas (1983). The ratio of the relative permeabilities must obey

' k_(s) = s- s_ (s)
k_o(S) _- So_-s

where So'` and Swr are the residual saturations of oil and water in the porous medium.
In general, Sw'` _<S _<1 - So'`. We use the values So'` = 0.15 and Sw'` = 0.0375 in all of
our examples. In one simple case, Eq. (8) implies linear relative permeabilities, which are
unrealistic but adequate for our purposes here. Integration of the derivative of capillary

pressure dP*/dS used by Yortsos and Fokas gives, to an additive constant C,

(M- 1)2 (M- 1)3
P:(S)+ c = __ So_- s_ en[_- So_- s]- M(_- So_- S_)x

x e_M(_- So_' S),+S- S.,_I (M - _)_M- 1 - M(1 -So,.- Su, r) en[S- Sw,.] , (9)i

The value of C is irrelevant here, for only the derivative of Pc*(S) appears in the set of

governing equations. Figure 1 depicts the capillary pressure curve with C = O, Swr =
0.0375, Sot = 0.15, and M = 1.1.

Figure 2a shows our region of interest. To displace oil, water is injected through an
open face into a homogeneous, isotropic porous medium of great extent. We are interested
in computing accurately and efficiently the evolution of the profiles of saturation and
average pressure.

Equations (6) and (7) require two boundary conditions each in S and P_ and an initial
saturation profile. Choosing the boundary conditions at the injection face is straightfor-
ward..At this face, only water is flowing, i.e. qw/q = 1. This implies that the gradient

of pressure in the oil is zero at the injection face. Using this fact, one can deduce from
Darcy's law (Eq. 2) for water and from the definition of capillary pressure the following
condition on saturation:

v*s(0,_)= k,.wdS (_0)
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Figure 1. Capillary pressure curve of Yortsos and Fokas with Stor = 0.0375, Sot = 0.15,
M = 1.1, and additive constant C = 0.

The boundary condition on average pressure derives similarly from D_rcy's law for water
and the definition of average pressure:

1

V'P:(O,r)= 2k w " (11)
Selecting two more boundary conditions is not as easy. The medium can be regarded
as semi-infinite, because the downstream boundary is distant. Yet we do not have the

" resources to study the entire domain' a synthetic boundary is needed downstream. Because
. only the gradient of average pressure appears in Eqs. (6) and (7), a pressure datum must

be set. This is done at the synthetic boundary:

P_*(_s, r) = 0 . (12)

Equation (12) acts as a Dirichlet boundary condition on average pressure.

A second boundary condition on S is needed. Table 1 lists three types of conditions
that can be chosen at a synthetic boundary. Systematic comparisons of the effects of these
boundary conditions on computed solutions are few. Bixler (1982), in his research on
slot and knife coating flows, con .'.,_ded that a Robin-type boundary condition provides the
greatest accuracy per unit computational cost. Basaran (1984) reached the same conclusion
in his study of the statics and stability of charged drops. In general, the synthetic boundary
must be placed farther downstream with' the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions than with
the Robin condition. The constant of proportionality K of the Robin condition and an

estimate of where to locate the synthetic boundary can often be obtained by solving the
governing equation set in the asymptotic regime far downstream.

Instead of using Eqs. (6) and (7) for this purpose, we employed the boundary condition
obtained from the so-called velocity formulation of this problem, which has convective and
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Table 1. Three Types of Synthetic Boundary Conditions

TYP E CO ND ITI O N M EANIN G
AT THE SYNTHETIC BOUNDARY...

DIRICHLET 5" = Soo S has reached its asymptotic value
i

NEUMANN 0__ss= 0 S has attained ,_ome final state downstream0_

ROBIN o.._s= K(S- S_) S tends to Sc¢ at the asymptotic rate....... a_

dispersive terms familiar to engineers. A different combination of the equation of continuity
and Darcy's law of each phase yields in dimensional form

OS OS O [D(S) _xSl (13)¢ _+qf(S) _=

where

d/ __ d krw ]f'(S) =_dS - dS Mkro + krw j (14)

is the derivative of the fractional flow of water f and

k Mk_ok_w dP_
D(S) = (15)

#_ M k_o + k_w dS

is the capillary dispersion coefficient. Evaluating the saturation-dependent functions at
the value of saturation far downstream, i.e. Soo, gives the linear equation

02S
OS OS = D(Soo) (16)¢ -_ + qf'(Sm)-_x

which is to be solved with the single condition

s(oo,t,)= soo (17)

Defining a, translating coordinate X -_ x -qf'(Soo)t/¢ leads to the dispersion equation

OS 02S

¢ 0--[,= D(Soo) OX 2 __,

which carl be solved, with the single boundary condition (17) [using til(: combination of
variables X/v/4D(So_)t/¢ (Carslaw and ,Jaeger, 1959)] to rela.te S and its gradient at
locations far downstream of regions of change:

OS exp [ -jx-q]'(S°°)t/¢)! ]v/4D(Soo)t/¢

c)_---: v/TrD(Soo)f/¢ ×is- Soo].
L -- " 'V4D(S_)t/¢J
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In terms of the units of length, time, and pressure given in E.qs. (3)-(5), the non-dimensional
form of Eq. (19a) is

OS exp V,4D.(Soo)_
-- = - × [S-Soo] (19b)

0_ %/_D*(Soo)r erfc[ v/4b.(S_c)4]_-/.'(s_),Y

where the non-dimensional capillary dispersion coefficient is

Mk,.ok,._, dP_ (20)
D*(S)- -MKro + krw d--S "

Equation (19) is a Robin-type condition that can be used at a downstream synthetic
boundary. Manipulating Eqs. (6) and (7) gives the same result, but only after several more
steps.

An appropriate location of the synthetic boundary canbe obtained from Eq. (19a).
The constant of proportionality in Eq. (19a) is insensitive to moving the boundary farther
downstream if the argument of the complementary error function is larger than some
number H, for which 3 or 4 is typically suitable. Smiler values of H yield boundaries
that are too close to the region of change for the asymptotic solution to be adequate there,
and larger values of H increase the extent of the domain beyond the size necessary for
accurate and efficient computation. A justifiable location x s of the downstream synthetic
boundary is thus

xs = qf'(S_o)t/¢ + gx/-4D(Soo)t/¢ (2la)

or, in non-dimensional form,

(s = f'(Soo)r + HV/4D*(Soo)r (21b)

The terms on the right side axe the contributions of convection and dispersion, respectively,
to the motion of the advancing region of change. In this sense, H weighs the influence
of dispersion on _s. As r increases, the downstream synthetic boundary must be moved
farther downstream in order to retain the sarhe level of accuracy at all r. The position of
the synthetic boundary can be advanced in time according to Eq. (21), but in our solutions
we set _s to its value at the maximum time desired.

Equation (19) is a Robin boundary condition that is appropriate to one-dimensional
planar flow, such as accompanies uniform injection of fluid into a porous medium through
an open face (see Figure 2a). Another common flow pattern, injection through a well
(Figure 2b), is cylindrically symmetric. A third, less common, flow scheme is injection
through a point (Figure 2c), which is spherically symmetric. Table 2 lists the dimensional

convection-dispersion equations that are valid far downstream of the region of greatest
change in the cases of flows with planar, cylindrical, and spherical symmetries.
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To our knowledge, only the planar case admits a closed-form solution, and so allows us
to write both a Robin boundary condition and an estimate of the location of the synthetic
boundary. Under certain conditions, however, the influence of convection relative to that
of dispersion can be ignored far downstream.

In the case of planar flow, the convection-dispersion equation (13) can be written

OS qf'(S_¢) 0S D(S_¢) 02S
¢ _- + = (22)zs OX z_ OX2

where X is distance measured in units of xs, i.e. the length of the domain of interest.
Should OS/i:3X and 0 2S/OX 2 be of the same order of magnitude, the criterion of negligible
convection would be

qf'(Soc)xs
<< 1 . (23)

D(Soo)

The non-dimensional group is a Peclet number. This criterion, however, conflicts with
the idea that moving the synthetic boundary farther downstream (increasing xs) should
improve both the validity of the boundary condition there and thus the quality of the
solution in the region of interest. Increasing xs leads to a violation of (23), whatever the
values of q, f'(S_o), and D(Soc). Convection cannot be neglected far downstream if it is
important in the region of interest. Fortunately, we can solve the convection-dispersion
equation and thus derive a Robin boundary condition that includes convection in the case
of planar flow.

In the cases of cylindrically and spherically symmetric flows, in which w and r denote
' radial distance, the velocity of flow falls as wand r 2 respectively, and there are useful crite-

ria of negligible convection. The convection-dispersion equation in the case of cylindrically
symmetric flow (see Table 2) can be written

OS Q f'(Soc) 10S D(Soo) 1 0 [ OS]¢ -_ + 2zrh W2s Z cgz - W2s X OX X _X (24)

where ),' is distance measured in units of ws. Should the gradient and Laplacian of S be
of the same order of magnitude, the criterion of negligible convection would be

Q
1 >> D(Soc) 2_h (25)

which is independent of the location of the synthetic boundary. Following the same pro-
cedure in the case of spherically symmetric flow gives the criterion

Q
rs >> . (26)

- D(So_) 47r

Here, moving the synthetic boundary farther downstream eventually allows a convection-
free description regardless of the values of Q, f'(Soc), and D(Sw). Table 3 summarizes the
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Table 3. Criteria of Negligible Convection in Regions Far Downstream

SYMMETRY ..............
CRITERION

OF FLOW

1 q/'(Soo)(_)>> D('S_ )
PLANAR

q -- Total velocity of flow

f'(s_) .9_
1 >> m(s_¢) 2,_h

CYLINDRICAL

Q - Volumetric rate of injection
h - Thickness of medium

f'(s_)
SPHERICAL rs >> D(S£)

(:_) Violates the principle that enlarging the region of interest should
improve the validity of a boundary condition derived from the situation
far downstream. Use boundary condition of Table 2.

conditions under which the dispersion equation adequately describes transport in regions
far downstream.

Where the influence of convection is slight in the cases of cylindrically and spherically
symmetric flows, we can solve the dispersion equation to derive a Robin boundary condi-
tion. Table 4 gives (in dimensional form) the dispersion equation in the simple geometries
and the associated Robin boundary conditions, which follow from solving the dispersion
equation with combination of variables and applying the downstream condition (17).

One remaining issue is where to locate the synthetic boundary in cases where disper-
sion dominates convection far downstream. To get an idea of where to place the synthetic
boundary at any particular time t, we superpose the distances that convection and disper-
sion carry the region of change. In the case of cylindrically symmetric flow, the argument
in the Robin boundary condition that results from the dispersion equation (see Table 4),
i.e.

= x/4D(Soo)t/¢ (27)

becomes

w - Qf'(Soo)t/(27r hew)

, = x/4D(Soo)t/¢ (28)
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Following the reasoning that precedes Eq. (21), setting v = H and solving the quadratic
equation given in Table 4, which has one positive root, yields w s. Similarly, superposing
convection and dispersion in the case of spherically symmetric flow yields

r - Qf'(Soo)t/(4_rCr 2) (29)
= _/4P(Soo)t/¢ "

Setting _ = H and solving the cubic equation given in Table 4, which has one real root in
cases of physically meaningful coefficients, gives rs.

Although we report Robin boundary conditions in the cases of flows with planar,
cylindrical, and spherical symmetries, our comparison of boundary conditions is restricted
in this paper to planar flows. We believe that our conclusions apply equally well to cylin-
drically and spherically symmetric flows.

Specification of an initial saturation profile completes the problem statement. One
choice is a medium filled uniformly with oil, but resolving accurately the development of
the saturation front near the injection face at small times would require special considera-
tions that are not of interest here. Fortunately, Fokas and Yortsos (1982) and Yortsos and
Fokas (1983) reported a closed-form solution to a one-dimensional, semi-infinite, immiscible
displacement for particular but realistic relative permeability and capillary pressure func-
tions. We use their solution not only to facilitate the comparison of our computer-aided
solutions, but also to generate initial saturation profiles.

Equations (6) and (7) and their associated initial and boundary conditions we solved
using Galerkin's method with piecewise quadratic finite element basis functions and the
time integration scheme of Gresho, Lee, and Sani (1980). Most details of the solution
technique are not crucial to this paper, but Strang and Fix (1973) explain well the math-
ematical basis of Galerkin's finite element method, and Zienkiewicz (1977), among others,
describes its use.

One detail of the solution method that i_ important is that the Dirichlet-type boundary
condition on P* at the synthetic boundary is enforced by replacing the pressure equation
(Eq. 7) there by Eq. (12). The discarded information that the pressure equation represents
(viz. incompressibility) can be used to write a 'pseudo-boundary condition' on S at the
synthetic boundary:

V*S = _ 1 + (Mk_o + ]<_,.w)V*P* (30)
!(Mk,.o - kr,,)dP*/dS2

This is riot a proper boundary condition because it provides no new constraint to
single out a particular solution from a family of general solutions. The condition of incom-
pressibility is used already at the injection face in the form of Eq. (11). In spite of this
objection, however, we report below that enforcing this pseudo-boundary condition at the

synthetic boundary aometimes works. Setting U*S with Eq. (30) is in essence solving the
: pr(,blem minus one boundary condition.
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Results and Discussion

The first set of results compares the solutions with Dirichlet, Neumann, and Robin
boundary col;ditions (see Table 1) in 12 cases that pair 4 different capillary numbers Ca
and 3 different positions of the synthetic boundary as set with the parameter H through
Eq. (21b). The capillmy number measures the relative strengths of convection and dis-
persion; lower capillary numbers imply weaker convection or stronger dispersion and more
upstream signalling (elliptic character). Thus, we expect the influence of the condition at
the synthetic boundary to extend farther upstream the smaller the value of Ca. We do not
report the solutions of average pressure, because they do not alter the conclusions drawn
from the saturation profiles alone. Also, at a given capillary number, the size of each finite
element, and thus the discretization error of the solution, are the same among cases of
different domain lengths.

Figure 3 shows the computed saturation profiles and closed-form solutions of al(l cases
of Ca and H. Profiles in cases of higher capillary numbers have steeper gradients. In
Figure 3(d), a solution satisfying a Dirichlet condition was beyond reach: the adaptively-
sized time step became too small for the solution at t = 12 hr to be attained with a
reasonable amount of computational effort. This is symptomatic of solutions that vary
irregularly from one time level to the next. in all cases, moving the synthetic boundary
farther downstream gave more accurate solutions because whatever asymptotic behavior
sets the boundary condition becomes more realistic. Larger domains entail greater costs,
however, because more basis functions are needed to obtain a solution of given accuracy on
an enlarged domain. The Dirichlet condition is unrealistic on the smaller domains because
tt_e region of change reaches the boundary, and the Robin condition appears to be superior
to the Neumann condition.

Figures 4 and 5, which are plots of relative error along the domain, show that the
Robin condition is most accurate. Visible are node-to-node oscillations, or 'wiggles,' in
the convection-dominated case of Ca = 10 -6. Wiggles are caused by an inadequate dis-
cretization (Gresho and Lee, 19S1), which is more likely should an inappropriate boundary
condition, such as the Dirichlet or even the Neumann, demand the formation of a boundary
layer, or end layer, upstream of the outflow boundary. The minor, longer-range oscillations
apparent in Figure 5(a,b,e,f,i,j) result from trying to resolve abrupt changes in saturation
with the levels of discI_tization used. An adaptive discretization scheme, such as that of
Benner et al. (1987) or, more recently, Yeckel and Scriven (1990)_ would concentrate nodes
to resolve bet*er these sharp changes. Clearly, the Robin boundary condition provides the
most accurate solution at a given cost.

The second set of results compares the solutions with the Robin and 'pseudo' boundary
conditions (Eqs. 19 and 30) in the two extreme cases of capillary number, i.e. Ca = 10-6
and 10-9, and a single position of the synthetic boundary. Figure 6 shows the saturation
py_zfiles. Both boundary conditions provide good solutions in the convection-dominated
ca_.:'., even allowing _he region of change to pass through the boundary with little error
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the mark of the ideal synthetic boundary condition, The pseudo condition gives sligt{tly
more accurate solutions than the Robin condition (see curves at t -" 10 ht), in the
dispersion-dominated case, however, the solution with the pseudo condition drifts off course
badly; the Robin condition is inappropriate too, but this is to be expected in the light of
the value of H that corresponds to this position of the boundary (H = -0,6),

Figure 7, which depicts the hiatory of the relative error at the boundary, is a better
indicator, In the convection-dominated case, the pseudo condition performs very well, but
the kink just after t = 9 hr contrasts with tile smooth behavior of the Robin condition,
Trouble with the pseudo condition is clear in Figure 7(b), the dispersion-dominated case,
Just past t = 100 br, the quality of its solution decays abruptly,

The behavior of the pseudo boundary condition follows from its not being, in fact,
a proper boundary condition at all; that is, it leaves the equations with an infinity of
solutions, This condition works to a degree because discretization and truncation errors
are large enough to mask its redundancy. A symptom of the basic singularity, however, is
the poor rate of convergence of the Newton iteration process used to solve the non-linear
algebr_fic equations produced by the Galerkin finite element method, In work not shown
here, we successively refined the discretization near the synthetic boundary, reducing the
discretization error there, and the convergence of the Newton iterations and the quality of
the solutions decayed _ behavior opposite that of a well-posed problem.

Ca = I0-8 Ca = I0-_
_o.o2, , , , ..... , o.3 , , ,

11") I lbl w s_

0.01- /_RO61N . / ,,,0.2 . ",

g,,-.,\ .....  uDo
0 m_............%..... f'"

-o.o1 o.1 :-0,02

I_ -0.03 J -_ J -0,! " l I I
6 8 10 12 14 0 50 100 t50 200

TIME, hr TIME, i_r

Figure 7, History of relative error (S-S_to.,_d lo_.,)/S_lo,_.d fo.m at the synthetic I)(.md-
ary with the Robin and 'pseudo' boundary conditions.

The pseudo boundary condition perfl)rrns better for convection-dominated flows be-
cause its influence does not extend far upstream. The character of the solution upstream
of Lhc boundary asserts itself and keeps the entire solution near the desired branch, in

contrast, the entire t)rofiles of the dispersion-dominated case are largely controlled by the
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downstream boundary condition, and when the solution strays from the proper course,
there is little influence from upstream to restore it'.

Although the pseudo boundary condition can give smaller errors than the Robin

boundary condition, it is more expensive comp!.,,tationally because of the poor rate of con-
vergence of the Newton iterations. Even if cog,,:were not a concern, the unpredictability of
this boundary condition disqualifies it. Thus, our conclusion is that the Robin boundary
condition is the best of those considered here for getting the most accurate solution at fixed
cost. We infer that the Robin condition would also provide at the lowest costa solution
of desired accuracy.

Conclusions

An accurate mathematical description of any system depends on realistic boundary
conditions, which describe the interaction of that system and its surroundings. The se-
lection of boundary conditions in continuous-flow situations is often difficult because the
boundaries of finite computational domains do not coincide With phase boundaries, and
are thus synthetic.

Using the example of two-phase flow in a one-dimensional, semi-infinite porous
medium, we have compared solutions that each satisfies one of four types of synthetic
boundary conditions: Dirichlet (first kind), Neumann (second kind), Robin (third kind),
and 'pseudo,' which is in essence none. The Robin boundary condition gives the most
accurate solution at fixed computational cost, and, we believe, the lowest cost at fixed

accuracy. Dirichlet and Neumann conditions require larger domains and are more apt
to produce wiggles in solutions with little upstream signalling by creating non-physical
boundary layers that may not be resolvable by the discretization adopted. The pseudo
boundary condition provides satisfying results in systems with little upstream signalling,
allowing fronts to pass through the synthetic boundary, but its redundant nature inhibits
the convergence of the Newton iterations, which increases computational costs. The lack
of reliability of the pseudo boundary condition makes it a poor choice in any event.

Although we examined the particular case of two-phase flow in porous media, our
findings surely relate to a variety of situations in mass, heat, and momentum transport.
We believe that Robin-type boundary conditions deserve more widespread use.
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DIRECT IMAGING OF SURFACTANT MICELLES, VESICLES, DISCS
AND RIPPLE PHASE STRUCTURES BY CRYO-TRANSMISSION

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Synopsis

Surfactant microstructures in dilute aqueous solutions and dispersions- globular,
swollen and cylindrical or wormlike micelles, discoid and ripple phase structures, and uni-
and multi-lamellar vesicles -- can be seen at high resolution by cryo-transmission elec-
tron microscopy (cryo-TEM) of thin vitrified sample films. Sample films are prepared
within a c!:;_xaber where temperature and chemical activities of the surrounding vapor are
controlled, thereby prevhnting evaporation and temperature changes that could alter the
microstructure in the labile systems. The thin liquid films are quenched by rapidly plung-
ing them into liquid ethane. The resulting vitrified samples are mounted into a cold-stage
and transferred into a TEM for direct observation. Monophasic solutions of cetyltrimethy-
lammonium bromide (CTAB) show globular micelles that swell with added toluene or
styrene to form swollen micelles. Wormlike micelles form in CTAB-NaBr solutions. Dilute

mixtures of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) aud diheptanoylphosphatidylcholine
(DHPC) show discoid structures above the main transition temperature of DPPC and A
and A/2 ripple structures of the PO' phase at temperatures below the main transition
temperature. A new model is proposed for the A structure and the ripple structures
are shown to exist as single bilayers. Biphasic dispersions of sodium 4-(l'-heptylnonyl)-
benzenesulfonate (SHBS) show spheroidal and tubular vesicles, and complex encapsulated
vesicles and coiled tubules. Vesicle-like microstructures of SHBS persist at 90°C. At the
relatively low SHBS concentrations studied there is no evidence of the constant spacing
characteristic of the lamellar phase at higher concentrations, suggesting that the structures
observed may result from unbinding fluctuations that disrupt lamellar phases.

Introduction

Surfactants in dilute aq_teous solutions and in dispersions assemble into a variety of mi-
crostructures: micelles, microemulsions, vesicles and liquid crystalline structures. These
microstructures are characterized by sheet-like surfactant regions (a few nanometers in
thickness) across which composition changes rapidly. Such systems are of biological and
technological importance, e.g., in detergency, drug delivery, catalysis, enhanced oil re-
covery, ultrafiltration, and nanoscale particle production. The macroscopic properties
rheology, surface tension and conductivity -- of these systems depend markedly on the
way the surfactant is organized in three dimensions. The microstructures are often diffi-
cult to elucidate because of size, composition, etc. Conventional techniques like radiation
scattering, although useful, provide indirect evidence of microstructures and to interpret
the results requires a model.
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Figure 1. Schematic oil-water-surfactant phase diagram with artistic models of microstruc-
tures depicted. (Redrawn fl'om Davis et al.1987 with two added models).
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Figure 1 is an idealized ternary phase diagram in which are illustrated severs

the equilibrium fluid microstructures that have been identified in solutions of surfactl

with water and/or oil. Solutions of globular, or "spherical," and tubular, or "cylindri(

micelles and of their inverted analogs are well documented, as are lyotropic liquid crystal

phases with lamellar, hexagonal and cubic symmetries. However, the local shapes of

sheet-like zones the aggregated surfactant forms and the role and importance of molec

fluctuations and bending and stretching motions of the sheet-like zones in micellar solut
and liquid crystals are unsettled issues that are the subjects of much current researcl_

Davis et al.1987). Here we describe how microstructures whose morphological scales

the range from the local curvature of the surfactant sheet-like zones in equilibrium mic_

microemulsions and non-equilibrium vesicles to the supramolecular organization oft
assemblies irl liquid and cubic crystalline phases, as well as the structural transitions

occur between diffe,rent microstructured states, can be imaged directly by means of rec¢

developed electron microscopy techniques.

Transmission electron microscopy is an attractive way to study rnicrost, ructure_

cause it directly produces images a.t high resolution. However, surfactant microstruc_

cannot be e_:_sily imaged with TEM because: 1) the high vapor pressures of the surfa_.

solutions make them incompatible with the low pressures (< 10 -6 torr) in TEM; 2).

trons induce chemical reactions in surfactant solutions that can change microstructuret
3) often there is insufl-icient contrast between the microstructures themselves and tl,eii-

roundings. Various sample preparation techniques, e.g., chemical fixation, stainingJ

drying have been used to overcome these problems, but each technique has introdt

new problems, e.g., microstructural rearrangement due to composition changes, leag
of membrane components, drying stresses, etc. Sample preparation affects the structtf

the sample, often radically enough to obscure the original microstructure. A new sm

preparation, technique that solidifies the sample so quickly as to vitrify, rather than cry

lize, liquid water has overcome many of these limitations, and opened a window on d,

high resolution images of virtually the original microstructure of surfactant systems.

_r'wo important advances have been made. The first is the ability to cool belo_e

glass transition temperature of the sample at atmospheric pressure so quickly that cr!s

do not form. This is achieved by plunging thin films of water or other liquid or semi-ld

materials into cryogens like liquid ethane or propane at their freezing point (Adrift

a/.1984). The cooling rate is so fast (104 to 105 K/sec; Costello et al. 1982) that-

tor vitrifies, i.e., water molecules do not rearrange into a crystalline form as they xd

at slower cooling rates. Vitrification of water is an important indicator of microt-

tural integrity. If water molecules do not rearrange appreciably during cooling, then }r

molecules like surfactants and supramolecular aggregates like micelles are not likely tr.r-

range appreciably. Vitrification avoids the artifacts of crystallization, diffraction cont,

and excessive radiation damage seen in micrographs of CTAB micellcs reported re(y

by Ness and Moth (1988), and allows a better view of the sizes, shapes and connecy

of the microstructures. This fast-freezing, cryo-TEM technique was used by Dub_t

et al.(1984) to study droplet, packing in water-diluted samI)les of so-.called glass-folg
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microemulsions, and by Talmon (1986) to study microstructures in surfactant dispersions.
The latter found, however, that preparing thin films of sample in the open air subjected
them unavoidably to evaporation and temperature change, which induced artifacts m mi-
crostructure not present in the original liqu!d.

The second advance is the means for preparing the thin films in an environmental
chamber where they can be kept at the controlled temperature and chemical activities of
the surrounding vapor until a few milliseconds before they are vitrified (Bellare et a/.1986a,
1988; Bellare 1988). In this way artifacts caused by temperature or concentration changes
can be prevented, as demonstrated in studies of vesicles, spherical and cylindrical micelles,
and hexagonal liquid and cubic crystals (Bellare et a/.1986a&b, Burns and Talmon 1987,
Vinson 1988, Vinson e_ al.1989, Siegel et al.1989).

The results of the cryo-TEM study of surfactant microstructures in aqueous disper-
' sions and solutions we report here illustrate the current capability of cryo-TEM. Sections

2 and 3 describe the sample preparation and systems studied. Section 4 presents a series
of micrographs of vesicles and globular, cylindrical, and swollen miceUes showing some
structures that have never been seen previously.

Sample preparation

Samples were prepared in the controlled environment vitrification system, or CEVS
(Figures 2, 3), which is described in detail elsewhere (Bellare e¢ a/.1988). In the CEVS,
temperature was controlled to within :t= 0.1°C by controlling the current to a 600 Watt
halogen-quartz lamp. An insulated reservoir mounted on the outside rear wall of the CEVS

could be charged with refrigerant if a heat sink was required. The chemical activities of
the vapor were controlled by saturating the chamber with the volatile components present
in the sample. This was accomplished either with porous sponges extending upward from
liquid reservoirs or with a sparger system. The air inside the chamber was recirculated
across the sponges or through the sparger to reduce temperature and composition gradients
in the vapor.

In the studies reported here, thin films of sample were formed by placing a drop of the
liquid on a holey polymer support film which had been coated with carbon and mounted
on the surface of a standard TEM grid (Vinson 1987). The drop was blotted with filter
paper so that thin (< 1 #m) fihns of the sample remained, and these spanned the holes in

the support film. The entire assembly was then vitrified by rapidly plunging it through a
synchronous shutter at the bottom of the environmental chamber and into liquid ethane
situated immediately beneath.

The vitrified samples were examined in a JEOL 100CX analytical electron microscope,
operated at 100 kV in the conventional TEM mode. To do this they were transferred from
liquid ethane to liquid nitrogen, in which they were then transported, and mounted onto a
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Figure 2 . The controlled environment vitrification system (CEVS) used to prepare sam-
ples for cryo-transmission electron microscopy. Parts of the system are'labelled
as follows: (A) environmental chamber; (B) cryogen reservoir; (C) stereomicro-
scope; (D ) illuminator; (E)double-cable release; (F)digital thermometer; (G)
temperature controller; and (H) meter to displa,y relative hunfidity measured by
a sensor located in the environmentM chamber.
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modified JEOL EM-Specimer_ Cooling Holder using a cold..stage transfer module (Perlov
et al.1983). The sample holder temperature was mainta,ined below-165°C during imaging.
hnages were recorded on Kodak SO-163 fihn and developed in Kodak D-19 developer
(undiluted) for 12 rain. Images were recorded at 3.9 #m underfocus of the microscope
objective lens to provide pha.se contrast, which is mainly responsible for gradients of optical
density in the images. Images were recorded at 20,000-33,000x(iS%) and further enlarged
threefold to tenfold when printed. Prints were made on Agfa Brovira Speed paper of
contrast grades 3 to 5. Unsharp masking, a form of background subtraction to compensate
for the relatively narrow dynamic range of printing papers (Guettler et al.1987), was used
to print negatives that had a large range of optical densities.

Systems studied

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, or CTAB, was obtained from Fluka (Ronkonkoma,
NY) and used without further purification. Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and
diheptanoylphosphatidylcholine (DHPC) were obtained from Ava_lti Polar Lipids, Inc.
(Birmingham, AL). Dry mixtures of the lipids were prepared by removing the organic
solvent (chloroform) under a stream of nitrogen gas followed by evacuation to 50 pm Hg
for 12 hours. Sodium 4-(l'-heptylnonyl)benzenesulfonate, or SHBS, was synthesized at
the University of Texas, Austin by Dr. W. H. Wade and purified as described by Franses
(1979). The surfactants were dissolved or dispersed in distilled water further purified
by ion-exchange. Solutions and dispersions were made by pouring water into weighed
quantities of surfactants, and repeatedly inverting the container by hand al, 0.5 Hz for
about 10 minutes. Swollen micelles were prepared by adding the swelling agent (.toluene
or styrene) to the surfactant solution and stirring for 10 h on a magrletic stirrer rotating
at about 2 Hz.

Cryo-TEM samples of monophasic CTAB solutions at temt)eratllres ranging ft'ore 24
to 26°C were prepared at concentrations below (0.01 wI,%), at and above (1.0 wt%) the
critical micelle concentration range, or emc, which is about 0.036 wt% at 25°C (Ekwall et
al.1971). Micelles of CTAB (1 wt%) were swollen with toluene (0.4 wt%) and cryo-TEM
samples were prepared from the solution at 27°C. Swollen CTAB (1 wt,(){))micelles were also
formed by adding styrene (0.6 wt%) that contained 0.1 wt% azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN),
a polymerization initiator. Cryo-TEM samples were prepared at 27°C ft'ore solutions that
had not been exposed to ultraviolet irradiation and from solutions that had been exposed
to 254 nm ultraviolet irradiation for 1 hour. Cylindrical miceqlcs f(_rmed in C.TAB (0.37
wtr?;)-sodium bromide (3.0 wt%) solutions at, 35°C were examined. Aqueous mixt._lrcs of
the lipids were prepared a,t 20 mM DPPC (1.47 wt%) and 5 mM DHPC (10.24 wt%) and
examined at 45°C and 28°C. Aqueous dispersions of SHBS were examined at 2 wt% and

25°C, where the phase diagram (Franses et al.1980) shows the system to be biphasic, and
at 0.1 wt% and 90°C, where the pJmse diagram shows the system to be monophasic.
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Results and discussion

Contrast in unstained surfactant samples comes mainly from gradients in the phase
of electron waves traversing samples that have spatially varying electron-refractive indices,
The phase gradients arise because electrons are scattered by different amounts in different
parts of the sample. The objective lens of the microscope can be defocused to add a
contribution to the phase shift of the scattered electrons. This allows the microscopist
control over interference of scattered electrons with unscattered electrons,'which is the basis

of phase contrast. Because the phase shifts of the electrons also depend on the structure
from which they are scattered, some spatial frequencies are enhanced by the interference
while others are attenuated. A nominal defocus of 4 #m accentuates spatial frequencies
corresponding to about 5 nm, but attenuates spatial frequencies corresponding to smaller
real space distances. Therefore, this defocus is appropriate for imaging supramolecular
structures like micelles and bilayers that are typically 4-5 nm in diameter or thickness,
as computer simulations of phase contrast images indicate (Bellare 1988). In general, the
optimal defocus is determined by the object size or periodicity being imaged. Objects
containing a wide range of spacings may require several images to be taken at different
amounts of defocus.

Amplitude, or mass thickness, contrast is a second, but often negligible contribution
to the contrast of surfactant microstructures. Amplitude contrast arises when scattered
electrons are prevented from contributing to the image by the objective aperture. Regions
of the image from which more electrons are removed appear dark. Total electron scatter-
ing depends on the atomic numbers of the elements encountered and the sample thickness
traversed. Amplitude contrast from unstained surfactant microstructures is usually negli-
gible.because the regions of surfactant typically sampled by the electrons are small (a few
nanometers), and the majority of the elements (C, H, O) present in the microstructure do
not differ significantly in atomic number from the aqueous or oleic matrix.

Figure 4a is a micrograph of monophasic CTAB (0,01 wt%) solution below the emc. As
expected, inspection of Figure 4a shows no discernible microstructure within the vitrified
film. The surfactant is in molecular solution or submicellar aggregates which ca,l_n(_t b(:,
resolved. The structured appearance of the surrounding polymer film (seen mot( ._readily
in Figures 6, 10 and 11) is the result of electron-beam induced free radical reactions at
the polymer/vitreous ice interface (Talmon 1987). The dark round objects (mark(,d C in
Figure 4a) are crystalline ice formed from moisture that has condensed onto the surface of
the sample. The crystalline ice appears dark because the crystal planes diffract electrol_s
a,t angles large enough that the electrons are removed by the objective aperture and do not
contribute to the image. The ice crystal is surrounded by a bright fringe called a Fr(_snel
fringe. This fringe stems from interference between unscattered electrons and el(_ctr(ms
scattered from the discontinuity that exists at the periphery of the ice crystal wh(.r(' it
meets the vitreous ice, i.e., at the vacuum-ice crystal-vitreous ice line of contact. The
appearance and intensity of the fringe are determined by the defocus condition and the
local contact angle the ice crystal makes with the vitreous ice.
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Figure 4 (a). Monophasic solutions of CTAB (0.01 wt%) below the emc show no discernible
microstructure within the vitrified fihn (A) of solution spanning the hole in the

polymer support fihn (B). The dark spots (C) are surface contamination, (b)
(;TAB (0.03 wt%) solut.ions near the emc show a few st,ructures (A) that may
be micelles or sub-micellar structures. (c) CTAB (1.0 wt%) solut, ions above the

cmc show globular micelh:s (A) of 5-7 nm diameter. Chain-like structures tha, t

appear to ('omprise, sev_::ra,1splmrical micelles a,re infrequently seen (B). Aga,in,
contamination (C) can l_e s_,_n c_itthe sample surface.
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Figure 4b is of an aqueous CTAB (0,03 wt%) solution near the emc and shows a.
few miceUes 5-6 nm in diameter aim nlso smaller, possibly submicellar, aggregates, The
surfactant structures in this micr(_gra.l:>h,and also in Figures 5, 6, 10 and 11 are found near
t.he surrounding polynwr fihn, Surfac(_ tension makes tlle sample film, which si)aiis a hole
in the support film, take on a bicmlcaw; shape, The sample thicknes's near the center of a
hole can rnnge ft'ore sllbmicellar dimensions to hundreds of nanometers depending upon the
size of the hole in tlte polymer fihn and the amount of smnple that remains after Motting,
The thicklmss, which can be as much as a micrometer, is greatest near the edge of a hole,
The thickn_!.ss gradient can cause microstructures to segregate by size, Size-segregation is
commonly (>bserved when imaging larger vesic_tlar structures au in Figure 10, However,
micelles may be absent from the central portion of the biconcave sample fihn of micellar
solution ns a result of micellar partitioning driven by the fihn thickness dependence of the
disjoining potential.

Aqueous solutions containing 1 wt% CTAB are above the cmc and show globular,
t>erhaps spherical, micelles 5-7 nm in diameter as seen in Figure 4e, This is in agreement
with the hydrodynamic radius of 3.2 nm reported by Dorshow et al.(1982) ft'ore dynamic
light scattering at low ionic strengths and 25°C, The image is a two-dimensional projection
of a three-dimensional sample; therefore, the measured sizes can be affected by overlapping
projections from two or more micelles, Because the TEM has a large depth of field and the
sample thickness can be much greater than the dianmter of a micelle, the spacings between
micelles in the projected images are small. Figure 4c demonstrates that the micelles are
not confined to the edge of the biconcave film if the sample is sufficiently thick,

Figure 5a shows CTAB (1 wt%) micelles swollen with toluene (0.4 wt%). Diameters
of the swollen micelles measured from the micrographs range from 6-9 nra. The aggrega-
tion number of the micelles rises to accommodate the larger surface area of the swollen
micelle. Higher resolution images would provide better size estimates which can be used
to calculate aggregation numbers for comparison with aggregation numbers measured by
other experimental techniques, e.g., fluorescence quenching, light scattering, etc.

Figure 5b shows CTAB (1 wt%) micelles swollen with styrene (0.6 wt%) that con-
tained 0.1 wt% AIBN. Measured diameters of the swollen micelles range from 9-10 nm.
Micrographs of samples prepared from solutions that were exposed to ultraviolet light (254
nra) to initiate polymerization show swollen micelles with diameters from 8-9 nm as seen
in Figure 5c. The difference between the diameters of the unpolymerized and polymerized
micelles may be attributable to the 10% volume reduction of styrene upon polymeriza-
tion. However, the experimentally measured size changes of the micelles are not larger
than the resolution (about 2 mn) in the micrographs. Although further experiments are
needed, it appears that polymerization of the swollen micelles in the absence of emulsified
styrene preserved the styrene inwmtory within the micelles without the latter coalescing
or aggregating.
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50 nm

Figure 5 (a) CTAB (1.0 wt%) micelle_) swollen with toluene (0.4 wt%) are 6-8 nm
in diameter. Note size increa.,_er unswolh',n micelles (Figure 4c). (b) CTAB

(1,0 wt,%) micelles swollen wis'rene (0.6 wt%) are 9-10 nm in diameter, (c)
Swollen C,TAB (1.0 wt,%) nfi(_with a polymerized styrene (().6eZ,) core ha,w_
diameters ranging from 8-9 nr.mlpare wit,h Figure. 51)).

Figure 6 shows tha, t aqueous CTA137 wt%) solutions with a,dded NaBr (3.0 wt%)
contain cylindrical or wormlike micelle,,h diameters of a,bout 5 mn a,nd lengths of sew
eral micrometers. The mic,elles cha.ngml spherical l,o cylindrical beta,use the added
electrolyte Mters the surfa,ce charge (le:, and red,lc.cs he_-M--grOUl)repulsions (Lindman
and WennerstrSm 1980, Missel et al, lh; this clmng(, &;crea, ses the effectiw' a,rea, per
head-group a,nd allows the geometric_(,referred struct_tre of lower metal c_u'va,ture t,o
form. The cylindrica,1 micclles ma,y f(an enta, ngh,ment, m,t,wc_rk; tlley a,re 1)eing fur-
ther investig_ted with st,e.reonlicro,_c()p obtain t,hr_e--dilnensiona,1 infornln, ticm ab(mt
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tlm shape of the micelles a,nd the int;ernlicellar int,ern.ct;icms, It, is interesting {,(_not;<.,,that a,
brn,nched 'micelie has been ol_serw.,d oldy cmce (of, Vins_;n 1988), In Figure 6 a hole is seen
in the cent,ral portion of the Smnl)le film, wltere t,lle sample t,llickness is so small tlmt the
micelles have been pushed towm'd the edge c_fthe vita'ifi(,d film, Also se_'n is a. tear in the
snmple film extending from the hole to t,he sn,reply, edges, Ten,rs m_y _l,riscfrom meclmnicu.1
damage that occurs during sample trmlsfer a,nd thmt grow into h,_les a,s the vitre(ms rna.trix
flows to relieve stresses when ii; is irradiated by elect,tons,

Figure 6. Wormlike micelles (A) with diameters of 5 nm and lengths of several micrometers
are seen in CTAB (0.37 wt%) solutions eonta.ining added electrolyte (NaBr, 3,0
wt%). That the mieelles interact is evident from the area. marked B, where two
mieelles are intertwined. Holes (C) and tears (D) are occasionally seen in the
vitrified sample films. Prepared from 35°C. Reproduced from Proe. 1988 EMSA,
vol. 46, @1989 San Francisco Press, Inc., by permission.

Figure 7 shows discoidal structures, thought to be oblate spheroids, in aqueous mix-
tures containing 20 mM DPPC (1.47 wt%) and 5 mM DHPC (0.24 wt;%) prepared from
45°C. The DHPC, which forms spherical micelles in the absence of DPPC, may be more
concentrated at the edges of the discs where the mean curw-tture is higher. The discoidal
structures are also seen when DPPC is replaced by sphingomyelin (Vinson 1990). The discs
are seen at, various orientations with respect to the electron bea,m, When the axis of rew>

lut,ion is para,lM to the be,am the projection of the struc.ture is a circular image _d:)out 20 to
30 nm in diameter with weak contrast. When the, axis of rev(_lut,i(m is perpendic:flar to the
beam the projected image is a dm'k line abollt 5-7 nm wide. The line ai)pea,rs da.rk becmlse,
its width is in the range accentuated by 1)hase contrast,, The c_llt,ributi<nl from aml>litude
contrast is larger than normal because t,he ('h'('trons traw_l a. hmger distance (2(1-30 nra)
through the discs tlmn in the parallel (,rienta.tion (,--,5-7 1nn). H(,w(:,.ver,phase contrast; is
still the major (:ontriblltor, as is indicated by the la.ck of ('(mtr_,st l_etween the en(lr and
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middle of a li,w; cont,r_:{st,is (,xI>ect,ed if aml_]e contr_st is t,hc major c(mtributor, At
orientations between para,lM rold lmrmaJ, t,he ec_e(l ima,ges appear somewtmt elliptical
a,s expected, Disclike models ha,re been prolt for lille salt-lecithin mixed micelles by
Small (1907) based largely on X-ray difh'a,ctimdies of t,he hexagonal liquid crysta,lline
phase, and by Ma,zer et a/,(1980) based on dela,stic light-sca,ttering. Fromherz and
Riippel (1985) have inferred the forma, t,ion (x;s a.bout 3,3 nm thick by 26 nm in di-
amet, er h'om negatively stained and dried TE?ecimens of mixtures of egg lecithin and
ta m'ochen()desoxycholine. However, this specl preparation technique has been shown
to give rise to artiftmts and can lea,d to unreli_images of surfact, ant midrostruetures (el.
Ta,hnon 1983, I(ilpatrlck ct a/,1985, Vinson a!ahnon 1989),

Figure 7. DPPC mid DHPC mixtures at 45°Low discoid structures. The discs appear
to be oblat:e spheroids and are see: various orientations with cespecg to the
electron beam: (A) Axis of revolugiarallel to beam gives circular image 20-30
mn in diameter, (B) Axis of revoluperpendieular to beam gives line 5-6 nm
in diameter, and (C) Axis of revohl ag other angles gives elliptical shapes.

When the temperature of the DPPC/D] mixture is dropped t,o 28°C (below the
chain melting or main transition telnperat_l_rge rippled bilayers, a.s seen irl Figure
S, coexist with the discoidal structures ane evidently formed from lipid previously
contained within the dis(:s. It is not knowrhe bilayers arc equilibrium structures at
t,his composition a.nd temperature. The ril) Zstructures are bilayers of the P_, phase,
which is known to exist in the DPPC-wa.teI;eln at telnperatm'es between the L,_ and
L_, phases. X-ray diffraction studies in(:lica,t!_,tthe lipid hydroc, a.rbon cha,ins pa,cl¢ into
_, regular hexago1.1al la,ttice (Janiak et al.197

Sa,cknmml et al,(1980) found that rh(:; phase exhibit, s two ehara,cteristic ripple
structures, ca;lied tlw A and A/2 st.I'u('t_lres, A/2 structure ha,s a short wavelength and
a singl(!: ripl>le a,lnl>litud(:, wller(:a,s th(_ A st,rr(' has a longer wavelengt, h and two ripl>h_



Pigurc_ S. DPPC, _,nd DtIPC lllixt,lr('s _,t,28°C slimy A (A) a.n(1 A/2 (B) ripple" strllct, urcs
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amplitudes. Freeze-fracture transmission electron microscopy of dimyristoylphosphatidyl-
|

choline (DMPC) in water revealed an asymmetric modulatioI, of 12-13 nm wavelength in
the A/2 structure and a symmetric modulation which t)roduces line spacing periodicities of
22-24 nm in the A structure (Sackmanrl et al.1980, tliipi)el and Sackmann 1983, Zasadzin-
ski and Schneider 1987, Zasadzinski et a/.1988). Zasadzinski and Schneider determined
that the widths of the large and small ripples of the A structure _tre 18 nm and 4 nra,
respectively. From the shadowing of freeze-fracture replicas, Zasadzinski and Schneider
estimated that the amplitudes of the large and small ripples are at least 9 nm and 2 nra,
respectively. Zasadzinski et al.(1988) estimated the ripple amplitude of the A/2 structure
at 4.5 nm from scannilzg tunneling microscopy of fl'eeze-frace, ure replicas.

DPPC ripple structures have been studied less than their DMPC counterparts. Freeze-
fracture results of Pinto da Silva. (1971) show ripple spacings broadening from approxi-
mately 20 to 38 nm within a liposome. Luna and McConnell (1977) found periodicities of
13 to 17 nm in DPPC liposomes. Low-angle x:ray diffraction data of aaniak et al.(1976)
suggest that the ripple wavelength shortens with increasing water concentration, from 162
A at 21% water to a minimum of 140 ,1, at 25% water. Watts et ai.(1978) have reported
line spacing periodicities in freeze-fracture images of dimyristoylphosphatidylglycerol and
dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol of 215 =t=20 A and 295 =t=20 _, respectively.

The structures imaged in Figures 8 and 9 are probably single bilayers (a.s determined
from their contrast) rather than stacks of bilayers (liposomes) as in the previous freeze-
fracture and x-ray studies. This is the first strong evidence that these rippled structures
can exist as individual bilayers. The bilayers are relatively rigid because the temperaturea
is below the hydrocarbon chain melting temperature. So they probably do not easily bend
d_lring sample preparation and, in the thin liquid sample, orie-:t nearly parallel to the
grid (perpendicular to the electron beam). This circumstance is advantageous because it
eliminates the reed to compensate for bilayer tilt.

Figure 8 displays both the A/2 and A structures, the A structure being more promi-
nent. The line spacing periodicities of the A/2 and A structures measured from Figure 8
are 11-12 nm and 21-24 nm, respectively. The A structure produces an alternating pat-
tern of parallel thick (4-6 nm) dark lines and thin faint lines superimposed on a lighter
background. The distance separating two dark lines is 17-18 nra. These measurements are
in accord with the periodicities determined in DMPC ripple structures by freeze-fracture
transmission electron microscopy (Zasadzinski and Schneider 1987, Zasadzinski et al.1988).

Figure 9 shcws images and schematics of defects found in ripple structures. Figure
9a shows a +1/2 disclination in a A structure. In this image the line _,idth changes from
the dark 4 nm line to the thin faint linc, suggesting that the large and small peaks merge
around the point defect. Figure 9b shows a 120 ° bend, which is a fingerprint of a -1/2
disclination. This is a common defect owing to the hexagonal packing of the hydrocarbon
chains.
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. Figure 9. Microgra,phs and sctmmat, ics of deflects in A ripI)h' strllctures in DPPC a,nd DHPC
mixtures at 28°C. (a) A + 1/2 disclina, tion which shows merging of lm'ge an(1 small
amplitude ripples. (b) 120 ° bend.
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As discussed above, the phase contrast produced by a defocus of 4 #m enhances sizes
and periodicities of about 5 nra. Phase contrast requires that there be gradients in the
projection of the potential distribution of the specimen onto a plane perpendicular to the
electron beam, r = (z,y), i.e. that the integral of the potential distribution in the z-
directi _ be nonuniform in the (x,y)-plane (Lenz 1971). This means that there must be
composition gradients, thickness gradients, or both. In an underfocused condition such
as that used here, domains of higher potentials appear darker than domains of lower
potentials. The mean potentials for water, the lecithin tail-group, and the lecithin head-
group are ,5.81, 6.98, and 7.65-9.08 volts, respectively (Bellare 1989). This means that
regions appear darker where electrons traverse greater lengths of the bilayer.

We propose the structure diagrammed in Figure 10a to explain the phase contrast
produced by the A structure. This is a sinusoidal arrangement with an extra peak, 4 nm
in width, superimposed at each maximum and mininmm. In the model shown in Figure
10a, the 4 nm peak in the A structure produces a single dark line. The small peak could
give rise to two dark lines at less underfocus, but at 4 #m defocus tile information from
the two sides of the 4 nm peak, where the electron path through the bilayer is longest, is
not resolved and images as a single line. The two lines of inflection points on either side of
the large peak are the loci of greatest inclination and produce faint lines because these are
where the electron path through the bilayer is greatest. The wavelength or period of this
model is twice the line spacing periodicity, or about 42-48 nm. This model does account
correctly for the pattern seen in freeze-fracture images, provided the amplitude of the'large
peak is great enough to prevent shadowing of the small peak in the trough region. An
alternative model that produces the correct phase contrast is similar to the model shown
in Figure 10a, but has the small peaks turned away from the midplane of the lamellae
rather than toward the midplane. However, this model can be discounted because it does
not account correctly for the pattern in freeze-fracture images.

A model previously suggested for the A structure as seen in freeze-fracture replicas
is "W" shaped, i.e., a small peak in the center of a deep trough (Sackmann et a/.1980,
Zasadzinski and Schneider 1987). Such a structure would not produce the phase contrast
seen in Figures 8 and 9. Were its minima and maxima rounded, it would instead produce a
pattern in which two adjacent dark lines are separated by two thin faint lines (Figure 10b).
Furthermore, if the features of the "W" model were unrounded, i.e. angular (cf. Figure 11
of Sackmann et a/.1980), and the incline of the bilayer everywhere were the same, then
the model would not produce any contrast because there would not be any gradients in
the projected specimen potential. If the incline of one peak were greater than that of the
other, the image produced by phase contrast would show parallel dark lines superimposed
on a uniform background as shown in Figure 10c.

The model proposed in Figure 10a is more symmetric than the "W"models in Figures
10b and 10c, in which there is an extra peak only at each minimum.

Figure 11 shows spheroidal and tubular vesicles, and complex encapsulated vesicles
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Figure 10. (a) Proposed model for A ripple structure imaged in Figures 8 and 9. The small
peaks give rise to dark lines and the inflection points of the large peaks produce
faint lines. (b) and (c) "W" shaped models with rounded and angular features,
respectively. These models were suggested on the basis of freeze-fracture results,
but do not produce the phase contrast observed in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 11. B iphasic dispersions of SHBS (2 wt%) prepared from 25°C show (A) spherical and

(B) tubular vesicles, and (C) complex encapsulated vesicles and (D) coiled tubes
within larger vesicles. Also seen are tubules frozen apparently while undulating

(E).
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coiled tubules in samples prepared from SHBS (2 wt%) dispersions at 25°C. The
neters of the tubes vary somewhat regularly along their length, giving direct visual
[ence of membrane undulation. Over the size range imaged by this technique (5-2000
J there is no evidence for the existence of Iamellar phase with the bilayer spacing
30 ,_ ) characteristic of more concentrated dispersions (> 10 wt%, Miller e_ a1.1984).
vesicular structures seen here may be characteristic of the unbinding fluctuations that

upt lamellar phases (Lipowsky and Leibler 1986).

Aqueous SHBS (0.1 wt%) mixtures held at elevated temperatures (90°C) for one week
Lain a variety of microstructures. Inspection of Figure 12 shows small ( _ 10 nm )
cles, nodular tubes, and tubes of more complex topography, including 'wart'-like pro-
_ions from tubes of varying diameter. The thickness of the wart membrane in some
_s appears to be less than that of the tube membrane. Perhaps the warts exist due
_teric repulsive forces strong enough at this high temperature to disrupt the bilayer
0rm monolayers. An alternative explanation is that the apparent membrane thickness
ends on the curvature components of the membrane along the viewing direction. The
tctures have the appearance of a foam in certain regions. These structures were not
Drted in previous high temperature studies (Franses et ai.1980).

That swollen and wormlike micelles can be imaged is an encouragement to microemul-
1research. Although microemulsions have been imaged recently by fast-freezing followed
fracturing and replication (Jahn and Strey 1988; Bodet et al.1988), direct cryo-TEM
_ges have been elusive. We have found that radiation damage by the electron beam
cures the structure of microemulsions that contain about equal volumes of oil and wa-

Low-dose imaging techniques with high voltage electron microscopes may prevent
',rostructural changes and allow reliable imaging of midrange microemulsions. We are
rently trying this proce_!ure.

mmary

Direct, high resolution images of surfactant microstructures have been obtained by
o-transmission electron microscopy of vitrified hydrated samples that had not been
_mically stained, dried, or replicated. The labile microstructures were imaged without
deleterious effects of phase-change or radiation damage. Surfactant solutions below,

¢, and above the critical micelle concentration range (cmc) have been investigated as
1 as systems containing swollen micelles. Wormlike, or "cylindrical" micelles that form
)n addition of electrolyte were also imaged. These form what appear to be entanglement
works; however, stereomicroscopy must be brought to bear on visualizing the three-
lensional structure•

Aqueous mixtures of short and long chain lipids show the first reliable images of dis-
dM microstructures at temperatures above the hydrocarbon chain melting temperature.
low the chain melting temperature single bilayers exhibiting the A and A/2 structures
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Figure 12. SHBS (0.1 wt%) at 90°C shows small (--_ 10 nra) vesicles (A), nodular tubes

(B), and tubes of more complex topology, including 'wart'-like protrusions from

tubes of varying diameter. The thickness of the wart membrane in some areas

(C, D) appears to be less than that of the tube membrane (E). Reproduced from

J. Electron Microsc. Tech., vol. 10, @1988 Alan R. Liss, Inc., by permission.
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of the Pt_, phase were observed. A new model has been proposed for the A structure to
explain the image contrast.

Dilute biphasic dispersions showed uni- and multi-lamellar vesicles. The multi-lamellar
vesicles imaged did not have the constant lamellar spacing characteristic of the lamellar
phase at higher SHBS concentrations. Vesicular tubules were imaged that appear to have
been captured while undulating to form spheroidal vesicles. Complex microstructures seen
in dilute SHBS dispersions at 90°C indicate that a high temperature state of vesicle-like
aggregation exists even though the solution appears to be monophasic by other techniques

(Franses et al.1980). The observation of surfactant microstructures, as illustrated here,
affirms the importance of direct visualization in colloidal research.
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A LOW COST ANIMATION SYSTEM APPLIED TO

RAY TRACING IN LIQUID CRYSTALS

Synopsis

Animated movies of scientic graphics can be recorded on fihn with the low cost sys-
tem of hardware and software described here, The hardware consists of a 16mm camera, a

stepper motor, and a simple camera-motor controller. The software is designed to produce
bitmaps from graphical data, combine bitmaps into composite frames, and record frames
onto film. The camera is fully controlled by the same graphics workstation that is used to
display the images, so fades and dissolves can be performed in software with a camera not
equipped for such special effects. The graphical data, generated on a supercomputer, is
subsequently transferred to the workstation where it is stored and recorded frame by frmne
according to a configuration file. A variant of the software, which operates across local
and wide area networks, makes use of network computing, software to send computation-
ally intensive tasks to a remote supercomputer or to other workstations in a.distributed

computing environment. We have used the system to simulate polarized light microscope
images of liquid crystals according to a single-scattering ray-tracing theory.

Introduction

Scientific research today often involves simulation of time dependent phenomena
wherein the dynamical equations underlying the physical process axe solved by super-
computers. Examples include studies of fluid flow in porous media, molecular dynamics
of rigid rods, diffusion and aggregation of colloids, and chemical reaction dynamics. The
results of such simulations are often best presented as a sequence of graphical output cast
in the form of an animated movie.

Equally amenable to animation are results of simulating a process where it is not time
but some other parameter that is progressing. The parameter may be a rotation angle, a
reaction extent, a volume fraction or mean curvature. In this chapter the simulation of
interest is image formation in polarized light microscopy of liquid crystals. Animation of
the images, as objects rotate and deform, is valuable as a guide to image interpretation.
We first review the theory of image formation in optical microscopy and then describe the
animation system we developed to present the results as a movie.

Ray Tracing in Liquid Crystals

A microscope image is the intensity distribution on a viewing plane of a light beam
transmitted through the specimen. Thus, simulation of microscope images is equivalent
to ray tracing through the specimen. In polarized light microscopy a plane polarized
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beam of light passes through the specimen _md then through an analyzer, after which it
forms an image on a viewing screen, Polarized light microscopy is widely used to study
the microstructure of crystals, liquid crystals and other optically anisotropic specimens,
Ray tracing through ordinary crystals is straight forward because Maxwell's equations
describing the transmission of light through such media can be solved with relative ease,
Ray tracing through liquid crystals is not easy because their symmetries are complex and
the interaction of light with their varied shapes results in complex equations and boundary
conditions,

We have recently shown (Bellare, e_ al.1989) that with a single scattering approx-
imation the intensity distribution _/,(x, y) of a beam of unit incident intensity that has
passed through a polarizer with polarization direction ep, through a specimen of thickness
(z/_,.- z,,e_) and of local electric susceptibility X, and through an analyzer with analyzer
direction ea is

¢_(z,U)= (I + C2X): epe.dz (1)
LJ Znsar

where I is the unit dyadic and X, the electric susceptibility, is a dyadic whose eigenvalues
Xi = (n_- 1),i = 1,2,3 depend on the three principal refractive indices ni of the specimen.

The equilibrium microstructure of lamellar lio,,id crystals consisting of elongated
molecules is the structure with the lowest free energy. The free energy is lowest when
the lamellae are a parallel family of surfaces with zero mean curvature or equivalently, a
family of parallel planes of infinite extent. Although ghere are numerous zero mean cur-
vature surfaces that are multiply connected and curved,(Anderson e_ a/.1989) they do not
form parallel families. Lamellae of finite size have edges, i.e., crystalline boundaries, which
have higher free energy, and so such materials must have closed forms without edges if
the edge energy is to be minimized. Thc competition between zero mean curvature and

zero edge energy leads to a compromise between planes and closed forms. Local regions
of a material with large mean curvatures are called defects. Defects are not favored be-
cause they contribute relatively large free energy per unit volume of the material. Maxwell
(1869) showed that there is only one family of parallel surfaces without surface defects.
This is the family of Dupin cyclides. Such a family has two line defects', one is an ellipse
or parabola, the other a confocal hyperbola or parabola. A surface of a Dupin cyclide is
the envelope of a variable sphere tangent to three fixed spheres (Dupin 1822).

Our goal was to calculate images from liquid crystals in the shape of Dupin cyclides,
spheroids and ellipsoids, and to illustrate how the images change as the objects rotate
in space relative to the polarizer and analyzer. The images change when the objects
rotate because the orientation of the electric susceptibility, i.e., its eigenvectors, rotate
with respect to the laboratory viewing frame in which Eq. (1) is defined. Thus our
simulation evaluated Eq. (1) for the various shapes as they were rotated. Details of
the simulation technique are given in (Bellare et al. 1989), The simulation results were
gray-scale graphicaJ images that were animated into a movie with the system described
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next,

The Animation System

Although there has been much progress in video based animatioil systems for record-
ing scientific graphics, (Johnston, et al,, 1987', Johnston, et al, 1988) we chose fihi1 ,.':tsa
recording medium. The chief deterrent to film-based animation has been the high cost of
commercial fihn recorders. Hence we elected to build a low-cost system based on a Stan-
daxd 16mm camera coupled to a simple cont, roller. The idea was to aim a tripod-mounted
camera at a graphics workstation screen, display a bitmap to be animated and shoot one
or more frames of film. The movie was made by shooting a sequence of bitmaps. The
camera and computer screen were enclosed in a light-l,r()of chamber assembled from an
adjustable frame covered by dark material. The system was built from standard com-
ponents for $1500, including a camera, controller, light-proof chamber, and tripod. The
ortly additional hardw_u'e required was the personal computer or workstation on which the
graphics were displayed.

Why Film?

Even with the current electronic imaging revolution, traditional silver halide based fihn
remains superior to video as a recording medium. Whereas video has advantages of instant
gratification and reusability of media, film beats video on four counts: resolution, dynamic
range, single-frame indexing, and longevity. Resolution is the ability to distinguish fine
detail. Video tape in the popular NTSC format is limited in resolution to'about 300 lines,
whereas fihn can resolve more than 3000 lines. Most graphics workstations have 10242

pixels, so they can display more detailed images than video can record. Dynamic range
is the ratio of maximum to mir_mum intensities that can be faithfully recorded. A large
dynamic range is desirable because i_ is possible to record tonal variations both at low and
high intensities. Video _is limited to a dynamic range of 2a whereas film has a dynamic
range of 27. A graphics workstation with 24 bits per pixel (eight bits per primary color) Ims
a dynamic range of 2s. While there are better video formats in vogue (and newer ones are
being planned), none yet exceed the resolution or dynamic range of film. Furthermore, the
equipment for the better video formats is priced beyond the budget of many researchers.
Because standard video recording equipment has no means of indexing to a single frame,
special expensive equipment is required for frame-by-frame animation. Film is invariably

sprocketed; so it is routinely exposed frame-by-frame in every camera. Videotape is not
an archival recording material because its magnetic fields fade with time. When properly
processed, film is archival: it is generally expected to last over a hundred years without
special care.

Once recorded on film, a movie is easi!y transferred to video if required for distribution.
This indirect route to video--a standard technique in commercial studios for quality TV
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program'ming--is superior to direct recording on tape because film compresses the dynamic
range of the original graphics so that subsequent transfer to tape does not as greatly exceed
its dynamic range, Moreover, 16mm c_i,meras are easily available for a fraction of the cost
of a video tape recorder with a single frame controller, New and used 16mm cameras
are reviewed and advertised for sale in the publications American Cinematographer and
Shu*terbug,

Animation Hardware

The animation system consists of a 16mm movie camera, a stepper motor, and a
camera-motor controller. We used a Bolex H16 camera. This camera is designed to be
driven by an internal spring, but it also has a shaft extending to the exterior that can be .
driven by a motor. The shaft not only advances the film but it also opens and closes the
shutter. As the shaft rotates at constant angular velocity, the shutter opens, stays open
for a certain time interval, then Closes, and the film advances. One clockwise turn (360 °)
of the shaft advances and exposes eight frames. If the shaft is rotated in the opposite
direction, the film is exposed as it is rewound, and so if double exposure is desired it can
easily be accomplished. ".

The shaft is connected to a stepper motor (Vexta model P H265-02B) which rotates
by 360 ° when 200 state transitions are applied to its windings in a particular order known'
as the drive sequence (Fig. 1). Thus 25 state transitions expose and advance one frame
of the film. If the drive sequence is reversed, the motor rotates in the opposite direction.
The motor is driven by a camera-motor controller, which in turn is driven by the graphics
workstation. The film is advanced or rewound by toggling the state of Data Terminal
Ready (DTR, pin 20) on the RS-232C serial port of the workstation. The camera-motor
controller is edge triggered. A transition from off to on moves the camera motor one step,
and a transition from on to off also moves the motor one step. Whether the film advances
or rewinds depends on the logic state of Data Set Ready (DSR, pin 6). If DSR is off, the
film advances; if on, it rewinds. To summarize, DTR from the workstation is connected to
the camera-motor controller, which converts each DTR transition into a drive sequence to
rotate the stepper motor connected to the camera.

The camera-motor controller (CMC) consists of electronic components that 1) con-
dition the input DTR and DSR signals; 2) produce a drive sequence for the motor by
means of control logic; and 3) switch the motor coils. Major componen'_s of the CMC
are a line receiver (Motorola, Phoenix, AZ, Part Number MC1489P), a binary up-down
counter (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, Part Number SN74191N), an exclusive-OR gate
(National ,%miconductor, Santa Clara, CA, Part Number DM7486N), a buffer (National
Semiconductor DM7404N), and four very high gain power Darlington transistors (General
Electric, Auburn, NY, Part Number D40C7) used as coil drivers. These are all connected
gs shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. (a) Circu't diagram of the camera-motor controller and the step sequence it ap-
plies to the stepper motor windings.

The DTR signal from the workstation is connected to the line receiver of the CMC,
which converts the RS-232C voltage levels to TTL. The control logic is provided by the
binary up-down counter, which outputs a bidirectional four step sequence. By enabling
DSR, which is connected to the down-up input of the counter, the step sequence and the
motor direction are reversed. The exclusive-OR gates decode each of the four states into
a drive sequence which is buffered to provide the output current capability required to
toggle the coil drivers. When coils A and C of the motor are energized, they attract the
n_rth pole of the permanent magnet rotor. Since current through coils B and D is in
the ,'_pposite direction, they attract the south pole of the rotor. As the drive sequence
progresses, the coils are sequentially energized and the rotor tu:ns in steps. An astable
timer (National Semiconductor, Part Number LM555CN) is u,',ed in place of the DTR
signal t a provide a drive signal for mechanically advancing the motor independent of the
workstation. Manual-mechanical advancement is useful while loading and unloading film,
and while advancing film between scenes.

Power is provided by _ precision regulated 13.8 VDC power supply (Tripp Lite Division
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Figure 1. (b) Printed circuit layout for the controller. The top and bottom conducting foils
of the double-sided board are shown in black.

of Trippe Manufacturing Company, Cllicago, IL, model PR-3a) modified to +5 VDC for
the control logic and +12 VDC for the motor coils. Tile +5 volts is obtained by the
addition of a series voltage regulator (National Semiconductor, Part Number LM7805C).

To expose one frame, eight DTR transitions, 7ms apart, are output to tile CMC. This
moves the camera drive train enough to open the camera shutter from a starting position,

but not enough.to advance the film. The fihn is exposed for the desired amount of time
by suppressing DTR transitions for that period. Then 17 DTR transitions are output.

" This closes the shutter and advances the fihn to tile next frame. Thus, the speed of film

movement, the direction of film travel, and the exposure of the film are under direct control
of the workstation. This permits animation software to fade scenes in and out, to dissolve
between scenes, to animate periodic events ft'oa one period_ and to effect slow motion,
time lapse and time reversal.

Animation Software

The animation hardware can be used with any workstation or computer that can

control signals on an output port via, software, because all the CMC needs is at least one
signa.1 that can 1),:..swit,ch._d on and off. The signal can come from a RS-232C serial port as
described alloy, or• (,, it can come from a, parallel port or from a bidirectional port We have
even used a Commodore 64 computer successfully to make animations by controlling a pin
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on its user port. However, our principal animation software was developed for the Apollo

f_'maily of graphics workstations. The computer animation system software has three main

programs'

1. Make_Bi*map, converts a numerical-data representation of an image into a bitmap

compatible with Apollo Computer's DNS80 or DN590 color workstations

2. Make_Frame, creates the image captured on film by merging text and bitmaps created

by Make_Bitmap into a 1280 by 1024 frame buffer.

3. Umrr.Movie, uses the bitmaps created by Xlake_Frame or Make_Bitmap to make a

movie scene bF' repeatedly placing bitmaps on the computer screen and signaling the
movie camera to advance one or more frames.

Make,Bitmap

Make_Bitmap opens a data file that describes an image, creates a bitmap, and then

saves the bitmap to disk. Currently two different data-file formats are supported. The first

format represents a two-dimensional array of gray-scale data. The first line contains the X

and Y dimensions of the input array [which are also the dimensions of the output bitmap).

The rest of the file is a list of numbers between 0 (black) and 1.0 (white) representing

the two-dimensional array stored in row major form. The second format is an SRL file

produced by Movie.byu (Christiansen, et al., 1987) The first line of an SRL file contains the

background color's red, green, and blue components. The remaining lines contain scanline

descriptions with the following format' Y-value, starting X-value, ending X-value, starting

red value, ending red value, starting green value, ending green value, starting blue value,

and ending blue value. The red, green, and blue values are linearly interpolated across

the given X interval. Make_Bitmap takes as input a file containing data-file types (0 for

grayscale and 1 for SRL files), data file names, and bitmap file names each on a line by

themselves. For example, an input file that reads two grayscale data files, two SRL files,

and creates four bitmap files (saved as bitmapl through bitmap4) looks like this:
0
grayscalel
bitmapl
0
grayscale2
bitmap2
I
srll
bitmap3
1
sri2
bitmap4

The following is the general algorithm in a pseudo-pascal syntax:
program make_bitmap;
BEGIN

open(input.file);
initialize.graphics_mode;
while not end_of_file(input_file) do

read(input.file ,data_file_type);
- read(input _le,d ata..file..name);
= read (in put._file,bitmap_file_name) ;
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open( data_file_name);
open_bitmap_file(bitmap-file-nmne);
if (data_file_type = O) then

create bitmap from grayscale data
else

create bit, map from SRL file
end if;
close_bi t map Jile(bitmap.file_name);
c lose( data_file_name );

end while;
END,

Make_Frame

This program takes the bitmaps saved by Make_bitmap and places them on the screen
at coordinates supplied by the user. The user can then interactively add text anywhere in
the fl'ame buffer by using the mouse and keyboard. At the end of the program the screen
is saved on the disk drives as a 1280 by 1024 bitmap file. Make_Frame opens and reads
a configuration file which describes the bitmap locations, and defines several constants
used to fill the color map. Line One contains the red, green, and blue components of the
background color, Line Two contains the maximum and minimum color map indices, and
the maximum and minimum intensities, Line Three has the number of bitmaps to place on
the screen, and the rest of the file has the name of the bitmap on a line by itself followed

by the X and Y components of the upper left corner of the bitmap. The algorithm for this
program is as follows:

program make.frame;
BEGIN

open(config.file);
read (config_file, background _red, background _green, backgroun,I_bl ue );
read(config..file,light,dark,max fintensity,min intensity);
read(config_file,no.of_bitmaps)
for i:=l to no_of_bitmaps do

read(config_file,bitmap.name[i]);
read(config.file,bitmap location[ii .x,bitmap location[ii, y );

end for;
initialize_graphics.mode;
fill color map;
place bitmaps at given locations;
repeat

get mouse location;
read text from keyboard;
place text on screen at mouse location',

until done adding text;
save bitmap to disk',

END.

Utah.Movie

Umn.Movie is a program to capture bitmaps produced by Make_Frame or Make_Bitmap
on 16mm film. Currently this program optionally fades in on a display, shoots a series film
frames, then optionally fades out. As do the other programs, this one reads configuration
data from an input file of the following format: Line One contains the number of frames
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to fade in (can be zero), the number of frames to expose for this bitmap, the number of
frames to fade out (also can be zero), the length of time (in seconds) to expose each frame,
the background red, green, and blue components, tim maximmn and minimum gray indices
(between 0 and 258), the maximum and minimum intensities (between 0 and 1.0), and the
number of bitmaps used to create the display. The rest of the file is made up of bitmap
file names on a line by themselves with the next line containing the X and Y coordinates
and an origin flag (-1 means X and Y are the center of the bitmap and 0 means X and Y
are the upper left corner).

Consider the following Umn.Movie example: you have four 200 by 200 pixel bitmaps
(called bl, b2, b3, b4) that you want to fade in from black, display for ten seconds, then
fade out to black. The following configuration file will do this with 5 fade in frames, 240
full intensity frames, 5 fade out frames, an exposure time of 1.0 second, a blue background,
gray levels ranging from 258 to 0, maximum intensity of 1.0 and a minimum intensity of 0'

8 240 5 1.0 0 0 255 255 0 1.0 0.0 4
bl
100 100 0
b2
400 100 0
b3
100 400 0
b4
400 400 0

In summary, Umn.Movie puts a picture on the screen, opens the camera shutter by
cycling DTR on the serial port, leaves the shutter open for the exposure length of time,
and then closes the shutter by cycling DTR. A shell script can be used to call Umn.Movie
with different configuration files to make a movie scene. The general algorithm is:

program umn.movie',

procedure shoot_frame(no.of_frames)',

be_;p--frame.counter :-" 1 to no_of.frames do
for step .counter := 1 to 8 do {open the shutter}

set_dtr(high);
wait 0.007 seconds;

set_dtr(low); {this generates a square wave with}

wait 0.007 seconds; {a 14ms period}
end for;
wait exposure length of time',

for step_counter := 1 to 17 do {17 steps to close the shutter}

set_dtr(high); {and advance the film one frame}
wait 0.007 seconds;
set_dtr(low);
wait 0.007 seconds;

end for;
end for;

end;

BEGIN
open(config_file);
while not end_of_file(config_file) do
read(config_file ,fade_in ,frames.per_bitmap, fade_out,ex posure 3,ime,

background_red, bax:kgro und.green, back gro und_bl ue,
lightest_gray,darkest_gray,maximumfintensity,minimum.intensity,
no _of_bitmaps ) ;
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for i:=l to no_of_bitmaps do
read(config.file,bit map-name[i]);
read (co nfig..fi le, bit m ap-location[ii, x, bit map location[i], y,o r igin.fl ag Ii]);

end for;

init_graphics.rnode',
open_serialAine',
set_d tr( low );
originM_max_intensity := maximumdntensity',
originMmain_intensity := minimumAntensity;
original_background-red := background-red;
original_background-green := background_green;
original_background-blue := background_blue;

{ FADE IN TIlE DISPLAY IF NEEDED }
if (fade_in/, 0) then

max_slope := originM_max_intensity / fade_in:
rain.slope := originM.min_intensity / fade.in;
for i:=0 to fade.in do

maximumAntensity := [ * max_slope;
minimumAntensity := i * rain.slope;
background_red := i * ori_:inal_background-red / fade_in;
background.green := I omgmal_background_green/fadeJn;
background_blue := i * original_background_blue / la, !e_in;

fill.color_map; {using the intensity data to scale map values}
place bitmaps on screen at given locations',

shoot_frame(I); {advance one camera frame }
end for',

end if
piace bitmaps on screen at given locations',
shoot_frame(frames_per_bitmap);
if (fade_out/, O) then

max.slope :=-original.max_intensity/ fade_out;
min.slope -original.rain dntensity/fade_out;
for i:=O to fable.out do

maximumintensity :- i * max.slope + origin.al_rr}ax_intensity;

minimum.intensity :, i * rain.slope + origmal.mmantenslty;
background.red := i (-original_background-red / fade_out)

+ original.backl_round-red;
background.green :'- i * (-omginal_background.green / fade_out)

+ original.background.green;
background-blue ,-,'- i * (-original_background-blue / fade.out)

+ original.background.blue;

fill_color.map; {using the intensity data to scale map values}
place bitmaps on screen at given locations;
shoot.frame(I);

end for;
end if;
end while;

END.

An animated movie is made by generating a series of frames and calling Umn.Movie

to film the series in sequence. Each frame can consist of one or more bitmaps. Several

sequences ("scenes") ca_ be specified in one configuration file with fades and dissolves.

Thus, one call to Umn.Movie can film the entire movie specified in a configuration file

without any need for further human intervention.
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Network Computing

The animation system described above has one major limitation, Each bitmap is
a 1280-by-1024 array of 24-bit integers (3.75_Ib, of data). So one second of film (at 24
frames per second and 3 frames per bitmap) can require as much as 30 Mb. of disk storage.
This is a worst-case example and storage requirements can 1)e reduced by not saving the
background data or by using various data compression techniques (Johnston, et al.1988).
To have a system which makes a movie of arbitrary length without human intervention
would require an unreasonable amount of disk storage. A solution to this problem was
found by using Apollo Computer's Network Computing System (NCS) (Apollow Computer
Inc. 1987). NCS is made up of two components: the network interface definition language
(NIDL) compiler, and the network computing kernel (NCK), An interface definition is
written in NIDL syntax and passed through the NIDL compiler to create several include
files and stub procedures for distributed applications. Stub procedures are the routines
that make remote procedure calls look almost local. With NIDL, programers do not have
to handle details like data format conversions across a heterogeneous network of computers.
NCK is the run-time library that finds resources on the network by using a location broker.

Without NCS, the computationally intensive procedures (which create the numerical-
data representations of an image) are done on a supercomputer and saved on magnetic
tape. The tapes are then restored on the Apollo disk drives until available free space
is exhausted. That portion of the data is run through Make_Bitmap, Make_Frame, and
Umn.Movie and thus recorded on film. Tile old bitmaps and data flies are then deleted
and replaced with data for the next run (this step requires human intervention).

With NCS a remote procedure call is made to the supercomputer to generate the
data needed for one workstation display. Those data are then processed by Make._Bitmap,
Make..Frame, and Umn.Movie and the whole process repeated for the next display. In this
way very few data files and bitmaps need to be saved (and can be saved as temporary
files).

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows one frame of the animated movie, which was recorded on Kodak 7292
with a 25mm f/1.4 Switar lens exposed for 2 sec at f/16 per frame and 3 frames per
computer image. The Apollo version of the software and the movie (recorded in color
on 16mm film and 3/4" U-matic (NTSC) or 1/2" VHS (NTSC) videotape format), are
available for loan from the authors. The figure shows polarized microscope images from a
variety of objects selected to illustrate different possible shapes of liquid crystals: oblate
spheroids, prolate spheroids, ellipsoids, fused spheres of equal diameters, fused spheres of
unequal diameters, ring torus, spindle torus, and three types of Dupin cyclides. The movie
clearly depicts the changes in the images as the objects axe rotated, thereby providing a
guide for interpreting images from polarized light microscopy.
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Figure 2. One frame of the movie generated using the animetion system. It depicts liquid
crystals of different shapes and the results of a special case of ray tracing through

" . them. The special case is that of orthogonal polarizer and analyzer, which rnakes

the ray tracing results simulations of cross-polarized optical microscope images of
the objects. The objects are shown in perspective view along the same viewing
direction as the images depicted below the object. The objects are (in left-to-
right and top-to-bottom order) oblate spheroid, prolate spheroid, ellipsoid, fused
spheres of equal diameters, fused spheres of unequal diameters, ring torus, spindle
torus, horned Dupin cyclide, riag Dupin cyclide, and spindle Dupin cyclide.
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The animation system permits recording of graphics at high resolution on film with
equipment that costs about an order of magnitude less than equivalent video equipment.
The system is so flexible that it can be used with any computer that can toggle an output
pin. Because the speed and direction of fihn transport can be controlled by the software,
special effects can be generated easily. The success of the system is, we believe, clearly
demonstrated in the movie we made. When used in a distributed computing environment
with network computing software, it becomes a powerful yet affordable tool to produce

animations of supercomputer simulations efficiently.
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SURFACES OF CONSTANT MEAN CURVATURE WITH
PRESCRIBED CONTACT ANGLE

Synopsis

A Galerkin weighted residual formul_tion ()f t,he Surface Divergence Theorem is used
with finite element basis functions to compute geometric models of foan_ and emulsion
structure. The models are surfaces of constant mean (.'.m'vi_ture arranged on a simple
cubic lattice so that they meet the boundary planes of the unit ceils at prescribed contact
angles. Surfaces are co,nputed for a variety of contact angles and mean curvatures, With
contact angle between 5 ° and 133 °, the structttre inve,'ts as tlie mean curvature decreases,
whereas with contact between 134 ° and 180 ° , the structure fills the unit cell as the mean

curvature decreases, passes through a turning point, and then increases. The models have
implications to mercury porosimetry.

Introduction

The relationships between the structures and properties of foams and emulsions are
not yet fully understood. An emulsion or a foam is defined in general terms as a reasonably
stable dispersion of one fluid phase in another, immiscible, fluid phase. Various additives
may prevent the dispersion from separating for a period of time yet it is not thermody-
namically stable. The relationships between l)hysical structures and physical propcrties
of such dispersions are of practical as well as theoretical interest. These relationships can
be computed from three-dimensional models of the structures. At volume fractions below
some critical value, there is an 'internal' phase that is dispersed in a continuous 'external'
phase and the former's form can be modeled as undistorted spheres. At volume fractions
approaching unity, the 'internal' phase forms polyhedral structures and the 'external' phase
is limited to thin films between polyhedral faces and channels at the polyhedral edges. At
intermediate volume fractions, there are structures that are not well characterized, 1.auch
less well understood. Physical properties cmmot be accurately simulated without adequate
model structures.

Lissant and coworkers (1966, 1970, 1973, and 1.974)modeled monodispersed emulsions
with. simple geometric structures. Spheres were patcked in unit cells of regular lattices: sim-
ple cubic, tetrakaidecahedral, an':l rlmmboidal dodecahedral. The spheres were undistorted
until the volume ft'action of the internal phase re_tched the critical volume fraction, namely
that at which the spheres fi,'st touched their neighbors. As the volume fraction was raised
further, the spheres were either rearrmlged to t'orm _ more relaxed packing on a different
lattice or they were distorted at constant volume. The distortion was characterized by
the point of contact between the spheres growing to form a. circular disk of thin fihn. The
remaining curved surfaces were assumed to retain spherical shapes as the volume fraction
of the internal phase increa.sed. Such an assumption req_fired the contact angle between
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the curved surface and the fihn to change as the vohune ft'action of the internal phase was
expanded and the film was compressed,

Princen (1979) and Prince,n, et a,l, (1980) recognized that the curved surface would
have ccmstant nlean curvature, the cont.a,ct angle lmtween it, a.nd the thin film would not
change as the volume fraction is ra,ised, and t,he thin fihns woulcl not he circular. Princen
(1980) suggested that advanced numerical techniques might be employed to find constant
mean curva.ture surfaces tha.t meet unit cell l)otmdaries a,t a. specified contact angle.

The situation of a constant mean ctu'va,ture surface separating two immiscible fluids
and contracting boundary planes a.t tr colit.act mlgle other than zero a,rises elsewhere than in
foam and emulsion structures, Mercln'y por(_simet, ry is a technique by which a distribution
of pore sizes is deduced from the alllOUllt of lnercury that enters all evacuated porous
medium ns a tuner.ion of pr(,ssure, n.1)l)lie(l tci the mercury..kiercury makes conta, ct angles
with solids in the rmtge of 130-- 140 ° (Heim(-ulz, 1986)a.nd is therefore apart, ially wetting
liquid. A complex tllree-dimensiollal pore structure is often modeled as an idealized arra.y
of cylindrical capillaries of various diameters, The curvatmre of the mercury-gas surface,
and therefore the diameter of the capillary invaded, is proportional to the injection pressure
relative to ambient AP, according to the _'oung-Laplace equation, 2xP .,Ha, where H is
the mean curvature (the reciprocal of capillary diameter in the model), and r_ is the surface
tension. Real pore space is not a bundle of simple tubes and the model does not account for

such events as mercury being forced into groow_s and corners without necessarily inwtding
new pores as the pressure is increased. When a porous medium is occupied by two fluid
ptmses, the grooves and. corners, regions of high wall curvature, are the first to fill with
wettin_ liquid when its content is increased, The flow channels these regions form when
they are connected are the chief routes by which more of the wetting liquid can enter or,
a,lternatively, can leave as the content of wetting liquid is decreased,

Examples tl_:_t have been examined include wetting fluid being displaced by nonwet-
ring fluid in toroidal pores with grooves in the wall (Roof 1970), in square capillaries
(LenorInand e_ al. 1984, Arriola ct, al. 1983, Legait 1983, and Gauglitz et al. 1987), and
in triaIlgular capillaries (Singhal and Somerton 1970). To a first approximation, the con-
nected channels are covered by menisci of constant mean curvature. To a second approx-
imation, they have sinall gradients of mean curvature and often can be approximated by
the assumption that curvature in the axial direction is small (Ransohoff and Radke 1988).

Anderson et al. (1990) developed a method to construct smooth constant mean cur-
vature surfaces that are periodic in three dimensions, i.e., that have the symmetries of a
space group. The method consists of computillg the surface in a single primitive cell of the
corresponding point gr(ml), the walls of which are symmetry planes and so they are nee-
essarily intersected 1)y the surface at right angles, The full surface can then be assembled
from rotated, reflected, and translated replicas of the primitive cell.

In this work, the same method was used to construct constant mean curvature surfaces
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of simple cubic symmetry that meet the walls of the unit cell, a cube, at a prescribed contact
angle. The algorithm developed by Ariderson ¢t a,l. (1990), see also Anderson (1.986), was
modified, as described below, to compute the sm'face in the primitive cell, one of the walls
of which is not, iii general, a syninictry l_la.ii¢,.

Computational method

Within a single unit cube, tlm constaiit llleall curvature surface divides spa_e into an
internal domain and an external domain (see Pigure 1 ), The internal domain lies between
the center of the unit cell and the cttrvrJcl surface'_ the external domain lies between the

surface and the edges and corners of tlle cube, On each wall of the cube, there is a region
contained in the interior of the surfa.ce, These regions are referred to as flat films because
in a physical system the liquid occupying the illterna,1 domain forms a film a,long the cube
wall,

¢

Figure 1. Single simple cubic unit cell. Flat tihns are shown on the boundary planes of the
unit cell.

The simple cubic unit cell was subdivided by its planes of reflective symmetry into
forty-eight primitive cells, tetrahedrons, as shown in Figure 2a. The portion of the con-
stant mean curvature surface contained within a primitive cell was inapt)cd onto a two-
dimensional domain. The desired surfa.ce was then computed as a solution to a form
of the Surface Divergence Theorem in which the surface itself is unknown, Surface area
and volume fractions were computed from the solution. The surface was drawn in three-
dimensional representation by the reverse process: the two-dimensional 'computational'
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dom_fin was mapped into the prinlitive cell, the primitive ('ell wa,s roliect, ed in tile syrmne-
try planes t,o recrea, t;e the unit cell and, wlwn cleslx(.d, the ('(_rr¢:si_onding permdlc mu'fa,ce
was created by trm xsl_._tionsof the unit cell,

CUBIC UNIT CELL TETRAHEDRAL CELL

v=i

Surface patch \
L2(v)

d

SS S

s'

u=0

LI(U) u=l

Figure 2, Reduction of unit cell to tetrallech'al primitive cell.

The surface patch within a single tetrahedron was mapped onto a two-dimensional
domain in the way adopted by Anclerson (1986) to take advantage of the geometry of
the tetrahedron (see Figure 2)' two opposed edges, L1 and L_, of the tetrahedron are
orthogonal and never intersect, L1 is a segment of a line connecting the center of the unit

' (:.ell to the center of a neighboring cell, L_ is a segment of an edge of the unit cell, The
variable u was defined to vary from zero t,(_one, on the lengttl of L1; the second va,ria,hie, v,
was defined to va,ry from zero to oile on the lengtll of L,2, In cartesian coordinates, the line
segments were L_(0, u/2, 0)and L_(1/'2, 1/'2, v/2), Tl_e s_ri'a,ce is the, locus of int:_t_ections
of the surface and line segments drawn t'roln Li(u) to L,,(v)'

X(u,v) = Li(u)+ w(u, v)(L_(v)- Li(u)). (1)

The variable w(u, v) is simply the fra,ctional distance from LL(u) to the intersection Thus,
each point on the surface maps onto a. unique l_oint on the two-dinmnsional (u, v) domain
provided the line segment L2(v) - Li(u) intersects the surface once and only once; other-
wise, the mapping fails.

With this representation, the unknown surface X was ('omputed from the surface
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divergence theorem, iii whicll it occurs as mi uiikllowii (Weadierburn 1927):

/f Vs,, F d'A _f V ,l-i'd.,_- /f,. 2H N , F d.4,s. (2)

Here OS is the curve that l_ouncls the surface S, V.s' is the stu'face divergence operator, F is

axi arbitrary vector field, V is the unit vector loca,lly n{}rllial ",x}OS outwardly pointing, and
tangent to the surface, arid N is the unit vector normal to the s_u'fac(:,,mid H is the mean
curvature. The mean curvature was used as a consta_lt in this work l)_tt can be chosen as

nn arbitrary function of posit.ion. Anderson's (1986) clloice of the vect{w field is the key:
F=°X i(u' ) (L2(v) L,_--E¢ 'u = "-- (tr))doi(u., t,), where oi(u, t,) is any inenlber of the set of basis
functions in which the unknown surface is to rel}reselited, The sc_:dar product V, F is a
function of the angle betweeli tlm stlrfa,ce mid, in succession, the boundary plumes of the

primitive cell. On the symmetry plaiws it vanishes and on the plarie that is a wall of the
unit cell it is

,iV,F = V. _w = - l ¢i co_7,sinrl (3)

where "1,is the specified contact angle and q is tlm conlputed angle between the surface

tangent vector and F.

Eq. 2 was solved by the Galerkin method with finite element basis functions, The
two-dimensional (u, v) domain was subdivided into 20 × 20 square elements, The unknown

variable w was approximated by 441 bilinear basis functions, i.e,, 'to = __.joejcJ(u,v).
With F chosen as above, the surface divergence theorem then yields 441 weighted residual
equations, i = 1 to 441, for the 441 unknown coefficients, cry:

//s _ OXl //,9 OX¢idA=O' (4)OX ¢i dA- _ ¢icos7 ainrl ds + 2HN. _wRi = Vs. _ s'

The finite element representation of the surface enters through the derivatives of X with
respect to u (Xu) and v (X_,), and their appearance in Vs, dA, ds, and N:

' I1 U

/x_ x_)x.- {xi xo)xoo -rx. x_)x.+(__ x )x, o (_)v_= Ix, ×x, o., _ Ix, xx, Ov

_1.4= Ix,,xx,,la_lo (6)

and
X. x Xv

N= ix_×x.l' (8)

The system of nonlinear algebraic equations, Eq. 4, was solved for the unknown aj's
by Newton's method, The first surface computed was the Schwarz surface of zero mean
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curvature and 90 ° contact angle. Tile Schwarz surface divides space evenly, one-half of
space oil one side, one-half of spa.ce on the ()ther. Tile init.ial estimate of aj = 0.5 for
ali j was used for the Schwarz surfa.ce. Initial (:,._timates were generated by first-order
continuation in mean curvature when families of surfaces with the same contact angle were
being computed. The first-order continuation was used a.s described by Anderson (1986).
Zeroth-ordet' continuation in contact angle was used when families of surfaces with the
same mean curvature but different contact angles were being computed. Newton's method
was iterated until the sol_ltion, u,, was within as specified tolerance: Ilu,k+l -'u, kl < 10-6
wl,, _'e k is the number _)f iterations. The ccmlputations were performed on a Cra.y-2
supercomputer.

The total surface area, that was computed was the area of the curved constant mean
curvature surface plus the area of the six flat fihns at the walls of the cube (see Figure 1)'

I ,l _OX __OXdu.dv+48 w"
A-48 _,_t x c3_, . (9)

The volume fraction was defined as the ratio of internal domain volume to the volume Of
• the unit cube:

V = 48 0(u, u, _u) dudvdw = 48 g 2 3 dudv. (10)

Eq.s 9 and 10 were computed from the sohttion of Eq. 4 by Gaussian quadrature with four
quadrature points per element.

The unit of length throughout the computations was the edge length a of the cubic
unit cell. Thus the reported mean curvatures are dimensionless products of mean curvature
and edge length. Likewise, surface area are in units of a2.

Results and discussion

Surfaces of broad ranges of mean curvature and contact angle were computed. The
algorithm was first tested by computing simple surfaces for which surface area and volume
fraction can be found from mensuration formulas.

lnt .1.,ects the walls if its diameter exceeds the cube's edgeA sphere centered in a cube ' ¢....
length. The angle at which the port, ion of spherical surface within the cube contacts the
walls is -7 = cos-l(-H/2). The n l_an curvature, H, of the spheri, al surface is simply the
reciprocal of the sphere radius. The total surface area within the cube is the surface area
of the sphere less that of the six caps that lie outside plus that of the six flat circular films
on the walls:

--47r( 3 ) (Trt, an2_,)_[otal Ar_a= H'-' 2- :_H +6 _ . (11)

T}le fra.cti,.m of the ,:_,abevr_l_lmo t.hat, lies witl:.in that surface is

Volume fract, ion = 7r 1 (9H - 8) 7r3 II _ " 4' (12)
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A comparison of surface areas computed by mensuration formula of Eq. 11 to those com-
puted by Eq. 9 from solutions of Eq. 4 by Ga.lerkin's method with 441 bilinear basis
functions is listed in Table 1. A cOnll_arison of volmne fractioi_, computed by nwnsura-
tion formula of Eq. 12 to those comp_lted by Eq. 10 from soluti_"'s of Eq. 4 by Galerkin's
method with 441 bilinear basis functions is listed in Table 2.

The limiting cas(., is the inscril>ed ._pher¢', wlfich has mean curvature 2 and makes

180 ° with the walls at the points of (:(mta ct: the slu'i'a.ce area, is Trvolume fraction is rr/6.
The surface area compuwd by Eq. 9 is in _:'rror by 8.65%; the volume fraction computed
by Eq. 10 is in error by 12.9%. The sphere is ta:xgentia.1 to the walls of the unit cube;
the edge of the surface at the cube wall is a single point. The primitive tetrahedral cell
(Figure 4.2) used in the nmpping ")f surfaces cont,ains a three-sided surface patch. As a
consequence, the mapping of Eq. 4.1, which nmps a .our-sided surface patch to a two-
dimensional computational region, fa.ils.

The computed surface with 170 ° contact angle a.nd H = 1.9696 has error in total "
surface area of 4.33%and error in w_lume fraction error of 6.3%. The mapping of this
surface is close to failing because the edge _)f the sm'face at the cube wall is very small
compared to the ocher three surface edges in tl_(_primitive tetrahedron. The radii of the
circular films on the cube walls is 0.09a where a is the edge length of the unit cube. At
180 ° contact angle, the surface edges on the other three walls of the primitive tetrahedral
cell have radii of 0.5a.

The length of the surface edge a.t the cube walls increases as contact angle decreases.
The radius, r, of the circular fihns is related to contact angle as r = -0.5a tan 7. The errors
in computed total surface area of surfaces with contact angle between 160 ° and 140 ° were
less than 0.1%. The errors i'a computed volume fraction of the surface with 160 ° contact
angle was 0.13% while the errors of surfaces with contact angle between 155 ° and 140 °
were 0.04% or less. The accuracy of the computations increased as the contact angle was
decreased because the length of the surface edges at the cube walls increased. Spherical
surfaces that make contact angles with the unit cube walls less than 135 ° are disjoint
within the cube, i.e., they are confined to the eight cube corners. Again, tlle primitive
tetrahedral cell co_ ains three-sided surface patches and the mapping at Eq. 1 fails.

Two other surfaces were used for tests. One surface is a polyhedral structure com-

posed of squares at the six walls of the unit cube and a total of eight equilateral triangles
connecting the squares (see Figure 4.5 lower right). This surface has 125.26 ° contact an-
gle wit,h the cube wal.ls and H = 0. The surface area is v/3 and the volume fraction of
the internal domain is 5/6. The computed surface area is 1.7245, in error by 0.44%; the
computed volume fraction is 0.8345, in error by 0.14% The Schwarz surface has zero mean
curvature and makes 90 ° contact angle with the walls (Schwarz 1865; see Figures 4.6 up-
per and lower right). The surface area, 2.3453, and volume frac_,ion, 0.5000, computed by
this method were within U,UI% and U.00%, respectively, of the values 2.345i and u.ouuu
reported by Schoen (1970).
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Table 1

TOTAL AREA

H _ FORMULA COMPUTED ERROR
AREA AREA %

2,0000 180,0 3,1416 3.4132 8.65

1.9696 170.0 3.2381 3,3782 4,33

1,8794 160.0 3.5384 3,5371 0.04

1.8126 155.0 3.7744 3,7768 0,06

1.7320 150.0 4.0760 4.0784 0.06

1,6383 145.0 4.4522 4.4543 0.05

1.5321 140.0 4.9140 4.9156 0.03

Table 2

VOLUME FRACTION

H _, FORMULA COMPUTED ERROR
VOL. F. VOL. F. %

2.000( 180.0 0.5236 0.5910 12.87

1.9696 170.0 0.5476 0.5821 6.30

1.8794 160.0 0.6209 0.6201 0.13

1.8i26 155.0 0.6764 0.6767 0.04

1.7320 150.0 0.7439 0.7442 0.04

1.6383 145.0 0.8208 0.8211 0,04

1.5321 140.0 0.9002 0.9004 0.02
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Comparisons of surface areas and volume fl'_ctions computed by mensuration formulas
to those computed by Galerkin's nicr,hod with different numbers of bilinear basis functions
are listed in Table 3. The error in total surfa,ce area of the computed surfaces with 180 °
contact angle increased ft'ore 7,09% for 121 basis functions to 9.01% for 961 basis functions.
The error in volume fraction of these same surfaces increased from 10.26% for 121 basis
functions to 13.50% for 961 basis functions. The use of more basis functions actually
decreased the computational accuracy. The error in total surface area of the computed
surfaces with 150 ° contact angle decreased from 0.25% for 121 basis functions to 0.02c_
for 961 basis functions. The error in volume fraction of these same surfaces decreased
from 0.70% for 121 basis functions to 0,01% for 961 ha,sis functions. The use of more

basis functions increased the computational accuracy. 441 basis functions were used in
subsequent calculations.

Table 3

H 7 BASIS TOTAL ERROR VOLUME ERROR
FUNCTIONS AREA % FRACT. %

2.0000 .... 180.0 ° FORMULA 3.1416 ***** 0.5236 *****
121 3.3643 7.09 0.5773 10.26
256 3.3999 8.22 0.5873 12.17
441 3.4132 8.65 0.5910 12.87
676 3.4204 8.87 0.5930 13.25
961 3.4248 9.01 0.5943 13.50

1.7320 150.0 ° FORMULA 4.0760 ***** 0.7439 *****
36 4.1161 0.98 0.7491 0.70
121 4.0862 0.25 0.7452 0.17
256 4.0804 0.II 0.7445 0.08
441 4.0784 0.06 0.7442 0.04
676 4.0775 0.04 0.7441 0.03
961 4.0770 0.02 0.7440 0.01

A series of surfaces with 180 ° contact angle were computed. Four surfaces with 180 °
contact angle are shown in Figure 3. The surface with H -- 2 and 180 ° contact angle
corresponds to an undistorted sphere. As the curvature is increased, the point of contact
between the sphere and the cube wall flat,tens to form a circular film. However, as the
curvature is increased further, the film loses its circular shape and the curved surfaces are
no longer spherical. The surface distorts to fill into the edges of the cube. Consequently,
the volume fraction of the internal domain approaches one and the total surface area
approaches six, the surface area of the cube. During this distortion, the surface remains
continuous, which means the external domain also remains continuous as narrow channels
along the cube edges. Surfaces of 1S0° contact angle were computed with mean curvature
up to H = 100. The surfaoe areas of the curved constant mean curvature 'surfaces as
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functions of mean curvature and (:(mta.ct angle are shown in Figure 9. Volume ft'actions
of the internal domain are shown as flln('tiolls of mean curvature and contact angle in
Figure 10. Surface areas and vohune fractions (,I' const.ant mean curvature surfaces are
listed in tables of Appendix B.

Another series of surfaces was c(mlputed but with 150 ° contact angle. Four surfaces
with 150 ° cont;.mt angle are shown in Figure 4. Again, the surface distorts to fill the unit
(:ell a.s the mean curvature is increased from the curvature of a sphere. In this case, the
sphere had a me_m curvature of 1,732 and ext,ended beyond the walls of the cube. Surfaces
()f 150 ° contact angle were computed with me.an curvature uI) to H = 100. As the mean
curvature is decreased from 1.732, the volume fraction of the internal domain decreases
from 0.742 (Figure 10). At H = 1.691, a turning point is encountered and the curvature
then increases while the volume fraction continues to decrease to a mininmm of 0.436
H = 2. The volume fraction increases as H increases until H = 2.035 where the surface

begins to self-intersect. Tha.t is t.o say, for the surface to satisfy Eq.4, it passes through or
intersects itself. At the point of aelf-intersection, the mapping of Eq. 1 fails. The surface
area of the curved constant, metal curvature surface increases from 2.77 at H = 1.732,
reaches a local maximum of 2.78 al H = 1.75, decreases to 2.74 at H = 1.94, and then
increases to 3.04 at H = 2.04 (Figure 4.9)

Surfaces with contact angle between 180 ° to 134 ° distort to fill the cube as mean
curvature is increased. Surfaces with contact angle less than or equal to 133 ° ao not distort
to fill the unit cube. Three surfaces with 120 ° contact angle are shown in Figure 5. The
surface with 120 ° contact angle and H = 2.04, self-intersects. The internal domain volume
fraction decreases as the mean curvature is decreased from H = 2.04 until a mininmm
volume fraction is reached at H = 1.9. The volume fraction increases as mean curvature is

decreased further until the surface becomes disjoint at H = -0.415; the surface is confined
to the corners of the unit cube and is no longer continuous along the cube edges. When
the surface becomes disjoint, the mapping of Eq. 1 fails. As mean curvature decreases
from H = 2.04 to H = -0.415, the surface area of the curved surface decreases from 3.0
to a local minimum of 2.34 at H = 1.72, increases to a local maximum of 2.45 at H = 1,
decreases to a local mininmm of 1.66 at H = -0.25, and increases to 1.92 at H = -0.415.

Anderson (1986) computed a series of surfaces with 90 ° contact angle. Four surfaces
with 90° contact angle are shown in Figure 6. At H = 2 and H = -2, the surfaces self-
intersect and the mapping of Eq. 4.1 fails. Anderson (1986) reported that surfaces with
90° contact angle invert as the mean curvature is changed from positive to negative. As
mean curvature is decreased from H = 2 to H = -2, the volume fraction decreases from
0.465 to a minimum of 0.25 at H = 1.S, increases to a maximum of 0.75 at H = -1.8, and
decreases to 0.535 at H = -2. The area of the curved sm'face decrcases from 2.9 at H = 2

to a minimum of 2.0 at H = 2 (below a t_trnlng point at H = 2.13), increases to a



Figure 3. Four surfaces with 180 ° contact angle, (upper left) H = 2, (upper right) H = 3,
(lower left) H = 5, and (lower left) H = 10.
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Figure 4. Four surfaces with 150 ° contact angle, (upper left).H = 2, (upper right) H = 1.7,
(lower left) H = '_..,and (lower le_ft) H = 5.
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Figure 5. Three surfaces with 120 ° contact angle, (upt)er left) H = 2, (upper right) H = 0,
(lower left) H = -0.4. Shown in (lower right) is the surface with contact of
125.26 ° and H = 0, which corresponds to portions of octahedra centered at the
corners of the unit cell.
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Figure 6. Four surfaces with 90 ° conta,ct angl(_, (upper left) H = 2, (upper right) H = 0
the Schwarz surface, (lowe_' left) H = -2. Shown in (lower rigght) are four unit
,':ells connected to illustrate ttl(_ p(-'ri()dicity of the thr_,e-dimensional stru('ture.
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' ,,_ '_ I__fL_ql_tdl,I, ,

Figure 7. Four surfaces with 60° contact angle, (upper left) H = 2.2, (upper right) H = 0,
(lower left) H = -2, and (lower right) H = -3.2.
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Figurc 8. Two surfaces with 30° contact angle, (upper left) H = 0, (upp(_r right) H = -3;
_nd two sm'faces with 5° contact mlgle, (lowe'L"left) H = -0.4, and (lower right.]
H = --3.
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Figure 10. Volume fraction of internal domain as a function of mean curvature for contact
angles of 180 °, 150 ° , 120 ° , 90 ° , 60 ° , 30°, and 5q .
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local maximum of 2,34 at H = 0, decreases to 2.0 at H = 2, and increases to 2.9 at, H = 2

(above a turning point at H = -2,13).

A series of surfaces of 60° contact angle were computed between the limits of H = 2,06
and H = -3,09, Four surf_ces of 60 ° cont_tct angle are shown in Figure 7, The surface
with (30° contact angle _:md H = 2,06, self-intersects, The internal domain volume fraction
decreases from 0.453 as the mean curvature is increased to a turning point at H = 2,21 and
then decreased to H = 1,85 where a minimum volume fraction of 0,166 is reached, The
volume fraction increases to 0.686 mean curvature is decreased further until H = -2.85,

: As the m_;an curvature is decreased further, the volume fraction decreases to 0,420 at
H = -3,09 where the surface self-intersects. As mean curvature is decreased from H = 2,06

to H = -2.85, the area, of the curved surface decreases from 2,86 to a minimum of 1,73 at
H = 2, increases to a local maximtun of 2,46 at H = -1,1, decreases to 2,30 at H = 2,7,
and increases to 3,55 at H = -3.09,

A series of surfaces of 30° contact angle were computed between the limits of H = 0.70
and H = -4.02, Two surfaces of 30 ° contact mlgle are shown in Figures 4.8 upper left

. and right. The surface with 30 ° contact angle and H = 0.70, self-intersects, The internal
domain volume fraction decreases from 0.46 at H - 0.7 to 0.24 at H = 0.40, increases to
a maximum of 0,65 at H = -3.4, and decreases to 0.26 at H = -4 where the surface self-
intersects. As H is decreased froln 0.7 to -4, the area of the curved surface decreases from
5,68 to 2.77 at H = -3.2, and increases to 4.8 at H = -4 where the surface self-intersects,

A series of surfaces of 5 ° contact angle were computed between the limits of H = -0.49
and -3.8. Surfaces with H = -0.49 and H = -3,8 self-intersect. Two surfaces of 5° contact _

angle are shown in Figures 4.8 lower left and right, The internal domain volume fraction
increases from 0,26 at H = -0.49 to 0.64 at H = -3.6, and decreases to 0.46 at H = -3.8.
As H is decreased from -0.49 to -3.8, the area of the curved surface decreases from 5.7 to
a minimum of 3.4 at H = -3.5, and increases to 4.4 at H = -3.8,

Lissant (1966) defined a dimensionless geometric factor as the tot_,l surface area of
the internal domain divided by the two-thirds power of the internal domain volume. This
geometric factor removes particle size dependence from the surface area. A filled uniL cube
has a geometric factor of A/V 2/3 = 6. Lissant calculated geometric factors of rhomboidal
dodecahedral (RDH) and tetrakaidecahedral (TI(DH) surfaces. These geometric factors
as functions of volume fraction are shown ia Figure 4.11 along with the geometric factors
from simple cubic spheres and surfaces of constant mean curvature and 180 ° contact angle.
For a given volume fraction, the surface with the lowest geoffmtric factor has the lowest
surface area. Spheres of RDH or TKDH arrangements pack more tightly than do spheres
of simple cubic arrangements. Packed simple cubic spheres occupy 52% of volume, packed
TI(DH spheres occupy 68¢_ of volume, and packed RDH spheres occupy 74% of volume.
The geometric factor of RDH spheres, is lowest, that of TKDH spheres are next, followed
by the.t of simple cubic spheres. As the curvature of the spheres is increased, the spheres
deform but the ranking of the geometric factors remains the same until volume fraction1
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of 94% when the geometric factors of RDH and TKDH switch ranks. The constant mean
curvature surfaces of 180° contact angle have lower geometric factors than deformed simple
cubic spheres of the same volume fraction, i.e._ the 180 ° surfaces have less surface area
than deformed simple cubic spheres of the same volume fraction. However, constant mean
curvature surfaces of 180 ° contact angle have higher geometric factors and surface areas
than deformed RDH and TKDH spheres of the same volume fraction. Geometric factors
of constant mean curvature surfaces ns functions of contact angle and mean curvature are
shown in Figure 4.12. Surface with contact angle of 180 ° have the lowest geometric factor
for a specified volume fraction. Surfaces of contact angle less than 180 ° have higher surface
areas and, therefore, higher geometric factors.

Sulnlnary

A Galerkin weighted residual formulation of the Surface Divergence Theorem is used
with finite element basis functions to compute geometric models of foam and emulsion
structure. The models are surfaces of constant mean curvature arranged on a simple cubic
lattice so that they meet the boundary planes of the unit cells at prescribed contact angles.
Surfaces are computed for a variety of contact angles and mean curvatures. With contact
angle between 5° and 133 ° , the surface inverts as the mean curvature decreases, whereas
with contact angle between 134 ° and 180 °, the surface fills the unit cell as the mean
curvature decreases, passes through a turning point, and then increases.
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